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Preface & Acknowledgments 
WELCOME TO THE THIRTY-SECOND EDITION OF HAJR TRIGGER, THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE FICTION WRITING 
Department's annual anthology of student writing, featuring the best of the best in fiction and cre-
ative nonfiction produced in Story Workshop® and other classes in the undergraduate and graduate 
Fiction Writing Department program at Columbia College Chicago. During the three decades since 
the magazine was founded by former chair and Story Workshop originator John Schultz, it has 
established itself as one of the top journals of its kind in the country. In addition to garnering twenty-
three top national awards-among them first-place prizes from the Association of Writers and 
Writing Programs, the Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines, and the Columbia University 
Scholastic Press Association-Hair Trigger has published the work of more than one hundred indi-
vidual award winners, many of whom have gone on to successful careers in writing and publishing, 
as well as a variety of other writing-related professions. The Fiction Writing Department is proud 
of those students, as it is of the many other students in classes whose work perhaps did not make it 
into the magazine's pages but who nonetheless played a part in fostering the creative, energetic, and 
supportive environment that has become the hallmark of the program. 
As with previous issues of the magazine, Hair Trigger 32 collects prose fiction and creative non-
fiction writing by undergraduate BA and BFA students, and by graduate students in the MFA in 
Creative Writing-Fiction, MA in the Teaching of Writing, and Combined Degree programs. These 
works come primarily from core Story Workshop classes-Introduction to Fiction Writing, Fiction 
Writing I and II, Prose Forms, Advanced Fiction, and Advanced Prose Forms-as well as from Fiction 
Seminars, Critical Reading and Writing classes, and a wide variety of creative nonfiction, playwriting, 
genre fiction, publishing, electronic applications, and other Specialty Writing classes taught with dis-
tinctly complementary and successful approaches. The success of the Story Workshop approach and 
those other approaches used in the Fiction Writing Department program is reflected in the broad range 
of voices, subjects, forms, and cultural/linguistic backgrounds represented in all editions of Hair 
Trigger during its illustrious history, including the edition you are holding in your hands. 
An exhaustive and rigorous selection process is used with Hair Trigger to ensure that no excel-
lent story-whatever its voice, subject, or approach- will be overlooked. Student editors in our 
College Literary Magazine Publishing class work for a semester with a faculty advisor who helps them 
reveal their unconscious as well as conscious biases. These editors, formed into diverse teams, read 
submissions and decide which should be given to the full group for consideration. Those manuscripts 
passed ahead in the process are read by all editors, who then begin the hard work of deciding which 
pieces should go into the final magazine. Instructors may appeal a rejected piece for another reading 
and further discussion by student editors who, along with Faculty Advisor Chris Maul Rice and 
Director of Faculty Development Shawn Shiflett, are responsible for making the final decisions. For 
space reasons, we are unable to include many excellent stories and essays each year; but over the 
magazine's history, this thorough, fair process has ensured that the very best work will eventually 
see the light of day. Respect for the reader, for content, for form, for point of view and language, 
and for vividness of telling characterize the selections printed in this volume, and we believe that 
the diversity represented in the pages of Hair Trigger 32 stands as a distinct and refreshing contrast 
to the so-called "workshop story" found in many other writing programs. Our appreciation goes to 
the student editors, chosen for their own ability as writers and readers. 
Congratulations to Chris Maul Rice, who was chiefly responsible as Faculty Advisor for super-
vising undergraduate and graduate student editors in the overall selection and production process for 
Hair Trigger 32, and to full-time faculty Shawn Shiflett, who oversees Hair Trigger for the Fiction 
Writing Department. 
Thanks to Associate Chair Gary Johnson and to Andy Allegretti , Don Gennaro De Grazia, Ann 
Hemenway, Eric May, Patty McNair, Joe Meno, Nami Mun, Alexis Pride, Lisa Schlesinger, Shawn 
Shiflett, Sam Weller, John Schultz, and Betty Shiflett for consulting on matters affecting the student 
editors ' complex editorial selection process- as well as to the many other excellent teacher-writers 
in the Fiction Writing program. 
Thanks to Mary Forde, Assistant Vice President for Creative Services, and to Corey Plazak, 
Guido Mendez, Kevin Riordan, and Edward Thomas for print and cover design and art work layout. 
Particular thanks go to Deborah Roberts, Linda Naslund, and Nicole Chakalis for copyediting, proof-
reading, and supervising critical phases of production; to Kristen Fiore, Kevin Kane, and Nicolette 
Kittinger for their work as editorial assistants; and to Mike Sims, manager of the Fiction Writing 
Department computer lab, and his staff for their help in producing Hair Trigger 32. And special thanks 
to Mica "Past Performance Does Not Guarantee Future Results" Racine, who has long given us invalu-
able assistance in production and design of Hair Trigger and other projects. 
Our profound gratitude goes to Warrick Carter, President of Columbia College Chicago; to 
Steve Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President; to Louise Love, Vice President for Academic 
Affairs; and to Eliza Nichols, Dean of the School of Fine and Performing Arts for their continuing 
support and encouragement of this program. 
We owe a debt, above all, to the over 750 students registered for classes in the Fiction Writing 
Department each semester from whose writing the selected pieces in this volume were gleaned. 
We sincerely hope that you enjoy the original and inventive work appearing in this edition of 
Hair Trigger. 
Randall Albers, Chair 
Fiction Writing Department 
Hair Trigger 32 Student Editors 
David Bauer 
Melanie Datz 
Kristen Fiore 
Sarah Grainer 
Caitlin Jimenez 
Nicolette Kittinger 
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Alexandria Petty 
Paul Sematinger 
Hair Trigger 32 Faculty Advisor 
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THE DAVID FRIEDMAN MEMORIAL AWARD 
The David Friedman Award offers a cash prize to the best story or 
essay published in Hair Trigger each year. Our thanks go to David 
Friedman ' s family, which established this fund in fall 2002 as a 
memorial to their son, a talented writer and painter , as well as 
an alumnus of Columbia College Chicago and a great friend to 
the Fiction Writing Department's students and faculty. 
Two Lemons and a Dollar Sign 
Shana Cooper 
"How's THE ATHEIST?" MY FATHER SAYS OVER THE PHONE. 
I slice a tomato in half on the bare kitchen counter. 
"Anarchist," I say, "and his name is Sam." 
"Atheist, anarchist, whatever." Ka-ching. His voice comes tinny and muf-
fled over the line. Fainter, somehow, against the background of electronic bells. 
Ka-ching. I know where he is. 
"Where are you?" I say. 
I picture the casino, the only one I ever went to with my father and step-
mother some years back-jostling, glinting, ringing, dinging-the wide-open 
room sequined in gold and white. I slice down again and watch tomato seeds 
glob like wet jewels onto the counter. It's Wednesday, red: tomato and shrimp 
stew, cranberry juice to drink, chili powder. My cutting board is blue. I can't 
use it until tomorrow, which will involve eggplant and zucchini and all colors 
cool. I could buy a new one, I suppose, white to match every day. 
"Dad," I say, "you still there?" 
"Yeah," he says. Ka-ching. He hasn't answered my question. I scrape the 
little jewels into my palm, sticky, wet, and rinse them off in the sink. We 
went the one time to the casino at night. It was, I imagine, like being inside 
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a cash register during a holiday-season sale: chiming, loud, opening and 
closing, full of people carrying drinks in stemmed glasses, cupping the bottoms 
in their hands, setting them down here or there on tables beside machines. It 
was cold from air-conditioning, carpeted brown, and people crossed the room 
from machine to bar, or table to bar, or bar to machine, in straight beeline 
paths, amazingly, without a nod to each other, much less a collision. 
"I'm out," says my father. 
"I know," I say. 
"How do you know?" Ka-ching. 
"I just do." I quarter the tomato, eighth it, step back. Perfect ruby 
wedges angle up on the counter. I take the pot in one hand and with a sweep 
of the other, the red triangles fall in, in a line. I pick up a beet. "You know," 
I say, "it's not a secret." 
"What?" says my father. "I can barely hear you." Ka-ching. "You didn't 
answer my question," he says. I pick up the knife. 
"Hmm?" 
"The atheist. How is Sam? You never said." 
"We broke up," I say. 
"What?" 
"We're done." 
"Why? What happened? I thought you liked him." 
I did. I did like Sam, I want to say. I did like Sam, and Sam liked me, 
and he came over and stayed over, and we read to each other in bed. We 
read flash fiction, fleeting as lightning. I want to tell him how I made Sam 
leave each morning so I could go work out. I slice a beet onto the bare 
counter. That'll leave a stain. I really ought to get a red cutting board or at 
least something wood. 
"I did," I say. "But it was more me. I just liked my space." I work out at 
seven. At night I lay out my clothes for the following day. And it was hard 
to leave the apartment, knowing someone was sleeping in my bed. Ka-ching. 
"What, what was that?" I picture my father pressing his phone to his 
ear. He's beside a slot machine, gold and curved. My stepmother is seated 
before it, three white rectangles reflected as little stars in her pupils. My 
father watches them while we talk. He imagines he can see cherries, dollar 
signs, Js for jackpot. The truth is, it's just a reflection, and the machine is 
metal, painted gold. 
"Never mind," I say, my fingers turning deep pink. I wonder if they will 
be stained. If they'll be pink tomorrow. And if they are, what I will wear, 
since tomorrow is Thursday and Thursday is blue. I hold up my hand in the 
kitchen light. The counter, my fingers, the silver knife blade are pink. I turn 
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on the faucet and stick the blade in the stream. 
"It's no big deal," I say, referring to the color. The water turns pink in 
the sink, a deep magenta streak. And the blade is silver again. It looks as 
though nothing touched it. Just as shiny and clean as before, only I bet if I 
looked close, really, really close, I'd be able to see tiny pink in the serrated 
notches. And I rinse my hand next, which also comes clean, but I bet that in 
the grooves of my fingertips a little color lingers. Then I wonder if it's really 
there all the time. If on Tuesday, when I dressed in orange and blue, I still 
had tinges of asparagus in my skin from Monday. If I had pepper on 
Monday left over from Sunday. And probably, I never knew. 
"I guess," I say, "it was just time. For us to move on." Although the truth is, 
I think about him all the time, like he's still sleeping in my bed when I'm away. 
My stepmother draws her hand up to meet the shiny, knobbed arm of 
the machine. My father watches her face as though it were a screen. In a 
moment, he'll sit down beside her on a stool. They'll each face their own 
machine, their faces lit with electric light. Their arms will go up, pull the 
levers down. Ka-ching. Ka-ching. Ka-ching. It's the repetition of the ding. 
The reaching, the pulling. The power to connect to something, be it metal 
and cold. The strength they must feel, tightening in their bodies as they pull 
down the lever and change the picture on the screen. It's the ability to turn 
the countertop red. To feel wet jewels in a palm. To know when they will 
fall. Precise lines, changing a stream of clear water to pink. A predictable 
change that lands fresh with each turn. 
"I guess it was the idea that he'd be awake when I got home. That he'd 
be gone or he'd have rearranged the furniture or something," I say. 
"Huh?" says my father. Ka-ching. He is sitting down. 
"Never mind," I say. "It was more me than him." 
"Well, I'm sorry," says my father. Though I'm not sure he's heard me. 
There are two lemons already, on the screen beside my stepmother. Two 
lemons and a dollar sign. And odds to calculate. I pick up a red onion. I hes-
itate to slice. This one will make me cry, I think. It looks so lonesome there 
against the white countertop. After it cooks, the color will fade. It won't 
matter that I stained the counter, stained my fingers. It won't matter that I 
cried. One by one, things go in the pot. Falling onto each other in fragrant 
collaboration. If only they knew how striking they were alone against the 
counter, and in harmony in a pot. I push down hard on the knife, the tears 
pinch up from inside. 
"I just like my space," I say into the phone. 
"I think I understand," says my father. Ka-ching. 
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The Wind's Daughter 
Ryan Sinon 
THERE WAS A PEASANT WOMAN WHO WAS BOTH POOR AND PREGNANT. SHE WAS 
left to wander for food, and that autumn, while gathering mushrooms near 
the river, she went into labor. She shouted for help until her throat went dry 
and the pain in her stomach became sharp. When no one answered her cries 
she lay back against a large stone, dug her heels into the mud, and pushed. 
At that same moment the wind passed through the forest and heard the 
pregnant woman's grunts. Flying near, he hid behind a tree and watched. 
Her eyes rolled back and she moaned and tore fistfuls of grass. 
She must be sick, thought the wind. 
He flew down next to her shoulder and fanned her head because her 
brow was beaded with sweat. But her red face and grinding teeth frightened 
him, and he dashed back to his place behind the tree. 
An hour passed. The child was born limp and blue with the cord 
wrapped 'round its neck. 
"You were born unlucky," said the poor woman to the infant. During 
her life she'd seen her share of dead children, and this one, despite having 
sprung from her, was no different. "I haven't a penny to feed myself, let 
alone money to buy you a coffin." 
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From inside a pocket she withdrew a rusty blade and cut the cord. She 
heaved herself up onto feeble legs, wiped her hands on her thighs, and 
looked down at the child. Using her bare foot, she rolled the infant into a 
heap of fallen leaves and covered the body. 
"There," she said. "Let the animals have her." And she disappeared into 
the woods, never to be heard from again. 
When he was sure the woman was gone, the wind crept over to the 
child. He picked the leaves off her body, leaned in, and blew into her mouth. 
Her chest rose and fell. On the third blow, the child sputtered and coughed 
to life. Her blue cheeks turned pink, her tiny hands opened and closed, and 
she cried because she was hungry. So the wind shaped himself a pair of arms 
and hands out of air, scooped her up, and carried her far away into the high-
lands. There he found a grassy cliff facing the sea. Sad that the child's 
mother had left her for dead, he said, "I'll be your father and look after you 
until you are grown." 
The first thing he did was build a crib. He traveled to the swamp and 
gathered a bundle of palm leaves. He worked all day weaving, and before 
sunset the crib was finished. But there was no mattress or pillow for the 
child to lie on. So the wind flew up into the trees, plucked leaves, and filled 
the cradle until it was overflowing. After this, he lifted the child and laid her 
inside. She slept through the night while he kept watch, rocking the cradle 
from side to side. 
The wind was an excellent caretaker. When the child was hungry, he 
flew to a nearby farm and scooped handfuls of cow milk from pails. This 
was a difficult chore; he had to move slow as a breeze or else spill half the 
milk into the grass. On cool nights he'd dip his hand into the farmer's kegs 
and let her suck the ale off his fingers to warm her blood. And if the farmer's 
strawberry field was ripe, he'd steal a dozen and squeeze their juice into her 
mouth. Some nights she'd cry and cry, and it seemed as though nothing 
would quiet her. So the wind gathered his breezes and shaped himself into a 
man. "Shhh," he'd whisper, and lift the child in his arms and lay her against 
his invisible chest, patting her back and petting her bald head. 
Winter came and the air turned cold. To keep the child warm, he flew 
out above the sea, tore a flag off a ship's mast, and wrapped her up inside 
the cradle. But as the weeks passed, the world turned white and icy, and the 
thin flag was not enough, so the wind flew to the city, passing high above 
rooftops. All of the chimneys smoked, and warm columns of vapor rose up 
toward the sky. The wind visited each chimney and gathered the hot air in 
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his hands, rolling it into a ball. When the ball was as large as a boulder, he 
carried it back to the child and surrounded the cradle. This was enough to 
keep out the ice and cold, so every day he traveled across the rooftops to col-
lect the hot air. It was during these trips that the wind listened to the conver-
sations floating up through the chimneys and soon realized that men and 
women, both poor and rich, were named at birth. So he decided to give the 
child a name; it was the proper thing to do. At each chimney, he'd lean in and 
listen. He heard all sorts of names rise up out of the chimneys-a woman 
named Mary lived in a small house at the town's south end. Mary is a lovely 
name, thought the wind. But then the next day he discovered another woman 
named Mary living in a small apartment on the north side. She must have a 
beautiful name, thought the wind, one that is unique, one that no one else has. 
One night he visited the roof of the opera house. Music and smoke 
poured from the chimneys. Out of one he heard a woman sing the name 
Ada. It is perfect, he thought. Of all of the chimney stacks in town, none 
other sang the name Ada. It was truly one of a kind. He reached up and 
grabbed the name out of the air as though it were a book on a high shelf. 
Music was difficult to carry, even more difficult than milk, so he held the 
name tight in both hands and brought it back to the child. When he opened 
his hands, out came the song, and the name floated above the cradle. The 
child laughed, and from then on the wind called her Ada. 
All this time spent caring for the child meant the wind forgot his duties. 
The world changed. The sea became a surface of glass, without ripple or 
wave, and ships were powered by oars. In the autumn, leaves fell straight to 
the earth and piled 'round tree trunks like large brown skirts. Drought killed 
off crops. Clouds stopped in the sky, and many people died of thirst waiting 
for rain. During the summer, everyone carried paper fans to keep cool and 
often exclaimed to one another, "What wouldn't I give for a breeze?" 
One day, flying low to the ground on his way to the strawberry field, 
the wind stopped to rest at the top of a hill. Across the distance spread the 
farmer's field, but things were different. The fruit was black and shriveled, 
and the vines twisted and brittle. As for the farmer, the old man shuffled up 
and down the field, his footsteps kicking up dust as he dropped seeds in 
between the cracks of the soil. Anyone could see that the land was dead, dry 
as bone and choked with thorny weeds-no crop would ever sprout. The 
farmer moved slowly, stopping often to wipe his brow and pat his face with 
a handkerchief. His straw hat was stained with sweat. 
How awful, thought the wind. How long has it been since I've sent the 
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storms sailing across the sky? The wind grew ashamed of having forgotten 
his responsibilities. Ada was too young to be left alone, but things had to 
change, so he carried her up into the sky and laid her on a cloud. She was 
so light that the cloud carried her along like a canoe floats downriver. "Here 
you'll be safe while I take care of my duties," he said, and off he flew to 
circle the world. With a single breath he shaped the waves. He pressed his 
shoulders into ships' sails, causing them to snap taut. He sent the clouds 
gliding 'round the earth with a gentle kick. He spun windmills with the flick 
of a finger. And when he felt full of mischief, he tore clothes off clotheslines 
and knocked fancy hats off women's heads. All the while, Ada slept, her 
cloud as soft as goose feathers. When the day was finished, he returned to 
the farmer's land, towing a mountain-sized thundercloud behind him. He 
hung it above the strawberry field, where it rained for days. 
Years passed. The wind never brought Ada back to earth, so that by the 
time she turned twelve years old, she was quite accustomed to seeing the 
world from above. She lived naked on her cloud, and the sun turned her skin 
brown as a walnut. Black, untamed hair grew to her knees, and the wind 
forever touched it, blowing it around her like a cape. This was how he 
showed her he loved her. She had no memory of her earliest days and so 
grew curious about the lives of the people she spied below. 
One day while drifting above a field, she peered over her cloud's edge. 
Far below, her shadow drifted across a field; within the shadow walked a 
barefoot shepherd and his flock. "What does it feel like to walk through the 
grass?" she asked the wind. 
"I'll show you," he said and flew down to the pasture, tore blades of 
grass, and carried them back up to the cloud. He pinched the green blades 
between his thumb and finger and tickled the soles of her feet. "But it's not 
the same," she said. "The shepherd walks through an entire field. He can 
curl his toes in the dirt, and his footprints press the grass flat. I want to feel 
what he feels." 
"But you walk on a cloud," said the wind. "Think how often the shep-
herd looks up into the sky and says to himself, 'What do clouds feel like?"' 
Later that night the moon hung high. Ada's cloud drifted above the sea, 
and far below she saw the fisherman's son, wearing only a pair of shorts, 
dive off the pier and splash into the water. "What does it feel like to swim 
in the sea?" she asked the wind. 
"I'll show you," he said and flew down to the sea's surface and carried 
back water cupped in his palms. He drizzled it over her head, and cool drops 
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ran down her forehead, her cheeks, and over her lips. She licked the water 
and tasted the salt. 
"But it's not the same," she said and shook out her hair. "The fish-
erman's son can dip his entire body underwater and open his eyes and see 
fish and seashells. I want to feel what he feels, swimming under the sea." 
"But you live in the sky," said the wind. "Think how often the fish-
erman's son looks up and dreams of flying with the birds." 
The following morning, when the sun was a burning sliver above the 
horizon, Ada woke. Peering over the cloud's edge she saw, far below, the 
baker's mill. It was built along a riverbed with a spinning mill wheel and a 
smoking chimney stack. In the front yard sat the baker's wife in a rocking 
chair; in her arms she cradled an infant against her chest. For a long time Ada 
watched her. Then the baker's wife unbuttoned her blouse and the child fed 
from her breast. When he finished drinking, the mother kissed his forehead 
and rocked him. "What does it feel like to be touched?" Ada asked, and the 
wind pretended not to hear her because no matter how hard he wished it oth-
erwise, his hands were shaped from air, not skin. To let her touch another 
person meant bringing her to earth, and the wind loved her too much to share. 
Ada thought about the baker's wife and the child for many days. She 
spent nearly all her time looking over the cloud's edge, and the wind became 
anxious and feared she might stop loving him. 
One day, while passing above the sea, Ada spotted a young sailor. He 
was slouched forward in his sailboat, and a wide-brimmed hat shaded his 
face. His boat bobbed along the waves, and a ring of gulls circled the mast. 
"Wind," she said, "I'm worried for that boy. Steer my cloud above him 
so that he's protected beneath shade. He's burning up in this tropical sun." 
The wind did as she asked, towing the cloud across the sky and hanging 
it above the sailor. Then she said, "Go, blow on him and cool his skin." The 
wind did as she asked, flew down and blew his breath across the boy's brow. 
When the sailor lifted his face to catch the breeze, the wind saw that his 
youth was hidden beneath a rugged mask; sunburned patches dappled his 
cheeks, and his eyes squinted against the light bouncing off the water's sur-
face. At his hip hung an empty water flask, and the wind blew harder for 
fear that the boy might die. 
After a few hours in the shade, the sailor was cooled, but a choking 
thirst parched his throat. From high up on her cloud, Ada looked east and 
saw in the hazy distance an island. "Wind," she said, "blow my cloud east. 
The sailor can ride on your breeze and follow in our shadow." The wind did 
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as she asked. With one hand he pushed Ada's cloud, and with the other hand 
he rocked the sailor's boat back and forth. 
The boy had been lost for three days beneath the blazing sun, so the 
appearance of a cloud was a welcome gift. I best follow it, he thought, and 
as he shielded his eyes and looked upward he saw Ada's face, a small brown 
speck poking above the white rim. "An angel," said the sailor. Pulling on a 
rope, he raised his red sail, and the canvas went taut. Everything worked as 
Ada had predicted. The sailor followed in her shadow all afternoon, and in 
the evening his boat washed up onto the island's beach. Once ashore, the 
sailor found a cool spring and drank until he'd had his fill. He slept beneath 
a shelter of palm leaves, lying on his back, his legs sprawled in the sand. His 
hand was hung on a nearby tree limb. A red bandana was tied 'round his 
neck, and swirls of sweaty brown hair clung to his forehead. Ada thought 
about the baker's wife and child, and she wanted so badly to leap down and 
touch his face. 
"Wind," she said. "I love you and am grateful for the care you've given 
me. But the time has come for me to leave my cloud. I'm not meant to spend 
my life in the sky. I was born on the earth, and so the earth is where I should 
spend my life." 
But the wind refused to give her up. "It's dangerous below," he said. 
"Can't you see that you're safe up here? I can protect you." 
"Protect me from what?" she asked. But the wind gave no answer, 
knowing in his heart that it was the sailor who frightened him. 
That night while Ada slept, the wind flew down to the beach and blew 
against the sailor's cheeks and whispered in his ear, "Set sail, and I'll carry you 
to safety." The sailor listened, thinking best to take advantage of the sudden 
breeze. "Who knows when I'll get another?" he asked himself. He pushed his 
boat across the sand until it hit the water with a plunking splash. Then he 
jumped inside and raised the sail-the canvas snapped taut. All night long the 
wind steered the tiny boat far out to sea where the waters go deep and dark 
blue. Then, when he was certain the sailor was too far from any shore to be 
rescued, he mustered a violent storm and hung it above the sailor. The skies 
turned black and sheets of rain fell so heavy that the boat flooded. The sailor 
was knocked from side to side, his hat carried away in the fury, and his shirt 
ripped off his chest. Both oars fell overboard, and the proud red sail was torn 
to pieces. Waves rose, foaming and crashing into one another, and the wind 
shaped his invisible hands into fists and smashed the tiny boat, cracking the 
hull in two. The sailor was thrown overboard and drowned. 
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The next day when the storm passed and the skies were clear, Ada 
peered over the edge of her cloud. Far below, the crescent of beach was 
empty. Where is the sailor? she thought. "Wind," she called, "the sailor is 
gone. Did you see him leave?" 
"No," said the wind. "Perhaps he rowed out last night. A sailor's heart 
is bound to the sea, and they never stay long in one place." 
This was a lie, but the wind was glad to be rid of the young boy. He was 
certain that she'd never know what he'd done, but at that moment he was 
deceived by the sea. Far below, Ada caught sight of the broken, floating oars 
and the red sail rippling across the waves. She looked in all directions for 
the sailor, hoping to find him clinging to a piece of broken hull, but he was 
nowhere to be seen. Tears blurred her vision, and she spotted his white shirt 
below, floating beside the sail. Mistaking it for the sailor, Ada leapt from the 
cloud. The wind tried to catch her, but she was too heavy and fell too 
quickly. She passed through his hands, her hair sliding between his fingers, 
hit the water with a white splash, and sank to the bottom of the sea. 
In that moment the wind dove deep below the surface, where the light 
was snuffed out and fish glowed like white spirits. Using all his strength, he 
hauled Ada and the sailor up and laid their bodies on the island's white 
shore. He picked the seaweed off their bodies, leaned in, and blew breath 
into their mouths, but they were dead, and although their chests rose as he 
breathed into them, their eyes did not open. The wind's heart was defeated, 
and he drew himself in, shaping himself into a man, and lay in the sand next 
to Ada, petting her hair. 
The entire world went still-the sea turned flat, trees' leaves hushed, 
and clouds slowed down and stopped moving. He cried over her body all 
night long, and when dawn broke the following day, he carried Ada and the 
sailor into the sky, higher than birds, into the freezing heavens, where blue 
sky faded into outer space, and laid them next to one another on a flat 
cloud. There they remain, circling the world-the wind their eternal care-
taker, blowing them across the heavens like white ships on a black sea. 
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God's Flippin' the Bird 
Santiago Martinez 
MAN, YOU ALL KNOW HOW IT IS WHEN Goo's FLIPPIN' YOU THE BIRD AND EVERY-
thing in yo world starts falling apart, hittin' you from left and right. Peep 
this: My sis just found out she's got two months' worth of baby in her, and 
she broke it to my moms sayin' the li'l man's daddy got bagged by some 
Feds who sent him back across the border. My little brother Juanito's gonna 
be an uncle at five years old. Do rich folks deal with this shit too? 
Plus, Thalia's lost her damn mind 'cause some hooch birdies were 
chirpin' in her ear, so she gone ahead and looked through all my shit, caller 
ID and everything, and that shit ain't cool. Why we gon' stay together if 
that's how she feels? I may be a lot of things, but I ain't a cheater. Am I? 
Plus, yeah, plus-there's more-Daryl, one of my crew from down the 
block, got locked up, but, yo, it was a setup by Jerry and his motherfuckers 
over on Thirteenth. Why? I don't know. Maybe somethin's up and Daryl 
ain't tellin', but I was there when the pigs cuffed him. And as they sped away 
with Daryl pounding his head against the backseat window like a loony, I 
yelled, "You don't exist without us!" but they couldn't hear over the sirens. 
The thought of Jerry and Gordo and Roach and K. Porter over on 
Thirteenth laughin' it up was screaming in my head, so that's when I told 
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myself I need to get away from this bullshit for a minute. Sad as it sounds, 
Thalia wasn't my first thought. 
They shoulda never left us in the house alone together, 'cause I was six-
teen-and-a-half-years old and horny twenty-four/seven. We were in Aracely's 
room on a loveseat when one of my hands found its way toward the collar of 
her shirt. It was one of those pink numbers, tight as hell, but came up so high 
it was almost a turtleneck. The hand did what it wanted, 'cause on this day it 
felt like committin' sins. It listened to its own brain tell it to trace her collar-
bone with a light touch. Rough fingers against smooth, pale skin. 
It tried not to shake, tensing up the muscles without losing that finesse. 
Then it tried to continue its voyage downward, inside the tight-fitting fabric, 
gently massaging with fingertips downward, downward. A smile-she was 
liking it-then a shiver. Fingers must have felt cold. They touched, slid across 
the goosebumps, and then suddenly two foreign fingers, those which 
belonged to her, plucked the hand away by the wrist and threw it back at me. 
Shot down, but never one to give up so easily, the other hand twitched and 
sprung up toward the collar to make a try of its own. Crept up to her chest, 
then two of its fingers turned into legs and marched up to the collar. She 
laughed, held it in before she thought I could notice, then smacked the hand 
away. But the goosebumps came back when I kissed her on the neck, and just 
like the hands, my lips made contact, barn, right there on the collarbone. 
I licked my lips 'cause they were dry, slid my tongue across my bottom lip 
all slow-like. She pushed me away by my forehead with two of her fingers. 
"What?" I asked. 
"Rigo ... ," she said, rolling her eyes. Suddenly, it felt like this was my 
first time again. I wondered if her boyfriend knew what she was up to. I 
wondered if my girlfriend knew what I was up to. 
Fuck, you're angry all the time. It's the beginning of fall so the killings 
go down 'cause it's too damn cold on the streets, but the drug deals are up 
'cause everyone's back at school. The summer was filled with break beats, 
trips to the barbershop for fade haircuts, soccer games on the streets, last-
minute parties, one-night stands, and all kinds of boredom-inspired petty 
theft. But now things are quieting down, and you're thinking too much. 
You're tired of getting looked over by everyone who thinks you're up to no 
good. You're tired of the cops using your neighborhood as their second 
home. You're tired of being poor, so you're looking for easy outs. You're 
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tired of having brown skin. You're tired of everyone over on Thirteenth who 
got some stupid grudge and think they gotta flex their muscles all the time. 
Well, the one way out of this is the same for you as it is for the white 
boys, the black dudes, any straight guy of any color, race, whatever: women. 
It's a chance to forget those things you're tired of. When you're gettin' in 
real good with your girl, you don't gotta think about no guns or no school 
fights or no money problems. All you thinkin' about is what's right there in 
front of you and makin' you happy, and makin' her happy. It's a whole sep-
arate world where you ain't you anymore. Fuck that other guy. But the only 
thing is, it's got its own set of problems. 
She got up and said, "Lie on the bed," which caught me by surprise 
'cause she ain't never talked that way before. 
The temps outside were dippin', which meant we had some clothes to 
shed, but in a way, that made it more exciting. She stood in front of one of 
her room's pink walls and started stripping, first by taking off that big, 
chunky sweater. 
I'm all sittin' there, mouth open like a fool. She flung the sweater toward 
me, and it landed on the clock radio on her nightstand. I threw it on the 
ground and flipped through the stations for some music. I didn't want 
nothin' raunchy, so after some static, stopped on a station as I heard the 
unzipping of her pants. It was a mariachi-type band playing a slower song, 
acoustic guitars, horn section, and a guy singing sad, Spanish lyrics about 
how his girl left him. 
She started to move her hips, sway that thin waist, to the rhythm of the 
song. She was off just a bit but I didn't care about that shit, 'cause the next 
thing I knew she was standing naked in front of me, not covering anything 
with her hands. You gotta realize, Aracely was a shy girl, and all the time I 
watched her from a distance, she been covered up, long-sleeved shirts or 
dresses to the ankles, and all of a sudden I'm getting all of her at once. 
Everything was out there, but still, I tried not to stare. I noticed her faint 
tan lines and her short, curly pubic hair. She always looked a little awkward 
with her clothes on, arms and legs too long for her body, but she looked way 
better with her clothes off, like this is how she was meant to be, this is how 
she was brought into this world. She tried to be confident but I could tell it 
was hard for her-not that she was naked but that she was letting someone 
else in on a secret that she ain't never show nobody before. 
The music played on as she walked toward me, plopped on the bed, and 
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as I reached out one of my paws, she said, "Now, you go." 
I thought she was playin' me at first, but she just waited and tried to use 
the silence to make me uncomfortable. Well, it worked, plus she just sat 
there smiling, looking beautiful. I couldn't say no. 
I stood up front at the foot of the bed, and as I took off my shirt she 
upped the volume on the radio. It felt cold right away, but she smiled, so I 
continued on. I took off my pants, then my boxers. Now everything was 
there for her to see. She was lyin' there on her stomach, feet crossed up in 
the air, and I just wanted to pounce on her. 
But then she started giggling and couldn't stop giggling. I said, "What?" 
but she kept on. 
"What you laughin' about?" 
"0 h, nothing." 
I lowered the volume of the radio slowly, just as the song was coming 
to an end and the guitar was fading out. As I crawled into bed she pulled 
the pink sheets up to her chest. Her eyes followed my hands as my fingers 
spread apart and came toward her. I could feel her breaths gettin' heavier 
against my bare chest. She pulled the sheets tighter and gave an ugly smile. 
"I see how it is." 
Was she playin' hard to get? My hand took over again, feeling her shape 
through the sheet, and just as those fingers tried to peel it back, she fought 
against them. What the hell was this girl about? Just a second before she 
was feelin' me, then all of a sudden we get on the bed and she's ice cold. She 
had enough confidence to make me do anything, and it all just melted away. 
I didn't understand. 
"What?" 
And all she said was, "Don't." There was something in her voice that sounded 
different. I couldn't pinpoint it. I just wanted to find the source and kill it. 
"What did you say?" 
"I don't feel like it." 
Then what the fuck did she feel like, I thought. "You what? " I reached over 
and turned off the radio. I couldn't ignore the silence; it stabbed me in the 
eardrums. She gripped the sheet tightly and pushed me away with her eyes. 
"Did I do something wrong?" I asked. 
"No," she said, "no," and rose from the bed, the sheet still clinging to 
and wrapped around her body. Her nipples showed through the fabric. 
"What?" I asked again. She tossed me my pants, and the belt buckle 
clinked as it landed at the side of the bed. 
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I pulled the sheet from her, yanked it away with all my strength, and dropped 
it. She was naked once again, her secret out there for me to scan up and down. 
I then reached for her breast and felt her hard nipple in my palm. She started to 
pout; I didn't know why, but I stopped real quick, and she covered herself back 
up. I picked up my pants, squeezed them into a wad, and said, "Fuck you." There 
wasn't much difference between the pink of the walls and my cheeks at that 
moment, but hell, I was pissed more than anything. 
"I'm sorry," she said. 
But I could only give her another "Fuck you" as we heard a knock at the 
front door. And I'm thinkin', Shit. First thought was Thalia (the two were 
friends). We darted in separate directions, running on tiptoes so not to make 
a sound. After slippin' my pants on in a rush, I snuck out the back door. 
Something told me to wait on her back porch so, like a Peeping Tom, I 
looked through the window and saw Thalia and Aracely talking to each 
other. Aracely looked calm. I tried reading lips, but who the fuck knew what 
they were saying? I noticed I was shaking, and it wasn't 'cause of the cold. 
Would she tell? I was so angry that she could be talking to her as if nothing 
had just happened. But you know, actually, in a weird way, in a way that I 
can't really explain, Aracely looked as beautiful as ever. 
Fast forward a little bit and I'm on my way home when Mack pulled me 
by the shoulder, yelling, "C'mon, man!" 
I said, "What?" He came running at me, a hoodie-wearin' motherfucker, 
like he was crazy. If I didn't realize who he was I woulda stuck him right there. 
He paused for a second to catch his breath. "They tagged up Oscar's house." 
"They who?" 
"The boys over on Thirteenth. You should see it, man. They spray-
painted all over the front of the house so everybody can see." 
"You shittin' me?" 
"No. Right now his mom is cryin' in the front yard, and his whole 
family is pissed off, trying to paint over it before anybody can see." 
"How you know it was them boys?" 
"Because, nigga," he said, "they tagged ]-13 all over the place." 
"Jerry," I said, and he nodded. "Let's go then, Mack." 
"You wanna help 'em paint over that shit?" 
"Nah," I said, and this time I was grabbing him by the shoulder. "We got 
to get our people together. I'm tired of this shit." We took off in hopes of 
finding everyone on our block before heading over to Thirteenth. 
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I'd like to say we raided Jerry's territory to be all Robin Hood and shit, 
getting revenge for that one moment, but it was more than that. It's like 
when countries start wars. It's not 'cause of just one attack and then 
someone flips and says, "We're going to war." It's shit that's built up over 
time, back and forth, back and forth, until both sides are just like, "We hate 
each other and we're both tired of this talking. Let's bust out the guns." 
Yeah, that's kinda what this was like. 
First off, before we get to the action, let me break down the scene we 
walked in on at Oscar's. Before I went all nuts over on Thirteenth, I wanted 
to scope out the dirty work and see if what Mack had described was all he 
said it was. He only had some of the details down pat. 
When we came up to his house at about five o'clock, everybody was in 
the front yard. The street was packed with cars. There was music playing 
from some speakers placed on the porch. Some of the graffiti was painted 
over with an off-beige color that didn't match the rest of the house. You 
could still see the ]-13s and other shit under that single coat, but most of 
the brushes were resting on top of paint cans 'cause everybody was eating. 
The adults sat together at a picnic table, passing around sparks and plastic 
plates topped with beans, sopa, and carnitas. The kids ate, sitting Indian-
style on the grass. This made me mad. It looked like a party. Why weren't 
people angrier? 
I saw Oscar come out the side door with a plate in hand, meat falling 
from his mouth, a few beige stains on his jeans. 
"Yo man, what happened?" 
He shrugged, swallowed a bite, and gestured toward the house. "It's 
bullshit, I know." 
"So what you gonna do?" 
"I'm just gonna chill out here, man, finish up painting." He gave a look 
that showed even he was disappointed in himself. 
"You mean you gonna let Jerry get away with this?" 
"I mean, we don't know for sure it's Jerry." 
I wanted to grab hold of his head and shake to see if anything was rat-
tling in there. I wanted to swing my fist right at his face and leave a bruise 
that would last for days, just to see if he would man up and swing back or 
keep taking the pounding. 
From inside his pants pocket, he pulled out a can of beer he had snuck 
away with. "You want one?" 
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I nodded and he tossed it to me. I downed half of it in five seconds. I 
knew I'd need to be loose for later on. "Listen, man. I already got some folks 
meetin' up on Thirteenth in about twenty minutes. You down?" 
He looked back toward his family eating and chatting away. It looked 
nice, I can't deny that: the music, the laughing, the hugs. Seeing your family 
all together during rough spots, those are times you don't forget. I'd love to 
have that feeling back myself. 
Oscar didn't respond to my question, though; he was quiet and blank 
faced, but I knew what that meant. 
"I heard your mom was crying." 
"Rigo ... " 
"Just think about that, man. You see all this you got? As great as that is, 
it ain't invincible. You paint over that graffiti, next morning it's there again, 
then what?" 
"You don't think I'm mad?" 
"Answer my question, man. Then what? You gonna be tired of paintin' 
sometime, that's all I'm sayin' ." 
The song from the speakers switched to something a little more upbeat. 
"You want some food?" 
"Nah, I'm straight," I said, then downed the second half of the beer. "I'm 
gon' head out in a few." Two of his little primos were roughhousing on the 
lawn, one wrestling the other to the ground before his tia came in and sep-
arated the two, pulling them both by their arms. "Yo, Oscar?" 
"Yeah?" 
"We're doing this for you." 
"Yeah," he said, biting his lip, "I know." 
I downed a few more beers before we marched over there. I had a crew 
of about seven, maybe eight people, includin' Thalia, and we had so much 
juice flowin' through our veins that along the way we kicked shit that was 
on the streets, punched mailboxes, and cussed up a storm. We were building 
ourselves up to do some real damage. We talked shit the whole way there 
about how the fools over on Thirteenth had fucked with us at different 
times, and with each story we got angrier and louder. 
When we got to Jerry's house, there was no one from his crew in sight. 
Through the front window, we saw his mother watching TV in the living 
room. His little sister was sitting on the floor with her eyes transfixed on the 
tube and shit but, for a second, I swear she locked eyes with me. 
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"Where you at?" Mack screamed. 
We went to the backyard hopin' to find them chillin', but it was quiet there 
too. Some squirrels were hopping around, fighting over some nuts, but that 
was it. The squirrel that got beat up and was shit out of luck pranced over to 
the back door, and that's when I saw it, lying on the ground, right out in the 
open for anybody to see, a spray can turned over on its side. I walked over and 
picked it up. When I shook it, it rattled. "Almost empty," I said. 
Some of the others got pumped up right away. I tried to stay calm, 
'cause I knew pumped up wasn't always the best way to be when gettin' 
ready to start some shit, but I had some booze in my system and most of my 
logic was fucked at this point. Mack and some other of my Gs were tossin' 
rocks at the back of the house and bein' loud. So Jerry showed up at the 
back door sayin', "Who the fuck .. . ," then stopped what he was sayin' and 
had this look on his face like he was about to die. No K. Porter, no Roach; 
he was all alone. 
Let me focus on Jerry for a sec. Jerry was a short kid who didn't move 
onto Thirteenth until a year or two ago. We never had no problems with 
nobody over here before, but people from our block were dealin', hollerin' 
at girls, whatever, and Jerry started gettin' mad that we on his turf. So he 
assembled some of his block together and they all like, "Yeah, you right, this 
is our territory," and a bunch of shit. Next thing you knew, when we went 
by them or they come by us, a lot of shit started. 
"Get the fuck out here, man," I yelled. 
He came down the back steps toward us, and it ain't 'cause he had a death 
wish, just figured it was better for him to come out than for all of us to go in. 
"What you want?" he asked. He had on jeans, a white T-shirt, and a 
black do-rag. This was the first time I actually seen Jerry up close, like smell-
your-kickin' -breath close, and dude was barely bigger than my little brother. 
And I was kinda just thinkin', like, That's it? 
First, we made a little circle around him so he couldn't shake us and, 
when I knew for sure he had nowhere to go, I bum-rushed him while sayin', 
"We ain't here to talk." 
He threw up his hands to block the fists, but there was just too many of 
us. He was being pelted from all sides but it was gonna take a lot to get him 
on the ground. I could tell this wasn't gonna be that easy, so I stripped the 
do-rag off his head, shoved it in his mouth, tied the two ends of it behind 
his neck, and jerked until I hurt his jaw. Another kid pulled Jerry's shirt over 
his head and tied it around his ankles so that one punch by me to his face 
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knocked him over. My knuckles felt like they were on fire. 
Once he hit the ground we all started stomping on his face. There was 
blood coming from scrapes that formed all around his eyes and nose; it 
dripped down to his neck. He tried to yell, but the do-rag was still jammed 
in his mouth. He was screaming but the world couldn't hear. 
I kicked him in the ribs. Felt like kickin' a bag full of sand and sticks. 
Thalia spit on him. We were kicking every inch of him from his feet to his 
face. If he made it, there wouldn't be a single part of his body that didn't 
ache the next day. Saliva started to drip down both sides of his chin. Some 
of the others were pushing each other out the way to get another kick in. 
He started to cry. Tears, blood, dirt from our sneakers, saliva-his face 
was just covered with so much shit. One of the kids took off Jerry's shoes, 
placed 'em underneath his own shirt, and ran off. We continued, though. I 
wanted to keep beating him until he was unconscious, but I saw his mother 
come to the back screen door. We looked at each other, and she quickly 
locked it. I heard the click, then she ran to another room, probably to call 
the cops. I knew we didn't have a lot of time. 
"Hold on," I said, and had to physically stop some of them 'cause they 
were so into it. Jerry lay there in a heap. His eyes twitched, his chest was 
heaving, but other than that, he barely moved. I looked back up to the door 
and saw his little sister. She was probably two years old, was in a diaper and 
didn't have a shirt on. Her eyes were dark brown. She didn't cry, or smile, or 
frown, or anything, just stared until his mom came back and covered her eyes 
with her hand. She slammed the door and just like that, the image disappeared. 
"This is for Daryl," I said as I picked up the spray can, "and this is for 
Oscar." The others cheered. I walked up to the house, shook the spray can 
to see if there was enough. There was, so I raised it up. There were a million 
thoughts runnin' through my head: What should I write? What was I doing? 
What the fuck, what the fuck, what the fuck? My finger was on the nozzle, 
and the hand took over. It started convulsing, wanting so bad to push down 
and let that paint come flyin' out all over this fucker's house. But I couldn't 
do it, I couldn't fuckin' do it, and it killed me that I couldn't. 
I heard a loud whisper. Jerry was pathetic, but he deserved it. I looked 
back, and standing over his body was Oscar. I smiled but didn't say a word. 
Oscar didn't smile, though, just stood there and observed Jerry's body. I 
didn't know if he was pissed or what, didn't much care either way while I 
was beatin' Jerry down, but right then, that's all that mattered. Instead of 
askin' him a dumb question, I tossed the spray can at him to see what he 
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would do. Thinkin' fast, he caught it with one hand. 
"Nice catch," I said. I couldn't think of anything else to say. He shook 
it, pulled the do-rag out Jerry's mouth, then sprayed his face until the can 
was empty and Jerry's face was covered in the light brown paint. Some got 
into his mouth, on his tongue; he was coughing uncontrollably. Others 
laughed, but I didn't. I wanted to celebrate 'cause it was an amazing 
moment, but I knew we didn't have any time to waste. Once I ran, every-
body followed suit. I couldn't go back home or to Oscar's 'cause that would 
be what they expected. I had no clue where I was running. 
It was about seven thirty when I ended up at Thalia's house. Naturally, 
we wound up in her bedroom. That's where we spent most of our time 
together anyway. Her room was stankin' like dro. The day had me tired, like 
I just worked a nine-to-five or somethin', so I was half passed out when 
Thalia straddled me on the bed. She started dry humpin' and kissin' me 
behind the ear. 
"Ehhh," I mumbled. 
Her dad was only home when he wanted to be, and her mom was 
downstairs, but she was a hard-core meth head. We actually walked right 
by without her noticing, her ghostly face frozen as the TV screen threw light 
on the cracking sores on her cheeks. 
Whenever one of my eyelids would start to drop, Thalia would grab me 
by the crotch. 
"Hey, hey!" I screamed, suddenly awake and aware of everything. 
Her bedroom window was wide the fuck open and the cool air was 
blowin' her long black hair just a bit. A couple drops of rain plunked on the 
windowsill. We heard a siren somewhere far off. She grabbed my chin, 
kissed me hard, and with her other hand stroked my crotch. And I'm feelin' 
like, any other day, baby, yeah, that's all cool, but now just ain't the time. 
Remember when I said women were a way to escape the problems? Well, 
sometimes you just gotta focus on that bullshit or else it ain't goin' away. 
Beyond her, beyond the room, somewhere out there, is a dreamland beg-
ging you to come. There's a place out there, when eyelids close and things 
turn black, where everything's chill. An entire world is illuminated, destroys 
the black, kills those devils haunting you. You hear the sound of their crying 
fade. The colors don't hurt your eyes, the sounds don't hurt your ears, the 
smells drift toward your nose in waves, and when you breathe in, you can taste 
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it. It's sweet. The only purpose of some things in the world is to be enjoyed. 
In this place, no one is worried, no one is anxious. There's only one 
feeling, but this feeling is not something to be seen; it's not a father hugging 
a son as he hands him a balloon. It's not something to be heard; it's not a 
church hymn bouncing off stained-glass windows. It ain't something to be 
felt; it ain't knowing the texture of your girl's lips. Instead, it's floating in the 
atmosphere, invisible, so that you can't even see it. It's a layer right in front 
of your face, right behind you, at both sides, above and below. There's no 
way to avoid it, just being, just fucking being, is enough to realize it exists. 
You don't search for it. It comes for you and covers you completely. At some 
point, you can't breathe. Just as you reach the point of suffocation, every-
thing turns black, the dreamland disappears, and suddenly, you're back to 
another version of reality your mind has created. 
"C'mon," she begged. She looked straight through me with fuck-me eyes 
you couldn't turn away from. I didn't say nothing. A guy's not gonna come 
out and say, "I don't want a blow job." Those words don't string together. I 
was hard, too. That didn't make things any easier. 
"You turned me on today," she said, tracing my chest with a finger, all 
seductively. 
"What?" 
"When you were taking charge. I couldn't wait to come back here and 
fuck you." 
I put a finger to her lips. "Don't talk like that." The rain started coming 
on strong outside. Some came inside. I heard the drops hit the carpet. 
She brushed my finger aside. "When I saw you beatin' up that kid, ooh, 
that was sexy." 
She didn't notice me cringe when she said that 'cause she was already 
sliding down, her face near my crotch, unbuckling my pants. It was dark 
outside. I heard shouts and laughing; the addicts and the thieves and the 
homeless and the dealers and the young thugs who didn't know no better 
would be roaming the streets for several more hours. Downstairs, Thalia's 
mother was yelling at no one. 
"Ouch!" I grabbed Thalia by the hair and pulled her back up, away 
from my dick, so that I looked at her face to face. 
"Listen, baby," I said, squeezing her hair in my tight fist. "I just don't 
want it right now." She tried to pull away, but that only hurt her more. I 
tried not to laugh. Then, fuck, she punched me right in the chest, and damn 
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the people who say a girl's punch don't hurt. I could feel each one of those 
bony knuckles diggin' in. 
"I should've listened to everyone. You're not worth it." 
And you know what? Normally, I woulda came back and argued, and 
we'd go back and forth yelling, and we'd both get ticked off and would end 
up fucking anyway. But I just couldn't keep my eyes open anymore, and 
then it hit me: Was Aracely part of that group who says I ain't worth shit? 
"Get out. I try to make you feel good and you bein' a pinche maric6n." 
She punched me again. I'm not gonna lie. I thought about fucking her 
just to shut her up. I thought about letting her put my dick in her mouth, 
then fucking for the whole night. But it wasn't just that my body was telling 
me to chill out, my mind wasn't up to it. It was impossible. 
So I left. I passed her mother on the way out and for some reason said 
good-bye. I opened the door. The rain wasn't too bad yet, I thought. I could 
do this. I pulled my shirt over my head and breathed in. The cops were out 
there somewhere, and so was Jerry, icing up his sore spots and hungry for a 
revenge beat-down. And worst of all, I had nowhere to go. I braced for the 
cold drops on my skin and, with a feeling of hope I couldn't explain, ran 
outside at full speed. 
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Things You Can Do with 
the End of a Rope 
Jess i Lee Gaylord 
THE REVOLVING DOORS OF MY BUILDING IN THE LOOP SPIN, SUCKING PEOPLE IN 
and spitting them out. I once was an elevator; now I'm a revolving door. The 
scent of chocolate-chip cookies from the Corner Bakery mingles with the 
fragrance of exhaust. The security attendant gives me a dirty look and taps 
her long, creepy nails on the front desk. Her nails have little glittering palm 
trees on them. Creepy. A guy with a beard is in the elevator. He has a vague 
smile on his face, but he isn't looking at me. He smells sticky, like warm 
Mountain Dew. Maybe it's the elevator that smells sticky. 
Whispers follow me down the hall. Everyone knows my dad died. Word 
travels fast at Matchbook, the dating weekly where I copyedit personal ads. 
Together We Are Awesome is stenciled in hot pink on the walls . Seriously. 
I've been sleepwalking down this hall for eight years with a noose around 
my neck. 
"What happened to you, Ransom?" Russ Norris says as I slip into my 
cubicle. He points to the sling my arm is suspended in. His enormous black 
headphones are curled around the brim of his Cubs hat. 
"I fell out a window, Chuck. Thank you for asking." I toss my bag onto 
my desk and take a load off. Russ licks his lips. He has nice lips. I've always 
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liked Russ's lips. There is usually something sarcastic or amusing or both 
coming out of them. 
"Why'd you do that?" he asks, wheeling his chair across the aisle into 
my cubicle using only his legs so he looks like he's paralyzed from the waist 
up, or he's morphed into something half-man, half-crab. 
"I got drunk, Chuck," I say, gathering the hair off my sweaty neck and 
holding it to the side. Russ nods. We understand each other. We speak the 
common language of dipsomania. 
"Does it hurt?" he asks, reaching toward my sling. 
"Yes, but I have codeine," I say, slapping his hand away. 
"Can I have some?" He winks and spins around once in his chair, his lips 
curled into a Cheshire smile. He's wearing a T-shirt under his tweed blazer that 
says World's #1 Granny with a blotchy picture of a granny sneering up from 
a wheelchair. Russ takes the orange-brown prescription container out of my 
hand, opens it, and pops a couple of pills into his mouth. 
"Yummy for my tummy," he says and rubs his tummy, his hand rotating 
in a circle around the World's #1 Granny's head, and swivels his chair back 
across the aisle into his own cubicle. 
I ignore the two hundred e-mails in my inbox. The first ad to copyedit 
is Dennis Talbert's. Dennis is not interested in dating men with ponytails, 
men who don't have a job, or recovering anythings. I consider how to copy-
edit this. I look at the stapler for help. 
My phone rings. I realize I've been staring at my stapler for the last 
thirty-nine minutes. It doesn't have any staples in it. I've always hated this 
stapler. It's buzzkill pink with a smiley-face sticker on the side. Russ drew a 
picture of a penis on the smiley-face sticker, up near Smiley's eyeball. I've 
hated this stapler for the past eight years, and I've had enough. I'm going to 
buy a vintage stapler for my apartment. I'm going to buy some staples. And 
I'm going to staple something with it. I don't know what exactly, but I'm 
going to staple something. 
My phone rings again. I stare at it. I don't need any more bad news. I 
let it ring six times. "Answer it, Ransom," Russ shouts from his cubicle. 
I pick up the phone and glare at it. It smells like spit. I imagine Dick, my 
boss, coming down to my cubicle early in the morning before anyone else is 
in the office and licking the receiver of my phone. I imagine Dick getting on 
his knees and sniffing my chair. 
"Kitty, it's Dick. Will you stop by my office when you get a chance, please?" 
Great. That's just great. Dick, at 9:40 in the morning. I roll my chair 
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away from my desk and stand up. The wheels of my chair squeak as I sit 
back down, dizzy from the codeine and caffeine. My arm is killing me. It 
hurts worse than when I fell out the window and hit the ground the day 
before yesterday. I spilled coffee on my sling on the way to work and now 
the sling kind of looks like it had an "accident." 
I don't like my arm suspended against my ribs in the sling. It's too warm, 
too vulnerable. I grab the stapler off my desk and stand up again. Eight 
years ago, on my fourth day of work at Matchbook, Dick popped his per-
fectly-styled head into my cubicle and asked if I had everything I needed. 
"Is that a trick question?" I asked. "Do you have everything you need? 
Are you kidding me? Do you have everything you need?" 
"I meant do you have everything you need in the way of office supplies," 
Dick said with a vague wave of a manicured hand. Dick's hair is a won-
derful shade of chestnut. It makes you want to pet him. Russ and I have an 
ongoing bet that Dick dyes his hair. Creepy. Men who dye their hair are 
creepy. Dick is one of those people who are too perfect, so perfect you know 
there must be something wrong with them. 
"I need a stapler, Dick," I told him eight years ago. The next day I came 
to work to find a second-hand, buzzkill pink, plastic stapler with a smiley 
face sticker on it sitting on top of my desk like a big sign that said, "You 
suck." I decided then and there that I hated my job and haven't changed my 
mind since. I also decided to hold a grudge against Dick for fucking ever. 
I grip the stapler with my good hand and start out of my cubicle. Russ 
swings around in his ergo office chair, twisting some homemade darts made 
out of safety pins and duct tape in his hand. Russ looks at the stapler. Russ 
looks at me. Russ stands up. On the wall behind Russ is a picture of Dick's 
head attached to the body of a beagle. Three homemade darts puncture the 
beagle's feet. "Ransom," Russ says, "if you're going to quit, I'm going to 
punch you in the balls." 
I hand Russ the stapler. "Out of my way, Chuck," I say and karate-chop 
Russ on the neck. I take the stapler back. 
"Don't fuck with Chuck," he says and falls to the carpet and closes his eyes. 
"What the hell are you doing?" 
"Playing dead," he says. 
"You're good at it." 
It is twelve cubicles down the hall until I reach Dick's office. I count 
them down like a time bomb. 
Ever since Dick tried to kiss me two company Christmas parties ago, the 
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office has taken on a new dimension of droll. Dick was drunk. I was drunk. 
Everyone was drunk. Dick came staggering at me, frowning, his cheeks 
above his square jaw ruddy from too much "punch." He pointed at the fake 
mistletoe stuck crookedly above the doorframe of the conference room. 
When I realized what he was about, I made a noise like a cat puking up a 
hairball and turned around. Dick's lips landed on the back of my shoulder, 
pressing against the strap of my cocktail dress, lingering there. "Kitty," he 
breathed, and his breath crawled up my shoulder on the hot, hairy legs of a 
tipsy spider. 
I looked across the room to see if Marcus was watching. Marcus was 
talking to Russ, his navy tie crooked. "I'm sorry," Dick said, his face a shade 
of sin. "I've always wanted to do that," he whispered. Great, I thought. He 
probably comes to work early before everyone gets here and sniffs my chair. 
That's just great. 
I shrugged and wandered over to Marcus and Russ. Russ wore a T-shirt 
that said, We put the "F@#$-ing A" in Advertising. I spilled punch on my 
arm, licked it off. When I glanced up, Russ and Marcus were staring at me 
with funny looks on their faces. "The VP and the president have money on 
who will get the drunkest," Russ yelled, holding up a pint of Jameson in a 
paper bag, despite the open bar. 
"Why are you yelling?" I yelled at Russ. 
"The president has money on me." 
Marcus grinned at Russ. Across the room PJ had his yellow tie around 
his head like a headband. One of the sales assistants was crying into a tissue, 
the mascara running under her eyes making her look like a depressed rac-
coon, as she confessed her undying love to a bored senior VP holding an 
empty squirt gun, one of the Secret Santa gifts. 
"So this Italian girl takes me to a nightclub in a basement in Boystown," 
Russ is telling Marcus. "There's this techno music, bzsh, bzsh, bzsh," Russ 
says, punching his hand in the air to indicate the bass. "But instead of 
heading for the bar, she takes me down this creepy hallway and there's this 
clinic. 'What the hell is this?' I ask her. 'We're getting HIV tests,' she tells me. 
Some dude took me into a little room, and I could hear the bass of the 
techno music in the club." 
Marcus snickered into his cup. He hadn't bothered to shave, and his face 
was ruddy from too much punch. Russ was full of R-rated stories and pretty 
much inappropriate at all times. Russ was the only person I liked at work. 
Marcus was taking the party in stride. He seemed to like Russ. I was surprised. 
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Eventually two of the HR girls-they couldn't have been more than 
twenty-two and were both wearing sweater sets, one lilac and one forest 
green-started kissing each other. Russ's date, an Art Institute student with 
ripped tights and a painful-looking piercing through her nose, set off the fire 
alarm by smoking in the bathroom. The sprinklers started up. Marcus stood 
leaning against the wall talking to Russ, casually, as though it were raining. 
I crawled under a table and watched all the legs swishing by. Marcus and 
Russ crawled under the table with me. Marcus leaned over to kiss me and 
he tasted like punch and German chocolate cake. His tie was undone and 
hanging limply down the front of his shirt and his hair was wet. His eyes 
were heavy-lidded, and his mouth was set in an almost sneer. Marcus 
seemed sort of evil for once. I liked it. 
We didn't make it to Marcus's company party. We ended up taking Russ 
with us when we left. He was singing, "Even a pony gets depressed," over 
and over again, one arm slung over my shoulder, one arm over Marcus's 
shoulder. We got Russ in the taxi, took him with us to Marcus's apartment, 
and dropped him on the couch. "Goodnight," we said. 
"Even a pony gets depressed," Russ said. Russ was gone in the morning. 
On the couch was a note: "Thanks for the couch, suckas." 
I've spent eight hours a day, five days a week at this job for eight years. 
I pause for a second outside of Dick's office, panting a little. I bite my lip 
harder and harder until it brings tears to my eyes. I walk into Dick's office. 
Dick is from New York. For some reason, he reminds me of Patrick Bateman 
in American Psycho. A lot of people downtown remind me of Patrick 
Bateman. They have that plastic-healthy sheen to their skin, the crease in 
their slacks, the vacant eyes. Not that I think Dick is a psychopath, but he's 
too perfect, too groomed. It makes me want to punch him. His chestnut hair 
is shiny, his jaw has a healthy glow as if he spent the morning taking a long, 
satisfying run along the lake, followed by thirty minutes listening to a self-
help audio book before coming to work. 
"I quit, Dick," I blurt before he opens his perfect mouth. 
His jaw drops and his perfect, white teeth shine out of his healthy, pink 
gums. Dick picks his jaw up off his desk and clears his throat. "Shut the 
door," he says. 
"What for?" 
"Why are you quitting, Kitty?" He flushes. I sit on the arm of one of the 
chairs facing his desk. 
"Why are you blushing, Dick?" I whisper. 
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Dick leans across his desk. I notice the fine lines around his eyes and his 
mouth. He's older than I thought and not so perfect after all. "What are you 
going to do?" he asks. 
I shrug. I have no idea. I have seventeen dollars in my checking account. 
But I have a nearly full bottle of Ketel One in the freezer. Dick takes a card 
from the black cardholder on his desk and writes something on the back 
with a sleek silver pen and hands it to me. 
"What is this?" 
His Adam's apple bobs in his throat. His brown eyes roll down my neck 
to my arm in the sling, back up to my collarbone. "Kitty," he starts. 
"Bye, Dick," I squeak and tear down the hall. Five hundred pounds fall 
off my shoulders by the time I reach my cubicle. I feel as light as an anorexic 
angel. Even the pain in my arm feels light. The ache almost tickles. Almost. 
I grab my bag off the desk and dig my emergency bottle of Gordon's vodka 
out of the back of my filing cabinet. I turn and collide with Russ. "Oomph," I 
say, hand on the sleeve of his shirt. I notice a smudge of cigarette ash smeared 
near the World's #1 Granny's head. Russ eyes the Gordon's. 
"Did you just quit?" Russ yells, his neck turning red. I hand him the 
Gordon's. He unscrews the lid and looks at the bottle. "Ransom, don't leave 
me here alone." It brings tears to my eyes. I can't stand sentimental people 
and now I'm one of them. I put my arms around Russ's shoulders, sniffing 
as he pats me on the back, the brim of his Cubs hat jabbing into my neck. 
He smells like soap and stale cigarettes. 
"Come over to the dark side with me," I say, pulling back. 
"Can't," Russ says . "I have a cavity. I need the dental." 
Russ hovers in my cubicle as I look through the drawers of my desk. I 
take the rubber-banded paycheck stubs and put them in my bag, the forty-
five-dollar Congo Red lipstick, the black-and-white photo booth pictures of 
Russ and me from when we got hammered last year at the annual company-
sponsored Cubs game. Russ's hair is sticking up like Wolverine's and my 
eyes are closed in two of them, the edge of my black bra showing above the 
drooping neckline of my tank top. Russ sits on my desk, sipping the 
Gordon's, looking at the lid in his hand. I look around. Nothing else to take 
with me. I yank a sandy brown curl at the nape of Russ's neck. He grimaces. 
"I'll escort you out, Ransom." 
"Are you security now, Chuck?" 
Dick appears out of nowhere. Russ coughs up a sip of vodka. Dick 
examines the picture of his head transposed onto the body of the beagle dog 
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in Russ's cubicle. 
"Kitty gave that to me," Russ says, pointing at me. Dick doesn't say any-
thing. His face is a plastic mask of perfection. He hands me something and 
walks briskly back to his corner office. I hold his card up, turn it over. "I 
love you, Kitty," it says. That's just great. 
"What's it say?" Russ asks. 
"It's the number of a shrink," I say. 
"Really?" 
"No." I'm cold in the frigid air-conditioning. Muthu is in the elevator 
chewing a piece of gum and nodding his head along to something buzzing 
from his iPod. The air in the lobby is weightless. Russ walks me to the 
revolving doors. He clears his throat, probably trying to think of some way 
to say good-bye without sounding retarded. I turn and put my good arm 
around him and bite him lightly on the neck. A noise escapes his throat. I 
slip out the revolving doors. I turn and stare at Russ through the swishing 
glass. I flip him off. He blows me a kiss. It's the exit parade. 
Outside, downtown is clogged with traffic and noise. It's lunchtime and 
the mob is filtering into the streets in the shadows of the skyscrapers. The 
sunlight is harsh and gorgeous. I step into the intersection and light slants 
off the shiny exterior of a Mercedes and stabs me in the eyes. It blinds me 
for a second and a swoosh of movement flies by my left side. "Wake the fuck 
up!" a bike messenger who almost sideswiped me screams over her shoulder. 
I look both ways. I can go whatever direction I want. I am like Gloucester, 
blinded by a hot poker of light and I have no way and therefore want no 
eyes; I stumbled when I saw. 
At fucking last, I think, I don't have anything left to lose. 
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The End of Summer 
Colt Foutz 
IT WAS MY IDEA FOR SI CLAIR AND ROB TO JOIN THE BOY SCOUTS. 
Hubby and I had been Scouts since the second grade, when we used to 
be Cub Scouts, and I'd kind of gotten tired of sharing a tent with him on 
campouts. Tenting with Hubby was OK in some ways. Like, he always 
brought the best snacks-Cool Ranch Doritos, and Oreos with a thermos of 
cold milk, licorice sticks in bags of fifty-and he had an old radio of his 
dad's that, like, never ran out of power, so we could lie in our sleeping bags 
and eat licorice and listen to Indians games and the news out of Cleveland, 
and after all the shootings and stuff they'd play this old music with lady 
singers that made your hair stand on end and the air seem cooler than it 
really was. Those were good times. 
But that summer Hubby was studying for his bar mitzvah, and would 
go on and on about the Jewish faith and his synagogue. And he even started 
wearing this round, beanie thing called a yarmulke to bed sometimes, and it 
was all I could do to keep myself from knocking it off his big, bucket head. 
Once he even told me how the Jews were the chosen people, and that I'd 
probably be going to hell, although he hoped I wouldn't. 
"Well, in catechism they say if you go to confession and take communion, 
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which is eating Christ's flesh and drinking Christ's blood-" 
"Gross," Hubby said. "Puke." 
"I know, right? But really it's just wine and bread-then when you die 
you join the communion of saints." 
"What the hell is that?" 
"It's supposed to be this place in heaven with all the other Catholics 
who have died." 
"Oh," Hubby said. I could tell he wasn't convinced. 
"Look, you can't make shit like this up. Like Jesus. Dude had to have 
lived, because who would make up a story about a guy who did all that 
good stuff getting crucified?" 
"Well," Hubby said, "the Jews believe in Jesus, but only as a prophet." 
"Sounds pretty holy to me." 
"But the Jews wanted him to be a general. Instead, he let himself get crucified." 
"I'm sorry. That's fucked up. Because didn't the Jews let him get crucified, too?" 
And Hubby would go on a bit. It seemed that one thing studying for 
your bar mitzvah gave you was an answer for, like, everything, and my head 
always started to hurt, so instead of arguing with Hubby after a while I'd 
just pretend to sleep. Which was even worse, because when Hubby was sure 
I was out, he'd start singing quietly in Hebrew, which is what the Jews speak 
to each other. I like Hubby, and don't mind if he's Jewish, but being alone 
with him in the tent while he's singing softly in the dark always makes me 
feel horribly sad. Mostly, I'd rather just listen to the radio. 
Which is why I decided to ask Rob and Brendan to join Scouts. I guess 
Brendan had been in Cub Scouts when he used to live with his grandparents 
in Berlin Township, because he seemed pretty cool about it. 
"Dude," he said, "we can, like, lash things together and build fires and 
roast marshmallows and stuff. One time, my cousin Jess found this log with 
a bunch of ants and worms and stuff in it, and he tossed it in the fire out at 
my Grandpa Joe's, and when the log started smoking all the ants ran out like 
they were crazy, and they got so hot they popped and left black stains on 
the log like grape Kool-Aid." 
Yeah, we all nodded, that sounded cool. 
"But Scouts isn't always about building campfires and tying things 
together," I told him. "We sometimes go hiking and sing songs. And you 
have to wear the uniform a lot, and the shorts are itchy." 
"Fuck it," he said. "I'm in." 
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We waited until the adults were asleep, until the tides of their snoring 
lapped like rapids against the walls of their tents. We should have been like 
corpses in our sleeping bags, as dead to the world as they were. It had been a 
long day of paddling and fording up and down the river in the August sun. My 
arm muscles singed in the dark as we counted off the minutes. But we were 
horny adolescents with sex on the brain, what can I say? And when Hubby's 
tinny Timex chirped three staccato beats for 11 :00 PM before it was silenced, 
none of us got up groggy, none of us said a word. We'd each been checking the 
time in almost two-minute intervals since zippering in after dinner. 
We moved around on our knees in the dark of the dome tent, four 
hunched shadows-Brendan the bear, Hubby the midget, and me and Rob 
somewhere in between. It had been Rob's idea to wear our sneakers and 
leave our hiking boots outside. "That way, if anybody gets up to check on 
us, the shoes won't have moved." I gotta hand it to Bake, he was always 
thinking up shit like that. And in a situation like this, his anal-retentiveness 
was only mildly annoying. He outfitted us for this excursion like a Vietnam 
lieutenant, reminding Hubby to leave his pop-machine change behind, to 
empty our pockets of anything that rattled, chinked, or chirped, to each 
bring our toothbrushes and toothpaste, so it looked like we were down at 
the shower house for the right thing, and not to spy on the girls next door. 
"And somebody bring a towel and soap," Rob instructed, "so if anybody 
notices us hanging around there a long time, we can say we're waiting for 
the guy in the shower to finish." 
The plan was for us to go out one at a time, leaving an interval of space 
between each of our departures, and then meet at the trailhead on the other 
side of camp. We all knew this, and yet Rob persisted in hovering, his eyes 
like ping-pong balls on the two of us who remained, his mouth drawn in a 
razor line, and hands held up in front of him, counting off the seconds: one, 
two, three ... eight, nine, ten ... concluding with a dramatic nod for 
Brendan to go next and then me third. As I crept out into the wood-smoke 
darkness, the coals of the dying campfire like scattered, exotic rose petals in 
the rusty ring and the music of crickets alive in my ears, I imagined Rob 
back in the tent, last to leave, counting off finger by finger to himself with 
that same wide-eyed gaze. 
We took only two flashlights and held these beneath our T-shirts to 
avoid detection. Hubby had one, Rob the other, and so as I tiptoed across 
the bone-dust gray of the campsite, giving Mr. Dicks 's tent a wide berth, 
there was only the little light reflected by the ground and the sense of 
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shadows as objects-tents, camp chairs, dining fly, and picnic table-to 
guide me. I couldn't make out Hubby or Sinclair up ahead and was only 
conscious of Rob behind me as a set of scratching footfalls as confused and 
blind as my own. Evidently, he kept the flashlight off. The trees overhead 
were like black hands held before my face, letting in the barest finger slits 
of purple sky. Here and there, the outstretched legs of tree roots kicked at 
the dirt and sent me stumbling. Maybe all our caution was typical Rob 
excess: the campsite was like an open-air tomb. At the leaning arrow of the 
trailhead, I was grateful to bump into Brendan's bulk. 
Rob came whispering up the trail a moment afterward. Hubby hit him 
in the chest with the beam of the flashlight, and though it was safely dulled 
by his T-shirt, I swear Rob looked like he was going to clobber Hubby. 
Instead, Hubby shrugged and set off in his short-man's waddle down the 
sloped trail. I fell in behind him, altering Baker's precious order but getting 
the message across nonetheless. The four of us ambled along the padded dirt 
and loose stones and infrequent gullies where natural springs crossed the 
trail like we'd been walking it all our lives. Here and there, in the deep hol-
lows in the black sea of trees, campfires flickered like the fairy light of lost 
civilizations. We took a left fork, then a right, and within five minutes, I'd 
guess, we'd come across the plank bridge and ambled over the short rise into 
the gravel-spotted clearing where the shower house sat, twin entrances 
glowing like dragon's eyes as we stepped out of the darkness. 
It was another minute wrinkle of Rob's plan that we enter the shower 
house and at least go through the motions of a late-night washup, though by 
now, I confess, all I wanted to do was shoot straight around to the back and 
commence peeping. I was convinced a buxom somebody was going to waltz 
into the girls' side while we stood in there brushing our teeth and we'd miss 
our chance. But we all stepped into the white cinderblock building, as planned. 
We blinked at each other in the sudden light, all grinning save for Rob, who 
very deliberately marched over to the row of sinks and unscrewed the cap on 
his toothpaste. Sinclair sidled up next to him as the water started running. 
"Is this what you came to see, eh, big boy?" he cooed, falsetto, and lifted 
up his shirt. 
"Shhhh," Rob hissed, mouth full of toothpaste, "Brendan." 
"Maybe," Sinclair said, waving his hand beneath the faucet, "if I got a 
little wet." 
"Don't," Rob whined, and spat. "You're making a mess." But he, like the 
rest of us, was grinning by then. 
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We all took up places at the sinks and went through at least the motions 
of oral hygiene. I managed barely a swish and a spit before I was jogging in 
place at the door, ready to get to the main event. As per Rob's instructions, 
I let the others creep out and around the back of the shower house while I 
wandered around out front, bath towel draped over one shoulder. "You 
want to make it look like you're waiting for someone, then when they don't 
show, you give up and go back to look for them," he'd reminded me, in a 
solemn whisper, inside. Now, unsure that if there were any stray campers 
about they'd read as much into the performance as Rob did, I stopped 
pacing, glared up at the fat, yellow moon in the break of the pines overhead, 
shrugged, and scampered around the corner after the others. 
The backside of the shower house couldn't have been designed better if 
a thirteen-year-old boy drew up the plans. The white cinderblock structure 
had a peaked shingle roof that only managed to climb up a third of the 
height of the surrounding trees, which provided excellent cover around 
back. In addition, while a narrow track of grass ran around the backside of 
the building, the shower house was set into a slope. It was clear the area had 
been dug out to accommodate it and its gravelly clearing. Most of the 
shower houses dotting the campground were like this, but the one we had 
chosen was exceptional for its cover and its out-of-the-wayness. And like all 
the shower houses in camp, for reasons known only to the designer-rea-
sons we co-opted for our own benefit-there was a long, rectangular 
window set into the back of the building just above the array of shower 
stalls on either side and not so high that a group of boys couldn't, with some 
organized boosting, peep on the bathers inside to their hearts' content. 
When I came around the corner into the strip of grass behind the 
shower house, the guys were shifting from foot to foot, eager to get started. 
"Shhhh," Rob counseled, though we hadn't said anything yet. Hubby 
reached into the stomach pocket of his orange Browns sweatshirt and some-
thing crinkled. He came out with a handful of Hostess mini-muffins. 
"Dude, sweet," Brendan said. "Gimme some." 
"Bring your own," Hubby said, halfheartedly, and handed over the 
package before Brendan could get his fist cocked all the way back. 
I just shook my head. Rob reached for the package when Brendan was 
through and, after a cautious nibble at one, upended the contents on the 
grass. Dozens of butter-colored muffins dampened in the dew like dandelion 
heads. "Hey!" Hubby erupted. "What the fuck, Baker?" 
"Shhh," Rob responded. Hubby rewarded him with a shove. "Shhh," 
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Rob repeated, as if this was the answer to everything. "Victor," he turned to 
me, "here, give me your towel." 
"What?" I asked, while Hubby smoldered. "Why?" 
"Because," Rob said, that whine coming into his voice, "if anybody 
comes around back, we can say we were picking up the muffins." 
Hubby snorted. "Brilliant, Baker." 
"O ... K ... ," I said, playing peacemaker. "And the towel?" 
He plucked it from my outstretched arm. "That's for us to sit on while 
we wait." 
Rob decided, by virtue of his plan, that he should be first to peer into 
the women's shower house, set on the left side of the building from our van-
tage point around back. Two of us would form a saddle by interlocking our 
hands, and bending over, allow Rob, or whoever else of us happened to be 
scheduled for the next showing, to step into it, and then boost the peeper 
onto Brendan's shoulders, giving him the perfect height from which to spy. 
Rob posted Hubby as first sentry, standing at the corner of the building 
to keep an eye on whomever might be coming down the paths. Turned out 
the first someone was a heavyset male camper with a prodigious need to 
shit. And the next someone, and the next. Well, not the shitting part, exactly, 
but the male part. We clenched our fists against the darkness, kicked at the 
grass in despair. 
"Guys, this is turning into a fucking sausage fest," Sinclair said, after 
about fifteen minutes. 
"Actually, there's been no kind of fucking at all," I seconded, which was 
the way between us. 
Rob gazed up from the towel, my towel. "You guys aren't thinking of 
going back?" His eyes searched the two of us. Hubby picked a muffin from 
off the grass, blew on it once, then popped it into his mouth. 
"No," I sighed. "I want to shoot fresh beaver as much as you do." 
Hubby giggled, his mouth full, and resumed pacing along the wall. 
The night was as humid as the summer day had been, only about ten or 
fifteen degrees cooler in the shade of the tall trees. Unlike when we had left our 
campsite, everything was still. From the men's side we could make out the drip-
drip-drip of a faucet. Occasionally, a breeze would rustle the limbs all around 
us. From far off came the moan of a train whistle, moving away. 
"Guys, I think someone's coming," Hubby whispered. 
Rob scampered to his feet, and the three of us crept to Hubby's corner 
and huddled around him. 
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We heard her first. The airy strains of her soprano, floating down through 
the trees. The melody was familiar, and then the words: "Don't you ... forget 
about me. Don't, don't, don't, don't." A song from a movie none of us but 
Brendan had been allowed to see. Next, we heard her footsteps, clunking 
steps, probably clad in hiking boots like the ones we'd left by the tent. It 
took almost a minute for this to play out, the night was so still. And then 
she strolled into view. 
Petite and brunette, she was everything a Peeping-Tom thirteen-year-old 
could hope for. Which is to say, she was female. And alive. Aside from that, 
she wore a short pair of khaki hiking shorts, her legs long and muscular and 
tan down to her bulky boots; a cream-colored tank top that rode up a little 
on her flat tummy; a ratty gray hoody hanging off her shoulders; and a tan 
baseball cap on her head, decorated with a jumping green bass. "That's for 
Pro Bass," Rob breathed, a kind of awe coming into his voice as she ambled 
across the gravel clearing and onto the concrete apron of the shower house. 
We drew back from the corner. "It's where my dad gets his gear." 
We all nodded. A delicious tickle ran up my stomach as I heard the 
women's side door bang shut. I met each of the guy's eyes in turn. We all stood 
there looking at each other. "Well," I finally said, "time for phase three." 
We shuffled into position and Rob climbed atop Brendan's shoulders. 
"Easy," he whispered, "eaaasy," as Brendan grunted under his weight and 
shuffled forward until his nose almost grazed the block wall. "There." We all 
gazed up at Baker, checking his balance with his palms on the windowsill. 
"Watch she can't see you through the glass," I said. 
"Well, man, what's she doing?" Hubby said. 
"Is she n-n-nekkid?" Brendan stammered, which he did whenever he was excited. 
"Can you get a look at her tits?" Hubby asked. 
"Shhh. I can't see." 
"Us talking makes you not see?" I asked. 
"Guys," Rob hissed. 
We shut up for a minute. Hubby's feet whispered on the grass as he 
paced, waiting his turn. Brendan breathed heavily, in-out-in-out. The 
crickets had renewed their racket, as if following us down from camp, or in 
secret collaboration with our clamoring hormones. But everything else, 
besides the gurgle of the water and the beating of our hearts, remained still. 
"At least tell us-is she hot?" Brendan asked. 
"Yeah," Rob panted. "Yeah, she's hot." 
"What's she doing now?" Hubby asked. 
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"Ah-taking down her hair, I guess. It's brown. She had it in a ponytail. 
Now she's brushing it out." 
Hubby nodded, as if this was just what he'd imagined she'd be doing. 
"Guys . . . ," Rob said. 
When he didn't say anything after a few seconds, we responded in 
unison, "What?" 
"Guys ... shit, guys. I think she's really gonna do it. Yeah, dudes. She's 
going to the shower!" 
The showers on the female side were arrayed along the right side of the 
wall. They had no doors; rather, curtains were strung across the front of 
each painted plywood stall. There were three narrow stalls, neither of the far 
two visible from where we peeped in. But if she chose the stall nearest the 
window and spent a lot of time near the front of the curtain, over the floor 
drain, we should have the perfect view. 
"You've been up there long enough," Hubby announced. "I'm next." 
"Wait. Just wait a second," Rob pleaded, but Hubby was already tug-
ging on his T-shirt, making Brendan stumble. "OK, OK." Rob returned to 
the ground, after a struggle, with a look of utter disgust. "Now that you've 
ruined it. But I get to go back up." 
"After Brendan and I've had a look," I reminded him. 
"C'mon, He-Jew," Brendan said. "Mount up." We boosted him onto 
Brendan's shoulders, then held him in place as Brendan shuffled the few feet 
until they were both flush with the wall, the crown of Hubby's head just 
clearing the windowpane. 
"Geez-how many of those mini muffins did you eat?" Brendan 
grunted. Hubby said nothing, plainly concentrating on what was going on 
behind the glass. 
"What do you see?" Rob asked. 
"Well, she's hanging up her towel on the peg." 
We hung on every word. 
"And?" Rob asked. 
"Now she's taking off her robe. Yeah." 
Hubby trailed off. 
"And?" Rob repeated. 
"Whaddaya want me to tell you? She's naked. Well, except for her bra 
and panties." 
Brendan snorted, "Not naked enough. You want your turn to end early?" 
"Hold on," Hubby said. "There we go. Yeah." 
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"Holy shit," Rob said, dancing a little. "Holy shit, guys." 
We listened to the squeal of the old pipes as the water switched on, and 
the hiss-spatter of the shower spray as it kissed the concrete floor. The thick 
summer night seemed even heavier all of a sudden, as if each molecule drank 
in the steam that began snaking out of the vent above the window. Behind 
each of our eyes-well, except for Hubby, who had the real deal to stare at, 
clear as cable-we played out the imagined scene taking place right that 
minute on the other side of eight inches of concrete. We could smell her soap. 
"Ivory," Rob whispered, reverently. 
"Nah," Brendan said. "It's Coast." 
She sang again, and my brain faintly buzzed, the words rendered non-
sensical by the wall between us, but the melody distinct: "Don't you ... 
forget about me." Brendan whispered, along with me, "Don't, don't, don't, 
don't. Don't you." As if we were in there with her. 
"What do you see?" Rob interrupted, though less intense now. 
"What do you think?" Hubby said. "Tits and ass and pussy." 
Labeling her like that made my eyebrows constrict and the skin grow 
tighter on my head. Brendan must have felt something similar to my dis-
taste, because he shuffled a step backward. "Turn's over, Tubby." 
"No. Wait." 
Brendan tried to back out beneath Hubby's legs, but Hubby held fast to 
the windowsill. "Fine," Brendan muttered, and dropped into a squat. 
Hubby, displaying a ghost of the strength that used to distinguish him in ele-
mentary school, hung on. Or maybe it was out of sheer horniness. 
"Guys," he said, straining, "I think there's somebody in there with her." 
Then he dropped to the grass like a stone. Well, a 200-pound stone. 
"Shhh," Rob said. 
I bent down and helped Hubby up. "Would you knock it off, Bake?" 
Then to Hubby: "What? Like another girl?" 
Hubby brushed the dirt off his jeans and shook his head. "A guy, I think." 
"You're shitting us," Brendan said. 
"No. I'm serious. Listen." 
The rush-spatter of water seemed to have doubled, and her singing had 
stopped. It was impossible to distinguish words from the other side of the 
wall, as I mentioned, but the tones still slipped through, aided by the vent. 
We distinguished deeper, sonorous notes in duet with her soprano. They 
were laughing. 
I also could pick out a whiff of something more than her soap and 
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shampoo on the summer air, a scent sharp and acrid like the rime of 
woodsmoke that clings to you after a weekend campout even after the first 
few showers at home, though different somehow. The skin around my neck 
prickled at an association that was beyond me in that moment, and so I let 
it slide without commenting. 
"Let me up," Rob ordered, rushing forward. 
"Hey," I said, pushing him away from the wall. "Wait your turn." 
Rob breathed out through his teeth and made a saddle with Hubby for 
my feet. I climbed atop Brendan's shoulders. All the sounds I'd been tuning 
into faded beneath the sea surge of my heart. 
The window was smudged brown with dirt and cobwebby in the cor-
ners. It was fogged only faintly. The overhead fluorescents bathed the white, 
block walls in a yellow glow. Beneath me, just off to the right, there she was. 
I saw her toes first, flexing on the puddled concrete-perfect wrinkled 
brown pods, with purple painted toenails set at the ends. Every mole and 
dimple was visible as I trained my pulsing eyes upward. Her back was to 
me, the muscled bulge of her calves dancing in the feathered spray, her 
bottom a perfect, upside-down valentine, plump, and paler than the rest of 
her, showing granny-undies tan lines. I imagined placing my fingertips in the 
canal of her spine, the delicate cleft in her freckle-dusted back, blushed from 
the steam. Her hair hung loose and dark, the faintest spider strands clinging 
to her shoulders as she massaged lime-and-white shampoo into her scalp. I 
could not bear for her to turn around. 
Something else: something catching my attention like a hook in a fish 
and yanking it above the splintered top of the plywood stall. I looked away 
leisurely, the way you look at a scene you know you can return to. I didn't 
understand what I saw at first. My thought: there was definitely somebody 
in the next stall over, second from the window, but the water must be all 
wrong, out of whack. The clouds hanging above the stall were black. And 
then: is the shower house on fire? Should we break cover and somehow tell 
the woman inside? What would our punishment be, weighed against this act 
of heroism? And then she turned. 
My eyes took in all the usual bits in the first instant. And maybe it has 
to be said: yeah, she was perfect, as perfect as those frenzied seconds of 
study could reveal. But what I noticed was her smile. She was smiling, and 
nodding her head. My eyes were drawn to the delicate skin of her throat, 
the fat drop of water sliding toward the cradle of her clavicle as she nodded 
at the other person in there with her. Her lips were moving. 
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Suddenly, the black cloud above the second stall stirred, as if something 
were moving through it. Something was. A man, tall and bearded and hairy 
and naked, exited the second stall and placed his hand on the closed curtain 
of the stall by the window, drawing it back. His ring flashed in the light. I 
was too stunned to look at him closely in those first seconds. My eyes flew 
back to her. She let out a shriek we could all hear outside. Her knees 
pinched together and she covered her privates below with one hand, above 
with a jiggling arm, I couldn't help but notice. But she was still smiling. 
The man stepped into the cloud of steam, wrapped his arm around her 
shoulder, and she let her hands drop. Before bending into her body and 
kissing her, he turned, just a half-turn, toward the corner of the window 
where I peered in, and set his burning cigarette on the glistening sill where 
the plywood and concrete block met. He didn't see me-I'm almost sure of 
that now-but I got a good look at him. 
"Vicki," Hubby said from below. "What the hell's happening in there?" 
I tapped on Brendan's head to let me down. "Nothing," I said as I was 
lowered, trying to sound nonchalant, though my knees and hands had 
started to tremble. 
"Nothing." Hubby laughed. "I think somebody in there's about to get it on." 
"Holy shit, guys," Rob said. 
"Yeah," I said to Hubby. "Maybe it's something like that." He and Baker 
both laughed this time, giddy. My stomach did a rollercoaster flip. 
"Brendan?" 
"Yo, dude." 
"Ah, could I talk to you a second?" 
He frowned at me. "Whatever. Sure." 
"Rob, Hubby-maybe now would be a good time to check and see if the 
coast is still clear," I managed. "We don't want anyone to interrupt the best part." 
They nodded, and ran to the corners together. Brendan stepped into the 
shadow of the building toward me. "What is it, dude? See a little pussy and 
now you're going mental?" 
"Man. I think we know the guy who's in there." 
"Whaat?" he crooned, face spreading into the widest grin he'd shown 
all day. "No fuckin' way. And they're getting it on?" 
"Brendan, I think we should go back to camp. I need your help to con-
vince those two." 
"Ah!" he said, and stomped on the grass. "C'mon, Vicki. No fa ir. You 
had your turn, and everybody else. I wanna see me some poontang!" 
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His face had that demented, puzzled look that usually preceded a fight, 
so I just came out with it. "Brendan, that's Baker's dad in there." 
Rob and Hubby came jogging up. "All right, guys," Rob announced. 
"Coast's clear. Brendan, you going up?" 
Hubby was already moving into position to give Brendan a boost. 
"Yeah, let's get on it, dudes. I want another turn before the show's over." 
Brendan ignored them and looked at me. "You're shitting me," he said. 
"You know what this means, Bren." 
"Bullshit. Your four eyes too lazy to even bring glasses. Bullshit." 
He backed away from the wall all the same, until his heels rubbed 
against the nearest oak. 
"Guys-what's going on?" Rob asked. 
Brendan leaned back slightly into the oak, pivoting his weight, then 
sprinted forward five steps until he was almost to the wall. Then he jumped. 
He hit the wall with a scrape that made both Hubby and Rob whip their 
heads around to look at me, searchingly. He caught himself on the sill, pulled 
himself up with his hands until he was looking down into the shower house 
for himself. "Dude," Hubby cackled. "You're fucking He-Man." Brendan 
ignored him, ignored all of us, for the thirty seconds he managed to hang onto 
the building and find out whether I was a chickenshit liar or not. 
Brendan dropped to the ground, wiping his hands on his pants. His eyes 
met mine for an instant, then burrowed into the dirt. "C'mon, guys," he 
muttered. "It's getting late." And he started for the edge of the building. 
Rob jumped in front of him. "What the hell?" he said. Brendan tried to 
veer around him, but Rob jumped in front of him again. "What the fuck?" 
he demanded. "Why do you get to decide?" Brendan again tried to go 
around, but Rob banged his chest into Brendan's bulk. "So, I plan all this 
out, and what? I have to miss the good stuff because you're such a pussy, 
you're tired?" 
"Baker, get the fuck out of my way right now," Brendan growled. Hubby 
was frozen in place, stunned as usual by sudden anger, Brendan's ability to 
go from blissed to pissed like a Maserati stomped into the red. But just as I 
could guess where Hubby's frozen dread came from, I knew a thing or two 
about Brendan and his rage, and why it existed at all, and why we couldn't 
really fault him for it. 
When I went over to separate the two of them, I put my hand on Rob's 
shoulder. "Dude," I told him. "Calm down. You had a look." 
He knocked my hand away. I could sense Brendan simmering. "Yeah, 
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when there was nothing going on," Rob said. "Don't be a dick, Vicki. You 
got the best of it, as usual." 
Now that made me grit my teeth. Brendan was far less subtle. He 
grabbed Baker by the shirt collar and dragged him to the wall. I heard the 
slow ri-i-i-i-p of cotton fabric. 
"You want a look? Huh, pal?" Brendan spat. The hiss of water in the 
shower house continued, but my ears strained to make out any talking, a 
moan, anything at all. Brendan kneeled in front of Rob and shoved him 
roughly onto his shoulders. "Here, I'll give you a good look." 
"No," I said, mostly to myself. 
Brendan rose, Rob teetering on his shoulders, and shoved him roughly 
against the wall, using one hand to push him up to a standing position. 
"Christ, man," Rob protested, but his eyes were drawn inside, as all of ours 
had been. Brendan held him there, hands clamped around his ankles. 
When he let Rob back down, Rob didn't look at any of us. He stood, 
fists clenched, facing the wall for what seemed like forever. The crickets had 
wound up again, and Hubby hadn't moved from where he'd been standing 
when Brendan had first blown up. But none of us were moving now. 
"Rob," I said. 
A sound escaped his lips-nothing at first, nothing more than a sputter 
of air being released from a balloon, but growing in intensity, rising in a 
hideous crescendo until it resembled the whimper-howl of a fox clamped in 
a hunter's trap. It echoed off the solid wall and was absorbed by trees, and 
now I was sure I could hear no talk coming from inside. Rob ended by sob-
bing, raising his fists and beating on the concrete. 
"Rob," I said again, and took a step forward. 
He whirled around and his black eyes shot into me, his fists still raised, 
the knuckles shredded, and bloody. And then he ran around the corner of 
the men's side, howling all the way. 
"Guys," I said, and didn't need to say any more. Hubby scooped my 
towel off the grass and was right on my heels as I followed Brendan around 
the girls' side, sprinting for the shadows of the trail. 
I thought Baker would beat us there, that unable to bear what he had 
seen, he would shoot up the trail and probably wake up the whole camp-
ground but get himself as far away and as fast as he could from that shower 
house. But now I realize that like a fox caught in a trap, someone under that 
kind of stress is unpredictable. I dimly registered the shower house door 
banging in the receding light behind us, and then, throat gone hot and dry, 
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the shattering of glass from inside, again and again. 
"Oh fuck, oh fuck, oh fuck," I panted, passing Brendan in my sprint and 
pulling away. But I couldn't have predicted the sudden rush behind us, 
somewhere off to the right, the sound of tree limbs breaking and leaves 
thrashing and then the sudden bump of footsteps behind us on the trail. 
"What the-?" I said, stopping, panting, wondering whether to hide 
behind the nearest tree or run as fast as I could up the trail. The footsteps 
grew closer. 
Brendan and Hubby bumped into me, and we all turned to look down 
the path behind us. There were shouts now, too, from farther back, prob-
ably near the shower house and the campsites immediately next to it. So far, 
though, our part of the trail was clear, and pitch dark. I could see the glitter 
in Brendan's and Hubby's eyes within a foot of my own, but that was all. 
As the footsteps came upon us, we moved to the side of the trail. Within 
seconds, Baker sprinted by. "Rob?" Hubby asked, but Baker thrashed 
ahead. "C'mon," I nodded, and we ran after him. 
By the time we reached our campsite, Rob had already burst through 
and kept going, hitting the trail at the opposite end. He was howling again, 
and calls of "What's your problem?" and "Shut it!" were ringing throughout 
the woods. I swore I felt my brain evaporate for a second as we burst out of 
the trailhead and saw Mr. Hillary's sleep-curled head poking out of his door 
flap like an angry bear, roused from hibernation. I slowed to a nonchalant 
walk, as if that would help. 
"What are you three doing out of bed?" Hillary growled, voice raspy 
from sleep. 
"Um ... looking at stars, sir," I mumbled. It was all I could think of. 
He looked at me, really looked at me, but didn't press us further. He 
ducked his head back in his tent and emerged a second later, carrying his 
jeans and his hiking boots. Somehow, the sense of trouble I figured we were 
in only deepened as he walked over to us in his boxer shorts. "Do you three 
know anything about what's going on?" 
Now I could think of nothing to say. None of us could. 
"Where's Rob Baker?" Mr. Hillary asked. Stunning how adults can 
home in on the target that quickly. We didn't have an answer for that, either. 
"Go to bed. Now," Hillary said, stepping into his boots and doing the 
laces. We didn't need to be told again. 
As we lay there in the tent, the three of us-panting, wheezing, tripping 
along in our own thoughts-I found I couldn't focus on a single thread of 
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reason running through my brain and gave up trying. Eventually, the shouts 
across the campsite winding down to conversations, low and long and 
unnerving in their inscrutability, Hubby spoke. 
"Was that Mr. Baker in the shower?" 
I breathed out. 
"It wasn't Mrs. Baker in there with him?" 
I looked for Hubby in the tent and found myself staring at a little boy 
whose cheeks were glistening with tears. Brendan said, "Who the fuck do 
you think it was in there with him?" 
And contrary to the way Hubby usually cowered in these situations-
either shut up or tried to disarm Brendan with a weak smile or a lame 
joke-he only said, "I wouldn't know." 
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Cheers, Little Sister 
Jacquelyn Astorga 
11:36 PM. COME ON, SHE SAYS, I'M PAYING. GRINNING, SHE HOLDS THE DOOR 
open and waves me in ahead of her. I'd rather not go anywhere; I'm hurt 
and embarrassed, and I think I might be bleeding, but Alice is my ride, so I 
have to stick around until she says so or else I'm on my own. I've got fifty 
bucks from Dad in my pocket, but I don't want to spend it on this. 
Especially not on this. 
It's a Tuesday, so the place is pretty empty, and the Tiffany lamps are 
hanging down over tables with no faces under them to illuminate. We sit at the 
bar, well aware that we are the only girls in the place, which is probably why 
Alice brought us in here to begin with. It's how I funded my college experience, 
she says and grins, and I laugh but silently wonder if I would ever choose to 
be friends with this girl were she not my sister. Probably not. Probably. 
We down our first couple of drinks pretty fast because it's hot out and 
because we have ( or at least I have) this nervous habit of wanting to catch 
up with the rest of the party. There's a fat guy a few seats down talking 
loudly about the two of us, making obscene comments that his red-faced 
friend roars at. And so we down another; my eyes are down and Alice's, I 
can feel, are flitting about while she sips from her straw. I'm done, and 
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before I know it there's another glass in front of us, and a man behind us 
with big teeth who says his name is Ted, and he's got his hands on our 
backs. It's warm and I don't like it and I turn to look at him and his eyes 
die. They get big to take in my face and then go small to shut out the image, 
and the corners of his mouth turn down. What happened to you? I turn 
away, and he says, Well, suit yourself, to me, and Drinks on me tonight, 
ladies, to Alice. Then his warm, meaty paw slides off my back as he retreats 
back over to the corner where he came from to watch and wait. 
Alice tips her glass toward mine and says, Cheers, little sister. And I say, 
Cheers, and take a sip, but I don't like the way pity drinks taste. But what 
the hell, it's free, so I finish it. I'm embarrassed now about the way he 
looked at me, and then I see the bartender looking at me, and when I catch 
his gaze he looks away. It's too much to handle, so I get up and go to the 
bathroom to see what's going on with my face. 
But it's nothing bad. Nothing too bad, at least. I mean, my mouth is 
swollen and it's bleeding a bit, but it's nothing that won't go away in a day 
or two. Nothing that can't be lied about. Because really, what am I going to 
say if I told the truth? I'm too old to be spanked so my Dad hit me in the 
face instead? Exactly, you can't go around saying stuff like that. Forget it, 
fuck the mirror, I think, and head for the stall. It's time for the test. 
I always give myself the test when I'm in the bathroom, probably 
because I'm behind a closed door. I started doing it when I was in college: 
waiting in a long line at a frat party, getting chatted up by some guy with 
beer on his shirt, and then getting behind that door to check the hair, teeth, 
makeup, sobriety. Usually I'm sitting on the toilet, pants down, when I close 
my eyes and ask myself, Am I feeling it yet? And if I feel the wave pushing 
me over, then the answer is yes, and it's the strength of that wave that lets 
me know whether it's OK for me to have more or not, whether it's forgiv-
able if I go back out there and keep talking to what's-his-face with the stain 
on his shirt. As usual, it is. 
I come back out and find that I'm alone. Alice is gone, and the bartender 
gives me this shrug, and I know then that she's gone off to thank Ted Teeth for 
those drinks he'll be buying us all night. She'll be back, he tells me, and I see 
that she left her bag slung over the chair like a trusting moron. Anyway, I don't 
care, now I've got some alone time with the beautiful bartender who's got a 
gold mine in his eyes and whose name turns out to be Steve. 
You don't look so good, he says. 
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What, you don't like 'em rough? And he laughs. I'm a terrible flirt, 
meaning I'm not good at it, I don't know how, I've never had to. 
Embarrassed, I flash him my index finger, which means Gimme another, and 
he nods because if someone else is paying for a girl like me, I couldn't be 
1 uckier and I may as well. 
9:24 PM. We came to the city because Dad hasn't sent a check for two 
months, and because Alice needs money. Legally, he doesn't have to send 
anything, and I tell her this, but she insists he owes her "for all the bullshit." 
Besides, she says, someone has to look out for Mom, and that's a full-time 
job, which is also bullshit for a number of reasons. One, because she could 
just as easily get a job and pay for a nurse, but then that would mean she 
would have to work, and that apparently goes against her values. And two, 
if Mom was being taken care of, I don't think she would have been left at 
home alone without a clue as to where we are, where her car is, or when 
we'll be back. I would have told her myself if I knew what we were doing 
ahead of time. If I knew what we were doing ahead of time, I wouldn't have 
come at all. 
So anyway, we show up at his place without calling ahead, which he 
absolutely hates. Not because he doesn't want to see us, but because he 
wants to tidy up, you know, empty out the ashtrays and stash the dishes in 
the machine, drop the trash down the chute. He wants to clean himself up, 
get out of the bathrobe, put some decent clothes on, run a razor over his 
face, and in general make it look like he isn't some lonely sixty-year-old man 
living alone who can't take care of himself, which he pretty much is. 
If he can afford the city, he can afford me, Alice says as we walk up the 
stairs to his door. I say nothing and I pray pray pray he isn't home. But he 
is: we can hear the TV through the door, and I can feel his eye looking at us 
through the peephole, and I can feel his heart sink when he realizes we know 
he's in there. When the door opens the cigarette has been pulled from his 
mouth so he can greet us with, Girls. It is more a statement than an excla-
mation. Girls. That is what we are, yes, girls. 
Alice walks in but I stop for a hug, and he turns to look at her and 
clutches the robe around his neck. He is uncomfortable, but waves us over 
to sit as he steps into his slippers, which were sitting by the door, and then 
calls to order us Chinese from downstairs. Alice paces, inspecting the picture 
frames, checking for evidence of a new life, making sure our faces remain in 
their correct places and are not torn out and replaced with magazine smiles. 
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The room is small, and once she's made the rounds she starts again, this 
time stopping to pick up a sketch pad that was lying open, inspecting it for 
any female nudes. But no, only animals, the way it should be. Dad paints 
portraits of rich people's pets, mostly horses. He used to be really proud of 
it, thinking it was a way to make a living as an artist, but he got tired of it 
when he learned he would never do anything new. But he is good at it, and 
so he never stopped. He never will stop. 
I sit and Alice goes round and round, and Dad, he just takes it all in sit-
ting there in the armchair across from me, cigarette in hand, observing the 
cruel suspicion of his daughter and wondering how she came to be. That's 
the thing a bout him: he never wants to admit that his girls are not girls but 
things. Cruel, nasty, selfish, unidentifiable things. I even went through a 
period when I tried to educate him about my life, and even still, he won't 
admit I'm terrible. It was back when he and Mom were still living together 
and I'd ask him to stay up late and play a game of cards with me, during 
which I would ask him to tell me stories about his life. I wanted to hear the 
ones I'd never heard before-about living in Los Angeles, about serving in 
the Navy, about falling in love with Mom. And when he didn't feel like 
talking, it was my turn to open up and tell him stories of my own. I told him 
about the drugs and the boys and the things I did when I would run away 
from home. But the story that hurt him the most was the one he had tried 
the hardest to deny, the one that happened right under his nose. I was 
starving, I was dying, I was doing it on purpose, and if I had not fallen down 
and had to go to the hospital, I would not have lived. I was below the hun-
dred pound mark, and even though they knew something was wrong, Mom 
and Dad did nothing to fix it, did not know how to fix it, and so didn't. 
When I brought it up, when I told him it was because I hated myself, and I 
hated what my life had become, he sat there nodding his head and cried in 
silence. I had no idea, he said over and over. I had no idea, I had no idea I 
had no idea ... 
I can't get it out of my head as I sit there with a white box of rice in 
front of me and a pair of greasy chopsticks in my hand. I catch Dad's eye 
and I wonder if he knows what I'm thinking, and what I want to do is go 
over and sit in his lap and demand to be held like a baby. Cradle me, god-
dammit! I want to be rocked and shushed, and I want to tell him to come 
home and that Mom needs him back, but that would be wrong of me. For 
one thing, I don't know if Mom wants him back, even if she does need him, 
so that would be bad, and second, I don't know if he wants to come back, 
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because maybe he is happier alone, although I doubt it. Plus, I don't want 
to give myself false hope. 
Alice opens up her mouth: 
Come on, Daddy, you have no idea what it's like to have to take care of 
her by myself, and Come on, Daddy, you know I won't ask you again, and 
Come on, Dad, you are really not being fair, now. Her voice gets higher and 
higher and higher and I don't want to hear it so I focus on the TV, and my 
concentration goes to shit. And really, it makes sense; why pay attention to 
your own life when you can watch pretty people saying nice things? So I've 
got the hum of the newscaster in my head, and in the background I hear the 
buzz of Dad's voice. 
I can't, he says, and I can't and I can't I can't I can't I can't and I can't 
take this and I can't have this, and I can't do this, I can't, I won't, I can't. 
Please, please believe me, I can't. 
Come on, Daddy. 
I can't. 
Come on. 
I won't. 
Daddy. 
I can't. 
Daddy. 
I can't. 
And finally, it breaks: It's because of you Mom is in that chair. 
And Dad, the sensitive, guilt-ridden shell of a man that he is shrinks up 
and takes it all in, considers the possibility that it may actually be true, that 
it may actually be his fault. Alice tells him that Mom threw herself, and 
Dad's eyes go wide, and his face goes white. But I was the one who was 
there, and I saw her fall, and I know it was an accident. I am the one who 
knows it was raining because I felt it on my skin, and I am the one who 
knows-me, not Alice-me. Mom and I were running errands, and I don't 
even know how because she is normally the one with her arm out blocking 
me from crossing until the walking man appears, but she stepped without 
thinking, and the van that was coming couldn't slow down in time. This was 
all in the police report, Dad should know this. He is an idiot for listening to 
Alice. It sent up a big tidal wave of dirty water as it screeched to a halt, but 
by then Mom was mangled and lying in a heap ten feet away in a mess of 
broken glass and rain water and tiny bits of gravel and blood and Mom and 
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Mom and Mom. I know all of it. I sat in the ambulance with her as it 
screamed its way through the traffic, and I squeezed her hands and I saw 
her tears and I shared her fear, and it was no suicide, let me tell you. I know 
all of it, and I say nothing, not a word, and instead I allow Alice's lie to 
linger in the air ringing in our ears, tainting Daddy's vision of the good man 
he might still be. 
He is very quiet. He is very still. Alice is also very quiet, but she is 
breathing heavy with her teeth out, which means she is ready and she can take 
it. I am not ready. I can't fucking take it. Why do we have to do this? Dad says 
nothing, but instead crosses the room in one step and opens the cabinet above 
the kitchen counter. He takes down a cigar box and Alice becomes a hungry 
dog, salivating, her eyes following his every move. He takes out a wad of bills 
with shaking hands and he stuffs it into her open palm. 
Now get out and leave me alone, he says. Alice looks over at me like, 
Come on, but I can't move. Get out! he says. And she turns away and leaves 
without even saying thank you. 
I am confused and I am starting to cry. I don't know who these people 
are-this woman who pretends to be my sister, twenty-seven years old and 
evil, this man who seems like my dad but can't be. This is not my father, this 
skinny old man. My father is strong and belongs out back in the studio 
working on a painting. He should be laughing while he shakes the tumbler 
and twists the glasses in the salt; he should be sliding down the hallway in 
socks after Mom has polished the wood; he should be drumming the wheel 
with his fingers to his favorite Bob Dylan song as he sits in traffic. This man, 
this haggard piece of shit, this pathetic failure of an artist, of a husband, of 
a family man, this man is not my father. This rotting box of a room that 
smells like next door's Indian dinner does not, could not ever belong to the 
man I know. But he is, and it does, and in reality, in all honesty, it seems 
more fitting considering how Alice and I turned out, but it makes me angry 
that we are such cliches that I can't accept it. 
Daddy? He won't look at me. Oh, Daddy! His back is to me. Daddy, it's 
a lie. She is lying, I say, and I just want him to pick me up and love me and 
tell me I am good, tell me it will be OK and I'm pretty and I'm good. I'm 
crying, and I'm being stupid. It's not true, I say, and I grab his arm, which 
flies up at my touch and hits me hard right in the mouth. 
Goddammit, get out! he roars. You got your money, now get out! 
And I cry and I linger. I want to tell him it wasn't me. I am not the bad 
one. I am the good one, remember? I am the one who is doing things right. 
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I finished school, and I got a job, and I am the one they are proud of, doesn't 
he know that? 
Daddy! I want to fall to my knees. He will never want to see me again. 
I want to crawl to him on all fours and scream and cry and cry, but I know 
that if I do, he will only kick me away and disappear into himself, and I will 
be left a mess on the floor with nobody to clean me up. I want to tell him I 
am sorry and that I should be better at controlling Alice, but he should 
know there is no controlling her, and I want to tell him I love him, but I can't 
bring myself to say any of it. 
I take a long, last look and his back is to me. He is waiting for me to 
leave so he can break down and cry alone. He wants to be alone when he 
curses us. He wants to be alone when he wishes he never had children. I turn 
to run out the door and down the steps and out to the street, where Alice is 
waiting for me with an odd smile on her face. Her face looks like she was 
thinking hard for a long time about something very miserable, and all of a 
sudden came up with a good solution. Let's get fucked, she says, and pulls 
me through the streets where the lights are yellow and lightless. 
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Helping Hands 
David M. Peak 
MALMOUD, THE VILLAGE LEADER, GRABBED BETSY BY THE HAND, THE LOOSE SKIN 
on his thin arm looking purple beneath the white glare of the sun. His head 
was covered in thick shocks of white hair, his obsidian eyes sunk deep 
within their sockets. 
He'd been hovering around her ever since she'd climbed down from 
Brian's mud-caked Jeep, tilting his head back and forth as he eyed her blond 
ponytail, her neatly pressed safari pants. 
He jerked Betsy's arm as he pulled her through the small, nameless vil-
lage outside Wau in West Bahr al Ghazal. These villages were popping up 
everywhere in South Sudan-everywhere in Sub-Saharan Africa for that 
matter-as quickly and haphazardly as dust settling after a storm. 
The landscape of South Sudan is bleak-the land of biblical cataclysm, 
of annual droughts giving way to annual floods. The sky is always full of 
birds of prey-buzzards, eagles, kites. 
Malmoud kept turning around, kept saying something in his language-
Thuongjang, the Dinka language, the language of the Nile-but it was incom-
prehensible to Betsy's ears, too rich in vowels, too formless, too breathy. Brian 
would know what he's saying, she thought. Brian speaks six languages. 
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It's nearly impossible for an American to visit South Sudan without a 
chaperone. Betsy had found Brian online. At twenty-seven he was already 
working on his doctorate in anthropology. He had a ruddy face and bright 
eyes. He worked for the International Rescue Committee. She e-mailed him 
and he responded. She'd only had to pay him $450. 
Malmoud's face looked like an eggplant, his teeth flashing yellow in his 
wide mouth, his tongue a vibrant pink, his gray eyes radiating anger. He 
wore nothing except a pair of faded camouflage cutoffs. 
They passed by small huts made of grass, thuckles they called them. 
They passed by houses made of rusted green and yellow sheet metal. They 
passed by huts made of dried mud, sagging tin roofs stretched overhead, 
huts made of rotting brown wood, with chicken-wire fences strung up 
alongside the dirt path that wound through the center of the village. 
There was no electricity, no running water, no telephones. Brian had told 
Betsy that some of these people had satellite phones, but so far she hadn't 
seen any. 
The sky was a blue dome over their heads, cloudless, stretching end-
lessly, as large as the world itself. 
She was struck by the silence of this place, the emptiness within the huts. 
A biplane buzzed in the sky, somewhere in the distance. Betsy stopped, made 
a visor with her hand, looked up into the sun. 
Malmoud pulled at her once more, muttered something in his strange 
language, nodded his head toward the canvas IRC tent. He let go of her 
hand, and Betsy felt his perspiration cooling in her palm. He sidestepped 
behind her, put a hand on the small of her back, and using the tips of his 
needle-thin fingers, gave her a light push. 
Betsy looked down. The dirt in front of the tent had been kicked up, tram-
pled, as if a hundred people had passed through the tent's entrance that morning. 
"You, go," he said, his tongue struggling over the sharp angles of the 
English consonants. "Look inside." 
The entrance of the tent was a dark slit that ran up between two 
hanging flaps of canvas, red crosses painted on either side. Betsy looked 
around for Brian, for any of the International Rescue Committee workers, 
and saw nothing but purple faces peeking out from behind huts, from 
within the thuckles. 
The biplane's high-pitched buzzing was growing louder. It was 
approaching the village. 
"Go," Malmoud said. "Now." 
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Betsy felt the old man's eyes boring into her, hotter than the sun. She'd 
only been here, in this nameless village, for five minutes. She'd only left 
Kenya that morning. 
She swallowed her spit, took a step forward, and grabbed hold of one 
of the canvas flaps. She pulled it back and looked inside. 
"There was a pile of arms," Betsy said. "Maybe twelve of them, stacked 
up like chicken bones on a plate, pools of black blood all over the place. 
"In the back of the tent, all huddled together, there were six dead chil-
dren-no older than eight or nine. They'd bled to death. Their lips had 
turned gray, puckered up against their faces. All of their eyes were still open. 
All of their skin was gray. The stench-my God-the stench was unbeliev-
able. They were the only kids in the entire village. After that ... that was it. 
There were no children left." 
She was home now, back in Michigan, back in the Western world. She'd 
arrived early that morning, taken a cab home, immediately climbed the 
stairs and taken a long nap. Paul, her fiance, had woken her after sundown, 
roused her gently by stroking the side of her face with the backs of his fin-
gers. He was nearly done cooking her dinner, he'd said. He was sorry for 
waking her, he'd said. He hadn't said anything about her early return, 
hadn't asked her any questions. He knows I'll tell him when I'm ready, Betsy 
thought, sliding out of bed. 
She was setting the table for dinner. It was covered in an elegant white 
cloth. The lights had been dimmed. They had the windows open. The humid 
summer air smelled like trees. Grasshoppers chirped in the yard. The trees 
rustled in the wind. 
The sight of wood floors, polished and clean, of floral-print wallpaper, 
track lighting, these things comforted Betsy in a way she would have never 
thought possible. Never before. 
Paul was in the kitchen, the next room over, washing the dishes. They'd 
been engaged for nearly a year. Betsy's trip to Africa was something they 
had both agreed she needed to do, needed to get out of the way before they 
settled down, started their family. 
As Betsy told her story, he occasionally responded, his voice muffled 
beneath the sound of running water, reaching her through the doorway. He 
sounded uncomfortable, like he didn't know quite what to say. 
"They'd been hacked off at the shoulder," she said, shutting the cabinet 
door, holding a plate beneath each arm, a glass in each hand-her hard-
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earned waitressing skills at work. "With a machete. It was still there, next 
to the pile of arms. Its blade was nicked, covered in dried blood." 
Three days had passed since Malmoud led her to the IRC tent. She'd taken 
the first available flight home, a full month earlier than she'd planned. She lost 
the will to help, had never been able to go birding in Botswana like she'd 
wanted. All the way home and all she'd been able think about were the birds 
in Botswana. They were supposed to be the most beautiful in the world. 
All she remembered were the buzzards and the kites in Sudan. 
"These people actually cut off the arms of their children. All because they 
didn't know what an inoculation was-what vaccines were. We found out 
later, we learned that they thought we'd been injecting them with poison-
that's what the village leader said, that's what Malmoud said. You should have 
seen the look on his face. Those villagers, they nearly killed those IRC people. 
And ... and I don't know why, for some reason they thought I was there to 
help, they thought ... they thought I could bring their children back to life. 
"The five months I was there, I never saw anything like that-not in 
Rwanda, not in Kenya." 
Betsy set the glasses on the table, then the plates. She picked up a box of 
matches and lit the candles. A gust of summer wind blew in through the 
open windows. The flames flickered and jumped. 
"I know I was told, 'Don't expect to make things better.' That's what Brian 
said when I first got there-to Sudan. 'Don't think that just because you come 
from privilege that you can change things.' But I never thought it was going to 
be like that. Christ, I don't know how we're supposed to wipe out polio if ... 
if ... " Betsy's voice faltered in her throat. Her eyes were hot and itchy. 
She saw Paul standing in the doorway, drying his hands on a dishrag. 
The sleeves of his shirt were rolled up to his elbows. He filled the doorway, 
stood in a wide stance; his body language screamed alarm. 
He was a handsome man with a large jaw and dark eyes. Something about 
the way he was standing there reminded Betsy of how much she loved him. 
"Jesus," he said, coming toward her. "Why didn't you tell me?" He 
grabbed hold of the back of her neck with one hand, wrapped his other arm 
around her lower back. He pulled her close. "I had no idea," he said. "I had 
no idea you were living with this." 
Betsy angled her chin upward, smelled the wine on Paul's breath as he 
came in close and spoke softly in her ear. His skin smelled of soap. He said 
everything she expected. It's OK. There's nothing to worry about. You did 
all you could. You're a good person. Those people need the guiding light. 
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They never got around to eating that night. Instead they sat on the couch 
in the living room, finished two bottles of red wine. They talked until two in 
the morning. By the time they went to sleep, Betsy's eyes were puffy, swollen, 
and red. As they climbed the stairs, she felt nauseous. Only the wine, she 
thought. Paul held her around the waist, supporting her. Her legs were rub-
bery, and she had to hold onto the handrail. In the morning rll feel better. 
That night, insects filled her dreams. Every kind of insect imaginable: 
gnats, mosquitoes, dragonflies, praying mantises. They were the size of cars. 
They swooped down on her, emerged from black skies, £lapped their 
leathery wings. 
They had eyes like silver domes. She saw herself reflected in their vision. 
She saw hundreds of versions of herself, small, distorted. Her face bent into 
new angles. 
She covered her face with her arms, screamed, "No no no no no!" as she 
ran. She was running in the desert; she knew it was the Sahara. Her feet were 
bare, the sand lunar gray, cold as ice, the sky an endless black void. The insects 
droned above her, beyond her vision. She felt their menace in her blood. 
In the distance she saw the IRC tent bathed in moonlight, recognized the 
red crosses on the entrance flaps. And then she was there, pulling back the flaps. 
There was silence now. The insects were gone. She took a step inside the tent. 
She felt herself sinking in blood. It closed around her knees. It sucked 
her down. Then it was at her waist, smelling like copper. She held her arms 
in the air and tried to scream. She couldn't make a noise. It licked at her 
armpits. She struggled, and for a second she thought she might break free. 
But then she slid down even farther and the blood filled her mouth with its 
warmth and its metallic stink. She tried to scream again and felt it pouring 
down her throat, into her lungs. 
Time passed. Two, three days. Betsy got the flu. Every morning she was 
waking up, darting to the bathroom, throwing up stomach acid as yellow 
as bile. The bathroom would spin. Her forehead would sweat. 
She would think of all the shots the government had made her get 
before she could go to Africa, for hepatitis A, hepatitis B, meningitis, rabies, 
typhoid, tetanus-diptheria, measles, polio. 
She stayed in bed all day. Her eyes would twitch with dreams. 
When he came home from work, Paul would serve her plain foods on a 
tray. He served her chicken broth and unbuttered toast. He served her Jell-O 
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cut up into little cubes. She wouldn't touch any of it. Finally he started 
giving her bowls of ice, told her-begged her-to suck on them. He gave her 
water, glass after glass after glass after glass of water. 
She had nothing but time, nothing to do but think. She thought of what 
had happened in Wau. She thought of what had happened after she'd seen 
the arms. 
The biplane's buzzing had turned into a roar as it approached the vil-
lage, swooping over the huts in a wide arc before touching down in the dry, 
surrounding fields. 
Betsy had emerged from the darkness of the tent and fallen to her knees, 
then to her hands. The dirt was dry and hot against her palms. Her stomach 
pulled inward and she dry-heaved hard enough to break the blood vessels 
around her eyes. A thin cry escaped her mouth. Malmoud stood over her, 
yelling in his language. He stomped back and forth, bringing his knees up 
high, slamming his feet into the dirt. 
Brian's voice sounded in peals, down the footpath, a hundred yards 
away. He was arguing with somebody. 
She fainted. 
By the time she woke up in the back of Brian's Jeep, they were just about 
to cross the border back into Kenya. 
The sun was relentless. The land around them flat, brown. 
They a pp roached the border, nothing more than a small shack, a barri-
cade built of yellow two-by-fours. A dozen men-young boys really-in 
baggy camouflage uniforms stopped them. They appeared unsure of what to 
do. They riffled aimlessly through their bags. They argued with Brian-
about what, Betsy didn't know. 
There was a small metal sign on a post with a message written in 
Kishwahili, English, and Arabic. The sign warned of taking photographs, 
claimed it a criminal offense. 
The guards had AK-4 7s. They held them at their hips, posed with them. 
They had a meanness in their eyes that Betsy thought unreal. She had never 
seen anything like it. They reminded her of abused dogs. 
"American!" Brian shouted. And then he reverted back to words that 
Betsy could not understand. 
The boys had let them go soon after that. It wasn't until the Jeep was 
bouncing along the dusty road that led into Lokichokio that Brian began 
talking. He spoke quickly, loudly. 
"Don't worry," he said. His knuckles were white, wrapped around the 
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wheel. He appeared to have been shaken up by the border guards, by the 
whole day. "The IRC workers got out of there as soon as they realized what 
was happening, as soon as they figured out that the kids had been rounded up. 
"Malmoud-that old man-he was the one. He was the one who did it. 
Did you go into the tent? Did you see what was in there? Christ, I never 
should have let you go with him. 
"Somebody-I don't know who, must've been one of the IRC 
workers-somebody put out a dispatch, I don't even know who to. That 
plane that landed, it was two human-rights defenders, Americans. None of 
us knew what to do. 
"We were yelling, we were all scared, panicked. That's when I got to the 
tent and saw you on the ground. I picked you up, ran you back to the Jeep. 
Christ, I never even knew I was that strong." 
It wasn't until she was on a plane, flying out of Nairobi, that Betsy had cried. 
She remembered all of this in flashes, photographic images set to sound. 
And these photographs haunted her, even back in Michigan, even in her bed. 
Then one morning Betsy woke up, stepped down from bed, and her legs 
gave out beneath her. Her bones pulled her straight to the hardwood floor. 
First her elbow smacked, then her hip thudded. A wavering cry escaped her 
throat, and for a second she couldn't figure out what it was. When she real-
ized that it had been her cry, she felt a cold rush of fear course through her 
entire body. She felt the tips of her fingers tingling. 
She soldier-crawled her way to the bathroom, sat against the tub, looked at 
her feet. Her vision was blurry. It took a few seconds before things came into 
focus. Sunlight poured in through the small window next to the toilet, formed 
slanted columns, illuminated bits of dust that twirled and danced in the air. 
The skin of her toes had turned black. It looked like frostbite, like her 
skin had shrunk over the bones in her foot. Her toenails were a wan pink. 
Their cuticles had turned orange, like they'd been stained with iodine. The 
bridge of her foot was beet red, covered in open sores that glistened white 
in the sunlight. 
Betsy's heart pounded in her chest as she inspected her feet. What was 
she supposed to do? Words that she'd never once given serious thought 
began to float through her mind, words like gangrene, necrotic, fetid. 
She looked at her hands. Her palms were covered in sores. The skin on 
her fingers was so black it was shiny, almost blue. How had I not noticed 
that? How could I have not noticed that my hands turned black? 
She was too tired to do anything. She was too tired to soldier-crawl back 
into the bedroom, to lift herself up to the phone, too tired to dial the numbers, 
to explain who she was, where she was, what was wrong. There was no 
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energy in her body. 
Betsy felt fuzzy warmth swirl behind her eyes. She was tired. She shut 
her eyes and fell asleep. Paul will find me, she thought. Paul will find me and 
Paul will help. 
She was in a white bed. The white sheets were tucked tightly over her 
body, but her body was not there at all. The bed's frame was made of metal 
and painted white. Her arms were tucked beneath the sheets, but her arms 
were not there at all. Her legs and feet did not push out against the sheet. 
She was flat, completely flat. 
She was back in the Sahara, surrounded by the lunar sands. The sky was 
black above her. There were no stars. There was moonlight on everything 
but there was no moon. 
At the foot of the bed there was a giant mosquito. It was perched on the 
ornate footboard, all six of its massive, pipe-cleaner legs holding the footboard 
like a buzzard holds the branch of a tree. Its legs bent out at its sides at severe 
angles. Its body expanded and contracted as it took in and released air. 
The mosquito tilted its head as it looked at Betsy. Its sucker hung 
straight down, like a vacuum-cleaner attachment. Its antennae sprouted 
from its small head, curled inward on themselves into the shape of a heart. 
It had eyes the size of dinner plates, silver-dome eyes. She saw herself 
reflected in the mosquito's eyes. 
"If you had one wish," the mosquito said, in a voice that sounded like 
insects crawling, "what would it be?" 
"I would like to help everyone." 
"And how would you do that?" 
Betsy thought for a moment. She responded, "I would like more hands. 
I have always seen my two hands as helping hands. If I had more hands I 
would be able to help everyone in the world. Two hands are not enough to 
help everyone. I could reach out to everyone in the world. I wish that I had 
more hands." 
As she spoke, she thought of the pile of arms she'd seen in the IRC tent. 
She thought of how small they had been. They had been the arms of chil-
dren. She wished that she had picked them up, brought them somewhere. 
She wished she had done something other than just leave them there. She 
thought of Malmoud, his obsidian eyes, the way they radiated anger, the 
way he had touched her ponytail. 
"I wish that I had been able to bring those children back to life, the way 
those villagers thought that I could. I wish I had picked up those arms and 
put them back where they belonged, reattached them to their sockets. I wish 
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that I had been able to breathe life into those children's lungs, to give them 
back the life that was robbed from them." 
The mosquito laughed a buzzing laugh. Its whole body convulsed with 
laughter. Its heart glowed red inside its body. 
The mosquito 's face turned into Paul's face. He looked upset. Betsy rec-
ognized his voice as he spoke. 
"I'm here with you," he said. 
"I'm here with you at the hospital," he said. "You're going to wake up 
soon, and I'm going to be here for you." 
Paul sat on a plastic chair next to Betsy's bed. She had a private room. 
The sky outside the window was overcast, gray. He watched Betsy's eyes 
twitch and he thought that she must be dreaming. 
He did not know how long comas were supposed to last, and he did not 
know whether or not it would be best for her if she stayed wherever she was. 
Paul leaned forward with his elbows on his knees, cupped his hands in 
front of his mouth, and began to cry. 
She'll need a quadruple amputation, they'd said. Symmetric peripheral 
gangrene, they'd said. Caused by a malarial infection, they'd said. 
Had she taken daily doses of her anti-malarial pills when she'd been in 
Africa? Had she complained of being bitten by mosquitoes? What regions 
was she in? What countries? What work had she done? Had she gone swim-
ming? Had she taken any ice in her beverages? 
Paul did not know the answers to all of these questions. He knew some 
but he did not know others. He only knew what she had told him. She had 
been to Kenya, to Rwanda, to Sudan. She had been a volunteer with the 
International Rescue Committee. She had been administering polio vacci-
nations. It had been her dream to help stop polio. 
Paul leaned back in his chair and stared out the window. He did not 
want to think about what the doctors had told him. He did not want to 
think of Betsy spending the rest of her life confined to a bed, without arms, 
without legs. 
The clouds in the sky were stagnant and gray. Paul thought that this sky 
was the same sky over Africa. He wondered if these clouds were made of 
waters that had once been in Africa. And if so, it occurred to him that the 
journey these waters had made was a long one, a thankless one. 
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The Black Bedsheets 
Laura Elizabeth Fisher 
AFTER THE WAR, MY BROTHER AND MOST OF HIS FRIENDS CAME HOME. THEY ALL 
had short short hair and dark dark eyes, but they laughed the same and 
punched each other playfully like they used to, though their arms were 
swollen with new muscles now. 
The town had a party. We all got together in the high school gymnasium 
and danced and ate, and Mr. Carter, the man who owned the linen store, 
gave each of the boys a package; inside was a pair of bedsheets . Black, black 
bedsheets. I heard Mr. Carter whisper to my mother that no one had been 
buying them, as black bedsheets weren't exactly popular. 
All the boys took them home and put them on their beds, like they had 
a secret black, black bedsheet club. And then everything went back to 
normal. My brother got a job at the town convenience store and moved in 
with us again to save up money. My mother had kept his old room the same: 
the wrought-iron twin bed, the ragged, frayed rug, the bookshelves full of 
school books he hadn't ever read. My brother's room was better than mine, 
with an adjoining bathroom, and I had asked at one point, while he was 
gone, if I could move in there, which made my mother burst into tears. So I 
never asked again. 
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At first it was spring and everything was perfect. My mother began to 
sing in the kitchen again, and my father came home right after work instead 
of stopping by the bar. The town seemed whole, people waving and smiling 
to one another as they passed; no one talked about the boys who hadn't 
come home. And as time went on, relief still permeated the town with the 
vibrancy of summer. 
Our house was surrounded by cornfields, and if I looked out the back 
kitchen window to the fields behind our house each night, I could just see a 
bonfire where I knew my brother and the rest of the boys would be, 
downing beer and spitting tobacco into the flames. Sometimes I would 
sneak out there to watch them. I would tiptoe barefoot down the back-
porch steps and out into the garden, past my father's huge barbeque grill, 
through my mother's flower garden, being careful not to step on the little 
Johnny-jump-ups and lady's mantle. The pool of light from the house would 
fade after that, and I would find my way by scent, knowing I had made it 
to the outskirts of the garden when I first smelled chives and then the over-
powering lilacs. And then I would run through the fields, always keeping the 
light of the boys' fire straight ahead. When I got near enough to hear them 
talking, I would sink down onto my belly and slither as quietly as possible 
through the rows of corn until I could see them, sitting in a circle. 
They laughed and talked, and would sometimes sing along with the little 
radio someone had thought to bring. Sometimes they would fall silent and 
stare into the fire. The light would flicker on their faces and it made them look 
old, their eyes shadowed and creases ran from their cheekbones to their chins, 
hard lines of hunger and grief that dug into the full cheeks I remembered them 
having before they went away. And when the silence would stretch too long, 
I could feel the little grasshoppers jumping across my arms and the flies 
landing on my sweaty neck and know it was time to go home. 
The rain came, and there were no more bonfires. The sky was pregnant 
with heavy gray-blue clouds that pressed down on our town. We hurried 
home from work and shopping, letting the whipping breeze carry us, beat 
at us. The tall cornstalks waved wildly in the wind, and everything was cast 
in a light that made it look as if we were underwater. When it didn't rain, 
the humidity soaked our hair, but mostly it rained. And at night it stormed. 
The first night of the storms I was wakened by the sound of my brother 
screaming. Hoarse shouts ricocheted off the walls and echoed down the hall 
to my bedroom. They eventually subsided into sobs. I stayed under my 
covers, not knowing what to do, sweating and choking, the tips of my wet 
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bangs prickling my forehead. I was still young enough to be wary of shadows 
in the dark and so didn't even consider the idea of going down the hall. 
The next morning I asked my brother if he'd had a nightmare. "Naw, 
kid," he said, taking a bite of his toast, "I slept like a log." But I knew he was 
lying, because his mouth got grooves just at the edges, and his eyes were 
dark with shadowed bags rimming them. 
That night it stormed again. It sounded like the thunder was rolling right 
over our house. It shook the lamp next to my bed and rattled the books and 
softball trophies on my dresser. And my brother was screaming again, 
pleading and shouting and begging us to take cover. My parents slept in the 
downstairs bedroom, but I still prayed they would hear and come running 
to check on him. But no one came, and his screams stopped after the 
thunder did. I lay awake for the rest of the night, listening to the rain stream 
through the gutters and splash on the grass below. 
The next morning I slipped into his bedroom, but he wasn't there. The 
door to his bathroom was open, and I could see him sprawled out in the 
bathtub clutching a pillow. I didn't say anything at breakfast that morning. 
When we had finished, I followed him outside, where it was still drizzling. 
There was a muddy puddle where the run-off from the gutter met the 
ground. My brother went into the shed to get gravel to cover it. I rolled up 
my jeans and, barefoot, jumped in the muck. It splashed up my legs and 
speckled them. When my brother came out of the shed and saw me, he 
pulled off his shoes and socks, rolled up his jeans, and jumped in the puddle 
too, spraying us both with mud. I laughed and kicked my feet, showering 
his pants and shirt. Suddenly his eyes went dark, and he picked me up and 
set me roughly on the solid ground. The impact jolted my feet and locked 
my knees so that I faltered. I clutched at his shirt to steady myself, but he 
shrugged my hands off and turned to grab the bag of gravel. The lines were 
back in his cheeks, and I turned and ran inside the house, heedless of the 
muddy footprints I left. 
The next night it stormed again. I jumped out of bed and ran down the 
hall to where my brother slept. My feet were cold on the wood floors, and 
the slap they made with each step echoed in between the crashes of thunder. 
My brother's door was heavy, and I had to lean with my shoulder to open 
it and peek in. He was stretched out on the bed, his blanket kicked to the 
floor so only his sheet lay across him. The light coming from the window 
fell across his cheekbones, making him look pale and blue, as if he had been 
underwater too long. Drowned. I shivered. 
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The thunder pealed again, lightning flickered in the room, and I saw the 
black black bedsheets twitch. With the next rumble and flash, a ripple ran 
through them from my brother's chest down to his toes. The corner of the bed-
sheet began to inch over my brother's arms and up to his neck. It slid over his 
chin and across his cheekbone to his eye, then looped around and swam into 
his ear. With the last peal of thunder, my brother began to scream. 
I could have sworn the sheet went clear into his brain. He turned his 
head and looked at me. I could see the white around his eyes, looking like 
those of a scared horse, and when he saw me he shouted, "GET DOWN," 
jumped out of bed, grabbed me around the shoulders, and hurtled us into 
the bathroom. He slammed the door and got into the bathtub. "Come on," 
he whispered, his breathing short, his voice hoarse. "This is the safest 
place." I could still see the white around his eyes, and his pupils were big 
and black, like the sheets. I turned and ran. I could hear him shouting all 
the way down the hall after me. I whimpered to myself under the bed 
clothes for the rest of the night. 
The next morning I stayed in bed sick. My mother brought toast and 
orange juice to my room and felt my forehead with cool fingers. As I ate, 
she sat on the edge of my bed. I stared at her hands, white and long as they 
lay on her lap. She looked at them, too. She was thin in her morning dress, 
and her cheekbones reminded me of my brother. We listened to the men of 
the house clinking glassware and rustling newspapers at the breakfast table. 
"Do you think your brother is all right?" my mother asked. Startled, I 
looked up. Her eyes were dark, shadowed. 
"It's the sheets," I whispered. The hard lines around her mouth went 
away when she smiled. 
"Horrid black things, aren't they?" she said, laughing as she took my 
breakfast plate and glass. "Get some sleep, sweetie." 
I counted the slams of the front door. First my father left, then my 
brother, going to their separate jobs. Then I waited, and slept, and waited, 
and when I was absolutely exhausted from sleeping and waiting and the 
rain had turned from a drizzle to a downpour and back to a drizzle outside 
my window, my mother called up the stairs that she was off to the grocery 
store, and the door slammed for a third time. I waited a minute to make 
sure she hadn't forgotten anything, then crawled out of bed to tiptoe down 
the hall to my brother's room. The door had been left slightly ajar; peeking 
in I could see the black sheets twisted on the bed. With the shade drawn the 
room was purpley-gray and I had to be careful not to trip and make a noise. 
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I didn't want them to wake up. 
When I reached the bed, I carefully balled up the sheets in my arms and 
carried them downstairs to the kitchen and out into the backyard past the 
huge grill, by the impatiens and geraniums, over the Johnny-jump-ups and 
lady's mantle, not blooming now, through the remains of chives, the lilac 
bushes, their leaves covered with white, downy mildew, and into the corn-
fields, where the stalks stood at attention. The soggy earth sank beneath my 
bare feet, pushing up between my toes. Fat raindrops dripped off leaves far 
above me and splashed on my head, rolled down through my hair to my 
neck, and trickled between my shoulder blades. I readjusted the bundle in 
my arms; it was getting heavier and heavier. A corner unfurled itself and 
dragged along the ground, leaving a thin, shriveled trail of decaying plants 
that left a smell of gunpowder in its wake. The sheets caressed my arms, 
whispering a lullaby to me. My eyes felt heavy, and I longed to stop for just 
a second to lie down between the cornstalks. I could feel an edge of one of 
the sheets begin to twine up my arm, across my chest, to my neck. The sheets 
weighed me down, but as I sank to my knees I saw the edge of the fire pit 
through the thick stalks. The sheets hissed as I struggled to my feet and sol-
diered on through to the clearing. My hair was stuck to the back of my neck 
with sweat and rain. My arms throbbed with the weight of the sheets; they 
felt as if they were on fire against my skin. 
The boys had surrounded the pit with large stones. I heaved the sheets 
onto my shoulders so I could use my hands to climb over the rocks. I could 
hear the sheets louder next to my ear, snarling now, as they reached for me. 
I wrenched them off and tried to throw them into the center of the pit, but 
they clung on, sucking at my wrists like leeches. I pulled at them, tugged 
them off my arms, untied them from my fingers. They stuck tight to me, 
winding up to my neck. I could hear myself whimpering as I tore at them, 
scraping my fingernails against my skin under the sheets. Somehow I threw 
them off, stumbled back, and found the lighter fluid the boys had left out. 
It was slippery with rain, and I was careful not to drop it as I unscrewed the 
red plastic top and squeezed the bottle, sending the clear liquid onto the 
panting sheets. Then I took the matches hidden and dry in the bottom of my 
pocket, lit one, and dropped it. 
The sheets roared as they became a shrieking black mess, writhing and 
burning and reaching out their corners to me. I kept my hands over my ears 
and stayed back until, gradually, the sheets could only whimper as they smol-
dered in black puddles on the ground. I watched them curl in on themselves 
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until all that was left were bits of elastic and charred fibers. The cornfields 
were very quiet. 
I ran home, stumbling and exhausted. My feet were caked with mud and 
bits of grass. My arms ached. I didn't want to look back, afraid of seeing 
some black cloud intent on pinning me down in the empty cornfields and 
wrapping itself around my brain. 
I finally broke out of the fields. I looked up to see my brother standing 
on the back porch, watching my halting progress across the garden, his 
arms crossed at his chest. 
"Where are my bedsheets, kid?" he called out. 
"Burned 'em," I managed to gasp. 
"Why'd you do that?" He sounded very calm. I trusted him. 
"Didn't want them sucking at your brain." Surely he would understand. 
"Dad says to get inside the house. You aren't getting dinner and you 
have to buy me new sheets out of your birthday money." He spun around 
and slammed the screen door behind him. I was left standing, betrayed, in 
the flowers. 
That evening I sat on the stairs and listened to my family eat dinner in 
silence. When I heard their chairs scrape against the floor as they stood up, 
I ran lightly upstairs and sat just inside my room, behind the almost-closed 
door. I heard my brother get clean sheets from the closet and the creak of 
his mattress as he put them on his bed. 
That night it drizzled, but it didn't rain hard. My brother stayed quiet 
down the hall. I was positive I had done my job. 
The storms went away soon after that. There were no more big thun-
derclaps, but I would still lie awake in bed for a long time, listening. 
Most of the crops had been ruined with all the rain; the weather 
changed and grew hot and dry so that it was easy to believe the storms had 
never come. When I stared out the back kitchen window to the cornfields, 
it almost looked like a wasteland, the big red sun hanging low in the sky, 
baking the stalks to a dull tan color. 
It cooled off at night just enough that the boys started gathering at the 
fire pit again. I had developed a habit of avoiding the fields but one evening, 
just as the sky was losing the last of its pink and orange, I got up enough 
courage to sneak down and out into the garden, past the wilted impatiens, 
and the dried-up remains of lady's mantle and Johnny-jump-ups. The chives 
had disappeared, and I only felt the thin branches of the lilac bush brush my 
arms as I walked by. The cornstalks rustled as I made my way to the pit, 
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sinking onto my belly and slithering to the boys' fire. 
They were sitting quietly, not talking or laughing, the radio switched off. 
The fire snapped softly. The flames seemed to have purple edges, or twisted 
faces, and so I looked at the boys instead, but that was worse. Their eyes 
were black black, the lines in their faces deep as they stared at the fire, not 
seeing the large expanse of cloud and ever-changing evening sky that sil-
houetted the dark, waving cornstalks. I had gotten rid of my brother's 
sheets, but he was still like the others. I crawled backward until I couldn't 
see their shadows or the glare of the fire. Then I stood up and ran home, 
stumbling through the dark. 
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The Man with Kaleidoscope Eyes 
Melanie Datz 
CHICAGO, 1982-ROBERT WOKE IN THE COLD, GLOWING GRAY THAT MEANT YET 
more snow. He heard water running; Kathy was already up, in the shower, 
and there were stray thumps and whines from the children's rooms. It was 
mid-January, frozen, the city reduced to white and black and gray. He swung 
back the blankets, and his feet hit the cold wood floor. Down the hall, Clara 
screamed at Lucy, and Andrew blew a few sour notes on his trumpet. Robert 
sighed and pulled on a pair of jeans, a black turtleneck sweater, and wool 
socks. The water turned off, and the high whine of a hair dryer came on. In 
the bathroom, water beads condensed on the cold tiled walls and floor; 
Kathy was drying her hair, her teeth chattering. "What are you doing?" he 
asked, irritated. "Turn the heat up." 
"I'll be fine," she said, not looking at him. 
Robert shook his head, then walked to the door of Andrew's room, a 
swampy mess of tangled sheets and clothes on the floor. Andrew, still in 
pajamas printed with cartoon rocket ships, was sitting cross-legged on his 
bed, trumpet in hand. "Get dressed," Robert said, voice sharp. "Make your 
bed and tidy up." 
"I have band," Andrew said, blowing a brassy, hollow note on his trumpet. 
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"Make your bed." He didn't look into Lucy and Clara's room; he 
couldn't handle it, the tension between them, Clara with her baby fat and 
Lucy, who'd suddenly turned angular and sharp. Behind him, he heard 
Kathy call, "Breakfast in ten minutes, or else you're not getting any." 
Breakfast was oatmeal, the five of them crowded around the kitchen 
table, the familiar, suffocating smells of coffee and cinnamon, Kathy's 
freshly washed hair, and people, wool sweaters, and sweat. Robert could feel 
the smells crawling into his nasal passages, swelling, blocking air flow. His 
coffee mug was reassuringly solid and warm in his hands. 
Kathy tossed out reminders about homework, books, musical instruments, 
lunches. Then she looked at Robert and said, "Will you shovel the walks?" 
He shrugged slightly, looked at Lucy and Andrew, and said, "Boots on, 
you two. Time you started pulling your weight." 
"Girls shouldn't have to shovel snow," Lucy said. 
Kathy frowned at her. "Girls shouldn't be weak and helpless." 
Something in her voice startled Robert. Clara started to whine, and Kathy 
said, "You help, too." 
Robert tuned it out, turned the volume down so it was background 
noise, nothing more significant than the rumble of cars on Wilson or the 
ceaseless thrum of the city. He slid into his boots, pulled on his coat, hat, 
and gloves. On the front porch he distributed snow shovels to Lucy and 
Andrew, and told Clara to sweep the walk behind them. Then he turned and 
saw the snow; he blocked the steps, not letting the children past, just stood 
there sucking in cold air. Nothing was moving; the world had gone quiet, 
and smooth, and rounded. Every twig on the black skeleton trees was 
frosted. Snow clung to sturdy brick bungalows, blanketing the roofs and 
making them seem insubstantial. "Monochromatic," he said, breath con-
densing and freezing in his mustache. He didn't want to destroy it; he 
wanted his sketchbook and a box of charcoal and the morning with no chil-
dren to ship off to school, no chores, no nagging sense that there was some-
thing he should be doing. No, not charcoal, he realized: only chalks could 
capture the quiet, the perfection. Then Lucy, Andrew, and Clara surged past 
him and down the steps, thrashing and rolling in the snow, scooping up 
shovelfuls and flinging it at each other, their voices clear and brittle against 
the cold air, and the perfection was gone. Their red and blue and green coats 
and their striped mufflers and hats against all that white hurt his eyes, and 
the city's hard edges returned with the scrape of metal on cement. 
Clara tugged at his hand. "Daddy? Can we build a snowman?" 
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"After school," he said, and bit into the snow with his shovel. 
Later, the sidewalks shoveled, Kathy out the door and on her way to 
work, the hands on the schoolhouse clock pointing to 7:40, Robert sent the 
children out to wait for their bus. He reveled in the quiet, the way the tick-
tick-tick of the clock and the faint hiss of the radiators seemed too loud. It 
was Wednesday, the day he didn't work, the day he looked at art books, 
studied the paints in his paintbox, and regarded the half-finished painting 
on his easel with disdain and hatred. He poured himself a second cup of 
coffee and put Beethoven's Second Symphony on the record player. 
At 7:50 the phone rang. He grabbed the receiver, not because he wanted 
to talk, but to silence the jangling bell. "Yes?" 
"Mr. Ryemuller? This is Sally at Blaine School. School's canceled." 
"What? Why?" Robert asked. 
"Because of the blizzard. Be sure to watch the news for an announce-
ment about tomorrow," she said. Her voice reminded him of twittering 
birds. Then there was a click, and the angry buzz of a dial tone. 
Robert put the receiver down and walked to the dining-room window. 
He pulled back the cafe curtains-white muslin with red swirls, a Finnish 
design that Robert liked when Kathy bought the fabric but now thought 
was too chaotic-to look at the corner. Three houses down and across the 
street, his children, little blots of movement and color in a world gone still 
and white, waited for the yellow school bus to loom up through the snow. 
Andrew's hood was down, his blue and orange striped muffler pulled away 
from his bare throat. His head was tipped back, tongue out to catch 
snowflakes. Clara's hood was up, but she was on her back making snow 
angels, while Lucy threw snowballs at the stop sign. Robert didn't move. He 
could have put on his boots and coat, walked across the street and fetched 
them, made them hot chocolate, then taken them sledding. He knew it was 
an option. He could have opened the window and called them; that was an 
option, too. Instead, he stood there watching them, while the clock tick-tick-
ticked away the minutes. Robert watched Andrew upend his trumpet case 
and sit on it, watched as Lucy and Clara huddled against him. Snow kept 
spinning down from the sky. He thought of tender pink toes, thin stubby 
fingers, button noses, and soft cheeks going numb and tingly, and still he did 
nothing. He was hypnotized by the snow, falling at an inch an hour, and 
wondered how long it would take for the snow to cover them completely, 
to turn them to solid ice, to make them disappear. 
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The clock struck eight and ticked off minutes like a conspirator, marking 
each snowflake piling up on his children's shoulders, their book bags, the 
trumpet case. Nothing moved: No cars, no people, no animals, and not 
Robert. He, too, felt frozen by the snow; he could feel the cold glass of the 
window against his right cheek. And then, as the clock ticked past 8:14, he 
watched them rise, shake the snow off, and cross the street-Lucy holding 
Clara's hand-and wade through the snow. He heard them climbing the 
wooden porch steps, stamping their boots, and still he couldn't move. 
Robert only stepped away from the window when the front door swung 
open and they came in, snow crusting their mufflers and shoulders and eye-
lashes, their cheeks red and cold. 
"The school bus never came," Lucy said, voice muffled, bending down 
to unfasten her boot buckles. Andrew unwound his muffler, and Clara strug-
gled to unzip her coat. 
"I know," Robert said. "School's been canceled." 
Andrew and Clara screamed with joy, but Lucy narrowed her eyes. "You 
didn't tell us," she said, her voice like a needle, stabbing him. 
Robert looked at them. "What, you think you're Eskimos? I was begin-
ning to think you were too stupid to come in. Did you want to freeze to 
death?" His voice didn't sound like his own; it should have come out 
friendly, joking, and instead it was hard, bitter, mean. Andrew's face crum-
pled, and tears flooded his eyes before he could run to his bedroom. Clara 
looked confused and hurt, and Lucy frowned and bit her lip. 
"It was just a joke," Robert called, nervous now, wondering why he'd 
been frozen at the window. "Get into dry clothes and I'll make cocoa," he 
said to Lucy and Clara. 
They changed the air inside the house, Robert thought; just knowing 
they were in Andrew's room, playing with the electric train, the Tinker Toys, 
Clara's floppy rag doll, made it impossible to think, impossible to paint, 
impossible to sketch. His coffee was cold, ashy-tasting. He stood in front of 
his easel, studying the canvas: the paint was hard and dry, the landscape-
gray rock beach, Lake Superior choppy and leaden, white gulls-repre-
sented in smears and dashes. It wasn't an Impressionist landscape, and it 
wasn't an abstraction, but an uneasy mix of the two. Robert hated it; he 
hated his style that never changed, and never became desirable to collectors. 
Robert often wondered where time went on Wednesdays. The house 
would empty and grow quiet, and in no time the children were back slamming 
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doors and squabbling, and he had an hour with them before Kathy came 
home and restored order, made them set the table and help her in the 
kitchen. Today was worse: by the time the second side of the Beethoven 
symphony clicked onto the record player, the ominous scuffles and thumps 
came from the bedroom. Then there were rising voices and finally Clara's 
anguished wails. She ran out of Andrew's room, blond pigtails bouncing, 
screaming, "Dad! They won't let me play with them." 
He caught hold of her. "Clara," he said, sliding his hands under her arms 
and lifting her to his eye level. "If you stop crying-if you're really quiet-
you can draw with me." She instantly wiped her eyes on the sleeve of her 
red shirt. "Good girl," Robert said, setting her down. He tore pages from the 
back of his sketchbook and handed her a cigar box of pastel stubs, bits of 
charcoal, a few pencils worn down to almost nothing. Clara settled down 
next to the easel on her belly, legs kicked up behind her, and began scrib-
bling on her pa per. 
Robert turned his attention back to the sketch taped next to the easel, 
wondering why it had ever appealed to him. He tore it down, picked up his 
sketchbook and chalks, and stood before the dining-room window, trying 
to recreate the morning scene, the perfection of fresh snow coating bricks 
and trees, pearlescent light, the halo the streetlamps wore as light was 
reflected by thousands of snowflakes. He made two starts, then a third that 
went better, that seemed to fill itself in. Clara's humming, the stray noises 
leaking from Andrew's room, the needle scratching on the record's empty 
grooves-they all ceased to exist. In his mind he was trying to paint it, 
trying to capture the light, thinking, it's early, I have hours before Kathy 
comes home, and maybe I'll get a start on painting, and won't that surprise 
Kathy, who keeps asking, "If you're not going paint on Wednesdays, could 
you at least do a load of laundry?" 
"Dad. Dad." Lucy's voice cut through his trance. "Dad. We're hungry." 
Robert blinked, surprised to find the light beginning to fade and the 
clock's hands ticking past one. All three kids stood in front of him, Lucy and 
Andrew towering above Clara. Clara's drawings were scattered at his feet, 
and he saw the misshapen people with no arms, their hands growing 
straight out of their shoulders, and sighed. Even now, it was inconceivable 
that a child of his couldn't draw, and frustration flooded through him. He 
counted to ten and, letting his hand rest on Andrew's shoulder-an apology 
of sorts-said, "Who wants tomato soup and grilled cheese?" 
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He put the soup on the back burner and set the sandwiches in the skillet 
on a front burner. The children sat at their usual places along the blue wall, 
speculating on what would happen if it never stopped snowing. 
"We'd freeze solid," Andrew said. "We'd end up mummified like the 
people at Pompeii, and thousands of years later someone would dig us out." 
"They'd put us in a museum," Clara said. "We'd be famous." 
"Glaciers would descend on Chicago," Lucy said. "Big silvery moun-
tains of ice, taller than the Sears Tower. It happened once before." 
Their conversation amused him, and he felt content, as if the frozen 
morning, when he wanted to see them disappear into the snow, had never 
happened. Robert gave them yellow mugs full of red soup, then brown sand-
wiches, yellow cheese leaking between two slices of bread, each on a white 
plate. He handed them blue napkins. "Draw that for me this afternoon," he 
said, but none of them seemed enthusiastic about it. 
"Can we go make a snowman?" Clara asked, slurping at her soup. 
"When the table is cleared and the dishes are washed," Robert said, flip-
ping between the six sketches he'd completed during his trance. He thought 
it was a good morning's work. "What happens when your mother comes 
home and there are unwashed dishes?" 
"She gets mad," Clara said, and the other two nodded. 
Outside, fat snowflakes were still spinning from the swollen gray sky. 
The snow was knee deep on Robert, almost waist deep on Clara. He helped 
her with her snowman, while Lucy and Andrew made their own. He was 
happy; he felt alive, the snow like cold feathers against his face, the air cold 
in his lungs. Andrew tossed a snowball at him, and he reached out to catch 
it, laughing, and then he heard a voice, loud in the silence, saying, "This is 
why you don't paint." Robert looked around the front yard, looked east, 
looked west, and saw no one but his children, and then the voice came 
again, "What a waste of your talent." 
Robert shook his head, cleared away the sudden plucking sensation at the 
back of his neck. "Clara, did you hear anything?" he asked, and she paused, 
cocked her head to the right, the pink and green porn-porn on her hat quivering. 
"No," she said, and went back to pushing a snowball around the yard. 
She bent forward, shoving with all her strength, because the ball weighed 
more than she did. "I want it to be bigger than Lucy and Andrew's," she 
said, her pink rubber boots slipping in the snow. Robert dismissed the voice 
as a trick of his mind and bent down to help her. 
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Waves of snowstorms barreled through the city every few days, coating 
blackened lumps along the curbs and yellow stains left by neighborhood 
dogs with fresh, clean white. The world was bleached of color, and even its 
very shape was changed: houses, cars, flat lawns all became rounded and 
mounded with snow. Robert marveled at the way snow transformed every-
thing but worried that all that glaring white had damaged his eyes, because 
on the Saturday after the blizzard, he sat at his easel, working from the best 
of his sketches. He slashed a few charcoal guides onto the white canvas, 
roughed in reddish slabs for the brick bungalows, smeared in large patches 
of blue for shadows. He was spreading a thin wash of white over everything 
when his concentration wandered: Robert stood, glanced out the dining 
room windows on his right, and caught sight of Kathy in the living room. 
She was sitting on the red sofa, knitting a pink and green scarf for Clara, 
wearing a faded gold sweatshirt with black letters-IOWA-visible behind 
the writhing strands of pink and green yarn. All the colors throbbed and 
squirmed. Robert sat down again, picked up his brush and made a few passes 
over the blue patches, over the peaked roofs, over the red blocks. But when 
he looked back at his sketch, he saw a swirl of red, pink, gold, and green, and 
thought what Kathy was knitting looked like snaking viscera. The belief that 
she was knitting some sort of creature took hold, though he knew it was irra-
tional. It's a scarf, Robert told himself, but that didn't help; the swirling colors 
took over his field of vision, occupied everything in front of him. Robert 
closed his eyes, inhaled and exhaled slowly, willed himself to see nothing. He 
opened his eyes and saw his canvas, the patches of blue, the red blocks. He 
put his brush down and walked to the kitchen for a cup of coffee. 
When he came back, Kathy was standing at the stereo, changing 
records; in front of her was a blue and green painting he'd done of the lake. 
The gold of her sweatshirt jumped out against the blue and green, and his 
eyes felt swollen and sore. She turned and saw him standing next to his 
easel, smiled, and said, "How's it going?" 
Robert let out a noise that was part grunt, part sigh; Kathy nodded her 
head. He watched her walk back to the sofa and sit, tucking her legs up 
under her. Before she could start knitting again, Robert said, "Kath? Could 
you sit on one of the chairs instead?" 
There was a second of silence, and Kathy asked why. Robert felt her 
voice was carefully pitched, striving for patience, striving not to be con-
frontational. He stared at his canvas and wondered how to explain. "It's 
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just-seeing you knit is disorienting." 
"How?" 
There was no mistaking the disbelief in her voice. "The yarn. The way 
it twists." There were a few seconds of silence as the record moved from one 
song to another. Then Robert added, "It's not too much to ask, is it?" 
"I suppose not," Kathy said, but her voice had an undercurrent of sullen 
whine, the same grudging tone with which Andrew agreed to take out the 
garbage, or Lucy and Clara agreed to clean their room. He looked back at 
his canvas, while listening to her move. When he peered around the square 
edge of his canvas, he saw only her shoulders and the back of her head, her 
blond hair in a short ponytail above the white armchair. Satisfied, he picked 
up his brush and took a few swipes with the white. But somehow the pink 
and green strands of yarn squirming against Kathy's gold sweatshirt and the 
red sofa superimposed themselves on the canvas and snaked their way 
across the snow-covered bungalows, through the drifts and snow-covered 
bushes, and off the canvas through his sketch. Robert closed his eyes. 
"Rob?" Kathy asked. 
"Yeah?" 
"You could say thank you," she said. 
He waited a few seconds, his eyes still squeezed shut. "Thanks." When 
he opened his eyes, everything was normal again, and yet, he couldn't paint, 
couldn't translate from the sketch to the canvas. He sat and listened to the 
clock tick-tick-tick away the minutes, kneading the gray putty eraser. Then 
the clock struck three, and Robert put his brushes in the jar of turpentine, 
covered his palette with aluminum foil. "Light's gone," he said to Kathy. 
"Where are the kids?" 
Robert dismissed it. "A freak event," he told himself, though on Sunday 
he avoided his easel. He went to work Monday morning, drawing bars of 
soap and rolls of paper towels with no problem. In the evening, he sat on 
the couch and read while the children did their homework; Kathy kept knit-
ting the pink and green scarf, and the yarn twisting and knotting around her 
needles didn't bother him. He spent Wednesday painting, and nothing dis-
turbed his concentration; nothing strange happened. Kathy came home 
from work, stood before the half-finished painting, nodded and said, "It's 
very strong, Rob. One of the best you've done." Thursday was fine, too. But 
at 6:55 on Friday morning, Robert stepped into the kitchen, somber navy 
tie already too tight against his throat, and was assaulted by a riot of color. 
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Kathy stood against the yellow cabinets, yellow coffee mug in her left hand; 
she wore a dress with a pattern resembling peacock feathers. Lucy stood 
next to her, yellow cereal bowl cupped in her hands, the yellow fighting with 
her orange and red striped sweater. "Go on, Lucy, sit down and eat," Kathy 
said. "You'll be late." 
"But I hate Cream of Wheat," Lucy said, and Robert watched her take 
three steps to the table and sit between Andrew in a maroon sweater, and 
Clara in a white smock with large red strawberries printed on it. The three 
of them stabbed their spoons into bowls of white mush, and all of it-the 
blue walls, the yellow cabinets and dishes, the stripes, the strawberries, the 
maroon wool, the blue-green and gold peacock feathers-swirled together. 
"Hi, hon," Kathy said, handing him a cup of coffee. It felt reassuringly 
warm and solid in his right hand. He looked at her, and the feather shapes 
on her skirt rippled and out of the corner of his eye, he saw the stripes on 
Lucy's sweater undulate. He closed his eyes and sank against the doorframe. 
"You all right?" Kathy asked and, when he didn't respond, said, 
"Robert, are you OK?" 
"Fine," he said, opening his eyes. "It's just, you all clash." 
Kathy smiled and looked around the kitchen. "We do, don't we?" she 
said, setting her coffee mug in the sink. She took three steps toward him, put 
her hand on his shoulder, and gave him a quick kiss. Robert glanced at the 
hand-her left hand, with the thin gold wedding ring-and saw that her 
nails were painted bright red; the nails seemed to crawl off her fingertips 
and over his shoulder. He closed his eyes again. 
"OK, kids," Kathy said, turning to the table on her left. "Finish your 
breakfast, wash your bowls, brush your teeth, and do not miss the bus." 
Robert tuned out the grumbling, the bickering, and focused on Kathy 
saying, close to his ear, "You have a good day, hon," then kissing him again. 
"You too," he forced himself to say, trying to act natural. He sank into 
a chair and looked at the table while the children finished their breakfasts. 
When they were done, when they'd left the room, the colors slid back to 
their distinct places: blue on the walls, yellow on the cabinets. 
The uneasy, kaleidoscopic effect of swirling colors returned at 
increasing intervals. For the first time, Robert was relieved that company 
policy discouraged brightly colored and patterned clothing; his male col-
leagues wore navy and charcoal suits, while the women wore plain, sedate 
dresses in navy, black, beige, and dark green. Occasionally a copywriter 
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fresh out of college wore a tie spattered with brilliant colors, or a plaid 
jacket, and Robert would overhear a manager say, "We want to be known 
for flashy ads, not flashy clothes, young man." For the first time, he felt that 
the bland, white walls, the empty, impersonal space of the advertising com-
pany's office were a good thing. On the El, he avoided red plaid coats 
swirling into orange parkas and green and white down vests by keeping his 
eyes on the brick, gray, and white city flashing past the windows, or by 
reading, eyes trained on black type across a white page. 
At home, Robert found that the kaleidoscopic effect was most pro-
nounced in the kitchen. In the long living and dining room, the walls were 
white; as long as people in bright clothing weren't sitting on the red sofa or 
with the dining-room curtains behind them, he was fine. It was primarily 
mornings in the kitchen when the colors swirled and swarmed, the patterns 
and colors of Kathy's and the kids' clothes rioting around him. He didn't 
know what to do or how to explain it to Kathy, so instead of saying, "Colors 
are sliding all over the place," he complained about clashing colors and 
competing patterns. He'd say, "That's an inharmonious composition," at the 
sight of multicolored stripes, checks, plaids, and patterns sitting around the 
kitchen table. Sometimes he'd sigh and say, "Good thing I'm not taking a 
picture; you'd break a camera dressed like that." Once, when Lucy wore a 
pair of orange pants with a turquoise and pink patterned shirt and the 
colors throbbed and pulsed like flickering neon, he asked, voice irritated, 
"Don't they teach color theory in art class? What's your art teacher's name? 
I'll give her a piece of my mind." That night at dinner he gave a lecture on 
color combinations, until Clara knocked over her glass of milk, and 
Andrew, grabbing for it, knocked over his own glass. White liquid ran across 
the table and sucked all the color from the room, so everything turned a 
shade of gray. Robert closed his eyes, and then Kathy, mopping at it with a 
gray napkin, said, "Jesus, Rob, don't just sit there; go get the dishtowel." 
February ground on, and the snow piles grew taller than Andrew and 
Lucy. One morning a vertical green stripe on Kathy's skirt batted the purple 
polka dots on Clara's shirt across the kitchen in a sporting event he didn't 
understand. Then the stripe slid across the kitchen and began twisting 
around Clara's pale, soft neck. "Jesus," Robert said, horrified, as it drew 
tight and closed off her windpipe. "Kath, take that skirt off, please." 
"Oh, give it a rest, Rob," Kathy said, slamming her yellow mug on the 
table and stalking out of the kitchen. But the green stripe stayed behind, 
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snaking its way from child to child, twining itself around all three of them. 
Robert reached out, tried to snatch it, but couldn't pull it free. 
"What?" Lucy asked when he put his left hand on her shoulder, groping 
against her neck, trying to free her windpipe. "Quit it." 
"Kids," Kathy called from the other room. "Brush your teeth and get 
your school things together." The three of them shoved their chairs back, 
snapping the green stripe into ribbons. 
Just when Robert felt he was going to drown in color, his family stopped 
wearing patterns and stripes. They began appearing at breakfast in solid-color 
turtlenecks and plain wool sweaters; Kathy wore gentle tweeds, earth tones, 
subtle stripes. The riot of colors over breakfast stopped. One Thursday, 
Robert, on his way to the shower, overheard Lucy saying to Clara, "No, don't 
wear that one; you know what Dad will say if you wear pink flowers." Her 
voice was serious and alarmed, and he stood in the hall, listening. 
"But it's my favorite," Clara said, her voice rising into a whine. "Why 
doesn't he like it?" 
"Who knows?" Lucy said, and Robert pictured her shrugging her 
narrow shoulders, then brushing her long, honey-colored hair off them, just 
as Kathy used to do. He stepped into the white-tiled bathroom and closed 
the door, then stared into the mirror. His reflection stared back: face framed 
by a bushy beard, mouth just visible under a mustache, brown hair brushing 
his shoulders, a spatter of freckles across his nose, and blue eyes suddenly 
unfamiliar beneath his eyebrows. 
They didn't look like his eyes, and it hit Robert with a sick jolt: he'd 
been given someone else's eyes. "That's why colors are behaving so oddly," 
he said, leaning close to the mirror, studying the irises-light blue, with 
darker flecks. "That's why it's so hard to paint." He wondered how and 
when it had happened, and who had switched his eyes. "Maybe I'll paint 
better once I'm used to them." The reflected irises blinked back at him, and 
he was suddenly afraid. 
"It's crazy," he said, stepping away from the sink. He turned the shower 
on, trying not to think about his eyes. He knew it was absurd to believe the 
eyes in his head were someone else's-it was impossible, after all-just as he 
knew that these were not the eyes he'd been born with. The white, cast-iron 
tub was cold under his toes, and hot water pelted his shoulders and scalp. 
"It will pass," he told himself, rinsing away soap. 
But the more he tried not to think about his eyes, the more he did. What 
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had happened to his original ones? What if someone-Kathy, the kids, his 
boss-found out? They might rip them from his head, and then where 
would he be? He doubted his birth eyes were stashed in his paint box or his 
junk drawer, and even if they were, how could he put them back in if he 
were blind? He stepped out of the tub, shivered, wrapped a green towel 
around his waist, and with another one, wiped fog from the mirror. Robert 
pushed his nose against the cold, flat glass and studied the eyes. They 
blinked, seemed to signal to him: No one can know. You just need to get 
used to us. Don't tell. 
In the warm yellow and blue kitchen, the windows were steamed over. 
His family sat in their usual seats, and Clara-wearing a tan corduroy 
jumper and a navy turtleneck-watched him walk in, accept his coffee mug 
from Kathy, and sit. He felt her eyes on him and avoided looking at her. She 
asked, "Daddy, why don't you like my pink-flowered shirt?" 
Robert turned and looked at her pudgy face, her worried eyes. "There's 
no accounting for taste. Why do you like your pink-flowered shirt?" He was 
relieved that the colors stayed distinct, that everything stayed clear and 
sharp. I'm getting used to these eyes already, he thought, pleased. 
She pursed her mouth and frowned, then said, "Because I like flowers. 
Don't you like flowers?" 
"Sometimes," Robert said, feeling his way through the conversation, as 
if it was a trap. "But not in February. In February I like snow." 
Kathy snorted. "That's good, because there's three inches to be shoveled." 
"I'll do it after I finish my coffee," Robert said, relieved that the topic 
had changed. 
The first weekend in March, Kathy forced the children into their nicest 
clothes for a family trip to the Art Institute. Walking up the museum's steps, 
Robert felt proud of his neatly dressed children-the girls in blue dresses, 
white tights, and Mary Janes; Andrew wearing a blue suit coat-and a flash 
of amazement that Kathy was his wife. He tuned out the girls' complaints 
about itching tights, about hating their dresses; he tuned out Andrew's com-
plaint that museums were boring. They wandered among the paintings, 
Robert humbled and awed by them, and yet thinking that his paintings were 
just as good, that his paintings deserved to be hanging here too. 
At the end of the day, as the children began whining, "We're tired. We're 
hungry. We're bored," they walked into a large, square room with a tempo-
rary exhibit of private photographs of James McNeill Whistler. Kathy was 
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captivated by the small sepia prints of Whistler's daily life. "Look, Rob," she 
said, squeezing his arm. "Aren't they charming?" She read the descriptions 
tacked up next to the pictures aloud. Andrew and Lucy rolled their eyes. 
Clara yawned. 
"Whistler gave elaborate dinner parties where the food, the dishes, the 
table linens, and the flowers were color coordinated. He was so insistent on 
precise color schemes that he dictated the color of his guests' clothes, and 
sent them home if they didn't conform to them," Kathy read, her voice 
echoing off the wood floors, the high ceilings. Robert's face grew hot; he 
was glad no one else, not even a red-coated guard, was in the room. 
"He was like Dad," Lucy said, turning to stare at him. 
"No, Dad's like him," Andrew said, and Lucy pinched him. "Ow, stop it." 
"Both of you stop it," Kathy said, stepping between them so that Andrew 
was on her right, and Lucy on her left. "Isn't that interesting, Rob?" 
He nodded. 
"He wouldn't have liked my pink-flowered shirt," Clara said, her little face 
contorting. "Well, I don't like his paintings." She turned her back on the photos. 
"Don't be stupid," Andrew said, and Lucy added, "You don't even know 
what he painted." 
Clara stamped her foot and said, "I hate his paintings." 
"Shh, Clara, don't cause a scene," Kathy said, looking at her watch, then 
at Robert. "Maybe we should go to dinner?" 
Robert nodded. Kathy slipped her arm though his; the children walked 
in front of them, through the corridors and out into the cold air. It was 
snowing again, a light dusting falling through the gray air. Andrew and 
Clara ran to climb the lion statue on the north side of the entrance; Lucy 
looked bored and stayed with them. "You look pleased," Kathy said, and 
Robert nodded. 
"It was a nice afternoon," he said, smiling, thinking, They'll just accept 
it; they'll just assume my fussing about color is because I'm a painter. They 
won't think it's because of my eyes. 
By mid-March the snow began to soften and melt. Sitting at his easel, 
Robert heard the steady drip-drip-drip of water falling from the gutters out-
side the dining room. The drops caught the afternoon sun and sent prisms 
scattering across the dining room. Robert was uncertain whether they were 
real or a trick of his eyes. He sat before the canvas not painting, wondering 
how he was supposed to paint things that squirmed and shifted shapes. 
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Nothing held still, and Robert was frustrated that buildings, trees, the whole 
world came unmoored when he sat down to paint. He was sick of it; he 
wanted his real eyes back. 
Kathy's keys rattled in the front door; he sat up straight, grabbed a 
brush so that she'd think he was working. She walked in, Lucy, Andrew, and 
Clara following; they were a burst of noise, color, and chaos. "Hi, hon," she 
called, making sure the children hung up their coats. 
Robert put his brush down and picked up his pipe. "Hi." 
"How's the painting going?" 
He let out a grunt, thinking, If only she wouldn't ask. If he just switched 
canvases, put an old one out and said he'd just finished it, would she even 
notice? Robert felt she'd just say, "One of your best, Rob," and go on doing 
whatever she was doing. He peered around the edge of the canvas, saw her 
pulling out records, and soon the Beatles filled the living room. Robert 
tuned it out, pushed them to the background, and went back to staring at 
the brick bungalows, the snow, the shadows before him on the easel, unsure 
what to do: slash it with an X-Acto knife, light it on fire, piss on it? He 
hated it, hated painting, told himself he'd give anything to be some shmuck 
accountant pleased as punch with his life. "Oh, quit the pity party," a harsh 
voice said, and he looked around, confused. Then the Beatles singing two 
words-kaleidoscope eyes-cut through his thoughts as if the volume had 
been cranked up for just those two words and then turned back down. Is 
that what I have? Robert thought. He stood, looked over the easel into the 
living room. Kathy had Andrew's hands in hers, and they were swinging in 
and out of the space between the red sofa and the white armchair. Lucy 
bounced and swayed, her arms swinging side to side, and Clara jumped up 
and down, clapping her hands. Kathy's green sweater swirled onto Lucy's 
navy T-shirt, and Andrew's light blue shirt and Clara's pink one somehow 
became striped, and then checked, and all of the colors pulsed with the 
drumbeats from the song. Then those two words again-kaleidoscope 
eyes-and Robert thought, yes, yes, that's what I have, and you can't paint 
with kaleidoscope eyes. 
"What's that, Rob?" Kathy called, and Lucy said, "Come dance with us, 
Dad," but he shook his head, just watched Kathy, her long arms, her short 
bobbed hair, wondering how such chaos got into his life. 
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The Tongue 
Stephen Tar tag l ione 
I 
A QUITE PARTICULAR THI G HAPPENED IN CLEVELAND ON THE FIFTEENTH OF 
April. Marty Martinson (born Marty, not Martin, for his mother believed 
Martin Martinson sounded ridiculous) scooted off the bus two stops early, 
as he did most Tuesdays after school, and walked to the Quick Stop just 
around the corner. Each Tuesday the clerks replenished many of their goods: 
gallons of milk, candy bars, and, more importantly to Marty Martinson, the 
small cardboard cartons of basketball cards. It was a ritual like anything 
else, and most Tuesday afternoons were spent in a similar fashion. He could 
only afford one new pack per week with the allowance money he had saved 
for cleaning under his bed, and he took that pack, in its brown paper bag, 
and ran home as fast as he could. 
Once alone in his room, Marty Martinson removed the pack from the 
bag and held it just under his nose. The smell of freshly printed cards did 
something to his senses . He tingled in just the right spots, though he could 
never pinpoint just what feeling bubbled in his stomach. It was an anticipa-
tion and a satisfaction he could only find on Tuesday afternoons. 
Marty Martinson's bedroom door did not lock. His mother had 
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removed the doorknobs some time ago, fearing her son might be becoming 
too solitary, so he crouched down on the far side of his bed, his back toward 
the door, and began to inspect his purchase. As he fondled the pack, looking 
for blemishes on the exterior shell, for inconsistent or odd graphics-a rare 
find, a gold mine for a twelve-year-old boy-Marty Martinson's sister 
Maggie Martinson walked into the room. Startled, he hid the pack between 
his thighs and squeezed. But she was only dusting the rooms, a chore she 
performed while wearing headphones and listening to cassette tapes. 
He opened his pack of basketball cards, the ones that promised one 
hologram per pack. Limited Edition. All-Star Collection. Gold Series. 
Deluxe. The package was lumpier than normal, swollen almost. With busy 
fingers he tore at the foil wrapper, knowing that the pack didn't look right. 
Maybe they messed up and gave me two hologram cards, he thought. 
Maybe three or four. Maybe the entire pack is hologram cards. He imagined 
each floating Technicolor dunk and fade away in his collector's binder, 
tucked into clear, protective sleeves. He tore at the foil, pried at its corners, 
and finally placed the wrapper between his teeth to gnaw at the seams. 
At long last he managed to open the package and pried his cards, his 
plentiful stack of holograms, out of their shell. But what fell out was wet 
and pink, fleshy and thick. It slid slowly, oozing off Marty Martinson's 
bottom lip, leaving a trail like gravy on his chin before falling in a cold lump 
on the floor. 
Marty Martinson dropped the wrapper and jumped up onto his bed, 
never looking away from the mass sitting just in front of him on the brown 
shag carpet. 
It looked like-no, it couldn't be, he thought. He rested his knees on the 
mattress, braced his hands on the side of the bed, and leaned forward to get 
a closer look. Marty Martinson's eyes squinted, then shot open. His heart 
beat against his ribs. That was no hologram, that was a tongue. 
"What are you spazzin' about, Murt?" Maggie Martinson said, 
removing her headphones. She walked over, ready to flick him behind the 
ear (something she had done since both children could remember), but when 
she spotted the tongue lying wet and fat on the floor, she jumped onto the 
bed with her brother. 
"What the hell did you do, you idiot?" Maggie yelled, pressing her 
hands against her brother's back. She shook his shoulders, her candy pink 
nails digging into his shirt. "I told you to stop sucking face with that 
Ostergaard girl! You're too young! You have no clue what you're doing, you 
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idiot. You can't just put your mouth to hers and suck in like a Hoover! 
That's how people get hurt. Practice on the goddamn pillow!" 
Maggie carried on, her fingernails still in her brother's shirt, shaking his 
shoulders, yelling about how important it is to know what you're doing 
before you do it and how the Ostergaard girl was a slut, but Marty 
Martinson was used to his sister's angry ramblings, the same that echoed the 
halls every time her boyfriend had a study date with one of her friends. And 
besides, he had never even held the Ostergaard girl's hand. He tuned his 
sister out and focused his attention on the tongue, its mass, so thick and 
powerful; it was perfectly pink, almost cartoonishly so, with one smooth, 
blue vein running the length of the tongue bottom. It was strange, this 
tongue lying on his floor. It was certainly peculiar. It looked so helpless on 
the carpet without a mouth around it. It was strange, yes, but it looked 
somehow familiar. He wondered where he had seen it before. He knew he 
had; he could picture it soaring through the air like a superhero. 
Just then, Marty Martinson looked up at the poster over his bed, and he 
knew exactly whose tongue it was. This was Jimmy McKee's tongue. 
There, on the wall, was Showtime Jimmy McKee, gliding through the air 
to the hoop, his knees up over the defender's head, his right hand palming 
the ball, ready to throw down the dunk that would put the Crusaders up by 
two in the seventh game of the conference finals. There was Showtime 
racking up two of his game-high fifty-four points. And there was Jimmy 
McKee's tongue, dangling out of his mouth, hanging onto his lips, just there 
for the ride. It was his trademark, his signature. It was Jimmy McKee. 
Maggie was now jumping up and down on the bed. 
"Get that tongue outta the house!" 
"I'll just hide it under my bed," Marty offered. "It's a collector's item. 
I'll get rid of it later." 
"No way. Mom's gonna be pissed if she finds that thing. She finds every-
thing. Remember what happened to the turtle you were hiding in your closet?" 
"She found it 'cause it smelled." 
"You don't think a tongue's gonna smell after a couple of days? You 
really are an idiot! Get it outta here before Mom sees it. Get it out right 
now. If she finds out I knew about this we're both screwed, and I'm not 
going over to the Ostergaards to explain why my brother can't kiss prop-
erly. No way. Forget it. Get that thing outta here." 
Marty Martinson wrapped the tongue in a pair of white underpants and 
balled it up into his pocket. He left the house and headed east on Mayfield 
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Road toward the cemetery. He thought about leaving it behind a tombstone; 
he could kneel down and pretend to be visiting someone, then slip it right 
underneath the flowers. But the thought of a family coming to visit the site 
and finding a tongue where a mother or grandmother was buried disturbed 
him enough that he kept walking. 
He found himself sitting at the marble fountain outside of St. Anthony's 
where he used to feed pigeons. He threw in a penny and watched it sink to 
the bottom, then slowly, casually, got up and walked away, leaving the 
underwear on the ledge. But an elderly man with a loaf of bread approached 
the fountain. Marty Martinson kept walking until he heard the man call 
out, "Hey, sonny, you forgot your underpants." 
"I'm sorry, sir," Marty said and returned to pick up the tongue. He 
stuffed the underwear back into his pocket and shuffled away as quickly as 
he could without attracting too much attention, to Fairview Avenue. 
Before I continue, I must apologize. I feel that I haven't told you enough 
about young Marty Martinson. He was well-intentioned as far as most 
acquaintances were concerned. 
Marty Martinson faced a good deal of ridicule at school, in part due to 
his name, but more often because he refused to play with most children. He 
preferred to find an empty half court on the blacktop during recess and 
practice his midrange jumpers. On occasion he ran his own one-man layup 
drill, first driving the lane, then putting the ball up and, while it clattered 
around the rim, planting his feet shoulder-width apart and boxing out imag-
inary defenders. To others on the playground, this was odd. To Marty 
Martinson, it was practice. 
"Come play football," a schoolmate would say. "We need one more and 
you're over there by yourself looking like a retard." But Marty Martinson 
never paid much attention to their pleas, and after a while he was left to his 
own devices on his empty half court. 
Once onto Fairview, he looked for places to deposit the tongue. As he 
walked, he kept one hand in his pocket, holding tight to the ball of white 
underwear that he was sure his mother would know was missing. He turned 
left on Murray Hill Road and waited for a woman to finish sweeping her 
steps. The sewer drains near the curb were too narrow for the clump in his 
pocket, and surely someone might see him struggling in the street and call 
the police. As the woman took her broom inside, Marty Martinson spotted 
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a large mailbox at the corner. He walked over and stopped, looking first 
over his right shoulder, then over his left, before removing the balled under-
wear from his pocket and stuffing it into the slot. But as he backed away, a 
hard palm grabbed his shoulder and spun him around. 
The postman standing before him wore a navy blue cap and uniform. 
His shorts rode tight against his thighs and his ankle-high black boots 
looked military issue. He shoved the letters in his hand back into his satchel 
and grabbed Marty by both shoulders. 
"What you doing here, son? Tampering with mail is a federal offense." 
Marty Martinson kept his eyes on the sidewalk, unwilling to meet the 
man's look directly. 
"What'd you stick down there?" the man asked. "You got a pocket full 
of fireworks or something? People don't look this guilty sending letters to 
Grandma." 
Marty focused on a crack in the cement that had been filled with bubble gum. 
"Not in a talking mood, huh? I guess we'll see what your parents have 
to say about that." 
The man removed the set of keys from his belt and knelt over to open 
the box. 
"By God, if I find even one M-80 down here, I'm dragging you back 
home myself." 
As the man turned his key, Marty Martinson thought about running but 
knew he couldn't. Surely this could be traced back to him. There weren't 
that many kids in the neighborhood anymore. Once the underwear was 
found, Marty knew he might not be returning home at all. 
But what happened next no one quite knows, for only Marty saw the 
postman reach his arm in, past the letters and bills. The rest of Marty's story 
will remain buried in a similar darkness, deep in the pit of that mailbox, 
obscured and lost forever. 
II 
Jimmy McKee woke the next morning and yawned, stretching his jaw 
wide and his arms over his head. He'd been at a club all night, and while 
tired, he knew that practice had started fifteen minutes ago, though he was 
in no rush to get there. He had cotton mouth, the kind only the highest 
quality gin could induce, and his lips were dry. McKee went to lick them but 
found it impossible; while his brain told his tongue to find his lips, he 
couldn't seem to do it. He felt around inside his mouth with one hand, 
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checking everywhere, feeling for his tongue, even pinching his inner cheek 
to make sure he wasn't dreaming, but he wasn't. Jimmy McKee leapt from 
his bed and over to the three large, floor-to-ceiling mirrors that made up the 
far wall of his bedroom. He opened his mouth as wide as he could, pressed 
his nose to the glass-there was no tongue. He threw on his clothes, the ones 
he had worn the night before at the club, and went straight to his agent. 
But we must first say something about Showtime Jimmy McKee so that 
the reader may have an idea as to what kind of basketball player he was. 
Jimmy had once, some years ago, been a star. In his early professional years 
he was known for his hustle; he was so willing to jump into the stands for a 
loose ball that his coaches had asked him to wear kneepads and goggles. But 
upon signing a new contract, a six-year deal, his persona changed. With that 
newfound money, Jimmy wasn't so sure he wanted to dive into the stands 
anymore. "Why work yourself stupid in one game?" he responded after a 
reporter questioned his motivation. "I've got a career to worry about." 
There are two kinds of basketball players. Some play for the love of the 
game. They pass crisply to open teammates and box out under the hoop. But 
others choose to play for paychecks and the many fringe benefits (women, 
fame, endorsements) of being a professional basketball player. Jimmy 
McKee certainly fit the latter description. In fact, he didn't much care for 
those fitting the former. 
Showtime was more interested in making headlines for reasons other than 
basketball. Though not known for his play on the court ( which most now 
called lazy and ineffective, at best), he had a knack for finding the postgame 
cameras. His shirts, clean and vibrant, were starched and tucked underneath 
crisp, black, designer suits. His sunglasses covered his face from the nose up, 
leading some to suggest he looked like an insect. He didn't shower after 
games, hadn't needed to. He never worked hard enough to sweat. While his 
teammates were in the showers he stood at his locker, stared directly into the 
cameras, announced upcoming victories-games that he would surely not 
help win-degraded teammates for missing shots, hyped whatever party he 
might be throwing that week, and always gave one or two shout-outs to God. 
And so the reader can imagine what it must have been like to wake up one 
morning and, instead of finding a tongue-what he believed to be his tool of 
the trade-he found an empty mouth, save for his teeth. 
Outside his loft, he couldn't find a taxi. His car was in the shop, 
awaiting new custom rims, and so he walked, making sure to keep his 
mouth closed at all times. He hid behind his sunglasses and thought, This 
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has gotta be a dream: it's insane; I couldn't have been drunk enough to lose 
my tongue. He checked his reflection in a restaurant window; Jimmy 
checked his reflection often, constantly concerned with his appearance. One 
might say it bordered upon obsession, the frequent examining of himself, 
the need to possess designer suits and shades, to see and be seen. Only now 
did Jimmy check his reflection out of concern that he might be seen as less 
than perfect. He was not familiar with that feeling. Most days he was 
amazed at how spectacular he looked. 
He lifted his glasses up and looked close. "Howa shih cah hi loo a hung?" 
("How the shit can I lose a tongue?" to translate, for the sake of politeness, 
though the rest of the story will take no such precaution) he said quietly 
under his breath. The words felt alien to him, like they weren't his, and he 
panicked, worried that he might not be able to talk normally ever again. 
As Jimmy walked down the street, something strange happened: a limou-
sine pulled up at the intersection just ahead of him, to a stretch of road that 
had been blocked off by trucks and cameras and people busy with clipboards, 
and out of the rear of the limo walked a man, clad in a fur coat that stretched 
from his shoulders to his ankles, and two curvy women, one on each arm. 
Jimmy froze in confusion and delight when he realized that this was his 
tongue! His mind racing, Jimmy paced the sidewalk and finally decided to wait 
for the man to return to his limousine. An hour later, the man did just that, and 
standing there, again with a woman on each arm, he waited for the driver to 
come around and open the door for him. He got in, and they drove off. 
What's my tongue doing on a set? Jimmy thought. What's it doing get-
ting into a limo? 
He followed the limousine and, soon enough, thanks to the city traffic, 
found the man only a few blocks away, walking into a shoe store. There 
weren't many people inside and the man was alone, left to himself in a chair 
while his women tried on shoes at the other end of the store. 
What should I tell him? Jimmy thought. This guy's walking around in 
April in a fur coat. He's gotta be the shit. 
He began looking at shoe displays and, every so often, dropped a shoe 
or two on the ground, hoping to attract the man's attention. But the man 
never turned around, never shifted his attention toward Jimmy. 
"Heh mah," Jimmy said, forcing himself, finally, to approach the man, 
forgetting for a moment that he couldn't properly form any words . 
"No time, son. No time," said the tongue, looking up from his chair. 
"I'm nab shur how, bub I hink you're mah ... " 
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"Whoa, whoa, whoa. What the hell are you sayin'? I can't understand a 
goddamn word coming out your mouth, son. Slow down." 
Jimmy took a deep breath and focused on enunciating his words. "I. 
Hink. You. Ahr. My. Hung. She?" He opened his mouth and pointed to 
where his tongue once was. 
"I got no clue what you're saying, son." 
"You ... ahr ... my ... hung!" 
The tongue looked at Jimmy, with one fleshy patch peaking slightly, as if 
to raise one bulbous pink eyebrow, and shook his head. "Whatever you're 
looking for, son, I ain't got. Stop jawing at me and we won't have to make this 
difficult. I'd hate to see what might happen if you don't get outta my face." 
The girls returned to the chair with bags in hand and the three left, 
leaving Jimmy in the store alone among the shelves of shoes. 
Jimmy was left to himself, deeply depressed. Outside, flocks of people 
walked the streets, cheerfully entering and exiting storefronts, waving hello 
to neighbors with shopping bags wrapped around their wrists. Not wanting 
to attract any attention, because he knew if people were to notice him, 
Showtime Jimmy McKee, walking out of a shoe store, panic might ensue. 
He worried that people might come running-fans aching for autographs 
and reporters hungry for headlines-and before long, they'd realize that he 
no longer had a tongue. 
He hailed a cab and quietly scooted into the backseat. 
"Pohweesh shayshun," Jimmy said. "Sshep on it." 
"What was that?" the man said, "I don't know where that is." 
"Cops," Jimmy said. "Pohweesh." 
Jimmy texted his agent. Someone had to be liable for this, he thought. 
The cops will figure it out. But he thought suddenly of how the police might 
receive him, slush-mouthed and frantic. They might think he was on drugs. 
Cocaine, they'd say. Pros, celebrities, they love cocaine. The whole thing 
might spin out of control. He couldn't take that risk. Jimmy thought about 
how he might keep a hold on things and at the last minute told the driver 
to turn around and head to the Channel 3 Studios. Yes, Channel 3. Perfect. 
Jimmy, overcome by the sudden stroke of genius, pounded on the glass 
divider behind the cab driver's head. "Fasher mahn! Fasher!" He slid open 
the divider and pulled on the man's shirt, tugging at his neckline. "Fasher, 
you ass! Fasher!" 
As the cab raced down the street, Jimmy sent his agent another text: 
911. Get to Channel 3 or youJre fired. 
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When the cab pulled up to the curb, Jimmy leapt from his seat, threw 
the driver a wad of bills from his pocket, and ran into the building. There, 
at the reception desk, was a woman in her thirties, her black hair pulled 
back into a ponytail. 
"Hey," she said as Jimmy approached, "aren't you-" 
But before Jimmy could answer, before he could explain, "Yeah, I'm Showtime. 
The Showtime. Breaking news: Someone stole my goddamn tongue," Jimmy's 
agent, Clive Reynolds, pushed through the doors, wet under the arms from a 
morning game of tennis, and pulled Jimmy back outside. 
"Honey," Clive said, now bent over on the sidewalk, resting his hands 
on his knees, "you nearly gave me a heart attack." His lungs felt heavy, 
empty. "What are you doing at the station? Is there another party? Please 
tell me it's one of your parties. God please just tell me you were looking to 
get the word out. Please tell me it has nothing to do with more trade 
demands. I can't handle more trade demands, honey. No more trades. We all 
wanna go to Los Angeles. I do. I've got family there. Please tell me this has 
nothing to do with L.A." Clive caught his breath and stood up, facing 
Jimmy. "Why are you at Channel 3?" 
"Shum wuh stole my hung." 
"Dammit, Jimmy, no more pills. No more. We've talked about this. 
You've been injury-free for months. It's almost playoff time. Lay off the 
pills, please?" 
Jimmy feverishly shook his head no. "Shum whu-" 
"Whoa, honey, stay calm. It'll take a little while for these things to make 
their way through your system. Let's just get you home and forget this tele-
vision business." 
Jimmy put his hands on Clive's shoulders. "Hung! Hung!" he yelled 
before reaching into the garbage can next to them and picking up a crum-
pled newspaper. He showed it to Clive. 
"Rampant Teen Pregnancy Cause for Citywide Alarm?" Clive asked, 
shrugging his shoulders. 
Jimmy shook the newspaper wildly, sending the classifieds to the side-
walk just in front of Clive. 
"Because if you got some girl pregnant, honey, there's no reason to yell 
it from the mountaintops. You're not exactly the family type. People might 
take it the wrong way, especially if you're slurring your words." 
Jimmy was now shaking Clive. "My hung! Shee? My hung! News!" He 
stopped shaking him long enough to open his mouth and let Clive peek inside. 
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"Whoa whoa whoa, where's your tongue?" Clive said, examining the 
empty area behind Jimmy's teeth. "You lost your tongue? And the first thing 
you thought to do was to go to Channel 3? Without me? Are you nuts? You 
go there without me and, shit, you mumble whatever the hell you think 
you're going to mumble and people are gonna think you're on drugs. 
They're gonna think you've flipped. This is not good press, Jimmy. No, not 
good press at all. You know what they say about any press is good press? 
Well, fuck that. This is not good press. How do I explain to companies 
you've got no tongue? How are we filming the Lemon Lime ad? Shit, Jimmy. 
Where'd you lose it? Was it the bar? Did you lose it at the bar? How the hell 
do you lose a tongue? How are we gonna spin this? Shit, I can't just walk 
into meetings now and say, 'Hey, you know who you guys should use for 
your next commercial? This tongueless freak I've got who's only scoring 
11.2 points per game this season. Yes sir, he'll be perfect for the marsh-
mallow breakfast crap.' Shit, Jimmy. I just bought a boat. I can't even think 
right now. I just bought that goddamn boat ... " 
Clive paced the sidewalk, letting out a sigh each time he passed Jimmy. 
He bit at his thumbnail, something he'd done to curb his anxiety since he 
was a child. He said it helped him think. 
After a couple minutes of pacing, Clive finally spoke. "All right, here's 
what we're gonna do. Forget TV. No more television. No more press. We're 
going to the cops and we're telling them to keep this under wraps. We'll get 
a secret investigation going or something. Private detective, that kind of 
thing. It might cost you something, Jimmy, to keep this quiet. No, this has 
gotta be done the right way. You'll have to grease some wheels. It'll cost you. 
But if we don't do it this way, then all your endorsements are done. They're 
gone. Lemon Lime, see ya. How'd you even lose your tongue? On second 
thought, don't answer that. It's not like you could even tell me." 
He stopped and looked up at Jimmy. "All right, when we get down to 
the station, I'm doing all the talking. You stay quiet. Keep those sunglasses 
on and wait. Just keep quiet." He sighed, shook his head, and hailed a taxi. 
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In a Strange City Ly ing Alone 
Andreas Wil lhoff 
"HEY, MARGOT, WANNA PLAY A GAME?" 
Margot looked up from the TV to see her stepdad, Ken, standing over 
her, smiling down at her. He looked at her soft, brown hair and her soft, 
brown eyes, and he stood there. 
"Nah, I guess you wouldn't. You're probably too young, anyway." 
Ken walked in front of her and sat down on the sofa. He rubbed her 
head with his big, rough hand, and she laughed. She could smell beer on his 
breath. It was sour, and she wanted to smell something else. She wanted to 
smell the apple-cinnamon candle on the table. She looked over at it. Ken 
noticed and produced his lighter. 
"You want the candle?" he asked . 
"Yeah," Margot nodded. 
She watched his hands work the lighter. A spark. Another. Then flame. 
His palms were thick calluses, and the tip of his right index finger was long 
gone to a band saw. 
"I'm old enough," she said. "What game?" 
Ken looked at her sideways as if sizing her up. "I don't know," he said. 
"You see, it's an adult game. Most people-including your mom-don't 
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think you're old enough to play. They say you aren't mature." 
"I'm old enough," she said. "I'm mature." 
"I don't know, I mean, I could get in some real trouble if anybody found 
out. They'd say I was lettin' you play too soon." 
Margot was on her knees facing him on the itchy wool couch. Her 
almond-shaped eyes grew big. 
"You can let me play. I can play." 
"You promise not to tell nobody? You pinky swear? Maybe if you pinky 
swear, we can do it, but I won't teach you how to play if you won't pinky swear." 
Margot nodded her head and stretched out her pinky for him to grab. 
"I pinky swear," she said. 
Ken held her pinky for a moment and looked into her eyes and said, 
"You hafta promise that you won't tell anybody, even if they say they're 
gonna ground you for not tellin'. This is our little secret, OK?" 
"Uh-huh," she said, and Ken let her hand go. 
They looked at each other and smiled at their little secret together. Ken 
thought of how lucky he was that he got to spend time with his step-
daughter like that; her mom, Brenda, worked night shifts at the Piggly 
Wiggly so Margot's nights were usually spent alone with Ken. 
"Has anyone told you how pretty those eyes are?" he asked. 
Margot shook her head and looked down, but made sure to keep her 
eyes open wide enough for him to see. 
"Really? You're like a little angel." 
Ken looked down at her, and he swore he could see a little smirk on her 
face, and she almost looked older. Maybe I could just hold her, he thought. 
"What's the game?" she asked. 
Ken got on his knees in front of her. 
"It's like this," he said. "It's called 'The Nervous Game' and to play, I just sit 
down like this and you like that," Ken placed his hands on her knee, "and I put 
my hands here like this. It's good you're not too ticklish. The goal is to see how 
far you can let my hands go without you getting too nervous. If my hands get 
to the spot where your legs meet, you win. If you win, you get a prize." 
A light feeling spread through Margot's stomach when his warm hands 
touched her little knees. She smiled wide with anticipation. 
"You're already in uniform, too. You gotta be in your PJs to play." He 
stood up. "Come on, so I can put on mine. Then we can get started." 
He walked to his room with Margot in tow. The room was dark, and he 
picked her up and put her on the bed. She was excited to play the game. It 
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was hard not to laugh with his hands there, but she thought she could do 
it. I can win. Ken went to the dresser and grabbed his pajama pants from 
the top drawer. He undid his belt and let his jeans fall to the floor. He slid 
on the pajama pants and turned around. 
"Ready," he said and led her out of the room and back to the couch. He 
watched her sit down in her nightgown before he got on his knees in front 
of her. Ken rubbed his palms on his pants to dry them off before he slowly 
lifted them to her waiting knees. Margot watched his hands move closer 
and closer and she danced inside. It's not that hard, she thought. He touched 
her knees and kept his hands there for a moment to let her get used to the 
feeling. Maybe that would let him get closer. 
Ken moved his hands as slow as caterpillars up her soft legs, under her 
nightgown, and he smiled. He could see that she liked it. He could see that 
she knew what was happening. She's not too young. His fingers crept closer 
and closer and he could feel every goosebump of excitement on her body, 
and he could almost smell her in the air. She smiled at him, trying to con-
trol the feeling in her stomach because she had butterflies, and they kinda 
tickled, and she wanted to let him keep going so she could get her prize, but 
his hands were moving so slow until finally she had to yell, "Stop!" She 
began to laugh. 
Ken stopped his hands and thought, Take it easy. Smile. Don't get mad. 
You were so close. You'll have another chance. 
"You were so close, but I guess that makes me the winner," he said. 
The candlelight was flickering on her face, and it made Ken think she was 
almost old enough. He wasn't sure if it was just the shadows caused by the 
flame, but he saw a slight smile on her face like she knew what just happened. 
"You said something about getting a prize if I won. Can't I still get 
something? I did really good, can't I still get something?" She asked and 
asked and asked. 
"I don't know ... ," Ken said. 
"Pleeeease?" 
"I tell you what, I'll give you a different prize. You don't get the really good 
one until you win. Today's prize is-drum roll please--chocolate ice cream!" 
It was a modest house they lived in, only about twenty steps from front 
to back. Ken liked it, though. He liked that they saved money by washing 
out their Ziploc bags. He liked their lifestyle. He opened the freezer and 
pulled out the big generic tub of chocolate ice cream. He filled two bowls 
and carried them back to the living room to see Margot, all sugar and 
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smiles, sitting on the itchy wool sofa. 
"Thank you," she said. 
When Brenda got home, she saw Ken sitting on the couch with his head 
tilted back. A rough snore came from his nose and throat. Margot was lying 
down with her head on his lap. Brenda saw the two bowls on the table. It's 
like living with two kids, she thought. The blue light from the TV danced on 
their bodies, beating out the warm glow of the dying candle. She bent over 
to blow it out. 
"Come on," she groaned as she picked Margo up off the couch. "Let's 
get you to bed." 
She carried her daughter up the fourteen creaky steps to her bedroom. 
The whole time, Margot was trying to stay asleep, but the constant jarring 
of each step kept her from drifting too far. Brenda tucked Margot into bed 
under her dolphin sheets. 
"Goodnight, my little Flipper," she whispered. 
"'Night." 
When she got to the bottom of the stairs she could hear water running 
in the kitchen. The bowls were gone from the table and Ken was whistling 
above the din of the water. Guess I married a man after all, she thought. She 
sneaked up behind him, the floor whispering a creak here or there under the 
whistles and water. She wrapped her arms around his shoulders and stood 
on her tiptoes to kiss the back of his neck. 
"Let's go to bed, beau," she said. 
Ken turned the water off and let her lead him to the bedroom. He sat on 
his side of the bed and pulled off his shoes. She sat on her side and fresh-
ened up, combing her fingers through her hair and adjusting her bra. 
She lay under his weight, feeling him inside her, feeling like he was going 
to rip her open, feeling the pleasure in pain. Ken was moving in a robotic 
rhythm, getting what he could out of the act. Upstairs, Margot dreamt. 
Ottawa Street slept, dogs barked, and every once in a while a dark car 
would creep by with a sleepy driver hidden in the shadows. The yellow-pink 
of motning peeked over the trees, playing hide and seek with the world, and 
everywhere, alarm clocks went off. 
Margot Spaulding woke up with a smile at seven and got ready for her 
last day of school. Ken was whistling in the shower as she ate her cereal. She 
left before he got out. The sun was bright outside. The occasional car cruised 
down the street, a tired driver on the way to work. Margot walked along 
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the sidewalk and looked at the glistening dew in the sun. The grass was 
silver in the shadows of houses. 
Margot met her friend, Katherine, at the corner of Ottawa and Home, 
and they headed toward their first day of summer. 
"You wanna go to the pool tonight?" Katherine asked. "It's the Pajama 
Jam. Might be fun." 
"Yeah, I bet Ken can take us." 
At morning recess, Margot wanted to swing higher than ever before. She 
felt a swell in her stomach as she thought of how close she was to Ken. He 
had been around for a year, and she never thought of him as a dad. On that 
swing, she started to think about how she had made him happy. It felt good 
to make Ken happy. She might even start calling him Dad. 
Margot wanted to fly. She wanted to jump off the swing. She pumped 
hard to go higher and when it got to the point where she couldn't do any 
better, she lea pt from the swing and fell harder than she expected. Her legs 
collapsed underneath her weight, and she scraped her hands and knees 
against the gravel. 
I won't cry, she thought. I'm a big girl. I won't. 
She walked up the stairs and into the school. Blood rolled down her 
knee. Tears rolled down her cheek. It stung when the nurse put peroxide on 
it, but she was gentle when she put the bandage on. It gave Margot butter-
flies when the nurse put her hands on her knee. 
The bell rang, and Margot went to class sniffling away the last of her 
tears. Part of her wanted to cry all day, but she wouldn't let herself. I'm a 
big girl, she thought. 
The girls walked home in the sun as buses thundered by, leaving the 
sour smell of diesel. 
"I'm glad that's over," Katherine said. 
"Yeah," said Margot. 
The girls joked back and forth as they walked toward Ottawa Street. 
Margot looked at her feet to make sure she wasn't stepping on any cracks, 
and Katherine studied her hands. They said their good-byes at the corner 
and Margot ran home. Her mom honked the horn as she drove by on her 
way to work, and Margot waved. She stomped up the front steps and 
yanked the door open. 
"Ken!" she yelled. "Are you here? Ken?" 
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She walked through the house and called his name some more before 
she headed out back to the detached garage and found him working on a 
bookshelf, drinking a beer. 
"Ken, do you think you could take me and Katherine to the pool?" 
Ken looked up and thought for a moment. "Well, yeah, I guess I could 
do that. Tonight's the Pajama Jam, ain't it? You girls mind if I come along?" 
Jane Rheule watched from across the street as Ken blew up the inner tubes 
for the girls. She saw how Ken held the girls a little too close for a little too 
long. There's something ain't right about that man and those girls, she thought. 
Ken looked across the water and the light dancing on its surface, over 
the heads of the neighborhood kids, under the towering high dive to the line 
of people waiting at the concession stand. He could see Margot and her little 
friend, Katherine. 
"You got yourself a good girl there, Hank," he said with his eyes still 
locked on the girls. "It was nice of you to catch up with us." 
"You're not doing too bad yourself," Henry said. 
The bell rang for adult swim, and the grown men stood up and waddled 
to the pool, where they slowly lowered their bodies into the cool water. Some 
adults did laps while most stood around and continued their conversations. 
"Well, I've had enough of this," Henry said as he pulled himself out of 
the water. The bell rang again and the kids began to reclaim their territory. 
"I think I'm gonna stay and play with the girls," Ken said. 
Henry looked down at Ken as he backtracked to his seat. The girls 
jumped into the pool and Ken called them over. He started to pick them up 
and throw them every which way, the splashes creating big geysers of water. 
Henry watched Ken as he handled Katherine. Was he smiling a little too big? 
His hands were holding her a little too tight. A little too close. Nah, it can't 
be. I'm imaginin' things, he thought. 
Ken tickled Margot and grabbed her legs. She squealed with laughter, 
and Ken felt good. Katherine went off to play with some other friends of 
hers, but Margot stayed with Ken. He held her soft body next to his. She 
could feel something pressing into her under the water. 
Henry followed his daughter for a while, and then hopped heads until 
he found Ken and Margot. He could see them drifting by themselves, 
smiling at each other. 
Carol walked over, sat next to her husband, and said, "It's funny to see 
Ken an' Margot so close, isn't it, Henry?" 
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"Yeah," he said, rubbing his chin. 
"You don't expect a girl to warm up to her stepdad ever, let alone in less 
than a year." 
"Yeah," Henry said. He watched Ken's hands grab hold of Margot. 
"I guess they just have a special bond." 
Henry stood up. He sat down again. He tried to look elsewhere, but his 
eyes kept getting pulled to Margot. She was smiling too, so maybe he was 
just making things up in his head. She wouldn't be smiling if something was 
wrong, he thought. 
"Yeah," he said. 
Ken drove back home with his hand on Margot's thigh. She was asleep, 
leaning on his shoulder. Henry went home and put Katherine to bed. He 
stared at his ceiling while Carol slept. Jane Rheule fed her cats, Spencer and 
Daisy, gave one last glance at the Spaulding's house, walked up to her bed-
room, got into bed, and pulled the comforter over her body, hoping she was 
wrong. Brenda came home and checked on Margot before heading to bed 
herself. The next day, the sun rose to play hide and seek with the world and 
alarm clocks went off. 
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In Technicolor 
Sarah Grainer 
THE SUMMER BEFORE IT BECAME A REAL THING THAT HAPPENED TO PEOPLE, WE 
had talked it over and decided how we all would die. I don't think we had 
ever really given much thought to death before then. It was just the idea of 
something real we'd never seen, like Russian castles or orgies; it may as well 
have not existed at all. 
We were lying around on the trampoline in the slow, damp haze of 
having nothing to do. George, Syd, Annabelle, me, and Conor were 
stretched out like all of July, crickets chirping because it was late in the after-
noon, just past sundown. 
"I still have the scar from when I fell off this trampoline when I was 
little," Conor had just said. 
"Is it a big manly scar, Conor?" Annabelle asked. Everything she said 
was a small bit flirtatious, the words curling out from inside her pursed, red 
mouth. In the summer humidity, the frizzy coils of Annabelle's hair stuck out 
in wild, curvy lines around her shoulders, simultaneously sexy and like that 
of a little girl who had tangled her hair climbing trees. 
"Yes, the manliest," Conor said and shoved Annabelle, which I knew to 
be Conor's way of attempting flirtation in response, though neither one of 
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them was really attracted to the other, not beyond the idea of lying next to 
someone of the opposite sex in the front yard. As of yet, none of us had ever 
attempted anything sexual or even romantic with one another. But we had 
been best friends for a long time, Conor and George since before they could 
even walk. And when you turn sixteen as we had a year before, you kind of 
automatically fall in love with your best friends, or at least start sponta-
neously to picture them naked, as I had done with George. They are the only 
tangible, multifaceted reference you have for the opposite sex. Maybe this 
happens earlier for everyone else, some slow buildup that starts in sixth 
grade and doesn't stop for the rest of your life. For me, it was like a tree 
growing through concrete overnight. Age sixteen. There were Conor and 
George and they were like brothers to me, and then, one day, there was 
Conor and then there was George. 
"You could have bled to death," I said. 
I was twirling a long grass sliver in my fingertips. It was brown, like 
Conor's yard always was in July, because it hadn't rained in a month. 
"Nah," Conor said. "It wasn't so bad. I had a rock carve a little bit into 
my knee. People can't die from that." 
"Sure they can," Syd, who I thought had fallen asleep, said from across 
the trampoline. We were scattered across the black circle, all spread out, fin-
gers touching someone else's ankles. If you looked at us from an airplane, 
we'd have looked like we had fallen from the sky. Conor's parents hadn't 
turned on the porch light yet, only the blue bug zapper, which sent mos-
quito-electrocution noises into the night every thirty seconds. I couldn't see 
Syd's awake eyes. " If you bleed enough from anywhere," she was saying, 
"you can die, right?" 
"I guess so," Conor said. "But not me. I'm not gonna die from bleeding 
to death like a little girl. George might, but not me." 
"I would not," George said, sounding a little defensive. "I'll probably die 
from something random and stupid, like a car crash, or I'll get hit by a bus ." 
"I could see that," Annabelle said. She sounded sure. "How will I die?" 
"Drug overdose," I said. None of us had tried drugs yet, except for pot, 
which we thought didn't count, but if you could die from a pot overdose, 
that might be how Conor would die. It wouldn't surprise me. 
"How come?" Annabelle asked. 
"Just seems right," I said. "Glamorous." 
Conor lit a cigarette. 
"And you," he said to me, and I could tell his chin was pointed in my direc-
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tion, leaning forward, the ash of his cigarette emitting a small, smoky glow 
around his mouth, "will die peacefully, quietly, while sleeping or something." 
I think that within my group of friends, they had created an identity for 
me that I was maternal, a calm and nurturing person. Really, I think this was 
just because I worried a lot, and I was always putting my arm across 
people's chests when they would brake too hard at stoplights. I was, how-
ever, good at making people feel better. I wasn't good at all maternal things, 
but I was pretty good at that. 
"If I died like that," I said, "you guys probably wouldn't even be that 
sad. I mean, it sounds kind of nice, actually." 
"I agree," Syd said. When she nodded, the trampoline underneath her 
made pathetic squeaking sounds. "Something to look forward to." 
"It fits in with all those life things, I guess," George said. No one said 
anything back because we probably didn't know what he meant. George 
had a habit of attempting to talk about the universe in big, abstract ways 
that always came out fuzzy and confusing, and he always had to explain 
things more than once. At the time, I think I hated that about him, but it 
translated, somewhere inside me, into an attractive, rare thing in a boy, in a 
person-not the fuzziness, but the attempt to say something significant 
about something real sometimes. No one else even tried. 
I lay there and stared at the silvery black sky, heavy above the farm-
house, and I thought about what it would be like to kiss George. The hairs 
on my arm stood straight up and tingled against my hot skin like an elec-
trical fire. I felt so nervous and giddy inside that I thought, for a minute, that 
I wouldn't ever die. It's a stupid thing to think, but I thought it. 
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Dondero 
Jon Gugala 
EVERYBODY WATCHED DONDERO. You COULDN'T HELP IT. THAT GUY WAS A 
beast. He made the rest of us in the platoon look bad, and it wasn't really 
his fault because he just seemed perfect for the Marine Corps. Like the day 
we took the 1ST, the Initial Strength Test, during the first week of boot camp. 
Every recruit had to pass it before they'd let you officially start training. For 
some guys, passing the three pull-ups, fifty crunches in a minute, and thir-
teen-and-a-half-minute, mile-and-a-half run were too much, so they were 
sent for a couple weeks to the Pork Chop Platoon to get in shape before 
trying again. Not Dondero; he could've passed it in his sleep. 
That's where I first met him. The pull-up bars were all the way at the 
end of a football-field-sized patch of brown dirt and sand, ten feet from a 
chain-link fence topped with silver concertina wire, the razors sparkling in 
the morning San Diego sunlight. Intimidating, sure, but every guy must have 
thought about going over it, getting the hell out of the Marine Corps Recruit 
Depot and back home to wherever. They told me to focus, to take boot 
camp seriously because "The more you sweat in peace, the less you bleed in 
war," blah blah blah, along with the rest of the Ooh-Rah Marine Corps bull-
shit. But how can you focus when you're staring right into San Diego 
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International Airport, the same place you flew into two days before from 
Topeka, Kansas, with two inches more hair than you currently have, and 
normal clothes, and decent food in your stomach, and a whole list of other 
little details that you had but don't have anymore? 
"Next recruit," Sgt. Chandler, one of our platoon's Dis, barked, and I 
shifted my eyes and stepped forward to the bar, ten feet up in the air, that 
required a jump before coming to a dead hang, elbows locked out, waiting 
for word to start. The metal bar was wrapped with dirty, white athletic tape 
for grip, and it bit into my uncallused hands as I hung there. 
"Begin." 
One, two, three-"All the way down," from Sgt. Chandler-four, five, 
six-"stop swinging," again from Sgt. Chandler-seven, eeeeiiight, niiiiii-
and I was toast, making it halfway, trying to stretch my neck up six more 
inches, but coming back down to the dead hang and saying, "Done, sir." 
"Dismount," he said, writing the number down on a clipboard. 
I felt all right as I dropped from the bar, content with eight, considering 
I'd done pull-ups only a handful of times in my life. It was a starting point, 
I figured, and since I'd done enough to pass the IST, I was sure I'd get better 
on them over the next twelve weeks. I turned to see Dondero smiling at me, 
waiting to go. He had a flat, broken nose that blended into his face and full 
lips that hid these white teeth that almost jumped out at you because his 
skin was so dark. "Only eight?" 
"Yeah," I said, low, not sure I heard it right. 
"You got to relax, man. Relax," he said, rubbing his palms together, 
eager to get on the bar. He kept smiling, wide with space between his teeth, 
his eyes locked into mine and laughing. 
The DI yelled, "Lock it up," and I cursed him and the Marine Corps as I 
moved over to the growing line of my platoon sitting in the dust waiting to do 
crunches. I sat down facing the pull-up bars when Dondero mounted the bar. 
He was a V from top to bottom, his back muscles separate and distinct 
through his green skivvy shirt while his calves and hamstrings hung loose. 
He had the bar in a meat grab, traditional pull-up style with his palms facing 
toward the airport, and shifted his weight from palm to palm, comfortable. 
After another sharp "Begin" from Chandler, Dondero pulled smooth as a 
machine, stopping with his chin over the bar, and then coming back down, 
hanging for a second before rising again. Everybody watched. It was a pretty 
amazing thing to see, a guy who could do pull-ups at will, tirelessly. Twenty-
five, twenty-six, on and on he went, number forty looking no different than 
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number one, when he stayed down and said, "Done, sir." 
Sgt. Chandler might have told him to keep going so he could find his 
limits and break him down along with the rest of us, even though twenty 
was a perfect score for a full Physical Fitness Test, and he had just doubled 
it. But Dondero didn't wait for permission to get off the bar; he just dropped 
and started walking away. 
"Get back here, recruit," Sgt. Chandler yelled at his back. Dondero 
trotted back over smiling. "Get that shit-eating grin off your face. Aye, sir." 
"Aye, sir." 
"Did I give you permission to get off my pull-up bars?" 
"No, sir." 
"Then why the fuck did you get off my pull-up bars?" 
"This recruit does not know, sir." 
"No shit. You will wait until I say to get off my pull-up bars. Well? Aye, 
sir, or some shit." 
"Aye, sir," he said, loose, and I thought I was about to watch Dondero 
get his ass handed to him. 
"Smile at me again, recruit, and I will make your life hell. You are mine, 
and I own you for the next twelve weeks. Is this too easy for you, recruit?" 
"No, sir." 
"Louder." 
"NO, SIR!" 
"Not challenged, huh? Goodtogo, I will make it my goal to challenge 
you, recruit. I will break you down." 
"Aye, sir." 
"Get out of my face." Sgt. Chandler let him go and sent him off to join 
the platoon. 
"Aye, sir," and Dondero trotted off again. He came over, and since I 
didn't have a partner and was the last in line, he sat down across from me. 
I watched him closely. His head was turned to watch the pull-up bars. 
Even relaxed, his muscles looked intimidating. He put his hand down on the 
ground to lean back on it, and the horseshoe of his triceps jumped out. His 
other hand went across his body to scratch his chest, and his bicep flexed 
into a softball with the thick vein snaking over the top. 
"That was crazy, man," I said quietly. 
"What, pull-ups?" 
"Yeah, pull-ups. I didn't think you were going to stop." 
"It's nothing. Boxing, man; you just train for years. You'd get good at 
them, too." 
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We took turns doing crunches, first me doing mine while his arms roped 
under my legs to pull them in tight, and then I tried to hold his. With the 
minute running out, I squirmed up for my fifty, my abs on fire and the back 
of my head in the dirt, too tired to pull it up. Dondero was lying on his back 
with thirty seconds still to go, his fifty finished and my arms feeling like they 
had been ripped out of my shoulders as he crunched up and up and up. 
I might not have been able to do as many pull-ups as he, but I could run 
pretty fast after a few years of cross-country, and we were the first two to 
finish the run, me just ahead of him. He smiled and nodded, but then, 
instead of keeping his mouth shut and walking quietly in the cool-down 
circle, he had to say something. 
"This recruit thought boot camp was supposed to be tough," he said, 
smiling to a DI. 
"Shut up," I thought in fear, glancing wide-eyed at him, but it was too late. 
"What the fuck did you just say to me, recruit?" 
Dondero barely had time to stumble into the POA (Position of Attention) 
before he was swarmed by a huddle of Dls yelling, "Unsat," and, "Open your 
fucking suck again, recruit," and, "You think you're just back on the block, 
huh? Huh?" their covers bobbing and fingers pointing. It was hard to watch, 
and maybe if the Dls caught me watching, they'd have come down on me in 
the same way, so I kept my head down and kept walking in the cool-down 
circle while they went at him. I could hardly see him through the Dis. 
Later that night, during our hour for letter writing and showers, as we 
stood over the sinks shaving, he told me that I was pretty fast. 
"Thanks. Cross-country, from seventh grade until I graduated. You'd get 
pretty fast, too," I said, and we both had a quiet laugh. "How was it, get-
ting chewed out by the Dis?" 
"Ah, it wasn't too bad. It's all mental, man," he said, tapping his temple 
with an index finger, looking at me with a half-lathered face. "You got to 
remember: it's all mental." 
I think he respected me because I could run fast, faster than he, and I 
definitely admired him because of his strength, but I wouldn't say we were 
friends. Nah, not friends, but guys who always knew where the other was, 
in a sort of friendly competition. We would be put together in the rabbits 
group for training runs during the week, the fastest group, and so we always 
seemed to be around each other. 
Physically, he was flawless. For PT (Physical Training), you couldn't find 
fault with the guy. It was the other times, when we weren't running or 
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climbing ropes or bobbing up and down through the obstacle course, that 
he would make "mistakes," almost like he didn't know when to keep his 
mouth shut. So he'd pay the price for it, but as many times as he was 
thrashed by the Dls, he didn't break, either, and stayed to himself. It just 
seemed that he pref erred to do things on his own. Like when we would set 
up the mini-grinder when it rained. The "grinder" was slang for the parade 
deck where we practiced close-order drill, column-righting and by-the-left-
flanking and port-arming endlessly. When it rained, we would move all the 
racks to one side of the squad bay so we could drill indoors with the com-
mand of "Set up the mini-grinder," and we'd all yell back, "Set up the mini-
grinder. Aye, sir," and start moving as fast as we could. Getting all the racks 
to one side required the combined effort of four recruits on each rack, each 
grabbing a corner of the silver, cast-iron frame and shuffling in the same 
direction. Dondero would just do what he wanted, lifting his corner higher 
than the other three so the unevenness would have the other guys tripping 
over their posts and getting pissed and yelling, "Lower your gah-damn post, 
Dondero," but he'd keep going, not changing anything, the opposite corner 
to him sliding and scratching across the deck before he would drop his 
corner when he figured he was close enough. The three other guys, which 
sometimes would include me, would spurt out a lot of what-the-fucks, but 
he had already gone to the next rack. Just oblivious to the whole thing. 
Sure, I thought he was a selfish bastard, but I still respected him. 
Everybody respected him. Here's the thing: it was easy to hate the shitbirds 
in the platoon, the guys who snuck peanut butter out of the chow hall and 
then got caught with it, getting everybody thrashed in the dirt outside. Or 
the guys who couldn't remember to lock their footlockers, so everybody 
would have to dump, not empty, their gear into a pile in the DI highway, a 
game the Dls called Mount Suribatchi, where everyone would then have to 
a count of twenty-which is much different and shorter than twenty sec-
onds when the count goes something like "twenty, nineteen, eighteen, fif-
teen, twelve, eleven, nine, eight, fivefourthreetwoone, zee-ro"-to grab as 
much shit as they could, in the general area they remember their shit once 
was, and stuff it back into their footlocker, lock it, and come back to atten-
tion. Or the guys who would get caught with half-empty canteens when we 
were told to hydrate-knowing full well that they were always supposed to 
be full-which gave the Dls another opportunity to fuck with us, where 
everyone had to fill up both their canteens and stand at attention, then 
drink the liter canteen, then drink the next, which never failed to make 
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somebody throw up, the audible gag followed by a sick splash onto the tile 
floor farther up or down the line. Those guys were easy to hate-"Thanks 
a fucking lot, Chavez, you fucking shitbird," thrown at the guy later that 
night during the hygiene hour when we took showers-but Dondero was 
different. He never did anything to get the platoon in trouble, just himself. 
So I didn't like the fact that he only seemed to look out for himself, but I 
didn't hate him. Nah. I envied him. He seemed content at boot camp, like 
he was above the whole thing, going through the motions, but not really in 
it, while the rest of us were trying to keep our heads above water. 
The soaked cammies smell too strong for words. It makes me inch taller 
to get my nose farther away from the black spots of mildew on the collar. 
The pack over them sits heavy and sloppy, pulling back on my shoulders, 
and the Kevlar bores into my skull as Sgt. Chandler turns and tells Dondero, 
"Step forward," and he does with shuffling steps, his eyes gone, dazed. 
Chandler says, "Look down," and Dondero looks down, keeps looking 
down. 
Chandler says, "Look up," but Dondero looks down. Chandler says, 
"Look up, recruit," and Dondero whispers, "Aye, sir," but can only raise his 
eyes straight ahead, tries to swallow with a dry mouth, tries to look up but 
his eyes look straight. His right leg bounces. 
The toes of my leather boots flex; the pooled water slushes inside and I 
should go to him, say, "It's OK. It's just mental." I stand there behind him, 
to the left, watching, surviving. 
Our DI shifts his weight from foot to foot, has a mean, tight smile on 
his face, says, "Step off," but Dondero looks forward, jaw muscles dancing 
in clenched spasms. 
"I said step off, recruit," and Dondero tries to raise a foot but can't get 
it off the concrete platform, just makes a little scuffle of grit under his boot. 
He tries again, full body rising in the effort, and gets his right foot up but 
puts it back where it was. 
Chandler steps into Dondero so the bill of his cover almost touches 
Dondero's cheek, says, "Get off my tower, recruit. Aye, sir." 
Another whispered, "Aye, sir," squeaks from Dondero's dry lips and he 
raises his leg again, puts it back down, shakes it out, bends his knees, slides 
his hand up and down the rubber rifle's sling, his curled fingers twitching. And 
there might have been a whimper, but even now I'm not sure, it was so soft. 
It's a feeling, a quiet, maybe from the sudden stop of the thick plopping 
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sounds from recruits plunging from the tower to the water below. But eye 
after eye finds the scene on top of the ten-meter tower, Drill Instructor Sgt. 
Chandler's eyes radiating angry heat, staring at the side of a dark green 
marine recruit with his eyes ahead, unseeing. And they see the DI lean in and 
say something to him. 
Chandler says, quiet and lethal, so close that I know Dondero must have 
felt the hot, wet breath in his ear, "Is my boot camp tough enough for you, 
Dondero? Get the fuck off my tower." 
Dondero raises his leg again, pinches his eyes into asterisks, is about to 
put the leg back down again when Chandler snaps, "For fuck's sake," and 
gives him a push. 
He waved his arms in circles, his eyes stark and wide and white, trying 
to catch his balance. With a single "Oh," mended into the clapping of the 
water, he was gone. 
Calvin, a total shitbird, later told the rest of the guys that he saw the 
whole thing from down below, said he saw a pencil-straight Dondero land 
face first and smack like a coffin, eyes so wide, Calvin said, he could see the 
whites streak down like the tails of Fourth of July fireworks. Calvin said he 
saw Dondero's gear go flying, his rubber rifle straight to the bottom of the 
pool. Calvin said that he and the rest of the guys on the bottom started to 
laugh a little as the waves from Dondero's splash lapped into the gutters, his 
waterproofed pack lilting up and down on the water, abandoned. And 
Calvin said they kept laughing, quietly, and with their heads down, pre-
tending to go back to doing something useful so the Dis wouldn 't catch 
them eye-balling the whole scene. 
But Calvin said the laughter caught when Dondero's waves stopped and 
he still hadn't surfaced. 
I froze. Chandler kept looking down and I wanted to run to the edge to 
see what happened, but I couldn't move, or didn't know how I should move. 
After a few moments, he whistled sharp to the DI swim instructors poolside 
and pointed down. Two dived in from different sides of the pool and swam 
toward the same spot, below the tower and out of my sight. 
All the recruits were now watching, forgetting to hide it. They stared from 
the sides of the pool, getting nervous, shuffling around in soaked clothes, and 
looking quickly at the guy to the left or right, then back at the pool, waiting. 
The swim instructors side-stroked to the right of the platform with 
Dondero, his dark skin black against the blue water, against the pale skin of 
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the instructors. They crawled to the side with him and flopped him onto the 
deck, his loose arm hitting the floor with a sick slap as his back rolled flat. 
Dead, I thought. I just saw Drill Instructor Sgt. Chandler kill Dondero. 
Chandler's back was to me as he watched; I thought of rushing him, 
knocking him off. But I stood and watched. 
Dondero was limp, his head lolling to one side, his mouth open, eyes 
closed and slack. One of the instructors straightened Dondero's head and 
put his ear to his mouth. He blew a few breaths into it, Dondero's cheeks 
puffing out like balloons, shiny under the combination of sunlight through 
the top windows and fluorescent spotlights. 
Dondero made a gasp like a fish and rolled to his side, coughing and spit-
ting and groaning, one arm flipped loosely over his chest, one shoulder blade 
pulled off the deck. The Dls saw that he was fine; they stood up and went 
back to watching the pool, their backs turned to him. And the recruits 
around who had been watching the scene didn't know what to say, and so 
drifted back to where they had been. But Dondero just sat there with his 
knees pulled up and arms around them, his soaked pack and rubber rifle 
dropped at his feet, taking deep back-raising breaths and looking into his lap. 
Our DI turned and looked at me, waiting. Was I supposed to say some-
thing? Should I have yelled, "I saw it, you fucker, you and your whole 
fucking Marine Corps and Heritage, I saw you! I saw you do it!" Yes! There, 
from the tower to the whole pool, to every recruit and DI, blared from my 
mouth at the same volume as I said, "Yes, sir; aye, sir." Say something, any-
thing! Give him a nod. Some acknowledgment. But I didn't. I stopped 
looking. There on the tower, eyes ahead, I wasn't scared or nervous; nothing. 
I was a grade-school chalkboard in the summer, a bare room painted white. 
And so Sgt. Chandler said, "Step forward," and I stepped forward, and he 
said, "Look down," and I looked down to Dondero's huddled form, alone 
on the side of the pool, and Sgt. Chandler said, "Step off," and I was gone. 
The day he was dropped from the platoon, six weeks later, he was a dif-
ferent guy. He sat across from me as the rest of the platoon sat and cleaned 
their weapons in the squad bay. I watched him as I stood at the duty desk 
on the quarterdeck. Sometimes I would look at him and feel responsible-
me, like it was my fault-but most of the time I just stared at the deck, or 
out the portholes to the hard-packed sandy soil and barbed wire that 
enclosed Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego, the pull-up bars rising in 
the distance like Japanese shrines. 
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Dondero sat ten feet across from me on the quarterdeck, cross-legged on 
the gray-blue tiled floor. His dark arms still bulged round and thick with 
distinct veins that pulsed under his midnight skin, but they hung limp across 
his knees and his shaved head was bowed in his lap. As he stared at his 
hands, his vertical boxer's posture, with his arms spaced from his sides like 
he could throw a punch at any minute, was gone. He looked like a wilting 
flower, slouched forward. Leaning against the bulkhead next to him was his 
large green sea bag stuffed tight and taut, his smaller duffel "war" bag 
touching his thigh. The muzzle of his M-16 rested on his shoulder, the butt 
plate and stock hidden between his legs. 
I had the duty belt and my cammie cover on, the sides white with high-
water marks of dried, gritty sweat, the brim curled low over my eyes. With 
my eyes hidden I could sneak glances at Dondero. He never looked up to 
catch me, or any one of the other quick, unsure glances coming from the 
other seventy-eight recruits in the squad bay quietly cleaning their rifles as 
they sat on the deck, each guy using their wooden footlocker as a table to 
spread out the various small pieces of their rifles. 
While Dondero sat there, waiting to join another platoon that delayed 
his graduation for at least a week, I was desperately counting the remaining 
seven weeks down before I graduated with the title of U.S. Marine. As soon 
as I was dismissed, I'd be leaving on a jet plane, headed for ten days of leave 
back home in Topeka, Kansas. I was thinking of Topeka, kicking at a boot 
scuff, when a DI walked through the open double doors onto the quarter 
deck, and as I saw him in my peripheral, a feeling like ice water dripped 
down my spine, stiffening me. My head straightened, my heels thunked 
together, my hands closed, my thumbs went to my trouser seams, and I 
yelled, "Attention on deck," down the squad bay. 
It came alive; rifles were hastily laid down on footlockers with a hollow, 
muffled thump as their owners came to the POA in front of them and then 
it was silent, seventy-eight recruits frozen, quietly breathing, while my 
report blared out through the room. 
"Good afternoon, sir. Recruit Hannigan reports building 197 4 all 
secure. There are eighty recruits and eighty em-sixteen-ay-two service rifles 
on deck. This recruit has nothing to report at this time, sir." 
"Hannigan, huh?" said the DI, staring hard at the side of my face, tan 
and lean, with red bumps along the jaw line because it still hadn't gotten 
used to being shaved every day. 
"Yes, sir." 
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The DI turned the brim of his smokey to look at Dondero with nar-
rowed eyes. Dondero was still in front of me at the POA, with his gear at 
his feet. "Well," the DI said, looking Dondero up and down but speaking to 
me, "make a note that you'll have one less recruit and one less rifle." 
"Aye, sir." 
Then he spoke to Dondero, "Grab your gear, recruit." 
"Aye, sir," and Dondero shouldered his sea bag on his broad back, 
grabbed his small war bag with his left hand, and slung his rifle over his 
shoulder with his right, following the DI out the hatch while I yelled, "Good 
afternoon, sir," at the pair's backs. 
"Carry on," this from somewhere outside, a faint, over-the-shoulder snarl. 
"Carry on. Aye, sir!" and then I yelled, "At ease," to the rest of the pla-
toon, still at attention. They loosened and sat back down, picking up rifle 
parts and cleaning brushes, and resumed. But each one, at one point or 
another, looked out of the large glass windows to see Dondero walking 
beside the DI, his gear on his back, in step. 
And that was the last time we ever saw him. 
Sgt. Chandler came out of the DI hut and I went to the POA again. 
"Good afternoon, sir. Recruit Hannigan-" But before I could get out 
my report again, he cut me off. 
"Recruit Dondero's gone?" his hard eyes and mouth interrupted, more 
a statement than a question. 
"Yes, sir. This recruit saw him picked up by a DI just a second ago, sir." 
"Goodtogo. At ease." Chandler turned to go back into the DI hut, then 
stopped, looking out over the recruits and their rifle cleaning and catching 
a few still looking out of the windows where they saw Dondero's retreat. 
"Get your nasty eyeballs off my portholes and back on your rifles right now. 
Aye, sir." 
"Aye, sir," they all said into their laps, a few heads snapping down to 
their work, cleaning brushes scratching frantically, CLP-a cleaner, lubri-
cant, and protectant used on the M-16-atomizing into the air like NRA 
air-freshener. Sgt. Chandler, satisfied, went back into the DI hut, the door 
clicking closed behind him. 
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Eleventeen 
Nicolette Kittinger 
HIS NAME WAS VERNON BUCKLEY. HIS MOTHER NAMED HIM FOR THE VERNAL 
equinox, the mystical first day of springtime when the sun moves across the 
sky northbound instead of toward the west and eggs can be balanced on 
their ends. 
When he was fifteen he was at a drug party. When he tells this story, he 
never tells anyone how he ended up at a drug party; he was just there. But 
Vern didn 't do drugs. He'd been listening when Nancy Reagan told him to 
Just Say No. 
Alone and sober, he sat quietly against a wall in the living room with his 
knees pulled to his chest and watched the other partygoers paw each other, 
all of them high and reeling and tactile, the loud music and quiet lights 
swirling between himself and the group. He pouted a little. 
Like he had materialized out of nowhere, there was suddenly an old man 
with matching shocks of gray hair on his scalp and chin, standing among 
the writhing group. And he approached Vern. He stood so he was toe to toe 
with the boy and bent perfectly at the waist, folded himself toward Vern's 
face to make sure the boy was who he thought he was, placed a weathered 
hand on his shoulder, and yelled over the party, "I'M YOU!" 
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Vern was silent. 
Before I go on, it's important to note that while Vern was fifteen in cal-
endar years, at this time in his life he was also "eleventeen"-something my 
boss at the video store used to call me around the time I met Vern. To be 
eleventeen means you're young but you think you're a helluva-lot older and 
more mature than you are, so you go around doing shit you think "real 
grownups" do. 
Like going to drug parties, or having threesomes. 
When the gray-haired man found Vern at that party, Vern was young 
and dumb and desperate for someone older (and by default wiser) to tell 
him what to think. 
What this man told Vern-and what Vern would later tell me-was that 
"time is like a giant pole, and life, or consciousness, is like a ribbon wrapped 
around that pole." Here in the telling, Vern-and I assume, too, the bearded 
man-held up his left forearm and used his right index finger to trace 
around it from the top down, like stripes on candy canes. "Each time the 
ribbon goes around the pole a full revolution, that's one lifetime experienced 
by one person. After one lifetime, that consciousness is picked up by 
someone else and continued." 
The old man then stroked his beard thoughtfully. "The problem is, 
sometimes"-he paused and looked to his left, then to his right, making sure 
no one was listening in on their conversation-"the ribbon crosses itself." 
He looked hard at Vern and went back to stroking his beard. Vern pulled 
his knees closer to his chest. 
"Don't you get it?!" The bearded man dipped into a low crouch, placed 
both hands on Vern's shoulders and shook him violently, Vern's head 
bouncing against the living room's wood-paneled walls. "Our ribbons! 
They're crossed! We have the same consciousness, the same past! We are one 
and the same, brother!" 
That was the night Vern started believing in spirit animals and past lives 
and astral planes. The old man had given Vernon something to cling to, a 
defining moment, a touchstone, a first day of the rest of his life. What every 
eleventeen-year-old needs. 
Seventeen years later I was sixteen, and I listened skeptically but with 
rapt attention ( on account of being frightened) as Vern explained this to me 
in a throaty whisper as we lay naked on his waterbed, next to his sleeping 
girlfriend. 
It's said that you can't rape the willing, but according to my boss at the 
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video store (and the social worker at my high school, and the Waukegan 
Police Department), you can coerce the willing. And "willing," I was told, is 
a relative term. 
Vern's girlfriend, Kayla, was two years my senior and fourteen years 
Vern's junior. She was also technically one of my bosses at the mall video store 
where I worked the summer I was sixteen. The summer I started driving. The 
summer that Grayslake, Round Lake, Gurnee, all of northern Lake County 
started closing in on me, I was feeling like a big fish in a small pond (for no 
reason, really), and something inside me was starting to crave adventure 
(drugs) and exotic places (Madison, Wisconsin). 
We were working the closing shift together one night in early August 
when I unloaded onto her about my on-again off-again boyfriend, Zach 
Schlarbaum, a real winner who got kicked out of his house for beating up 
his dad's girlfriend and was living in his Chevy Suburban. We'd had a fight 
earlier that day. 
"Maybe I shouldn't have gotten back together with him, you know?" I 
asked her, not really expecting an answer, as I began re-alphabetizing the 
only section left to be done: the porno section. 
She finished counting her register drawer and shoved her wad of bills 
into the till bag. She nodded and mhmmed the whole time. 
"I mean, I dunno, I just don't like being alone, I guess," I added after her 
mhmms stopped. I'd never admitted this fear to myself, let alone out loud 
and to someone I barely knew. I peered over the DVD racks at her to see if 
she was looking back at me or making a face, but instead she was coming 
around the counter. Toward me. 
"Awww," she breathed as she crossed the narrow room. 
"Yeah ... pretty lame," I sighed and rolled my eyes, trying to save face 
with sarcasm. 
Kayla shook her head and sidled up to me and started helping me sort 
the porn. "Don't be sad ... ," she purred after a few minutes of silence. As 
her voice trailed off, she leaned toward me real slow and gently nuzzled her 
head against my shoulder. Her hair smelled like sweat and cats. 
I kept my focus on the porn, nimbly flipping through each row, making 
sure each case was face forward and where it should be, checking to see if 
any of the action-covering stickers had been removed by the pack of curious 
twelve-year-old boys that had been browsing the section a few hours pre-
vious. She continued to nuzzle me, dragging her stringy brown hair against 
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the shoulder of my black work shirt until I said, "Or maybe it's not lame ... ," 
hoping that taking it back would call her off. And it worked. 
"You should come over and hang out," she said, voice louder and pep-
pier, as she lifted her head and resumed sorting. "Girls's night! We'll have a 
swumber party!" When she said this she batted her big blue bug-eyes and 
something inside my core twisted, but I nodded back and said, "All right," 
anyway. 
I didn't find out until we were in my car and halfway to her Waukegan 
apartment that she lived with her thirty-two-year-old massage-therapist 
boyfriend. And against my better judgment, I didn't drop her off on the 
corner of Grand Avenue and nowhere and drive away screaming when she 
told me casually that all of her and her boyfriend Vern's Live Action Role 
Playing friends called their apartment !HOH-International House of 
Hedonism. 
Vern came home some fifteen minutes after Kayla and I arrived at their 
stinky little apartment-a sprawling first-floor, one-thousand-square-foot 
affair with two entrances, one bedroom, and fixtures from the 1960s. He 
stomped into the place through the back door and went straight to rum-
maging around in the kitchen, banging cabinet doors and slamming things on 
the counter. Kayla leapt from the couch in the living room immediately-and 
right in the middle of her explanation of the tiny, invisible fairies that also 
inhabited the apartment, who fought with their pet cats and appeared as twinkles 
on the periphery of her vision and who responded to people's moods and, 
according to her, really seemed to be taking a shine to me-and ran to greet 
him at the back door. I could hear their sloppy, open-mouthed kissing. 
"We have a wisitor, sweetie," she murmured. I imagined her rubbing up 
against him the way she'd done to me at the video store, but more so. 
"I'm not in the mood." 
"But Vwernon ... " 
"You know the rules," he growled. I heard Kayla's feet move abruptly 
across their kitchen's laminate floor. "You're supposed to plan company 
ahead of time." 
"But she weally, weally needs some attention right now." 
He sighed. "Just let me eat my fuckin' dinner." 
They entered the living room completely silent, as if they thought I 
hadn't heard their exchange. Without knowing what else to do, I flexed my 
awkward social skills and said, "So, Vern, what's the significance of that 
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tattoo you've got? You have a dog that died or did you just like the picture 
when you saw it at the tattoo parlor?" 
Vern glowered at me. He explained that the tattoo on his forearm was 
not of a "simple, domesticated, garden-variety dog," but of one of his 
"totem creatures" (read: spirit animal)-the wolf-and that wolves were 
protective of their packs and their homes, and "Pardon me, but right now 
you're in my home and bothering me while I'm trying to eat my meal." With 
that, he sat down in a folding chair against the wall opposite the couch and 
began devouring a raw piece of steak. He balanced his plate on one knee 
and hacked at it with a butterfly knife he produced from the pocket of his 
jeans. He paused only to tie his ratty, thinning, brown hair into a ponytail 
to keep it from falling into his mouth. 
"Tell him what you told me about that boyfriend of yours," Kayla 
cooed in my direction, picking up one of fifteen pet cats from the floor 
before sitting back down on the couch. "You won't believe how cruel this 
boy has been to her, Vernon." 
Vern let out a low grunt. 
So at Kayla's insistence I explained what I believed were very typical for 
a sixteen-year-old-girl's boyfriend problems (especially when said sixteen-
year-old girl was trying very hard to be all grown up and put herself into 
grown-up situations): "He can only get it up once a night after he does all 
that coke," "He stole a bunch of Vicodin and Xanax from my stepmom and 
didn't share them," "He won't tell me he loves me." 
Vern said nothing, no grunts, no chuckles, didn't nod or shake his head, 
he just hacked and sawed at his steak. He didn't even look at me until he 
devoured the last piece of oozing meat on his plate, which he picked up 
between two fingers and dropped from above into his gaping maw and 
swallowed whole. 
The room was silent except for the sound of traffic coming in from 
Grand Avenue. Not knowing what else to do, I relaxed my eyes and 
thought, I wonder if I'll be able to spot one of those fairies Kayla was telling 
me about. 
"Why don't you dump him and date us?" Vern said suddenly while he 
picked strings of meat from his teeth with a piece of mail and spit them onto 
the floor, his face expressionless. In my periphery I could see Kayla begin to 
move, and when I turned to face her, she began nodding excitedly and clap-
ping her hands in tiny bursts of joy that sent the cat she had in her lap 
scrambling off the couch and under a pile of laundry. 
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"Yes! What a wonderful idea, Vernon!" She smiled so wide it looked like 
the corners of her mouth were trying to meet each other on the back of her 
head, and she was batting those big blue bug-eyes of hers at me again, and 
for the first time since I'd met her at the beginning of that summer I really 
looked at her. She looked distinctly midwestern. And was short. And her 
body resembled that of a pudgy boy right before puberty begins and he 
sheds his baby fat. She also appeared to be a hodgepodge of nonmatching 
parts, her nose not matching her cheekbones not matching her forehead; her 
torso not matching her thighs not matching her knees. It's like Ed Gein and 
Dr. Frankenstein made a lady, I thought, watching her excited clapping still 
banging next to me, now accompanied by some enthusiastic bouncing on 
her haunches. 
Before I could say anything for or against his bizarre impromptu pro-
posal, Vern was up and out of his chair, across the room, and sinking into 
the open space between Kayla and me on the couch. 
"You wouldn't belong to just me," he began, and I felt my eyes widen at 
the word belong. He snaked his left arm around Kayla, who was still clap-
ping, and placed his right hand on my knee. "You would be our girlfriend. 
We'd share you." He turned and smiled at Kayla but did a double take at 
the clapping. He shot her a glare and, I swear to god, gnashed his teeth and 
let out a little snarl. She silenced. He turned back to me. 
"I see," I nodded. I looked down at my hands gripping each other white-
knuckle tight in my lap. "It just sounds ... it sounds so complicated, you know?" 
Vern and Kayla both cocked their heads to one side like confused dogs. 
"It's just," I continued, still staring at my hands, "you two actually live 
together and stuff and-" 
"Oh!" Vern's head shot back into an upright position. "Sweetie, we won't 
leave you out." He started moving the hand on my knee in slow circles. Kayla 
nodded emphatically behind him. "Consideration will be given when you 
come over for our time together," he cooed. "You'll get extra attention." 
"Definitely," Kayla chirped. 
It's like they've done this before, I thought. I wondered if wolves, in their 
packs, had several partners. There was either previous experience or some 
kind of spirit-animal intuition at play, because then a list of threesome-rela-
tionship rules began to form right there on the couch without help or 
prompting from yours truly. The list included: 
• No sex ("sex" meaning penis in vagina exclusively) unless all 
three partners were present. 
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• Kissing on the mouth is allowed and encouraged ( especially 
between the women). 
• Affection should be given equally to both other partners OR one 
person should be the sole focus of a pair's efforts. 
• Being on one's period does not exclude one from participating 
(a rule added hastily by Vern when I interrupted and said, "I 
think I feel some cramps coming on ... "). 
The list grew quickly there in the living room. Too quickly. And what's 
worse was that as I listened, it started making too much sense to my sixteen-
year-old brain. 
On the one hand, this is a little scary, I thought while Vern leered at me 
and leaned forward just a little, waiting to "seal the deal" with a kiss, his 
face so close to mine I could feel his hot, meaty breath on my eyeballs. But 
on the other hand, at least it's something new. These are clearly the thoughts 
of a sixteen-year-old girl who needed two hands to count how many guys 
she'd already fucked. 
So I shrugged a little, looked Vern right in his wet, brown eyes and, 
without closing my own, leaned in to kiss him on the mouth. Kayla imme-
diately started clapping and bouncing again, and I was certain that Vern 
was trying to swallow my lips, my mouth, my whole face and head the way 
he'd swallowed that last piece of meat. 
And as Vern led me to the bedroom I thought, for a moment, that I'd 
seen a little glimmer on the periphery of my vision. Kayla noticed my 
expression change and smiled at me, nodding. "Yep," she said. "They're 
comfortable now. They know you're one of us." 
Imagine you are a sixteen year-old goth girl: purple hair, too much eyeliner, 
too much metal in your face and ears, too much attitude. Imagine you're like 
this because you're terribly uncomfortable in your skin and you think that pur-
posely looking weird and hard and unapproachable is going to keep people at 
bay, let you decide who you'll socialize with. Give you the power. 
Instead, it attracts the weirdos. 
Imagine you're in deep denial about being one of the easy girls, that you 
pretend you don't hear people talk about you in the hallways at school. 
Imagine that you fuck every guy who calls himself your "boyfriend" because 
you think it's the thing to do. Because it's a power play. Because it makes 
you hate the way your body looks a little less every time, if only for a 
moment. Because you were spurned by the boy who you lost your virginity 
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to and since then you've been trying in vain to feel better about it. About 
sex. About boys and men and "love" (even though "sex" and "love" are all 
tied up and mixed together in your head and you don't know the difference, 
and won't for many more years). 
Imagine you're this girl with all this baggage and this twisted-up head, 
and you find yourself in a bedroom that looks like it was sent from 1983. 
Waterbed on a wooden frame with a headboard that's eight feet tall, out-
fitted with tchotchke shelves. With a mirror on it. And mirrors on the walls. 
And on the ceiling. And prominently displayed on one of the shelves on the 
headboard, next to a flea-market crystal ball and a ceramic incense burner 
shaped like a wizard, is a painting of a wolf. On black velvet. 
Imagine this room belongs to a lecherous man who makes no attempt 
to appear any less sleazy than he is. This man and his girlfriend, who's as 
twisted up in the head as you are, they've got you, their new girlfriend, in 
this tacky, disgusting room, and they're undressing you with their eyes, with 
their hands, with their mouths. 
They're tying you to the waterbed with nylon rope, arms stretched so far 
your shoulders feel like they might come unhinged, legs just slack enough to give 
you the false impression that, if you really wanted to, you could free yourself. 
Their hands seem to be multiplying, four then eight then sixteen, and 
they're all over you. Your breasts, your midriff, your vulva. Sweeping and 
clawing and scraping and searching. 
One pair of hands search inside you. Large hands with calluses and nails 
that need clipping. It stings. It feels like sandpaper, like lemon juice, like too 
many fucking fingers are in there at once and stretching and twisting and 
tearing. You resist, you try to twist away because the fog has lifted, and sud-
denly it's clear to you that there's nothing inside for them. That this was a 
mistake. A bad mistake. 
But you're tied up. 
"But you're ours now," he says. He wipes blood on your chest, your 
stomach. Your blood. His girlfriend's eyes look sad and you think that 
maybe this is how things go for her when it's just the two of them. 
She watches. Her hands do not sweep or claw or scrape anymore, they 
sit folded in her lap, her body swaying with the water-filled mattress as the 
lecherous one looms over you, his long, thinning hair hanging in your face. 
You feel him hard against your abdomen as his knees force themselves 
between your thighs even though you try like hell to keep them clamped together. 
You feel him stab against your pubic mound, your clit, your labia, clumsily trying 
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to rush his way in. He grunts and gestures for his girlfriend's attention. 
Her mouth quivers. Her eyes plead. She does it anyway. She leans over 
you, reaches between your legs, and spreads you open for her boyfriend, her 
fingers dry and sticking to your lips, your blood. 
The whole arrangement lasted two, maybe three weeks. 
The morning after that first night, it was my understanding that we 
were all boyfriend and girlfriends, that I had no choice: I'd been annexed. 
And everything seems brighter and less frightening in the light of day. In 
fact, as I drove Kayla back to the video store so she could open, I remarked, 
"I just can't wrap my head around the fact that I'm driving my girlfriend to 
work. Driving. My girlfriend." 
Kayla just nodded and kept her eyes trained on some middle distance 
beyond the passenger window. 
When I leaned across the parking brake to kiss her before we parted 
ways, she was visibly disinterested. She let her thin, chapped lips pucker 
against mine for only a moment before leaping from my Honda and slam-
ming the door behind her. 
Paired with the "boyfriend and girlfriends" understanding was the 
caveat that while we were at work, Kayla and I were to act, at Vern's insis-
tence, as if we were "just friends." But instead of simulating our previous 
work relationship-she flirting with me and pretending to be a cat, me pre-
tending to be ignorant of her advances-she just started pretending that I 
didn't exist. Instead of thinking that we were fucking around with each 
other, our bosses thought that a catfight was brewing somewhere just 
beneath the surface. 
By contrast, when we were together outside of work and Vern was 
around, she tried in earnest to hide this attitude change, and it worked for 
a little while. Happy girlfriends meant a happy Vern (and Happy Vern didn't 
bite or claw or chew nearly as hard as "Annoyed Vern" or "Angry Vern"). 
Both of us, it seemed, were packing away a lot of our feelings while we were 
with him, but it quickly became clear that something was amiss in our hers-
and-hers-and-his arrangement. Three was no longer company; things were 
getting crowded. 
"I'm so depressed ... I can't even see the fairies anymore," Kayla sighed 
to neither Vern nor me. It was the last night I'd ever spend at their apart-
ment. I was sitting on the brown shag living-room floor watching Vern dick 
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around with some video game. Kayla was curled into a sad, uniform-
wearing mound on the far end of the couch sobbing gently, but loudly 
enough for us to notice. 
"What're you crying for?" he asked without looking at her or putting 
down his controller. 
Kayla sniffed and sat up. Her bug-eyes were huge and wet and blood-
shot and shining in the TV glow. She was shaking just a little. She caught me 
looking at her and looked me right in the eyes and held her gaze there. It 
was like she was trying to tell me something. 
I was beginning to realize, out on the periphery somewhere, that eigh-
teen and sixteen weren't so different. Despite the apartment and the job and 
the live-in boyfriend (and the spirit animals, and the fairies, and the strong, 
unnatural identification with felines), Kayla was just as green as I was. Just 
as vulnerable. 
"Come on, talk to us," Vern urged, finally giving Kayla his full attention. 
She shook her head and pulled her knees to her chest. 
"Awww, I think that someone's feeling a wittle wonesome." 
The sex that night had nothing to do with fulfilling one man's hedonistic 
fantasies-no one got tied up, no one bled, no one cried. It had nothing to 
do with "souls touching" or "reaching another plane of existence" or 
"eschewing societal norms." There was no need to justify what was going 
on, because what was going on wasn't anything special, really; the sex that 
night had nothing to do with me, either. 
The fantasy, it seemed, had ended for everyone. As quickly as it had 
started in the living room two (or maybe three) weeks prior, it was over. The 
threesome was once again a twosome, a simple, domesticated, garden-
variety couple. 
I snuck out untouched early the next morning. 
There's a reason my boss at the video store used to call me eleventeen: I 
thought I knew it all, that I was invincible. 
I was vulnerable. 
I had something that I couldn't name to prove, and I was desperate to 
prove it to anyone willing to bear witness. I was an easy mark, especially for 
a wolf like Vern. 
Except I didn't know any of this at the time. At the time, I was cocksure 
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and in denial about everything that had happened for those two (maybe 
three) weeks. "It was my choice," I'd tell myself. 
"So what's going on between you and Kayla?" my boss, Mike, asked me 
one Friday night in early October while we were counting cash drawers at 
close. "You two have been walking around here like you're about ready to 
tear each other's eyes out." 
"Ah, I don't know. Nothing. She just gets on my nerves." 
"Uh-huh, bullshit. Really, what's going on?" 
And like it was nothing, I told him. I told him, "Yeah ... I was kind of 
in a thing with her and her boyfriend ... " 
"The old guy?" 
"He's the same age as you, sir." 
"Yeah. And I'm old." 
"Whatever. Yes, the old guy." 
I told him everything. This is another reason he used to call me eleven-
teen: I never knew when to shut my mouth; I refused to process social cues, 
like facial expressions or body language and adjust accordingly. "Yeah," I 
sighed, "They fucked me and then they dumped me." 
Like it was any other high-school relationship. 
"I see ... ," he nodded slowly, looking only at his register, his wad of 
bills, the rolls of change. "So that's what's going on?" 
"Yep." 
He put his cash down and turned to me. His hair was long and thinning, 
like Vern's. His belly hung over the waist of his jeans just a little, like Vern's. 
But he wasn't Vern. He was Mike. He was an adult. 
"You know ... " He took his time deciding how to put the news. How 
he'd try to get through to me. His eyes searched mine for something, maybe 
some indication that I already knew where he was going with the conversa-
tion. But he didn't find anything like that; he found an annoyed eleventeen-
year-old who wanted her boss not to wag his finger at her and call her stupid. 
"They ... that was rape." 
And this is the part of the story when I'm supposed to tell you that this 
was when my life changed, that I straightened up and flew right and 
stopped whoring around, right? That this was the equivalent of the old man 
with the shocks of gray hair emerging from the party to tell me we shared 
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a consciousness? That this was supposed to be my something to cling to, my 
defining moment, my touchstone, the first day of the rest of my life, "What 
every eleventeen-year-old needs," right? 
It wasn't. 
Not even close. 
Because I'd already moved on; I'd already started fucking someone else. 
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Visiting lx-Chel 
Brandi Kle ine rt La rsen 
SMELLING OF SUN BLOCK AND WEARING A FLOPPY WOVEN HAT, l SIT O THE FERRY, 
waiting to visit the fertility goddess. For thousands of years, childless Mayan 
women made the pilgrimage to the beautiful island of Cozumel, leaving 
offerings with the hope that the goddess would smile kindly on their quest. 
Me, I don't have any offering planned. I'm just going to swing by and see 
what happens . 
My friends think that, because we live in the information age, we know 
more than our ancestors who put their faith in gods. We've got science, in 
vitro fertilization, doctors who have studied the past five thousand years of 
medical advances. None of these helped either my mother or me. I started 
fainting when I was twelve. The doctors tell me that's a really hard thing to 
diagnose. It could be any system: cardio, vascular, pulmonary, neurological, 
endocrine, even psychiatric. Because I'm adopted, I have no real medical his-
tory so I've been tested for all of them-had so much blood drawn that my 
left vein collapsed. My fainting never stopped, but I did my best to pretend 
I was like everyone else and not let it affect me. 
Until last summer. I was in my boss's office, wrapping up a meeting with 
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him and his supervisor. We were talking about dog health for a project I was 
working on at the time. The meeting ended and I stood up to go-that's 
when I fainted.1 
My boss, Ken, was a really nice guy. His boss, too. But they were guys's 
guys, manly men, probably weighing in around 250 each, solid. Jerry, Ken's 
boss, even appeared on Baywatch, so the dude was used to ladies swooning 
around him. Just not me. 
I woke half in the chair and half in Jerry's arms-other than a handshake 
during my interview, we had never touched. 
"You OK?" they asked. 
I saw the crease in Jerry's dress shirt from where he had held me. The blue 
carpet beneath my feet still had the stain from when I spilled coffee on it during 
a meeting the previous autumn. I heard the banging of the warehouse doors 
and the stomping of the mailroom guys outside the office. I wanted to die-
this had fast become my second most embarrassing moment. 2 
"I'm fine," I said. "I probably just need to eat." 
"Well, if you need any time off ... ," Ken offered. 
"No, no. I'm fine." I picked up the book, which I had dropped, and ges-
tured to my desk down the hall. "Well, I gotta get back ... Dogs, huh? 
Woo." I turned and fled from his office, my cheeks burning, I'm sure. I 
couldn't believe the fainting had returned. 
I'm nauseated now, because my husband and I are on the ferry headed 
to Cozumel. The boat is air-conditioned and we're sitting down below, 
enjoying the break from the stupid-hot Mexican sun. A small brown man in 
a big cowboy hat sits across the aisle from us. He orders a beer in Spanish 
and the young, khaki-clad Mexican girl brings it to him, nodding. He leans 
into his pocket and pulls out the crumpled red money and cracks the beer 
open. The smell overpowers me, and I throw up a little in my mouth. The 
waves toss the boat about and I close my eyes, hoping it will pass. 
"Do you need anything?" my husband asks, seeing the look of disgust 
and horror on my face. I shake my head no, but that makes me more dizzy. 
I lean against the cool window and he puts his arms around me, rubbing my 
1 In case you're curious, dogs also faint. So do a number of species including 
cats and, of course, goats. Vets don't always know what causes fainting in animals. 
2 The first involved me, my then-fiance, a row boat in the middle of Central 
Park, and poo. That's all I'm going to say. 
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back. The circular motion makes my nausea worse and I wave him off. I 
can't imagine nine months of this, every morning. Friends of mine who have 
had babies tell me it's only the first four months that the nausea hits. But 
that it's also mislabeled: they felt sick every morning, noon, and night. 
I wonder if some women aren't meant to have children and that's why 
they're infertile. As if God knows that these women would care too much, would 
follow Dr. Spock to the letter and never let their kids outside, because these 
babies are their most precious commodity, that these mothers would lose all 
sense of self and project the very hope of the universe onto those tiny breathings 
of flesh. This thought offends me, both as a prospective childless woman and as 
the child of a childless woman. My mom's story is sad, but straightforward. 
She was twenty-two when she went to her gynecologist for what she 
thought was a common proceedure. A D&C is a scraping of the uterus to 
relieve heavy menstrual bleeding. It's the most common medical procedure 
performed on women in the United States.3 
Even though her New York City doctor had done this procedure thou-
sands of times, on the June day when he performed it on my mother, he 
screwed up. The instrument used to scrape the inner uterine walls is long, 
silver, and flat with a hook on the end-not unlike the one the dental 
hygienist uses when cleaning your teeth and tsk-tsking because you don't floss 
regularly. On more charitable days, I imagine this clueless doctor in his green 
scrubs, seeing the extra blood on his tool as a satisfied smile creeps across his 
face because he knows that this young woman will never experience the pun-
ishing pain of menstruation again-a job well done. Most days, I picture the 
moment as he punctures her uterus. He feels the tool go too far, and instead 
of the normal movement like scraping the innards from a pumpkin, he is 
momentarily disgusted as he feels the quick gush that will forever damage this 
woman's fertility in the blossom of her youth. He stitches her up fast, hoping 
the stitches will hold the liters of blood that will gather there until a more 
experienced surgeon, and a better one, comes to right this wrong. 
3 Ironically, the Mayo Clinic (I trust them for medical information, you'll see 
that in a second) also lists this procedure as the preferred method of cleaning the 
uterus after a miscarriage. I asked my mom about it, and she denies that was why 
she had one. The American College of Surgeons reports that a D&C is the most 
common procedure done on American women because so many experience heavy 
menstrual bleeding. I want to believe my mother, but there's always been that lin-
gering doubt-the "what if" that would have changed my life. 
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He exits to the waiting room, meets the eyes of my mother's older sister 
who looks up, worried, from the magazine she wasn't reading anyway, and 
he forces a smile. Upon seeing this, my aunt's face melts into the toothy grin 
that makes her attractive in a quirky way. Don't worry, he tells her, your 
sister is going to be fine. You'll want to take her home as soon as she wakes. 
There will be some bleeding, but that is to be expected. Then he walks down 
the industrial green hallway to the doctor lounge, strips his scrubs from his 
sweaty body, sets the shower to hotter than hot, steps in, and promptly 
vomits onto his own feet. 
It was only later that night that my mother and her sister knew some-
thing was horribly wrong. They grew concerned as she made trip after trip 
to the bathroom down the hall. Her sister told her not to worry, that's what 
the doctor said anyway. Hours later, my aunt heard a thump-the sound of 
bone breaking against porcelain. My mother had fallen, having passed out 
from the six pints of blood4 she had lost. Her sister scooped her up from the 
white bathroom tiles, now colored deep crimson. Even the professional 
cleaning crew was never able to get the blood out of that grout. My aunt cra-
dled my mother in her arms and frantically tried to flag down taxi after taxi 
cab. (She had to tip extra as they returned to the same hospital from that 
morning.) Mom was rushed into emergency surgery, where doctors gave her 
a blood transfusion and a hysterectomy. You didn't sue for that kind of thing 
back then. 
If I was my mother, I would never have gone to a doctor again. I'm skep-
tical because I've been misdiagnosed by my fair share of specialists, but she's 
been the victim of serious-no-denying-it-oops-we-really-screwed-the-pooch-
on-that-one medical malpractice. Despite this, she still believes in the magical, 
medical expertise of doctors, like hippies who trust the healing powers of 
crystals. 
According to my guidebook, the fertility goddess was so powerful that 
back in the day-and we're talking about 1500 AD-all Mayans would 
attempt to make the treacherous land and sea journey to see her at least once 
in a lifetime. Apparently, there was a good little economy based on the carved 
images of the goddess that you could buy and worship at your home altar. 
4 A woman's body holds only nine pints of blood. Do the math on that one to 
figure out the percentage of blood my mother lost in a single day. It's a medical mir-
acle she's alive. 
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I don't know how I feel about this. Most people wonder about the path 
not taken, but I've got the paperwork to show it to me in print. I should be a 
poor, Irish-Catholic little sister, but instead I'm a Jewish only child from a 
mostly middle-class 'burb. Both peoples look down upon the whole graven-
images thing, but I wonder if there's a gift shop among the ruins. 
I had always liked the idea of kids but couldn't nail down a definite 
desire to have them until last August. It was the day before my husband's 
birthday when my doctor told me that I should "take any means necessary" 
to prevent a pregnancy. That's when I wanted to have a baby more than I 
wanted anything, ever. 
I think I have always fainted5, but my parents first noticed it when I was 
in middle school. We went to doctor after doctor, specialist after specialist, 
for two years. They thought it could be hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism, 
diabetes, hypoglycemia, or anemia. Fainting is really tough to diagnose, they 
reiterated time and again, as if this apology could return to me an adoles-
cence spent in waiting rooms. One day my mother woke up in the middle 
of the night with a brainstorm: my fainting must be caused by my heart. 
So they took me to a pediatric cardiologist. I liked Dr. B., but he was the 
start of my diagnostic dilemmas. He was a nice guy who had teddy bear 
wallpaper in his examining rooms. I was old enough to be embarrassed that 
I had to take off my bra so he could move the stethoscope around my bud-
ding breasts but still found comfort in the smiling bears looking down on 
me. He agreed with my mother: I must have a heart condition, mitral valve 
prolapse to be exact, and that's why I fainted like a scared goat. He needed 
one test to know for sure. They'd run me through simulated conditions, and 
if I fainted during the procedure, my heart was the cause. 
I missed second-period graphic design for the tilt test. The Mayo Clinic6 
describes the procedure for a tilt test like this: 
During the test, your blood pressure and heart rate are moni-
tored. You begin by lying flat on a table. Then, the table is tilted to 
raise the upper part of your body-simulating a change in position 
5 There's something fascinating about the idea of fainting, about the weak 
women who would pass out when their emotions overcame them. Maybe trying to 
counter that image is the reason I turned into an "everything's fine" type of girl, I 
don't know. 
6 I told you I was a fan of the Mayo Clinic. 
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from lying down to standing up. This test allows doctors to evaluate 
your body's cardiovascular response to this change in position. 7 
The Mayo Clinic didn't mention that you are strapped to this table using 
the same kind of seat belts found on airplanes. 8 It's done in the early 
morning on a twelve-hour fast, and at the hospital where I was the first to 
get this test, it was done in a darkened room. 
For me, the test involved fear and Wonder Bread. Mom sat to my right 
with an unopened bag of America's favorite sandwich material on her lap 
so she could feed me right after the test, worried I would get sick if I skipped 
a meal. She watched, clutching the bread and the metallic purse that covered 
her legging-clad legs, as my father, seated beside her, signed the just-in-case 
papers. The nurses populated the room, half to watch and half to wheel in 
the crash cart. 
Dr. B. and his team £littered about, pushing stimulants into my arm as 
they turned the crank on the table up a few more degrees. It was standing 
by the time I saw my heart rate go up to 225.9 I wondered aloud how that 
was possible and how I wasn't, in fact, dead. Nervous laughter filled the 
small space. The sweat began to drip into my eyes, but I couldn't wipe it 
because both of my arms were secured to the table and connected to IVs. 
Time started to move like a parabola. I could feel my heart beating outside 
my chest, could hear my own breath ragged quick-slow-fast, could see a 
pitiful reflection of a not-grown girl in the one-way mirror. I gave in, finally, 
and as my eyes rolled back in my head and commotion overtook the room, 
I thought, they're doing this wrong. 
The fact that I fainted was proof enough to prescribe an admonition to 
avoid exercise, overheating, overexertion and stress through any means nec-
essary, as well as a regular dose of Tenormin, a drug that never stopped me 
from fainting. Years marched by as Dr. B. continued to adjust the dosage, 
but I kept hitting the floor. It was during this period that I had two of my 
major incidents. 
The first happened during my freshman year of high school. It was after 
7 The Mayo Clinic describes it in full on their website: http://www.mayo 
clinic.com/health/tilt-table-test/AN00268. 
8 Seriously, airplane belts. This is an actual medical test. 
9 That's high. I took my pulse just now and my resting heartbeat is at 68. That 
means my heartbeat was more than 3.461 times more than it is at rest. Glad to help 
with the math. 
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a speech and debate club victory, a bright Saturday afternoon. My mom sat 
across the room on the daybed as I told her the highlights of my win, recre-
ating how we'd trounced the other teams. I stood in the open doorway of 
the closet and picked up the hanger that I had left on the desk next to it. I 
had just changed out of the dress I wore to the competition-my favorite-
a long navy blue shift covered with blooming posies and six oyster-shell but-
tons all in a row. I put it on the hanger and was placing it into the closet 
when the world started to spin. Every time I faint, it's the same feeling. The 
world starts fading to black, like in television, and everything moves up and 
to the right over my head and around, like I'm dancing. Then it's total dark-
ness; I have to fight to remain standing and the world turns in directions I 
can't remember. Each episode lasts a long thirty seconds, except for the 
headaches that are always at the end, as if someone is moving into my head 
and hanging pictures inside my skull. Sometimes I'm able to ride the wave, 
remain upright, even smile and pretend I'm not having a physiological 
response. It's pretty easy because most people don't examine you very care-
fully or, if they do, are too embarrassed to say anything unless you indicate 
there's a problem. I never indicate there's a problem. 
During the incident in the closet, Mom said that my voice faded and 
that my eyes grew wide. I see her in my mind, jumping up as my eyeballs 
rolled back into their sockets and I started to sway. Mom did watch me 
closely, still does; she says it's a fact of life about mothers and their kids. She 
sprang off the daybed to catch me before I hurt myself. During her run 
across the eight-foot width of the room, the dress I had hung so carefully on 
the hanger fell from my hands, crumpling into a mess on the floor. My body, 
too, was starting to crumple. I think I remember trying to grab onto the wire 
shelving that held our bath towels and managed to wrap my fingers around 
it, but I tore it from the wall and all of the towels and half of the shelf fell 
and twisted around me. Mom had reached my side by this time, and she 
leaned in to catch me, her pink floral housedress10 swirling around her. She 
did hold me in her arms for a second, but she underestimated my weight 
and promptly dropped me. My forehead banged against the doorway and I 
lO She calls her housedresses "schmatas," Yiddish for rags. If she was just 
hanging out around the house, she always wore a full face of makeup, which I never 
understood. She wouldn't put on shoes or socks, just walk around barefoot in one 
of her schmatas with the mother-of-pearl snaps up the front. I was surprised when 
I learned other mothers don't dress like this. 
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bounced off it, falling at a more acute trajectory. Mom picked me up again 
but slipped. This time, my head met the jagged corner of the wooden desk. 
Mom screamed and bent in to catch me for a third time but couldn't do it, 
even though she put all of her weight into it. I hit the desk again, leaving a 
mark on the varnished finish, then finally hitting the floor. The carpet did 
little to break the momentum, and instead my body reverberated as if I'd hit 
the concrete dead on. 
I awoke on my back, my mother hovering over me on all fours, her face 
a mess of tears and snot and fallen mascara, red from the stress of yelling 
for my father, who was outside and couldn't hear her. She decided not to 
leave me-even to call 911. 
The towels came down with me, and as my eyes started to refocus, I 
could see all of our washcloths scattered around me, the sea foam green of 
the terry cloth clashing with the bright red of my blood clashing with the 
blue of our carpet. "Mom, why are you yelling?" I asked before realizing 
that this chaos was caused by me. They carried me to the car because I was 
too embarrassed for the neighbors to see me get into an ambulance. My 
mother insisted we wait for a plastic surgeon because she knew I would 
carry the scar-nineteen stitches on the upper right of my forehead-like a 
battle wound for the rest of my life. 
Dr. B. upped my medicine, but it didn't make a difference because a year 
later I had another episode. This time, I faded to black in the bathroom, 
knocking out my front tooth on the way down. I knew by then that the med-
icine wasn't ever going to stop my fainting, so I asked to be taken to the den-
tist before the cardiologist. My senior year of high school, Dr. B. finally gave 
up the constant increase/decrease of my dosage and switched me to salt 
tablets to increase my blood pressure, since sometimes people faint because 
their blood pressure bottoms out. It didn't make a difference for me. 
It was on a follow-up visit that I drove five hours home from my 
freshman year of college when I told Dr. B. that I just didn't faint anymore. 
It wasn't true, of course, but I was going to school for theater so had 
learned how to lie. I decided, during my first week in the dorm, to stop 
taking the salt tablets because they didn't help, made me feel bloated, and 
crowded the bathroom sink I shared with three other girls. I figured if I was 
going to faint anyway, I'd rather do it without spending the college-tuition 
equivalent in doctors' bills. I just needed to learn how to hide my fainting 
from everyone else. 
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So Ix-Chel, that's the fertility goddess, is a bit controversial. If you go to 
Cozumel, where I'm headed, she's the moon goddess. She used to hang out 
on the island after she left her abusive sun god husband.1 1 She's the pro-
tector of women during pregnancy and childbirth and, as I've mentioned, 
ups the fertility factor. If you go to the Island of the Women (Isla de 
Mujeres) just an hour to the north, she's worshipped for her role in every 
stage of the life cycle, which means that she's also the keeper of the dead. 
I wonder what it would be like to be well, but know you're sick. When 
I returned from my high school reunion last summer I started reading the 
blog of a classmate of mine. I remember her as an athletic girl, smart and 
funny, always that perfect color of tan. She got the award for perfect atten-
dance because she was never sick. Now she's a carrier for Fragile X syn-
drome. That means she has a 50/50 shot12 at delivering a child with mental 
retardation because of the invisible sickness in her genes. She and her hus-
band decided to adopt a baby instead. 
We've disembarked from the ship and I'm sitting on a bench squinting 
into the afternoon sun. Looking at a map, I realize how far it is from the 
ferry dock to San Gervasio, where the fertility goddess lived. We're going to 
have to take a cab there and I silently curse myself for not having the fore-
thought to take the other ferry, the one that allows you to drive your car 
onto the island. Cozumel, now a cruise stop, is an island swimming with 
tourists and overpriced knick-knacks. Lots of silver and turquoise. It all has 
that sold-on-the-street-in-New-York feel rather than that of hand-crafted 
jewelry made by local artisans. I wish we hadn't come. My husband hails 
down a cab. The driver speaks some English, enough to tell us that the one-
way trip will cost us forty U.S. dollars. I hand him the money and pray to 
God, the one I believe in, that it's worth it. I'm still sick to my stomach. 
Before I came to Mexico, I read a book called How Doctors Think. 13 I 
wouldn't say it's the type of book you bring to the beach, but I enjoyed the 
insights it gave me. Here's the passage that helped me the most: 
As many as 15 percent of all diagnoses are inaccurate, 
according to a 1995 report in which doctors assessed written 
descriptions of patients' symptoms and examined actors simu-
11 I swear that's part of the legend. 
12 That's one in two for you folks keeping track. 
13 Yes, these are the types of books I read for fun. 
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lating patients with various diseases ... 
Experts studying misguided care have recently concluded that 
the majority of errors are due to flaws in physician thinking, not tech-
nical mistakes. 
Let me backtrack to last summer again. I had been hiding my fainting for 
almost a decade. I got really good at disguising it, to the point that I could 
continue a conversation while having an episode. Only my husband knew 
because he watches me closely and picked me up off the floor a few times, 
but I never required a trip to the hospital again. I was in the office of my 
grown-up doctor, Dr. P., an exceptional physician whom I really love. She 
was treating me for my thyroid problem, something I've known about for 
years but simply ignored.14 A problem left unsolved always gets worse, so by 
the time Dr. P. ran my bloodwork, the thyroid diagnosis was set in stone. It's 
lazy, which offends me because I consider myself to be a very hard worker 
and the idea that such a key organ of my system isn't just seems unfair. Dr. 
P. got me started on the right medication but warned me that, until we got 
the dosage right, I shouldn't get pregnant because it's possible I could birth a 
baby with no limbs. That set off a trigger of alarm bells. If my thyroid, which 
doesn't affect me at all, could harm a fetus, what about my fainting? I was 
already feeling anxious about it because, since fainting in Ken's office, it had 
gotten worse. While babysitting our friend's newborn, I got dizzy as I held 
their infant. During rush hour on the Edens, too, but just the once. 
I was afraid so I asked, "What would happen to a fetus if I fainted?" The 
cycle started again as I told her the whole story, all of the fears, my mother's 
and my own, flowed out of me as I sobbed into my doctor's arms. I told her 
how scared I was-not just of fainting six times a day, something I knew I 
couldn't hide much longer-but of the fear of never having children. Of 
dying young. Of all of it. And I don't know if it's something she said or the 
talk or just having a good cry with a doctor who was honest with me, but I 
started returning to doctors, this time missing work instead of school. By 
December, I had racked up $88,000 in medical bills. My left vein collapsed 
again from all of the bloodwork, just like it did when I was twelve. But, 
unlike when I was twelve, they actually found a cure. 
14 During my first year of college, I dismissed my mother's doctor because I 
thought he was a Shylock, but he's the first one who said I had a thyroid problem. 
Oops. 
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After a crazy number of tests, they found out that I don't have a heart 
condition. I fainted because the fluid in my left ear was too high in the 
canal. Four visits with a physical therapist and daily exercises moved the 
fluid back into the inner ear. I haven't fainted in eight months. When I told 
my mother that the doctors had misdiagnosed me, that they finally found a 
cure for my fainting, I also had to tell her that I've been lying to her for the 
last ten years because I didn't want to worry her. She responded that I 
wouldn't understand because a mother always worries. I'd like to be a 
mother who worries. 
So here we are at the entrance gate to the national park. Ix-Chel awaits 
me. The entrance road is dusty and it smells a little in the cab, like some-
thing dying but I don't know what. I befriended Carlos, the driver, on the 
way in, finding it easier to speak with him in my rudimentary Spanish than 
talk with my husband in our complex English. 
He exits the car to negotiate the entrance fee. My husband holds my 
hand as it rests against the tan suede seat. I think about whether or not I'm 
going to leave the goddess the stone in my pocket-both an offering and not 
one-as I try to walk the line of my religion and the beliefs of others. I prac-
tice what I'll say to her in my mind. I thank you for letting me visit you. I, 
too, wanted to make this trek even though your people are not my own. 
Please look upon me kindly in the months and years to come. I wonder, if 
we become pregnant, will I thank God, or Ix-Chel, or both. 
The taxi driver returns to our hot, claustrophobic car. Between his broken 
English and my rusty Spanish, he tells me that we will not be able to visit the 
fertility goddess. The park has now closed. A little yelp escapes my lips. It 
doesn't matter how far we've come, they won't let us in, visiting hours are 
over. I can come back tomorrow, he offers, but I can't. Our flight leaves in the 
morning. I crumple into the seat and my husband rubs my back and this time 
I let him. The taxi driver takes pity on our fallen gringo faces and offers a 
complimentary ride around the other side of the island, to the deserted part 
the tourists never see. My husband nods, but I just stare out the window as 
we whip a U-turn in the dirt road. In my mind, I wave to the goddess whom 
I didn't get to meet and wonder if this will help or hurt our chances. 
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The Pinball Expo 
Maggie Ritchie 
ON ANY OTHER DAY, MY DAD WOULD BE AN OLD, DEAF MA WITH A STUPID 
haircut and too-tight black jeans. On any other day, we would hate each 
other and yell and then not talk. He just wouldn't get it, he would say things 
like "boss" and "bitchin'" in public in a way that mortified me. On any 
other day, I'm just a girl and my dad is just a dad. 
But not at the Pinball Expo. 
At the Pinball Expo, my dad is a celebrity. We won't even make it 
through the doors of the Rosemont Hotel before a man in Hammer pants 
and a baggy High Speed T-shirt will point at him with an outstretched arm 
and whisper loudly to his buddy, "There he is!" My dad will pretend he 
doesn't notice, will walk with more swagger in his hips, put on his reflective 
sunglasses, and make his way to the hotel entrance. 
In the lobby, a man will take my picture for Pin Game magazine. He will 
give me a green rubber Martian, a toy from "Attack from Mars." He would 
have had to go to great lengths to find this toy for me; they are only found in 
the games themselves, no longer in production, and the only Martians that 
exist would be extras that designers kept as trinkets of their own small victo-
ries. The photographer knew I liked the Martians because my dad mentioned 
it in an interview ten years ago. 
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We will run into Jim Camenco, a real, live villain of the coin-operated 
gaming industry. He owns IGT, the most evil of game companies that mainly 
produces slot machines-a vile way to make money, if you ask me. A few 
years ago, my dad decided to venture into the gambling industry (as he 
could see as well as anyone that pinball was failing). He worked for a year 
on this bank-robbery-themed slot. Of course, he put in all the imagination 
and fun he did to his pinball machines: metal-plated gears that he had made 
special, three different barred doors made of three different metals, original 
music and sound he wrote and performed himself. The game was not the 
typical one-armed monster that made a line of lemons when you won, no, 
this machine was genuinely fun, filled with adventure and child-like excite-
ment. He pitched the prototype to IGT, bought a black velvet shroud that 
my mother hemmed so he could present it in a fun way. They passed on it. 
Too expensive to make, Jim said. Two months later, they announced a bank-
robbery-themed slot machine. Motherfucker was low. 
"Hi, Steve," he says to my dad in the lobby, a fire roaring behind him in 
the fireplace. He wears an ugly, smug grin. 
"Hi, Jim," Dad says. He's not shaken, but he wants more than anything 
to just push past him, to get to his safe haven of adoring fans. 
Jim stands in his way. "This your daughter?" He looks me up and down, 
makes my skin want to jump off me and run in the other direction. "She's 
sure grown up." 
My dad nods and takes my hand in his: rough, calloused, the stump of 
his missing finger resting between my pinky and ring finger, and finally 
pushes past Jim. 
We pass by "Conan the Barbarian," an oversized monstrosity that won't 
fit through the doors of the conference room. The steel ball that rests on the 
plunger is as big as a baseball. Conan sits in the hallway alone. 
Through the doors to the conference room comes a blast of dings, metal 
balls being slapped by plastic flippers, wooden flippers, old nerds yelling 
over badly recorded voices and music, each person, each machine trying to 
be heard over everything else. A whiteboard listing winners of the Flip Out 
competition stands near the doors in front of a row of brand new "Pirates 
of the Caribbean" machines, hot off the assembly line. 
Instantly, people notice my dad. Heads turn, fingers point. He doesn't 
notice or, if he does, he hides it well, pretending it's just me and him in that 
room, in this museum of people and his very own art. He recognizes 
someone in a small crowd at the far end of the row of "Pirates" machines 
and drags me to him. 
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"HEY, DUDE! ~COMO?" My dad slaps the man on the back and smiles. 
That man turns to my dad, and two bright little suns turn on in his eyes. 
"Stebe! Ees good to see ju." They hug. 
"MAGGIE, THIS IS JUAN SANTOS. HE'S AN OLD FRIEND. JUAN, THIS IS 
MY DAUGHTER." 
Juan looks confused. "2Su hija?" he asks, pointing at me, then Dad, then 
back at me. 
"WHAT?" my dad yells back. I nod my head yes. 
"2Cuando va usted a hacer un juego de Harley-Davidson?" Juan asks. 
My Dad and I just look back at him, dumbfounded. When I realize how 
little English Juan speaks, I wonder how a deaf man would make friends 
with someone who didn't even speak his language. My dad can make 
friends with just about anyone. 
Juan puts his arms out over his head and revs the throttle on imaginary 
handlebars. 
"YEAH, I'VE STILL BEEN RIDING," Dad says. "EVEN AFTER THIS." He 
waves his stump at Juan. 
Juan laughs and shakes his head. "No, no, no," he says. He makes imagi-
nary handlebars again, then slaps the Pirates machine next to him a few times. 
"Oh!" I say, as if I'd won a game of charades. "He wants to know some-
thing about a Harley-Davidson pinball machine!" 
My dad shakes his head. "HARLEY'S NOT MY BAG," he says. He leaves 
it at that. 
I begin to get bored. I let my eyes wander around the conference room, 
squinting over the visual volume: the brown paisley carpet, the flashing 
lights of a hundred pinball machines, new and old, neon T-shirts and hats 
and buttons. Finally, I spot it: Black Knight 2000. 
Black Knight 2000 is my all-time favorite pinball machine. Yes, it is my 
dad's. Call me biased. But you know what? It's fucking fun. The machine 
was made in 1989, in the golden age of pinball, before pinball began to die, 
before there was a need to have licensed themes, "Pirates," "Spiderman," 
"World Poker Tour." Fuck that. Back then, people like my dad would say, 
"You know what this world needs? A game about knights getting down and 
lancing people in the face." 
The machine has a bottom playfield, painted in black and red with 
yellow lightning bolts. It's got a split-level playfield, three pop bumpers, two 
ramps, two drop targets, a vertical up-kicker, a kick-out hole, a horseshoe 
lane, a magna-save, three different multiball modes (regular three-ball; two-
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ball, "Double Knight's Challenge," and "King's Ransom," a three-ball timed 
wizard mode) and, if you hit the three targets on the drawbridge, it lowers 
and you can kick the ball up the skyway ramp. The best is the backglass. In 
a circle made of lightning bolts, the Black Knight is riding on his black steed, 
which is bucking and looking straight on like it's pissed at something, its 
white mane blowing in the wind. The Knight himself grabs the reins with 
one hand, looks straight at you with his angry red eyes through his gunmetal 
helmet, and holds out two yellow lightning bolts in one mighty fist, his red 
cape behind him like a raincloud. 
I press my hands to the slick wood on the box and let my thumb slide 
down to the start button. The song my dad wrote for it rises up over the din 
of the other machines, the badly recorded intricate metal riff plays out as I 
take the plunger in my right hand and send the ball into the upper playfield. 
I think, as the ball gets jostled back and forth between the bumpers, that 
maybe my dad isn't that embarrassing. Maybe he's kind of cool. 
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In Your Absence 
Christian Woodruff 
ALEX HAD TOLD ME ABOUT DAD'S OPERATION ON THE PHO E, BUT IT WAS 'T 
until I'd seen the bandaged stump of his leg that I finally understood the 
gravity of the word amputated. Gangrene had set in-complications from 
his diabetes-costing him two fingers and most of his right foot. And now, 
at 2:00 AM, the first thing that greeted me on coming back home was his 
wheelchair wedged in the corner of the darkened living room, a blanket 
thrown over its frame. I stared at it for a moment before wheeling it through 
the foyer and into the garage. Duffel bag in hand, I treaded the stairs to my 
bedroom, unchanged since I'd left five years before. 
Dad's funeral was tomorrow. 
In the morning, I stood motionless before the dresser mirror, pondering 
the resemblance of a necktie to a noose. I couldn't make the damn thing work. 
Dad would've known. He'd worn a tie six days a week for thirty years. 
"I thought you were going to shave." Mom was in the doorway, a small 
woman with tired eyes and thinning black hair. Each visit home from 
California had seen her age more, shrunk her down into the nervous woman 
before me. After twenty-five years in the States, her accent was still clear but 
its Thai origin was hard to place. With her navy blue power suit and stiff 
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coif, she was an Asian Hillary Clinton. 
My fingers crept through the patchy growth on my jaw. It'd been over a 
month since I'd last shaved, and I hadn't yet accepted that, as an Asian, I was 
wholly incapable of growing a beard. "When did I say that? I didn't say that." 
"Well, just think about what you look like right now. Dad's family will 
be there, all of you-know-who. Those people," she repeated, obviously 
thinking that I'd remember to whom she was referring. "Aunt Lou, Aunt 
Betty! They'll be sniffing around, and how will they see us? My oldest son 
is fat and my youngest looks like a homeless person! Think of what people 
will see!" She looked me up and down, suddenly more alarmed than she had 
been a moment before. "Is that what you're wearing?" 
"What? What's wrong with what I'm wearing?" Twenty-seven years old, 
and I still had no use for a suit. Buying one solely for a funeral seemed 
morbid, even to me. Had I known about the string of funerals I'd be 
attending in the next few years, I would've just gone ahead and bought one. 
Instead, I was dressed in black from head to toe, all thanks to my low-
paying job at Banana Republic. 
"You look like an undertaker!" 
"It's a funeral, Mom. I'm dressed for the occasion." The two of us 
arguing about black clothing was nothing new. When I was in high school, 
she routinely threw my Metallica T-shirts in the trash under the dubious 
logic that wearing such clothing would make people think I did drugs. In my 
house, it didn't matter whether or not you did something; what counted was 
what the neighbors thought. 
"I just wish you'd try to look nice for a change," she said, storming from 
the room. She stopped in the doorway, swiveling around. "Oh, and by the 
way-I know that you're not in school right now, but if anyone asks, please 
tell them that you're taking classes, at least so it seems that you're doing 
something out there." 
"Um. Mom. I am doing something," I said. "I'm living my life. I don't 
see why I've got to lie about it. It's not like I'm the only person in San 
Francisco who hasn't graduated from college." 
She clenched her fists, arms rigid at her sides. "I don't want them gos-
siping about us!" 
"Why does it matter? When was the last time you talked to any of them? 
Who cares? Why should I lie to people whose opinions mean nothing to me?" 
"Oh, Christian, don't stress out over it!" she blurted, her face angry and 
furrowed. "It's OK to lie if it's for a good reason!" I listened to her footfalls 
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on the creaking stairs. When she was gone, I made one more attempt at the 
knot before pulling it loose and tossing the tie to the floor. Fuck it-I'd still 
look better than anyone else there, tie or no tie. 
Alex was in his bedroom across the hall. Save for a short period after high 
school, he'd lived at home until now. He was thirty-four. I knocked on the 
frame of his open door, watching him struggle into a black, poly-blend jacket. 
"What was that about?" he asked. 
"Eh, Mom's not a fan of the beard." I acknowledged his new clothes 
with a nod. "You found a suit, huh?" The last time I'd seen him in formal 
clothes was at Grandma's funeral fifteen years before, but at his current, 
near three-hundred-pound weight, he had no hope of squeezing into the suit 
he'd worn then. I'd always been taller and thinner than he, but Mom had 
made it a habit of pointing out how badly dressed he was, how he was no 
longer handsome, how he looked like a garbage man. 
"Yeah, took me nearly two days of hitting every suburb on the east side, 
and I end up at Kohl's. Go figure," he replied, bouncing his eyebrows up and 
down. He straightened the jacket and looked into the mirror. The coat clung 
to his shoulders in such a way that I wondered if the seams would split by 
the end of the day. The sleeves hung low over his hands. He looked like a 
gorilla. "I think it looks all right," he said. "I mean, for a hundred bucks, it's 
hard to beat." 
I shrugged. 
In addition to his legal practice, Dad had a part-time job shuttling files 
around northeastern Ohio, "running for the judges," he called it. Alex and 
I called it "running from the judges" in an effort to spice up the most boring 
activity we'd known. We'd spend an entire Friday driving from Cuyahoga 
to Lake to Portage to Geauga to Ashtabula and back, hefting backbreaking 
cartons of legal documents from his Buick Century-six boxes in the trunk, 
four in the backseat, leaving me just enough room to sit and be bored to 
tears. When Alex moved out I still went with Dad whenever school was on 
break, wishing I was somewhere else the entire time. He paid me for my 
time and bought us lunch, though our schedule didn't allow for any sit-
down meals and we had to settle for Burger King on every trip. It's not that 
there weren't other choices-Dad just really liked Burger King. The radio's 
knobs and buttons were slick with french-fry grease. We traded ownership 
of the radio-I learned about the plight of Romanian war orphans from 
Neal Conan while Dad absorbed Aerosmith and Guns N' Roses, though I'd 
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make sure to cough or drop the volume whenever Axl Rose spouted an 
expletive-laced tirade, which turned out to be every two minutes or so. Dad 
would shake his head and decry the vulgarity present in today's music, but 
that didn't stop him from listening to it while I wasn't around. He'd deny it, 
sure, but I found those cassettes in the tape deck on days that I hadn't been 
in the car. I pictured him driving around, rocking out to the Ramones, three-
piece suit and all. For a guy who used to joke that he passed Woodstock on 
the way to the Young Republicans' convention, my dad was pretty cool. 
We were late for the funeral. I drove Mom; Alex went with a friend. He 
rarely drove anywhere on his own, having been diagnosed with severe sleep 
apnea a decade before. He'd also avoided treatment with a determination 
rarely seen from him, allowing the condition to develop into near-narcolepsy. 
No matter the activity, be it eating dinner, watching TV, driving a car-his 
head would loll forward on his bulbous neck, nonsense sputtering from his 
lips as he lost his fight to stay awake. His snores sounded like silverware 
jammed into a garbage disposal, each breath followed by a conspicuous 
silence as the tissues in his throat collapsed, closing off his airway. Like a 
drowning man being pulled from water, he'd jerk forward, gasping, choking, 
and for just a moment he'd look around in confusion until his eyes shut and 
his heaving body sighed back to sleep. When I still lived at home, it was 
common to find him propped against the open refrigerator, head hanging 
low, drool sliding from his mouth in a long strand. I once asked him why, if 
he could sleep practically everywhere else in the world, he never chose to 
sleep in his own bed. Straight-faced, he told me his bed was uncomfortable. 
Mom glanced at the clock. "It's OK if we're late. They'll just go on 
without us. They can do that, right?" 
"They're not going to start without you. Funerals don't start without 
the widow and kids." 
"Oh, I don't know ... I hate to make people wait." 
"Well, they're going to have to. For once you don't have to worry about 
what other people think." 
If what I said bothered her, she made no sign, folding her hands into her 
lap and giving her usual smile, the one reserved for friends and relatives, 
teachers, and girlfriends' parents. Pleased to meet you! it read. Care for 
some tea? She shook her head from side to side, her wiry hair stiff beneath 
a layer of hairspray. Mom had taken to battling hair loss with aerosol cans 
of Aqua Net. "I don't want to make people wait. It's all right if they go 
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without us, isn't it? Because I think it's more important that we make it to 
the service." 
I rolled my eyes. "I don't care about the service, Mom. I haven't been to 
church in years." I glanced over at her, but she had already stopped paying 
attention. It wasn't until we were on the freeway that I realized I didn't 
know the way to the cemetery. "Is it 480 West, Mom? Then to 77 or 71?" 
She looked at me in surprise, as if I'd just casually asked to film a porno 
in her house. "What?" 
"I don't remember-77 or 71?" 
"You don't know?" she asked. 
"No, should I?" 
"I don't know, either." 
"You don't know? Then how the hell ... ?" The three drinks I had 
during my flight had left my eyes bloodshot and my head with a distant 
ache, but I could already tell that by the end of the drive my head would be 
throbbing. "Do you have the obituary? The address will be printed on that." 
She rummaged through the papers in her purse, finally looking at me in 
panic. "I don't know! I thought I did! I thought you'd remember how to get 
there!" 
"But ... I haven't been to the cemetery in, like, five years." 
"Oh, that's not true." 
Exasperated, I flipped my palms up on the steering wheel. "I don't know 
what to tell you. I didn't make a habit of visiting Grandma Straus, you 
know." We were already getting bogged down in the crush of the late-
summer traffic and construction. It was just like those stupid e-mails that 
Mom insisted on forwarding to me: Ohio's state flower isn't the carnation, 
it's the orange construction barrel. "So how do you not know where the 
cemetery is? " 
"Dad knew the way! He couldn't drive the last two years, so I had to 
take him-you know that. He'd tell me the way. You know how mixed up 
I get." Of course she didn't know the way. She had never been good with 
directions or street names. We're talking about a woman who could get lost 
driving home from the job she'd worked at for the last decade, a woman 
who once stopped in the middle of our street for a stop sign that didn't 
exist. She wrinkled her brow. "Are you sure you don't remember? Grandma 
didn't die that long ago." 
"I was fifteen when she died. You didn't even let me drive until I was 
seventeen. Why the hell would I know the way?" I threw my head back and 
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stared out the sunroof, never mind the traffic. If I drove us into a bridge 
abutment, at least the headline would be hilarious: Mother, Son Die on Way 
to Father's Funeral after Losing Directions, Suicide Suspected. "You've got 
to be fucking kidding me!" I shouted. 
"Don't swear, Christian." 
I ignored her, calling Alex from my cell phone. He picked up but fell 
asleep before I'd gotten a sentence out. His snores buzzed through the 
receiver like a landslide of gravel. "Fuck!" I said again, clenching the wheel 
in white-knuckled frustration. She patted me on the shoulder, and then sud-
denly burst into a bright peal of laughter. I glanced over at her, still annoyed, 
but also a little disturbed. All of us-Dad included-would worry when 
Mom started laughing, because that was usually a sign that she didn't know 
what was going on. "What's so funny?" I asked. 
"Oh, it's just something that Dad used to say. You were always running 
late to work and school, or to pick him up when you had the car. And one 
time, he said to me, 'You know, Liz, I know it, I just know it, that Christian 
is going to be late to my funeral."' 
I stared at her as she chuckled, the cheeriest smile on her face that I'd 
seen m years. 
"That's great, Mom." 
There are people who like Cleveland, I'm sure, but I am not one of them. 
Give me hills, give me the ocean, give me something besides dirty concrete 
and billowing smokestacks. Give me San Francisco's pastel stacks of houses 
on hills and its temperate, always spring-like climate. In Cleveland, you're 
either soaking in your own sweat in hundred-degree heat, or you're fighting 
off hypothermia from subzero temperatures. The sun sleeps in winter, hiding 
behind a blanket of clouds. Not that there's anything to see-from sky to 
ground, it's just varying shades of gray. Dad's family was Eastern European 
stock, blue-collar people who had worked the steel mills during World War 
II. They had also run like hell after the civil rights movement-when minori-
ties had moved into their neighborhoods-and settled in areas so far 
removed from the city that they didn't even have mail delivery. The only rem-
nant of their time in Cleveland was the family cemetery, an oasis of ancient 
trees and monuments among the burnt-out gas stations and liquor stores. 
By pure luck I recognized the exit, pulling off the freeway at the last pos-
sible moment. Mom seemed to get her bearings as the miles ticked by, occa-
sionally muttering that things were beginning to look familiar. We passed 
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boarded-up storefronts, their faded signs rusted and worn. A-1 
Transmission and Brakes. Eazee Laundree. The signs shimmered in the 
summer haze. My phone rang, an urgent pulse from where I, paranoid 
about missing a call, had wedged it between my legs. It's hard to miss the 
phone ring when it's wedged under your balls. Alex was on the other end, 
asking where we were. He was awake, at least for the moment. When I told 
him that neither of us knew the way and had gotten lost, he asked how it 
was possible for me not to know. "Why does everyone keep asking me 
that?" I said. "I didn't even have a driver's license the last time I went! Why 
the hell would I remember the way?" 
"Relax," he said. "Everyone's here, everything's fine. Just turn left at 
116th Street and follow it to the end. You can't miss it." 
Five minutes later I turned down 116th, a street lined with battered, 
slump-shouldered houses. We crept by the crooked porches and their dis-
emboweled couches, past cars abandoned on lawns like beached whales. At 
the end of the street, the cemetery gates stood open, waiting. The cemetery 
was huge: sloping hills and mausoleums, granite angels gazing down with 
solemn faces. One lane intersected another, then another, and just when I 
thought that I'd gotten lost again, I saw Eileen's car parked in the shade of 
an ancient oak. She and Alex waved at us, and I pulled behind them, shut-
ting the car off and listening to the motor tick to a cool. His forehead was 
slick with sweat already. A hot, dry wind blew across the hillside, rattling 
the leaves and sending the grass dancing. Alex put an arm around Mom's 
shoulders in a protective gesture. I followed behind in silence. 
The priest presented Dad's ashes in an urn of cool, blue-veined porce-
lain. I read somewhere that running a furnace is expensive, so funeral 
homes have to cremate several sets of remains at the same time. This means 
that the ashes you get at the funeral aren't just your loved one's remains, but 
the remains of other families' loved ones as well. I wondered what per-
centage of the ashes was actually Dad: Fifty? Seventy? I shot an elbow into 
Alex's ribs. He leaned in, and I whispered into his ear. "So do you think 
there's a net weight loss, considering the missing fingers and foot?" 
"Shhh!" he hissed, but a goofy smile was working its way onto his face. 
Those were the kinds of questions that got me suspended all through 
school. I snuck a glance at Mom. Her smile was there, but I wondered 
where she was. 
There was a flimsy memorial at the wake, three sheets of plywood held 
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together with metal hinges. I recognized it as the graph-covered prop from 
my eighth-grade science fair, the one where Dad and I had stayed up all 
night soldering miniature solar panels to radio-controlled cars. I'd neglected 
the assignment until the night before it was due, and despite Dad's best 
efforts the entire project had been a failure, though Dad had convinced my 
teacher to give me a "D." That was Dad, always cleaning up my mistakes. 
I shook the memory away. The display had been covered in bright blue 
construction paper, an intense cobalt that seemed too cheerful for the cir-
cumstances. Dozens of photos lined the board: Dad playing softball, at my 
high-school graduation, playing with the cat my parents had never wanted, 
the one Alex had neglected to take care of. Dad smiled in the photos, a 
cheerful, balding man with an autumn-hued beard, in nearly every picture 
wearing a three-piece suit. A lawyer to the last. I peered closely at one pic-
ture in particular, my father on the phone, a brass nameplate resting on his 
desk. Lawyers Anonymous, it read. I'd had it engraved for him as a birthday 
present, God knows why. I was a pretty weird kid. 
Alex wandered over, wrapped his arm around my shoulders. He had 
gotten rid of his suit coat and looked much more comfortable, though his 
skin still carried a moist sheen. "I think Mom wants to take some pictures," 
he muttered into my ear. 
I looked at him in disbelief. "Here at the wake? Now? Why?" 
He shrugged. "Who knows? It's Mom, you know how she is." He ran 
his hand forward across the short crop of his hair. "How's my hair look?" 
He kept it trimmed so short that I could see his scalp. "It looks fine," I 
said, still shaking my head in wonder. I looked around the room, tinted 
green from the fluorescent lights. Everyone seemed happier to be inside, free 
from the soaring July temperature. Men in baggy suits shuffled along the 
buffet tables. The women's hair had wilted in the heat, their dresses rumpled 
and damp. They had long since blended into a sea of solemn faces. Mom 
was chatting with people I didn't know, enthusiastically nodding. She was 
wearing her smile again. I grimaced and turned back to Alex. "Where does 
she want them?" 
He pursed his lips and shrugged. Again. My shoulders were sore from 
all the day's shrugging. "Right here, I guess." 
"Here?" I jerked my thumb behind me at the science fair memorial. "Is 
she crazy? This fucking thing ought to be on the back of a Burger King 
placemat. It's covered in construction paper, for Christ's sake." 
A long, slow sigh escaped from his mouth, and he seemed to shrink. For 
the first time I noticed how exhausted he was, and a sickening sense of guilt 
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washed over me. I hadn't once asked him how he was doing through all of 
this, acting as if I was the only one here who had lost a parent. "I don't 
know. Whatever she wants, all right?" 
I pushed aside the guilt, finding a cold, reassuring comfort in my anger. 
"It's a wake. Who takes pictures at a wake? What, she's going to put the pic-
tures in the family album? 'Oh, here's me and the kids at Bob's funeral?' 
Funerals are meant to be forgotten, not commemorated." 
"Keep your voice down!" he said, bursting into a near-humorless laugh. 
"I know, OK? But it's what Mom wants, and at this point ... " He exhaled 
and looked at the crowds of people milling about the room. There were at 
least a hundred people present, and I didn't recognize any of them. "Look, 
let's just do it for her so we can get out of here. We'll make Mom happy, 
then we'll leave and I'll buy you a beer." 
I jammed my hands into my pockets and fumed. A stranger approached 
me-a second cousin? A great-nephew? Maybe he wasn't family at all. 
Maybe Dad had just thrown his parking ticket out of court, and the guy was 
here to give his condolences. The man apologized for my loss and I thanked 
him, hating the smile I wore and the hollow words that tumbled from my 
lips that sounded so alien to my ears. As soon as he shuffled off, I grabbed 
Alex's arm and hissed, "Why does everyone keep apologizing? Why are they 
so sad? They don't have anything to feel bad about. They're not the ones 
who've lost someone. What the fuck do they know about it?" I glared at the 
parade of strangers. "I'll give them something to feel bad about." 
Alex hugged me then, a strange sensation given that we are not a family 
who hugs. He crushed me against his avocado-shaped body, slapping me on 
the back with his big hands. I felt like a baby being burped, and imagined 
how funny it would be if I were suddenly to vomit on the floor. 
In the photos, Mom is wearing her favorite smile, beaming as if she were 
in line to meet the Queen of England. To her right, Alex is squeezed into a too-
small suit, smiling as if he didn't know what else to do. I am slightly behind 
and to the left, staring off camera and scowling. My shirt is open to the second 
button, and I regret my decision not to wear a tie. A casual observer wouldn't 
think that I was at my father's funeral-it looks like I'm going to a cocktail 
party. In each shot, I'm backing up, slipping farther and farther out of frame, 
and by the last of the series, I've almost slipped out of the picture entirely. My 
fingers trace the edges of the paper. I hold my thumb over each face, one by 
one. I can't figure out who these people are supposed to be. 
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Where Pico Meets Lincoln 
Kristen Fiore 
THE FOOD MART FACED SOUTH, ITS HUGE, YELLOWED WINDOWS LOOKING DOWN 
Lincoln, past where I stood facing it-watching the whole building through 
the window of a phone booth, watching it slice the darkness of the night in 
half-the whole thing pulsating like a bright yellow heart. 
"Things are going to change," Jack said over the phone. "For both of us. 
For the good." 
I cringed. I wasn't really into the concept of change; I'd had enough of 
it for a while. Eight months before, I moved from a small town in New York 
to Santa Monica, California, to live with George, a guy I barely knew who 
was ten years older than I. 
"Once we're together, Kristen, things will be better," Jack added. 
I looked down, and in the corner of the phone booth were broken, 
cloudy shards of a crack pipe that hadn't been there the day before. The 
smell of fresh piss burned my throat. Jack's voice crawled into my ear and 
made it itch. 
Across the street, the front door to the Food Mart exploded open, 
flooding the parking lot with more bright yellow light. A woman appeared 
in the doorway, her huge purse flying out of the Food Mart and into the 
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newspaper box to the left of the entrance. The eerily quiet block of Pico and 
Lincoln echoed with the sound. 
She was tall, with olive skin jaundiced by the light surrounding her. She 
wore a tight, pink skirt that clung to every roll of her thick, figure-eight 
body. From the top of her head, messy brown curls poured around her sour, 
clenched face. She kicked hard at the door as it closed behind her. 
Jack was still talking on the other end of the pay phone-breathless and 
excited as he continued to talk about our future together. Everything he said 
was supposed to be followed by something breathless and hopeful-I'd seen 
all the movies. I found myself saying them back sometimes; sometimes I 
even meant them. All I was thinking now was that probably anything was 
better than this. Anything. I knew Jack didn't want to hear that, so instead 
I just breathed into the phone hard, so he would know I was still there. 
The woman across the street kicked the newspaper box with the quick 
lightning bolt of her white high heel. The box rocked back and forth, threat-
ening to fall over, then righting itself at the last moment. Huddling around 
the far right corner of the Food Mart, a group of boys in long black jeans 
and crisp white tank tops finally turned toward her. 
Their "leader," Jose-whose name I had come to know during my fre-
quent trips into the Food Mart to buy phone cards to call Jack-said some-
thing loudly in Spanish that sounded like an insult, and his boys mimicked 
him. They all grabbed at their crotches and thrust them at her, and from 
where I was standing in the phone booth, I could see their lips curl into 
angry, crude smiles. 
She said something back, waving her purse at them and swinging it back 
to crash into the newspaper box. They yelled at her again, and she slammed 
her hands hard onto her round hips. The boys tsked at her. They spat on the 
sidewalk towards her, then waved her off with their long, lanky arms cov-
ered in cheap black tattoos. 
She was lucky, I thought, as I continued to watch her gather things that 
had fallen out of her purse. 
A week before some guy in an Oakland Raiders jacket-the puffy kind that 
was real popular back then in the '90s-stopped too long outside that news-
paper box to light a cigarette and found himself face down against the concrete, 
four pairs of olive-colored knuckles beating his face into the concrete. 
Jack had heard the whole thing through the phone-the yelling and the 
crashing and the cursing in Spanish that ended with sirens. He was upset 
that George would move me three thousand miles away from home to live 
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in a neighborhood like that. I think maybe he was more upset that I wasn't 
as scared as I should have been, that inside the phone booth I felt invincible. 
"But I don't live around here. I live in the good part of Santa Monica," 
I had said the next day. "I'm only over here to call you." 
In the part of Santa Monica where Pico Boulevard met Lincoln 
Boulevard-where diagonally across the street from my phone booth was 
an old deli with the words FOR SALE (without a phone number) painted 
over the boarded-up windows, and where the I-10 expressway ran east and 
west behind the Food Mart, diverting traffic from Los Angeles to the 
ocean-that newspaper box wasn't filled with the L.A. Times. 
Instead, it was where those skinny boys with tattoos they weren't even 
old enough to have kept the drugs they sold. These things happened just a 
few blocks north of my apartment, where nannies wiped baby spit off $400 
strollers and people paid other people to walk their dogs because they were 
too busy or just didn't want to carry around a paper bag filled with dog shit. 
"Are you there?" Jack asked. 
"I'm here," I whispered. "I'm here." 
"Have you thought about it? About San Francisco?" Jack whispered 
back. "Have you thought about when?" 
Across the country in New York, Jack was sitting on his couch, long, 
black hair falling over his deep green eyes-his body probably a little leaner 
than the last time I had seen him over a year ago-waiting to move to San 
Francisco where he had taken an amazing job with a Silicon Valley start-up 
company, the best kind of job you could get in 1999, one he had taken 
mostly because it was closer to me than any job he would have in New 
York, waiting to find out when I was going to leave George and come live 
with him in San Francisco. 
The woman across the street ambled toward me now, dragging her purse 
across the pothole-covered parking lot. Her breasts chugged as she walked. 
She looked west down Pico to where the ocean was somewhere, then at the 
boarded-up deli where empty bottles rolled around in the wind, and then 
straight at me. 
"Hey, you in there!" she yelled. "I gots to make a call right quick." 
She crossed Pico, under the traffic light, which made her tight, white 
tank top glow green. She kept waving her arm at me, still dragging her purse 
behind her. 
"You have to go?" Jack huffed. 
All of our conversations ended abruptly. This was the consequence of 
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our having a secret relationship over the phone. Jack liked to spend time at 
the end of the conversation saying over and over again for me to have a 
good night or a good afternoon and how much he cared about me in case 
the world ended between phone calls. I kind of hated people like that. I 
wondered if that meant I kind of hated Jack. 
Fortunately, the phone-card operator interrupted us to announce that I 
had one minute left on my calling card. Over her voice, I yelled good-bye. 
Over her voice, Jack yelled that he loved me. I hung up quickly. 
It wasn't that I didn't want to say it back-the whole "I love you" 
thing-because I had said it to him, honestly, for months, but saying it now 
made me well up inside, a rising rush of tears always ending with a pool 
around my eyes. I was starting to question not only whether I actually loved 
Jack, but how he could love me when he knew I was lying every day to a 
person who at some point for the past eight months probably loved me? 
I opened the phone booth and the woman was right there. Her eyeliner 
was smudged, making her left eye look like a bruise, her lip liner just out-
side the natural line of her top lip. Around her neck was a gauzy pink scarf, 
its delicacy out of place, tied in a knot under her right ear. 
"You OK, mama?" she asked. 
"Yeah, yeah," I nodded. 
"You's crying. Ain't nothing ever OK when a pretty chica like you is 
crying inside some phone booth." 
I watched her mouth as she talked. A piece of her front tooth was 
missing. For some reason it didn't make her less attractive; instead it made 
me want to reach a finger between her lips and touch the spot where the 
corner of her tooth had been chipped away. 
I touched my face and my cheeks were wet. I didn't know when I had 
started crying. Crying had always been something I didn't do before I moved 
to California. We just didn't cry in my family, but once I moved, it became 
something I was always doing: television dramas and Lifetime movies where 
the girl got the guy, homeless people asking for change, huge groups of 
people laughing, kids swinging on swings, Jack telling me he loved me, 
George not telling me he did-anything and everything made me cry. 
"I'm fine," I shrugged. 
I looked down at her breasts. A cross tattooed over her heart rippled 
above the neckline of her tank top. 
"If a man is making you cry, chica, take it from Roberta that it is better to 
be angry than it is to be crying." She waved a finger in my face and moved her 
head back and forth. "You just get real angry, chica, and everything will be OK." 
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I nodded and smiled weakly, rubbing the tears into my cheeks with the 
back of my hand. She stared at me really hard for a minute, and I wondered 
what she saw. I wondered if she saw past the mousey brown hair I'd cut off 
in the bathroom a few weeks before or the expensive jeans George had 
bought me for Christmas or the worn-out black sweatshirt I wore every day 
so I wouldn't stand out. 
She smiled back. I moved past her to let her get into the phone booth. 
"Do you have change for a dollar, mami?" she asked. "That pendejo at 
the Food Mart wouldn't give me change unless I bought something, and 
nothing in there cost less than a quarter." 
I shrugged and pulled out a handful of change from my sweatshirt 
pocket. I let it fall slowly in her upturned palm that was waxy and white in 
the streetlight. She offered me a crumpled dollar, but I waved it away. 
"Gracias, chica. Remember, be angry, not sad," Roberta said. 
She shut the accordion door and turned her back to me. 
I walked home-past two blocks' worth of tall, brick apartment build-
ings that were covered in ivy, all the windows dark and protected by high, 
iron fences, past a locked-up playground with huge, swirling, plastic slides 
and metal swings that creaked in the wind. 
I walked, watching the bad part of Santa Monica melt into the good 
part, thinking about who Roberta might be calling, and I thought about 
whether she had someone waiting at home, if people like her even had 
people waiting at home, and I wondered if I even had the strength, or mostly 
the right, to be angry when I got home and realized it was almost midnight 
on a Friday night and the apartment was empty and dark because George 
wasn't even home yet. 
I woke up to George's crotch in my face. 
He stood on my side of the bed, the zipper of his jeans was down and 
he was whispering my name. 
I clenched my jaw, fighting the rising sensation of puke and tears in my 
throat. We hadn't had sex in a month. I mean, if you called it sex. I usually 
just lay there in the dark, barely moving while he coated my face and my 
chest with the sweet stench of whiskey. That was not sex to me. Back then, 
I didn't really know what sex was supposed to be. I just knew it probably 
wasn't supposed to be like that. I often thought about replacing myself with 
a blow-up doll or something, just to see if he would notice a difference. 
I squeezed my eyes tightly, hoping he wasn't trying to get a 7:00 AM 
blow job out of me, like he had a few weeks before-making roundabout 
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comments about how he paid all the bills, as he rubbed his naked body 
against mine. I'd spent the rest of that morning brushing my teeth until my 
gums bled while submerged up to my neck in lukewarm water in the bath-
room, my tears and the toothpaste running down my chin, making the 
water cloudy and salty. 
"Kristen," he whispered again. 
I popped one eye open and his crotch was gone, covered by the hem of 
his blue dress shirt he was tucking into his jeans. He zipped up his fly, and 
I sat up. He leaned down and brushed my forehead with his lips. He smelled 
like coffee and fruit. 
"Do me and you a favor today? Go outside? Maybe, you know, do 
something other than sit on that computer all day," George smirked. 
"I'm writing on that computer all day." 
George laughed. It was condescending and angry. I wanted to bash the 
two-hundred-dollar lamp on my nightstand into his face. His green eyes, 
which just a year ago I had thought were so beautiful, were just dark angry 
slits framed by his square cheeks. 
I met George when I was seventeen in New York, in a bookstore, of all 
places. He was twenty-seven. He excited me. He promised me that amazing 
things would happen to me in Santa Monica. I told him about my life in 
poverty in one of the richest places in the world, the Hamptons, and he said 
I should come to California, live with him, write the story, that he would 
show it to the right people, that I could be famous. 
The moment I turned eighteen, I dropped out of college and moved to 
be with him, desperate for something electric. I found out that life was 
exciting for George, because George edited television shows, movies, and 
commercials for almost every production lot in Hollywood. 
"I have a long day today and then a long night in the Valley. I'll be home 
late again," George told me as he adjusted his shirt in front of the mirror at 
the end of our bed "Go outside. Sit on the beach." 
"I don't want to go to the fucking beach," I mumbled. 
Truth was that the beach was the only thing that made me feel at home 
in California. As a kid, I would spend every Saturday at the beach with my 
mother, and she would literally have to drag me out of the water as the sun 
began to sink into the Atlantic Ocean; by the end of August, my legs and 
arms and face were always the color of a well-roasted peanut. 
"Go the fuck outside," George seethed. 
With that, he was gone. I listened to the front door click shut. In the 
building behind ours a screen door slammed, and I listened to the Indian 
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couple with the always-screaming children exchange good-byes in Hindi. 
Even in a language I didn't understand, I could hear the love in their voices. 
The morning was so quiet I could hear the length of their kiss, hear how 
long it took their bodies to separate. 
I fell back into bed clutching the blanket against my body, my cheek 
pressed into my pillow that slowly began to grow damp. 
A few days passed and I was stretched out in the phone booth, my legs 
reaching toward the open accordion doors, listening to Jack tell me all 
about packing. He talked about how he couldn't believe that his whole life 
had to fit into a U-Haul by the end of next week. 
The days before I had left New York almost a year before, I didn't have 
a U-Haul. George had said I should pack just the things I really needed, that 
he would get me whatever I wanted once I got to California. The thing was, 
I felt like I needed everything: my stereo, my CDs and record collection, a 
whole bookcase full of books, the huge wooden desk the size of a small 
dining-room table, the fireplace, the tree outside my window that turned 
bright red in September, my mother and brother and maybe even my whole 
town. I ended up taking my CDs, records, and one album filled with photos 
of everyone I wished I could take with me. I had never really intended to 
stay in California. 
I didn't tell Jack that, though. I knew it would terrify him to know that 
even if I did come to be with him in San Francisco, a life he had chosen 
because of me, it was pretty obvious that I wouldn't end up staying. 
Suddenly, Roberta was leaning casually against the phone booth. She 
was wearing a short black skirt with slits up the sides, exposing the hills and 
valleys of her cellulite, and a tight pink tank top. She put one white high-
heeled foot inside the phone booth to steady herself on the uneven ground. 
She looked at me and then started digging into her purse. 
"I have to go," I told Jack. "I'll call you tomorrow." 
I pulled myself up and hung up the phone. I didn't want to have to hear 
him say "I love you" again and not say anything back. It was starting to 
make me feel bad. 
Roberta pulled a soft pack of cigarettes out of her purse and tapped one 
out. She waved the pack at me, offering. I shook my head. She shrugged and 
lit her cigarette. 
"Why you always on the phone?" she asked. 
She exhaled a long cloud of smoke over her shoulder, away from me, 
courteous. The wind blew it back at both of us. I wondered if I should tell 
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her. I wondered if I told her I would start to feel better about this secret rela-
tionship I had with Jack. 
"I just am," I said, instead. 
"You don't got one at your house? A phone, I mean." 
"I do." 
"Don't want someone knowin' who you is calling?" 
Roberta inhaled again. This time she exhaled out of her nose. Her nos-
trils became the size of quarters. 
"Something like that." 
"Your mama don't like your boyfriend or something?" 
I felt like she had punched me in the stomach. George had been the first 
boyfriend I ever had that my mother had never met. Even though we talked 
almost every afternoon, she and I didn't talk about him at all. 
"My mom lives in New York, so she doesn't know about my boyfriend." 
"Oh. You's not from around here?" 
"No," I said. "I'm from New York." 
"My little sister, she lives in New Jersey." 
I nodded. 
"So, what? What you doing then, chica? You hustle or something like 
that? You don't look like no hustler." 
She looked at me hard as she said this. The lines of her eyes were sharp-
I wondered if they were lines of concern or fear that I was some sort of com-
petition to her turf, like maybe I charged less for a blow job than she did. 
"No," I told her. 
"So, you just use this phone to call people instead of using the one in 
your house?" 
"Yeah." 
She flicked ash onto the sidewalk; it sea ttered in the wind. 
"If you is lucky enough to have a phone in your house, then use the 
phone in your house, chica. If I had a phone in my house, I wouldn't ever 
leave until I had to." 
I nodded. I bet she would have had a pink phone. Plastic, with a rotary 
dial and a long cord that could extend across the whole length of her house. 
"Why do you use the phone, then?" I asked. 
"Why do you think I use the phone, chica?" 
"To call people you don't want anyone else to know you're calling?" 
She snickered. A choking sound rumbled out of her throat. She inhaled 
hard and exhaled again. Her face stayed sour for a moment. She sighed real 
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hard like she was about to say something she'd never said before. 
"I call my man from this phone. When I call him, I tell him I is ready to 
get picked up." 
"To go where?" 
"Somewhere else," Roberta's face twisted again. I wondered if she 
thought I was an idiot. She gave me this look that was unapologetic but also 
somehow heavy with shame. I wanted to touch her shoulder, squeeze it 
really tight and feel her probably warm skin in my hands. I wanted to tell 
her that I didn't think she was a bad person. I wanted her to tell me that I 
wasn't a bad person. 
"Do you need to use the phone?" I asked. 
"Not yet." 
"Why do you do it?" 
I held my breath after I said it, surprised that I had dared to ask. She 
didn't flinch. 
"It's easy. I get paid. I don't have to cash no check or nothing. I don't 
have to wear a uniform or say thank you or please or nothing, unless they 
pay me extra." 
"Must be nice," I said. 
I put my finger in the loop the phone cord made and twisted it around 
my knuckle. I watched my skin go white. 
"What you do, chica? When you ain't calling people on this phone, I 
mean." 
"I live with my boyfriend. I do nothing." 
"Must be nice," Roberta said. 
We locked eyes. She winced out a smile and I did too. A wind kicked up, 
a wolf of a sound, cutting our conversation in half. 
"I'm gonna go," I said. 
I motioned to move past her. She stumbled away from the phone booth, 
her high heel catching in the space where the ground moved into concrete. 
I lunged for her elbow and caught her just as she was about to fall. Her still-
lit cigarette singed my hair. 
"I'm so sorry!" we both said at the same time. 
I laughed. She stood up and dusted the ash out of my chin-length hair. 
"You be careful, chica," Roberta said sternly. 
"You too." 
We nodded at each other. She stepped inside the phone booth, closed the 
door and shut out the wind. I shoved my hands into my jeans, pulled the hood 
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of my sweatshirt up, and walked all the way home with the wind in my face. 
"Jessica is going to drive me to San Francisco now," Jack told me a week 
later. 
The sun had started to set, laying down oranges and yellows the length 
of Pico Boulevard. I blinked into the colors and fingered the keypad of the 
pay phone. 
"Oh?" I asked. "That sounds fun?" 
Jessica was Jack's ex-girlfriend who he still lived with. They had dated 
since they were sixteen. After seven years, it all had melted into a weird 
friendship speckled with sex until it just ended, a month before we became 
friends again. 
"We were thinking of stopping in Los Angeles on our way there." 
I gulped. 
Across the street at the Food Mart, Roberta was watching the sun set. 
She was wearing her bright pink skirt, her hair pulled tight and smooth off 
her face. She leaned against the newspaper box, her purse on top of it. I was 
relieved to see her. 
"You are what?" I asked Jack. 
Roberta pulled her cigarettes from her purse. She put one between her 
lips. She gazed back at the sun again. Her skin glowed yellow. 
"You heard what I said. I want to come to Los Angeles before San 
Francisco. I want to eat a taco with you on the beach." 
Across the street, Roberta lit her cigarette. Her face pinched in the 
middle as she inhaled, the end of the cigarette glowing red. The boys on the 
corner watched her. They watched the street. They watched me. They 
watched the sun and the sky. Jose was wringing his hands. They were ner-
vous . I wondered if I should be, too. 
"I don't know, though, about you coming," I coughed. "With George 
and everything." 
Jack sighed again. 
"It's just a few hours. It would be stupid for me to come to L.A. and not 
see you." 
"It's stupid for you to come to L.A. in the first place." 
A Cadillac pulled into the parking lot of the Food Mart. Jose ran up to 
the passenger side window. Roberta watched him duck down. 
"I've never seen L.A." 
"Don't you have to be in San Francisco by next week? Doesn't coming 
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here just add time, Jack?" 
"Not really," Jack huffed. 
"It's not logical," I huffed back. 
I watched Jose walk toward the newspaper box, his hand deep in his 
pocket. I felt eyes on me suddenly. I looked at the street in front of me, and 
under the traffic light the Cadillac was sitting still, waiting for the light to 
change. From behind the tinted driver-side window, I could see the huge 
round face of someone staring back at me. 
I turned away from the street. I tried to do it casually. I knew that across 
my face had been a look of terror. I felt the rigidness in my cheeks. 
I pressed my back against the wall of the phone booth that faced the 
Food Mart. The metal band that separated the top window from the bottom 
window was jagged. It dug into my back. The chord of the phone twisted 
against my stomach. 
"How is it not logical?" Jack asked. 
I thought about the United States, laid out really flat in front of me. I 
saw all the states, pink and yellow with highways for veins. I thought about 
my eighth-grade softball coach, who was also my biology teacher, teaching 
us how to run bases on the third day of practice-teaching us about how 
the fastest way from point A to point B is a straight line. I thought about 
how Jack would not be going in a straight line to San Francisco and how 
wasteful it would be. I want to tell him all this, about the softball and my 
coach and the straight lines and even how once I had hit my softball coach 
right in the eye during pitching practice and he made me run ten laps around 
the field for thinking it was funny. I went to tell him all that, my effort to 
make it sound casual but insightful at the same time, when from behind me 
I heard shouting and laughter. 
I twisted back around. I was completely caught in the length of the 
phone cord. 
In front of the Food Mart, Jose and his friends had surrounded Roberta. 
Their crotches pushed out towards her. Their bodies curved. Their heads 
dropped down to their chests. They were backward Ss. They were touching 
her hips, her rolls of fat pushing up out of her skirt, softened by her black 
T-shirt. They were skimming her breasts. They were breathing on her shoul-
ders, exposed by the jagged scissor marks where she had cut out the collar 
of her cheap dollar-store T-shirt. They were smirking at her. They were 
smirking at each other. They dipped down to her body to smell her. They 
bobbed and smirked and pinched and pulled at her. 
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"Get away from me, pendejo," I could hear her shriek. "I am too expen-
sive for you messenger boys. Go home to your mamas." 
They kept touching. Groping. She pushed them away. Smacking away 
their hands the way a mother smacks the hands of an impatient child. One 
of them put his hand on the back of her head and grabbed all of her hair, 
pulling her head back. 
In the light of the window of the Food Mart, her face wasn't scared. It 
was irritated. Bothered. 
I wanted to run across the street. I wanted to shoo them away from her. 
I thought this might be a good idea. I thought that maybe they would 
respect me. I realized that they would know, instantly, that I didn't know 
about their lives, that I was new to this. New to big cities. New to clusters 
of people who were not like me. They knew I grew up in a town where there 
were only five black people, I thought, where stuff like this might have hap-
pened, but everyone made sure that it happened where no one could see it. 
I stayed inside the phone booth. Across the street, the door of the Food 
Mart slammed open.The night cashier edged out of the door. He was a huge 
black man, head the size of a bowling ball and just as shiny. His body was 
almost wider than the door. In his hand, he held a long, black, square gun. 
"GET THE FUCK AWAY FROM HER," the cashier hollered. "I AM SICK 
OF YOU COCKSUCKERS!" 
I shuddered. 
He waved the gun into the air with both his hands. He did it so easily-
like a little boy playing cops and robbers-that I realized he had done all of 
this before. 
I felt like I was going to pee my pants, right there in the phone booth. I 
thought about how it would be OK. Someone had already beaten me to it, 
and I would not be the last. 
Jose and his friends peeled away from Roberta. Jose pulled open the 
L.A. Times newspaper box, pulled out their stash. They all watched the 
cashier who was a statue in the doorway. 
Then Jose and his friends strolled away-strolled away as if the cashier 
was pointing a Nerf Gun at them, only foam bullets inside. 
Roberta was still pressed against the side of the building. Her cigarette 
moved in and out of her mouth, casually. 
"Kristen? " Jack yelled. 
I jumped and gripped the phone. 
"I gotta go," I whispered and hung up the phone before he could say 
anything more. 
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For the first time in a long time, I regretted hanging up so quickly, as I 
watched the sun bounce off the gun in the cashier's hand. 
I thought maybe I should have told Jack I loved him, just so I could hear 
him say it back to me; just in case I died right then and there, I would have 
heard those words from someone who meant them. George hadn't said 
them since New Year's Eve. I ached to hear them from anyone, really, in the 
silence of the phone booth. 
As Jose reached the sidewalk, he swiftly reached into the front of his 
pants with his right hand. His friends followed. They turned back to face the 
cashier who was still looming in the open door. 
I felt the gunshots before I heard them, heard them before I even saw the 
guns. The bullets rumbled in the air, striking siding and glass with sounds 
that shot right through my chest. 
Jose was running east down Pico, away from the sun, the rest of his boys 
in a straight line behind him, square, black guns extended from their skinny 
arms as they rushed away, still shooting. 
The cashier lost his composure. Instead of ducking back into the Food 
Mart, he started to shoot back, and the gun was a wild animal in his hands. 
It sprayed the air and the sidewalk with bullets. The cashier had obviously 
held the gun more than he had ever shot it. 
Jose and his friends were gone before the cashier finished shooting. The 
air was heavy with the smell of gunpowder. 
For a second, everything seemed normal, but then that second was over. 
I couldn't breathe. I wanted to scream, but my mouth wouldn't open. I 
grabbed at my jeans. They were dry and for some reason I was relieved for 
a second that I had been able not to piss my pants, but then I ran my hands 
over my chest and when I pulled them away, they were covered in tiny white 
splinters of glass. 
The top window of the phone booth had been shot out, and even though 
the window exploded glass all over me, I hadn't noticed. 
My cheek began to burn. I touched it with my hand. Blood dripped off 
my fingertips. 
Across the street, Roberta was screaming. 
"My leg," she screamed. "My fucking leg!" 
She was still leaning against the newspaper box, and huge rocks of glass 
were everywhere from where the safety glass of the front windows had 
crumbled around her, and the length of her right leg was covered in thick, 
red blood; and it pooled on the concrete, making it black. 
I pulled open the phone-booth door, and I tried to run but I was 
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still wrapped in the phone cord, it digging into my shoulders and my breasts 
and my stomach, choking my skin. I clawed the receiver off the hook and 
got myself untangled and stumbled out of the phone booth, catching the 
concrete with my hands, making them sting. I righted myself, and I looked 
south down Lincoln to where my apartment was, just a few blocks away, 
but then I heard Roberta behind me, and she was screaming so loud I 
couldn't block it out. 
I bolted across the street, and when I got up to where she was still 
standing, she started to scream at me that I shouldn't come near her, that I 
should go home, and that I should go before the cops came, and that if 
anyone asked I didn't see anything, and she screamed all of this at me while 
her leg was bleeding, and she stopped screaming for a second and whispered 
really calmly at me that she was telling me this because if I said anything my 
pretty white face would be dead because they all knew, all the boys knew I 
was there, and the whole time blood just poured down her calf and into her 
shoe and onto the concrete, and the smell of it was thick and sweet. I whis-
pered back that I hoped she was going to be OK; I looked at the blood 
gushing out of her shoe like a waterfall and pushed the puke rising in the 
back of my mouth back down, and I ran home. 
I passed the yellowed windows of apartments and a woman walking her 
dog and a man on a set of expensive rollerblades, and I ran over perfectly 
drawn hopscotch squares in bright purple chalk, and I locked myself in the 
bathroom, and I curled up into a ball on the floor, and I pressed my face 
against the black-and-white tiles. 
My face burned hot. The tiles were cold. 
The blood slid down my cheek, and I felt its color seep into my pores 
and slither over my trembling lips, and I heard it pitter-patter into the caulk, 
staining it red. 
I didn't bother to lift up my face to wipe it away. 
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The Ends 
Samuel 0. Snow 
I WAS YOUNG. I HAD DROPPED OUT OF COLLEGE. I WASN'T SURE WHAT THE HELL 
I was going to make of myself or this life, and so I fell into a malaise. You 
have to understand, there wasn't much left on the bones of Youngstown in 
the nineties, not if you wanted to do something beyond serving dinner, 
stocking products, or selling cars. 
On one bright autumn day, I went into the old, tan, one-story ranch 
house when no one else was home, went into my father's bedroom, slid a 
long cardboard box out from underneath his bed, lifted it onto his bed-
spread, flipped the lid, saw the rifle's barrel shiny with WD-40, placed it on 
the lid, pulled out the poorly translated instruction manual, assembled the 
rifle, confident that the drawings were accurate and that I was interpreting 
them correctly, loaded three rounds into the little clip just in case, set the 
stock on the blue carpet, looked around the room, out the window where 
leaves fell and lit up in the shafts of late-afternoon sun, tasted a breeze as it 
flowed through the house, wrapped my lips around the barrel, and realized 
that I couldn't reach the trigger. 
So I curled my toes and peeled off both socks (for the symmetry of it), 
hooked my right big toe behind the trigger guard, inhaled, and stomped. 
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Click. 
I leaned back, pulled the rifle close to me and saw that, by all appear-
ances, the weapon should have fired. I ejected the round, chambered 
another, and tried again. 
Click. 
My nose began to run. Then the tears came. But I was smiling, then 
laughing, then hysterical. I tried to kill myself and failed. In a long line of 
failures, this was by far the most inane. 
I disassembled the weapon, stuffed the parts back into the molded foam 
that cradled them, and slid the box back under my father's bed, smiling the 
entire time. 
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Corner Store 
Francesca Thompson 
You KNOW THESE GIRLS. THEY ARE THE GIRLS WHO PLAY ON THE HARD DIRT LAWNS 
of the boarded-up homes of the Ida B. Wells. They play jacks, scrabble at the 
tarnished metal toys with their hands, ashy black knuckles. They are black 
from head to toe and they wear their dark, hopelessly knotted hair in matted 
braids clipped with colorful plastic barrettes. They are the blackest of the 
black girls, the worst sort of black girls. Their barrettes are shaped like lady-
bugs and flowers and fish. They are pink, yellow, and blue. They come from 
the dollar store. You see these girls, but you don't see them. You see their 
baggy, printed T-shirts, worn jeans, and scuffed, white shoes with untied 
shoelaces, kicking at the dust on the curb. You know these girls, but you 
don't know them. 
They have touched a gun and shivered at the inexplicably cold, heavy 
metal. They have beds with unwashed sheets, no ruffles. They have naked 
baby dolls without bottles, checkerboards missing pieces. They watch their 
fathers take swigs from a glass whiskey bottle while on their backs under-
neath a beat-up car that is propped up on cement blocks in the alleyway. It's 
a hopeless car, a '66 Mustang or a Thunderbird with clanking parts, too far 
rusted to be fixed. The fathers swallow the whiskey, smack their lips and 
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say, "She's a helluva beauty. I don't care what no one say. This is a beautiful 
car." Sometimes they get hugs from their fathers, who have that smell about 
them, the smell of old apple cider and sweat and smoke. They get hugs and 
feel their fathers' hair, which is curly and rough like the hard side of a 
Scotch-Brite sponge. 
They will walk into the corner convenience store with a swagger, their 
plastic barrettes on the ends of their braids clicking together, making sounds 
like maracas. In the sweets section of the store, colorful packages are 
arranged on the shelves; these girls rub their small fingers along the paper, 
hold the bags to their noses and sniff. The cashier peers unabashedly at them 
from behind the counter and coughs loudly. If each of the girls has fifty 
cents, which they sometimes do, they can buy and share a package of 
M&Ms. They sit down on the curb outside of the store, lined up next to 
each other like dominos, hips touching. They pass the small, brown bag 
between them and take turns popping the chocolate candies into their 
mouths and rolling them over their tongues, savoring the melting sweetness. 
Sometimes they pester each other, dare each other to flirt with the con-
venience-store cashier, the only non-black person for miles around. He is not 
black, they know this, but he still has dark skin and dark hair. They know 
his hair is too straight to be black hair and his voice not deep enough. They 
laugh at his prickly little moustache, and he sits behind the register and fin-
gers its keys, staring down at the girls' dirty shoes. When one of them works 
up enough courage, she walks to the front counter and smiles at the man, 
batting her short, black eyelashes. He draws back from her, as if she is a pile 
of dirty laundry. When she is finished, she turns around and joins her friends 
outside the store, and they shriek with laughter, clapping and hooting. You 
know these girls. 
These are girls who chew Bubblicious gum and jump rope with defunct 
orange extension cords, playing double Dutch with vigor on the city side-
walks. They still hold to the notion that boys their age have cooties and 
won't admit that they feel anything other than disgust for them. The girls 
spit at those cracked basketball shoes and walk away, arm in arm, smacking 
their gum. 
Arlene Colder is this girl; she is one of them and she is all of them. Her 
favorite dress is white with round, red apples printed on the fabric, puffy 
sleeves, and a lace-trimmed hem. It is from Bloomingdale's, a gift from her 
dead grandmother. The other girls don't believer her; they say her mother 
probably made it, or they say she got it from a bin at the Salvation Army. 
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They never met her grandmother. The dress is dirty now, worn with small 
holes, the fabric pilling in the underarms. Arlene wears it almost every day, 
especially to church. But the other girls, they think it's ugly, and they say she 
must have gotten it from the Goodwill. 
Arlene spends most of her time with Shandy and Priscilla outside of the 
convenience store. They are the blackest of the black girls, their dark skin 
ashing like dust at their knees and elbows and on their foreheads. They suck 
on candy cigarettes and pretend they can smoke like their mothers, the 
sugar settling like a skin on their gapped teeth. Shandy picks at a dark scab 
on her arm and blood begins to ooze out from under it. She wipes it away 
with her finger. 
The month is July, and the day is sweltering. The air is close, and heat 
waves ripple up from the ground. Arlene feels the sweat beading on her 
forehead and moves her tongue across the length of the candy cigarette. 
"Hey," says Priscilla, her voice raspy from the heat. "What's that car?" 
She points to the left and the girls look over to see the car-shiny and new-
looking with gleaming red paint, heading up the street toward them. It 
slows down as it reaches the convenience store, parks on the shoulder. The 
engine's rumbling dies. All three girls look up and watch as a man steps out, 
a white man no less, with a large camera on a strap around his neck. The 
long lens juts out from the base like a can of beans. 
"Hello, girls," the man says, smiling down at them. He is wearing navy 
blue slacks with suspenders and his dark hair is slick and combed back. He 
rubs a finger along the edge of his camera. "I'm from an important magazine 
called the City Chronicle, and I was wondering if you all could do me a favor." 
"Whatchoo want?" asks Shandy as she breaks off half of her candy cig-
arette with her teeth and crunches it loudly. 
"Well, I was wondering if you all would let me shoot some photographs 
of you. You wouldn't really even have to do anything except just sit here, as 
you already are." He looks down at them inquisitively, still wearing that 
stupid smile. You all. These were the kind of men who were too good for 
y'all. These were the kind of men who came through the neighborhood now 
and again, with their cameras and their notepads. White men who write 
about what a travesty Chicago Public Housing has become. They dart 
quickly in and out of alleys, scribbling on their papers, then return back 
home to their suburban houses and homemaker wives, pretty blonds and 
brunettes who have grown soft around the belly from carrying their children. 
The girls exchange a glance and shrug, Shandy still crunching. 
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"We don't care," she says, leaning back on one hand. "Take your pic-
ture. We don't care." 
Arlene smoothes out the folds in her Bloomingdale's dress and shoves the 
rest of her candy cigarette all at once into her mouth. It is too long to fit neatly 
and the ends poke at the insides of her cheeks. She crosses her legs at the 
ankles and looks down at her untied sneakers as the man steps closer, presses 
the camera to his eye. It clicks softly as the shutter moves, and the bell on the 
convenience store door tinkles as someone enters or leaves. Arlene is happy 
that he is photographing her in her favorite dress, her very favorite dress. 
You see these girls, but you don't see them. 
Maybe you see Arlene, heading home alone from the convenience store. 
She kicks up pebbles from the curb with her tennis shoes as she walks a slow, 
weaving gait. When her nose runs, she wipes it with the back of her hand. The 
sky is growing darker as she nears home, and ugly orange streetlights begin to 
flicker on while she walks past them. She begins to move her feet faster, a light 
trot, one foot in front of the other in front of the other and the other. 
Light streams from the kitchen window of her house and spills down 
onto the sidewalk. She can see the rusted bumper of an old blue Firebird 
peeking out from the alleyway. The front door opens and Arlene's mother 
beckons her inside, young and rounded and smelling like Crisco, which 
keeps her elbows from getting too dry. She is wearing old jeans and a gray 
YMCA sweatshirt, her hair bundled in red cotton cloth to keep it soft. 
Arlene sits down on one of the wooden dining chairs at the kitchen table 
and crosses her legs at the ankles as her mother stands behind her and 
begins to unsnap the plastic barrettes from Arlene's hair. She begins to brush 
it using hard, quick strokes, tearing with an ungentle hand through the 
snarls there. Arlene closes her eyes and imagines what it would be like to 
have a white girl's hair, long and soft and straight with shiny bangs. She 
would toss it behind her shoulder and stand right in front of a whirring fan 
to feel it move weightlessly in the breeze. But as Arlene's eyes burn behind 
their lids with the pain of the hairs pulling at her scalp, she reaches back to 
feel her coarse hair and remembers that she will never be a white girl or have 
a white girl's silky hair because she is a black girl. She is a black girl, and the 
only thing she may be able to do is wear her dirty white Bloomingdale's 
dress like some small hope. 
Three weeks after the white photographer shot his pictures of these girls 
you know, one of the photographs appears on the front page of the August 
issue of the City Chronicle, just a few days after the girls' favorite conve-
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nience store is condemned. Arlene, Shandy and Priscilla sit outside the 
newly abandoned store and stare at themselves on the glossy front cover of 
the magazine. The photograph had been taken from the side, with Arlene 
closest to the lens and the other two looking past her at the camera. None 
are smiling, and Arlene is grasping a handful of the fabric of her dress in her 
dark fist. Some row houses are visible, unfocused, behind the girls. 
"Wow," says Priscilla, staring at herself in the photograph. They had 
walked two miles, and each chipped in a quarter to buy the magazine from 
the gas station down the road since the convenience store was closed. "I 
can't believe we in a magazine." She breathes out slowly through her mouth 
and touches a corner of the front page with her finger. 
"Wow," mocks Shandy, imitating Priscilla's awed breathing, crossing 
and uncrossing her brown eyes. "It ain't that big a deal, girl. People get on 
magazines every day. We ain't no different. What makes us so special? Our 
names ain't even in here." She glances down at the cover and riffles through 
the pages with attempted contempt, but Arlene can see the flickering 
wonder in her face, the skin of which is blossoming with tiny beads of sweat 
from the early afternoon sun. Arlene can feel a drop slide down the small of 
her back and settle in the cotton of her dress. 
Arlene looks away from the magazine and kicks off her dirty tennis 
shoes for just a moment. The air feels good on her sweaty feet, which are 
sore from walking all the way to and from the gas station. She feels a pang 
of uneasiness, glancing behind her to the covered windows of the store. 
"What do y'all think happened?" she asks, parting her dark toes so a 
breeze can blow through the spaces. 
"To what?" asks Priscilla, her eyes still on the magazine. 
"The store." 
They all turn around now. The newspaper covering the windows seems 
to wilt sadly in the heat, even though it is hung up on the inside. 
"Dunno," Shandy grunts. "Why's it matter, anyway? The point is, now 
we gotta walk all the way down to the gas station whenever we want some-
thing." She scowls. 
The three girls look up from the magazine in Shandy's lap as Mr. 
Gleason appears to their left, his stiff, brittle legs shuffling him down the 
sidewalk, a metal cane in his right hand and a plastic shopping bag in his 
left. They normally like to avoid Mr. Gleason; he is short, old, and 
unfriendly on a good day. His cane's padded rubber foot makes a muted 
noise on the concrete as he moves past them. His waxy skin is so dark it is 
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almost purple, and his hair is a thick shock of white on his head, matching 
an unkempt white beard. 
"You kids best not be sittin' out right there," he shouts toward them, 
slowing to brandish his cane slightly. His voice is deep and frighteningly 
hoarse, and his reddened eyes are veiled by cataracts. "That place is bad, ain't 
open no more. See them signs there?" He waves his cane toward the shop's 
windows, frowning at several ominous-looking yellow signs taped there in 
front of the newspaper. Several crushed beer cans are scattered near the door. 
Mr. Gleason stops now to glare at the girls, who exchange glances and 
without words decide that finding somewhere else to sit will fare them 
better than being shouted at. They all stand, and the City Chronicle falls 
from Shandy's lap to land on the cracked pavement. The girls watch its 
descent; it seems to take an age to reach the ground, the fall causing its thin 
pages to flutter. Their own faces stare impartially up at them from the 
ground. Priscilla bends down and makes to grab the magazine again, but 
Shandy grabs her friend's arm and shakes her braided head, pulling Priscilla 
away from the curb. 
"It don't matter," Shandy says and begins to walk away from the store. 
"Who says we're special? It don't even matter." 
With a small pang of regret, Arlene follows Priscilla and Shandy toward 
the houses across the street. A gust of wind carries a handful of prematurely 
yellow autumn leaves and they dance across the magazine's cover, flutter 
around the unraveling hem of the white Bloomingdale's dress, brush the 
ankles of the black girls, the blackest girls, the worst kind of black girls. 
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Black Market Man 
Christine Iversen 
THE NIGHT AIR WAS THICK WITH FOG RISING FROM THE CONCRETE AND BRICK OF 
the alley. Magdalene heard nothing but Sofia's footsteps ahead of her. They 
were nearly running, the heels of their shoes tap dancing around puddles 
and pebbles, and Magdalene's chest was heavy. She could feel the air in her 
lungs being choked by her nerves. If someone were to catch them, they 
would both be dead. 
Sofia led Magdalene behind a Dumpster, supporting herself against a 
brick wall and catching her breath. Sofia's breathing was deep and fluid. She 
was seasoned, accustomed to the alley and its smells of drying blood and 
flesh. Magdalene had never been to the back of a butcher shop before. By the 
time she bought her meat it was cut into tender squares, its juices absorbed by 
its wrapping. Now she stood next to a pile of leftover bodies discarded by the 
shop the night before. Even in the night, the flies were teeming. 
Sofia motioned with her hand to the metal door. They would have to 
move now. She counted with her fingers-one, two, three-and darted. Her 
body movements were feline. Drawing a key from between her breasts, she 
unlocked the door and pushed Magdalene inside. Through the crack of the 
door she scanned the alley; they had not been followed. The alley was dead 
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except for a lone rat running through the yellow flickering of a street lamp. 
Sofia shut the door and locked it from inside. 
Magdalene was blind in the darkness. Her breath whistled in and out of 
her nostrils, and she smelled a very distinct odor in the air: men. Beside her 
Sofia was silent and still. Together they stood in the dark, as if waiting for 
the authorities to burst through the door, but they did not come. In the dark-
ness, Magdalene felt like the room stretched for miles, and for the first time 
in a very long time she was afraid of the dark. Closing her eyes, she waited 
for Sofia to speak, the silence filled by a constant tick, tick, like a roller 
coaster drudging uphill. The hum of a motor was barely audible, and some-
where in the darkness the remnants of the evening rainstorm drip-dropped 
into a bucket. Finally Magdalene heard the rustling of Sofia's jacket, her arm 
tugging on a string that turned on a light overhead. Magdalene shielded her 
eyes from the blaring bulb. 
"I will give you a moment to look. A patrolwoman will come in twenty 
minutes. Push this button to stop them, do you hear?" 
Magdalene nodded, her eyes fixed on the display before her. Her mouth 
gaped and watered. It had been six years since she had seen a man alive, six 
long years since the Royal Sisterhood came to power. It had been six ago-
nizing years since the women of Nayosh had watched their husbands, 
fathers, and sons being dragged away in the war against overpopulation, six 
years since they were able to feel the warmth of male bodies in their beds. 
Magdalene was electrified, her body buzzing at the site of them. There, 
hanging before her from a ticking conveyor belt on the ceiling, was the 
remainder of the male population. 
They were naked, their limbs and genitals hanging limp, their heads 
hanging low against their chests. There must have been a hundred, at least, 
hung from the tracks on the ceiling in long rows that weaved back and forth 
like a maze, strung up by heavy metal chains wrapped around their armpits 
and their backs. When she listened hard, she could hear them moaning 
faintly, and their crazed eyes rolled in their sockets. 
Magdalene swallowed a mouthful of saliva and took a step toward 
them. She watched them float by her, running her eyes up and down their 
bodies. They all looked the same, every last one, skinny and pale, their skin 
hanging loosely from their bones, their eyes empty and mad. Most had lost 
their hair. She searched their eyes. It was impossible, she knew, but some-
where deep inside of her she hoped that she would see Joseph hanging there, 
that she would recognize the blue in one of these men's eyes and know that 
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it was him. She swallowed the thought. Joseph would surely be dead by 
now, taken to a shop like this one to be sliced and sold and served as 
someone's dinner. She never ate without praying that it was not his flesh she 
was chewing on. 
She looked up at a clock, and her heart sped up to the beat of its ticking. 
She had to hurry. She sprinted to a panel of buttons on the wall, big and 
plastic: reds, blues, and a yellow. Which one had Sofia said would stop the 
belt? Magdalene pushed them all at the same time, and with a grinding 
squeal the machinery came to a halt. She returned to the men, walking along 
the row of bodies in front of her, and examined them with the least amount 
of emotion possible. She took slow steps, gazing up at each body. Then she 
saw him: He wasn't Joseph, but something about him called to her. His eyes 
were tired and rolled to the side, but they were not dead like the others. 
They blinked at her. Magdalene went to him as if his gaze, locked onto hers, 
was reeling her in. She stood below him, her gaze in line with the middle of 
his shin. She touched the top of his foot. He flinched. Magdalene moved her 
hand up his shin around to the back of his calf to what was left of a muscle. 
Magdalene could feel her heart in her groin. Her chest and stomach tin-
gled and her knees went weak. Six long years. She swallowed again, her eyes 
still locked with his, and leaned forward. She began to trace the path that 
her hand had made with her tongue, licking his skin. Her desire took over. 
The man began to moan louder, perhaps in an effort to speak or perhaps 
because he was enjoying the feel of her touch as much as she was his. Her 
tongue moved faster now, up and down his leg, and pushing up on her tip-
toes she rounded the curve of his knee with her mouth. She let out a moan 
to accompany his. Her hands felt his body wildly, grabbing and scratching 
at the skin of his thigh and the flesh of his backside, all the while her mouth 
licking and biting, chewing his skin between her teeth. The salt from his 
body made her mouth water. 
Behind her, Sofia cleared her throat. "You will take him then, yes?" 
Magdalene tore herself from his body, her breathing fast and shallow. 
She wiped a line of drool from the side of her mouth, straightening her 
sweater with the other hand. 
"Yes. Yes, I will take him." She caught the man's gaze as she spoke. 
Sofia nodded in approval and went to work at once. She made her way 
to a large metal cabinet that stood tall against the wall and opened its old 
rusted doors. She struggled to pull loose a heavy burlap sack. 
"Come, we mustn't waste another minute!" 
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Magdalene ran over to the woman and grabbed the opposite end of the 
sack. It was rough against her hands, and it smelled like the fur of a wet 
animal. Together they pulled the sack free and it fell to the floor. Sofia dove 
back into the drawer and threw a length of rope over her shoulder, and 
finally a piece of torn cloth. Magdalene watched her hands, their sagging 
skin colored with age, and for the first time realized how old Sofia must be. 
Beneath the rim of her brown leather hat, strands of gray and white hair fell 
onto her weathered face. 
"We must let him down without a noise, and put him into this sack. I 
will need your help, and we have to move fast. When I let him down, you 
support his body. Grab his arm. There." 
Magdalene rushed to his side and reached up. Sofia gave the chain more 
and more slack, and lowered the man to the floor. Sofia fed his feet into the 
sack. She reached for the torn cloth and pulled it up around his body, gag-
ging him with it. 
"To keep him quiet, should we get stopped by the patrol." 
Sofia worked quickly, and it was obvious that this was not the first time 
she'd done this. She had worked at the butcher shop since Mr. Gauche, the 
butcher, had been taken away. Sofia was strong and silent when she worked, 
and many women spoke highly of her, praising her generosity and fair 
prices. Magdalene wondered how many of those women had visited Sofia 
here in the night, smuggling out men of their own. 
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Force Fails 
Elizabeth Kiefer 
MAMA USUALLY WALKS SLOWLY THROUGH THE KITCHEN IN THE MORNING, AND 
the old, knotty floors moan under her dragging feet. Sister and I can hear 
them from the upstairs bed, with the hot brick tucked under the sheets to 
keep our feet warm. But this morning, Mama's steps whispered in a hurry 
over the wood, and I heard the strange new noise alone. When I peered 
down at my toes, they were white and cold. 
Tuesday afternoon when Sister walked me home from school, she 
coughed the whole way and spit like a boy onto the dirt road outside the 
house. I told her that her face looked red, and she pushed me into the dirt. 
I landed in the paste where her spit and the dirt had mixed, and Mama 
scolded me for mussing my pants. I didn't tell her Sister had pushed me. 
Sister didn't tell her about the cough. 
The next morning, Mama shuffled across the kitchen floor, and I 
thought I could hear the house crying, but when I rolled over I realized it 
was Sister. Her face was red from holding in the coughing all night so Mama 
wouldn't hear, and her hair and the pillow underneath were wet. I stared at 
her, and she stared at the ceiling, and finally she couldn't hold in the 
coughing anymore. It exploded out of her in big, heaving gasps, and her face 
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got redder, and the hair around it wetter. I heard Mama's steps shorten and 
the floor boards wail on her way to our bedroom door. The heavy thing 
swung open, and Mama stood there frightened, staring at Sister shaking 
next to me in bed. She pushed her hand onto Sister's sticky forehead, 
holding her down, and I got up to go to the bathroom. When I got back, the 
pillow was still wet, and Sister was gone. 
She had been coughing for days, red and shivering in the kitchen because 
it was close to the stove and warmer. "Her fever isn't broke," I heard Mama 
whisper frantically to Papa yesterday morning. "It still isn't broke. It's been 
two days. We should call the doctor, have him come and take a look. The 
Jones girl didn't make it, I hear." Pa pa nodded his head slowly. When he 
walked over the floors, they didn't so much moan as creak, and the house 
didn't cry, just groaned. "I'll get the three dollars for the doctor." Three dol-
lars was a fortune, and we didn't have a telephone, so Mama left me with 
Sister while she went out to tell the doctor when Papa went to work. Sister 
slept and coughed by the fire, and I brought her hot water but she said her 
throat didn't hurt and told me to get away. 
"He'll come in the morning," Mama told Papa at supper. Sister was 
sleeping in the kitchen, and I was invisible. Mama had watery blue eyes, and 
Papa had big cracks in his face that looked deeper today. He nodded, slowly. 
Sister coughed from the next room and they both got up. I could hear Papa 
wheedling her to open her mouth, in the voice soft and low he used for 
Sister and no one else. In between coughs, she spurted spit and insisted that 
her throat wasn't sore. 
Mama boiled my sheets, and they felt stiff and smelled funny. Sleeping 
in a bed with Sister was different than sleeping alone. There wasn't someone 
kicking me in the middle of the night, but I was lonesome for the company. 
Mama brought me a hot brick before bed and rested her hands on my fore-
head, but it wasn't sticky, and the pillow was dry, so she went back to the 
kitchen quickly. 
I got up that morning because Mama's feet were pounding across the 
floor downstairs and the whole house was screaming. I crept downstairs 
and, trying not to further upset anything, tiptoed barefoot down to the 
kitchen so the floors wouldn't be upset. Mama was walking back and forth, 
eyes like dirty puddles, and Sister sat on Papa's lap in front of the stove, 
wrapped in the quilt Mama had made for her birthday. She didn't cough, 
but her face was red and her hair stuck to her face like sand to my wet legs 
the day we saw the ocean. I sat in the corner behind the stove, watching 
Mama go back and forth, listening to the hardwood lament. 
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When he rapped on the door, Mama bolted forward and flushed as if 
someone were dying. Their voices in the hallway were muffled, but I heard 
Mama say something about the Jones girl again. She hadn't been in school at 
all that week. I bet Sister missed her. They were always together-great pals. 
I crouched in a corner of the kitchen. The doctor looked like a nice 
man-tired, but not tired like Papa. His cracks weren't as deep yet. He 
looked at Sister the same way Papa did, spoke to her in a voice low and soft. 
Sister was strong enough to push some of the biggest boys into the mud in 
the schoolyard, and today she had the same look on her red face as the day 
she went into the ring with Roger Smith for stealing my lunch sack. Her 
hands were gripping the bottom of the chair like she was trying to lift it up 
while sitting, and her knuckles looked white but her face kept getting redder 
with the strain of not coughing and locking herself down. Papa and Mama 
hovered around her head, trying not to offend the doctor. But Sister wouldn't 
budge. They wanted her to open her mouth. Her teeth ground together so 
hard I thought I could hear them turning into dust. Mama scolded her for 
being a bad girl and not listening to the doctor, and Papa kept trying to be 
stern but the worry in his eyes bled over and he could not be angry. The 
Doctor was patient and kind, but determined. I could tell from my corner by 
the stove that he would not leave without seeing Sister's throat. 
When they forced in the wooden press, I heard it splinter in her mouth. 
Mama yelped, and Papa held her, but Sister did not move. 
The doctor spoke quietly, but Mama and Papa looked ashamed as they 
pinned down her arms and pried open her mouth. "You're killing me!" 
screamed Sister. It was the first time I heard her talk that day, and I was 
frightened. I wondered if this was how the Jones girl went. When Sister 
screamed, her mouth leaked blood from cuts made by the splintered press, 
and the spray was a darker red than her face. 
They held her down. Mama cried, Papa's cracks got deeper; the doctor 
stuck a swab into Sister's throat, and she gagged and choked, but his eyes 
opened wide when he saw. He looked at Mama and Papa as Sister clamped 
her mouth shut, silent tears streaming down her face and plopping onto the 
white knuckles still gripping the chair. The doctor said something about 
mucus and membranes, tests and cultures. 
He left looking triumphantly defeated, and as he tucked away his 
prize-the swab-he looked back at Sister sadly. 
It was Sister who noticed me crouched by the stove, and she told Papa. 
"Get out! Don't you know I'm sick?" she railed, letting the coughs out, 
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bursting emphatically and blowing me out of the kitchen. Mama scooped 
me up and carried me upstairs to the bedroom that I sleep in alone now. She 
pressed me into the starchy sheets, her hand to my head. Papa brought me 
a hot brick later, but Sister stayed in the kitchen. 
The next morning, the floors didn't moan underneath Mama's feet. I 
crept downstairs, hearing something weep, but the house stayed silent. 
It was Papa crying, sitting by the stove, holding Sister tight. Her face 
wasn't red anymore, and she had finally let go of the chair. 
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Asa Berman 
Chris "C.T." Terry 
AFTER SCHOOL, ASA'S MOM HUNG OUR BACKPACKS ON THE HOOKS BY THE 
kitchen door. Asa and I climbed onto the stools in the breakfast nook and 
put our second-grade elbows on the wood table while his mom faced us 
with the sun behind her. She pulled a yellow apple from the fruit bowl and 
began quartering it on a cutting board right in front of us. 
"Jason, are you hungry too? Would you like an apple?" 
"Do you have any cookies?" 
Black hair ringed her long face, almost meeting below her pointy chin, 
and she fixed her dark eyes on me and said, "That's not what we eat here 
after school. But, if you want something sweet, we have apples." 
We didn't keep yellow apples at my house, and looking at the one she 
was cutting, I didn't like it. The way each quarter looked alive, tottering end 
to end when she set it on the cutting board. 
"Do you have any red ones?" 
"No. Just yellow." Those definite eyes set on me. I was hungry. 
"OK." 
Asa and I sat at the same table at school, but we didn't talk a lot in class. 
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Me and my other friends would just make our plans during the school day, 
but Asa's mom always called my mom to ask if I could play. I wished my 
mom would say no sometimes, but she never would. 
Asa's family had a big house, but he didn't have a lot of toys. There were 
the G.I. Joes that he got at his birthday party, some board games, and one 
of those wood train sets like they have at nursery schools. He also had one 
of those inflatable balls that they sell from huge wire cages by the door at 
Caldor. They're kickball-sized but made from thin, smooth rubber that's 
covered in a marble or tie-dye pattern. 
Asa had to keep his ball in the garage because it was an outside toy. It 
had a green marble pattern that looked like toothpaste in the tube, and we 
took it up the flagstone steps from his driveway to his lawn. We stood about 
eight feet apart and threw the ball back and forth, pushing it through the 
afternoon air. A ride-on mower chewed through the grass at the edge of the 
golf course down the street. 
I wasn't very good in gym class, and I missed some of Asa's throws, 
feeling my body warm up as I jogged back to retrieve the ball, hustling down 
the small hill of Asa's lawn. We each stopped in one place, and Asa threw 
the ball high into the air between us. I made a basket with my arms, and I 
was surprised to catch the ball. When I opened my eyes I was real close to 
Asa, who stepped in with his long, pointy face and sharp, grade-school 
knees and planted a kiss on my mouth with all his little-boy saliva. I never 
did that with my other friends, and felt surprised, but it wasn't a bad sur-
prise. I looked past the bushes at the Berman's kitchen window, then at their 
dining-room window. Both were dark in the way that inside always is when 
you're outside during the day. I sent the ball up past the pines that sheltered 
the Berman's yard from the eyes and sounds of the town square, and let Asa 
lose it in the sun for an instant before catching it plummeting from above. 
As he clapped the ball to his chest, I followed his arms and kissed him back. 
One Saturday, my mother dropped me off at the Berman's house. She 
parked at the market across the street, and we walked past their low fence, 
made out of gray wood, and slick with thin green moss. 
The Bermans had one of those houses where they don't use the front 
door or go in through the living room. When Mrs. Berman opened the 
kitchen door, my mother sang out, "Hello!" in the jovial voice that she used 
with adults that she didn't know well. 
"Asa's down in the basement, Jason," said Mrs. Berman, and I knew that 
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meant it was time for me to go down there. The Bermans had turned the 
main part of their cellar into a playroom for Asa and his sister. There was a 
green corduroy couch along the wall at the foot of the stairs and a thick, 
red acrylic rug covering the concrete floor. Two laundry baskets filled with 
wooden train pieces and colorful plastic toys sat on top of a low bookshelf 
on the back wall, and Asa kneeled in front of it, wrapping a piece of twine 
around a battered G.I. Joe. I squatted next to him and said, "So, what's 
new?" trying to sound like a grown-up. 
Asa frowned at the G.I. Joe for a second before leaning forward on his 
knees and pressing the toy into the rug. "I'm not like you, Jason. I don't 
always get new things!" Sharp little bits of spit shot from his mouth onto 
my cheek and into my right eye. I couldn't believe he was mad at me and I 
hadn't even done anything. 
The week before, Asa had told me that his family was going to Bermuda 
during winter break. I'd asked my mom if our family was going to go to 
Bermuda, and she said, "Your father and I would rather spend our money 
on things that we need at home." 
I rocked back on my haunches and landed sitting Indian style on the 
rug, blinking and wiping my face. "I meant 'How are you?' It's like when 
people say, 'What's up?' instead of 'Hi."' 
That gave Asa pause. "Oh." We both looked at the G.I. Joe that he had 
been mashing into the rug. The door at the top of the stairs opened and my 
mom called down, "Jason, I'm gonna go to the market and run some other 
errands. I'll be back in a couple of hours. Asa's mom said that Dave Grimm 
is coming over in a little bit, too." 
Dave was another guy in our class at school, and he was really funny. 
At the beginning of the school year, our teacher, Mr. Sweetland, put plastic 
pails full of the big crayons on our tables and had us draw self-portraits on 
white, poster-sized pieces of paper. I took a long time drawing my legs 
coming out of my shorts, then waiting for Asa to finish with the blue crayon 
so I could draw my sneakers in the right color. Dave sat across the circular 
table from me, scribbling the green crayon back and forth across his paper, 
filling in the sweater that he wore every day. 
"I'm gonna draw my dick, too!" Dave said, his glasses crooked and a 
flush rising on his rough, pale cheeks. I leaned over his paper, and he was 
using a peach crayon to add a little W-shaped dick and balls between his 
rectangular legs. 
"No, don't!" I was laughing too hard to sound convincing, but how 
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would Mr. Sweetland not notice the peach penis on Dave's paper? Mr. 
Sweetland was from Vermont, and he wore checkered, flannel shirts tucked 
into his blue jeans. He had a shiny bald spot with thick, black hair growing 
from around it, and a wide mustache, and a bad temper. The week before, 
during circle time, Dave had been rolling around on the floor when we were 
supposed to be sitting still, and our teacher had bellowed, "Mr. Sweetland is 
gonna turn into Mr. Angry-land if you don't stop horsing around, Dave 
Grimm!" I think it had scared me more than it scared Dave. 
We all passed in our papers, and Mr. Sweetland didn't look at them while 
we were there. The next day, the self-portraits were hanging above the chalk-
boards in the corner of the classroom where we had circle time. While we 
were sitting there, I looked at all of the pictures, and there was Dave's. It was 
a big green square with a circle for a head, accented with brown glasses and 
hair. There were black sneakers, peach rectangles for arms and legs, and a 
little peach dick, dangling right over where Mr. Sweetland was sitting. 
When Dave arrived at the Berman's, we started jumping on the couch in 
the basement until Asa's mom said it was time for us to go outside. We got 
the green marble ball out and stood in a big triangle on the lawn, with me 
in the shadow of the pines that hung over the fence. Dave grabbed the ball 
and said, "You can kick these things so much higher than a soccer ball," 
then booted it into the air with his black Velcro sneaker. The ball arced 
down between Asa and me, and we both ran for it. Asa got to it first and 
threw it at me, laughing as it bounced off my right arm and rolled farther 
away from the group. I chased the ball to pick it up from the slippery, brown 
blanket of fallen pine needles and punted it back to Asa and Dave. That ball 
did go higher than a soccer ball. 
The three of us started a game of kickball with a tree as first base, a stick 
in the grass as second base, and Dave's green sweater as third. The batter 
stood with his back to the driveway. Dave had a ghost runner at the fence 
when Asa got a double, because he kicked the ball into the high shrubs just 
beyond the sweater. It took me a minute to pull the ball out because it was 
nested just higher than my head, and every time I lifted my arms to pluck it 
down, one of the bush's thin fingers scratched inside my ear. Dave stood 
behind me at the edge of the foliage yelling, "Come on! Come on!" I 
knocked the ball free and right into Dave's hands. Dave turned around and 
shouted, "You're out, Asa! You're out!" 
Right away, Asa looked flustered and said, "No, I'm not. I'm standing 
on second base." 
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"But I caught it before it hit the ground, so you're out!" 
"No, Dave," Asa's features scrunched into a furious ball in the middle 
of his face, "I got a double!" He swatted his right hand through the air with 
a finger pointing out. 
Realization lit Dave, and he turned to face me, too, "If Asa got a double, 
then my ghost runner got home. I got a run!" 
I stepped out of the bushes, waving my arms in front of my face to free 
myself of any stray branches and said, "No, you were only one base ahead 
of Asa. So your ghost runner is still on third." I pointed to the empty green 
sweater balled up on the lawn to my right. 
"Yeah, stop cheating, Dave!" 
"I'm not cheating. You guys ... suck! It's my turn to bat." Dave stalked 
to the edge of the driveway and turned around like a bull about to charge. 
It was actually my turn to bat, but I decided to keep my mouth shut. 
Later we were sprawling in the grass. Dave had said that he'd got the 
most runs, and he leaned back on his elbows, gloating down his sweatpants 
and over his sneakers at Asa and me. Starting to wish that Dave hadn't 
come over, I put my arm around Asa and kissed him on the cheek, feeling 
the brushy edge of his short brown hair down the side of my face. I didn't 
always want to go to Asa's house, and I was worried about what his mom 
was going to make us for lunch, but it was definitely better than errands 
with my mom. I bet she was going to the fabric store that afternoon. Asa sat 
still and looked at Dave, then kissed my cheek, pushing his face into me 
hard enough to send me tumbling back onto both of my hands. When I 
righted myself, I saw Dave sitting there, looking at us like we were a casse-
role that he'd have to be coaxed into trying. He said, "Boys don't kiss," like 
what he'd just seen didn't make any sense. 
Mr. Sweetland passed out the pails of crayons along with red, pink, and 
white construction paper. "We're going to make valentines for our parents," 
he said and drew a yellow chalk heart on the blackboard. "Copy this heart 
onto a piece of paper, then use the scissors to cut around the line so you 
have a pa per heart." 
We had safety scissors with green rubber lining around the handles, and 
instead of cutting through my red paper, the lining made the scissors go 
sideways and fold the paper between the dull metal blades. I tried again on 
the other side of the heart. Same thing. Mr. Sweetland was walking by and 
I asked if he had sharper scissors to use. He picked an identical pair off of 
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the next table and plunked it down beside me. I had wanted larger, sharper 
ones like I used at home but figured I'd try this second pair. They cut a little 
better but still didn't work. I got annoyed and looked around the room. Asa 
sat across from me, hard at work coloring his already cut-out heart, and 
Dave was at the next table over with his knees on his chair, hunched over a 
valentine in the middle of his table. Three other boys sat the same way, 
laughing and shielding the paper, with their legs sticking out from the table 
in all directions like grade-school flower petals. I picked up my paper with 
my hands really close together and started tearing it along the line of the 
heart. The edges of the paper curled away like an orange peel and I started 
thinking about if I should write "Mom and Dad" on my valentine or if I 
should write their real names. The guys at Dave's table were looking over at 
my and Asa's table and laughing, then turning back to their paper and gluing 
more things onto it. I grabbed the scissors again and started trying to cut an 
arrow out of white paper that I could make fly through the valentine. 
I saw some plaid out of the corner of my eye, and Mr. Sweetland walked 
by toward Dave's table. "Bottoms on your chairs, guys. Are you doing your 
valentines?" he said in a deep voice that made it sound like someone could 
get in trouble. The four boys at the table all scooted back into their seats, 
and Dave pulled his paper back with him and kept his arm over it, leaving 
a glue stick and a potpourri of crayons and scraps of colored paper in the 
center of the table. 
"Let's see yours, Dave." Mr. Sweetland pointed at the valentine that 
Dave was trying so hard to conceal. Dave exhaled and flopped against the 
back of his chair with his arms at his sides, looking out the window like he 
was pretending to be somewhere else. The other three at the table gave high, 
little laughs and watched Mr. Sweetland turn the valentine toward himself 
and squint his face to read. He stayed squinting and looked at Asa, then over 
at me, and I cast my eyes down and started tinkering with the white arrow 
again. Mr. Sweetland picked the valentine up and crinkled it with one big 
hand, then said, "Dave. To the office. Now." 
Dave stood up and walked to the door, staring straight ahead with 
glassy eyes and that familiar flush to his face. Mr. Sweetland followed him, 
then took a right by the door and stopped behind his desk where he stood 
like he was about to address the class, looking at the crumpled valentine in 
his hand. After a moment, he anchored it under a stack of books and papers 
before fishing the black telephone from the mess on his desk, pressing a 
button and saying something quietly into the mouthpiece before hanging up. 
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He looked over at my table again, and I peered out the big glass window in the 
door, watching Dave disappear down the glistening tiles of the school hallway. 
My scissors weren't working, and I was fed up. Mr. Sweetland had a 
large pair of orange-handled scissors poking out of the pencil cup on his 
desk. They looked like the ones I had at home, and I thought that if I stood 
by him, maybe I could use them. His desk was a nest of papers and folders, 
and he was sitting in a wood chair that had a high back like a rocking chair 
but with a wood bottom that turned on a black metal swivel. He hunched 
forward and used his long legs to rock the chair back and forth a little bit 
while he screwed up his face and stared at the Boston Globe. A coffee mug 
that looked homemade, of tan clay and blue swirls, rested at his left elbow, 
and I could smell the stale coffee on his breath, like my mother's when she 
sat in the living room reading the paper on the weekend. 
I held out the second pair of safety scissors handle first and said, "Mr. 
Sweetland? These aren't working, either ... " 
Mr. Sweetland looked up, then started when he saw me standing there 
with the scissors. His elbow jerked as he moved his arm to grab Dave's 
valentine, and he toppled his coffee, spilling it onto table under the ragged 
pile of papers and three-ring binders. 
"Shit!" he said, and the whole class looked up. We'd never heard our 
teacher swear before. I'd only heard my mom say it once, and she made me 
promise never to repeat it. 
I stepped back. If Mr. Sweetland was swearing, who knew what he'd do 
next? He used both arms to scoop up the whole pile of papers, clamping his 
chin down on the newspaper on top. A tan rivulet of milky coffee sluiced 
from the edge of a binder, joining the spreading puddle on the desk. Dave's 
pink paper heart fluttered from Mr. Sweetland's pile. Made three dimen-
sional by crumples, it landed on the old wood of the desk and grew mottled 
with coffee. Two-inch long bits of white paper lace were glued in an indis-
criminate pattern across the face of the valentine. An explosion of green 
glitter blasted from the heart's right hump, bedazzling a crudely cut bit of 
red paper that looked more like a V than a heart. Navy blue crayon lum-
bered across the valentine's face, letters formed by a boy who was yet to 
master printing, spelling the words Asa + Jason. 
I looked back at my table, at the swatch of neon light reflected in the 
gloss of the fake-wood top; at Asa with a frown of concentration, using a 
ruler to write in a straight line on his valentine; then over at Dave's table: his 
empty chair, the three remaining boys with their sweaty hair and the violent 
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ways they clutched their pencils, the crude dispatches they gouged into the 
pages. Those were two worlds I was in between, two places I didn't want to go. 
Asa started sitting at Dave's table during school every now and then. 
Once, even though I hated Dave, I pulled my chair over to follow him, but 
Asa spread out his elbows from either side of his chair and said, "There's no 
room. Go back to the other table, Jason." 
No one else at the table said anything. I left my chair at an angle behind 
Asa, then sat in his old chair at my table. That way, my back was to Asa and 
Dave. From there I could see the empty space where I'd been sitting before, 
and the rest of the students beyond, going on with their day and filling out 
a worksheet. I started to feel mad, because I was the guy who didn't want 
to play with Asa, but I never got the chance to say no. 
We still went over to each other's houses in the afternoon sometimes, 
and one day in March, Mrs. Berman gave us money to get slushies at the 
market in the town square. Asa spent his portion of the cash on an envelope 
of grape Big League Chew bubblegum which he ripped open on the salt-
stained sidewalk in front of the store, shoving large pinches of gum into his 
mouth and chomping until they turned into a manageable ball. I watched, 
sipping the syrup from my watermelon Slush Puppie and feeling it mix with 
the tingle of the melting balls of ice that came up the straw with it. 
"Can you blow a bubble?" I asked. My mom had been keeping gum in 
the car, and when we'd drive places, she'd started to show me how to blow 
bubbles. I wasn't very good yet. 
"No, that's for girls," said Asa, his mouth juicy with Big League Chew. 
"I'll trade you two sips of my Slush Puppie for some gum," I said. 
"Three sips," Asa demanded. 
I handed him my drink, which he balanced in the crook of his arm while 
parceling out a few strands of the shredded gum. I popped it into my mouth, 
working my jaw until the little pieces came together as one, trying to gauge 
if it was as big as a regular stick of gum or, hopefully, one of those blocks 
of Bubblicious. The wad of gum wasn't enough; it was small and slick, get-
ting lost at the bottom of my cheek when I chewed it. 
"Can I have some more? You didn't give me enough." 
Asa looked at me and started spitting, putting his upper body into each 
shot so that his face would peck at me, spraying warm grape- and water-
melon-flavored saliva. It spattered my right cheek and arm as I turned away 
and stepped back. He kept coming forward and spitting until I stopped 
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retreating, and he stayed two steps away, still spitting, with less and less 
coming out each time. I jumped over a little gray snow bank and ran across 
the street to his fence, my icy drink slopping out, freezing the skin of my 
hand in the late winter air. I turned around and he was on the sidewalk 
behind me. One of the pines in his yard shaded us. He started spitting again 
when I looked at him, and I put my left hand on his forehead to try and 
push his head down so he wouldn't get any more spit on me. 
"Asa, why are you doing that?" I pleaded, disgusted with cold, sticky 
artificial fruit. 
"Because I'm tired of you," he said, and on tired he bucked my hands 
away, then disappeared around his fence and up his driveway. 
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Who Brought the Whores? 
Eliz a Fogel 
"WHO BROUGHT THE WHORES?" IS NOT A PARTICULARLY KIND THI G TO SAY TO 
two young girls, but I assure you, to nine- and ten-year-old ears, this is what 
the craggily toothed man said. My older sister and I are standing in gauzy 
dresses that wrap around like ace bandages, the compression stopping at the 
knees. I am a pink mummy and Katya is a green mermaid. We are wearing 
matching jelly shoes and small pearls the size of cat's eyes. I want to roar at 
the man: Who brought you, fuck face? to startle him with my little-girl mouth. 
I've been forced to kiss, but I'm not a whore and this is a brand new dress. 
My mother is fuming. Silent smoke spills from her ears like chuffed puffs 
of a steam train. She whacks the green beer bottle out of the man's dirty, 
yellow hand. The wet amber spills in his lap and puddles into the shape of 
a giant kidney bean. He stands, clapping at the soggy shadow, smacking 
himself in the groin. "Faa-cking beetches," sloshes from his mouth, tripping 
on the tracks of his zipper teeth. Yup, the party has started. It's New Year's 
Eve, 1980, at Benny and Irene's. 
It is a daily custom to gather around the kitchen table and drink until your 
eyes collapse into stars. Metallic strips brush across heads like the side-to-side 
wavy cloths in a carwash. These small swaying New Year's glimmers make 
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this a special night of boozing; otherwise, you'd never know, it'd be just 
another day. 
A row of vodka bottles stands, each holding a thin reed that floats in 
the center of the glass. It is a blond-green strand trapped in an alcohol bath. 
My grandmother once warned me that the hair in the bottles belongs to the 
Rusalki-their power lies in their sexual attraction, and the men who meet 
them die happy and sucked off. They skip on the edges of water or woods 
and are the spirits of young girls who've met untimely or violent deaths. 
"You don't want to be a Rusalka, no?" my grandmother asks, as she 
pours vodka over a drift of crackling ice chips. I can barely hear her over 
the din of voices and the rattling crank of noisemakers. I know it's not really 
a question, but my sister and I are pale as the moon and we have bright 
eyes, and I can't help but wonder if we are already Rusalkas. 
"Who brought the whores?" the man with the pee stain on his pants 
calls out again. He's drunk and full of laughter that sounds like a pull-tab 
curling back on a rusted can. My mother snarls like a cat, full-tailed and 
hissing. "Fucking drunks," she says, except it's in Polish, which twists the 
mean words into a soft children's rhyme you want to coo. Kurvani piani, 
she says, having milked the lullaby from a wicked tit. 
The drunks continue smoking their cigarettes pinched between the 
thumb and third finger, with their hands cupped over the nicotine sticks. 
They keep the cherry embers hidden in their scoops, but the smoke smol-
ders from their nails and gives them away. They busy the edge of the scal-
loped tray with wrinkled butts. The cinder flakes fall into a ceramic seashell 
and gather atop a silver hotel buried in sand and palm trees. The scene 
quickly turns the vacation spot into an old coal town drowned in chunks of 
fly ash, somewhere they've all been. 
We've seen enough as my mother pushes us by the shoulders into the 
kids' room. There are only four of us in here and we're all within a year of 
each others' age. A large awkward lamp catches my eye. The center of the 
base is a naked man surrounded by a cage of invisibly thin wires, and oil 
beads up and falls along the metal spokes like syrupy rain. The man is 
wearing a head wreath of wild olives. He has a smooth bronze bump where 
a penis should be. I lean on the octagonal end table and wet my finger in 
the drippy lamp. My hand feels the rough edge of peeled laminate and 
exposed chipboard. I plummet my knees into the sofa seat, and the coils 
spring back and boing beneath the thin material that is worn and pressed 
bare as the powder in an old compact, the bottom shining through. 
Beata is sipping Hawaiian punch from a crappy plastic cup. She holds 
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the white edge in her mouth and bites down a deep chalk mark. She 
approaches the sun-faded ottoman and reaches towards the plate of cookies 
and places all the ones with halves of maraschino cherries into a napkin. She 
gulps down her drink and lets the cup drop to the carpet. She holds out one 
of the treats she's saved for herself and says, "I love the ones with the red 
dots." And she plops the sugar cookie with its jelly eye into her mouth. 
Powdered sugar coats her lips into white crescents. 
The cup has fallen upside down next to a square pizza box with a sta-
pled menu that covers the parlor's name. I can make out the last three let-
ters, RIA, in bold green and an outlined country sketch of the bumpy boot 
of Italy. Grease colors the white cardboard into stretched windows of soggy 
glass, waxing the sides into the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seas. 
I ask, "Can I have a piece?" George stares at the gray television set, 
watching Batman. The antenna is fully extended and the rabbit ears poke 
into the ceiling, like sticks into marshmallows. George says, "It's for 
everyone. Go ahead." He jumps from the flowered sofa to the green carpet 
and back again. Each leap causes the naked oily man to teeter and almost 
fall but George keeps yelling, "Ka pow! Barn!" He does not stop, even when 
the man in the shiny black tie opens the door and rolls his bowling-ball head 
inside, crashing pins into our eyes. The man glances around and asks, 
"Where's David?" Katya and I shrug our shoulders and shake our heads 
into, Don't ask us, we don 't know. 
"He's too little to be in here," George yells back at the man who is 
perched half in and half out of the doorway, his eyes caught in red nets. His 
shirt is tucked in and his pants are securely looped with a black leather belt. 
He is dressed like a chauffer or a waiter, or a lightning-streaked cow in a 
clover field. 
"I think he's taking a nap in George's room," Beata says with a smile. 
George howls when he gets this news and shouts, "He better not pee in my 
bed." The tired-looking man shuts the door and George gets up and locks it. 
"No more grownups," he says and returns to yelling so hard that the excla-
mations crash against the walls. The words land smack-dab and settle into 
cartoon clouds. I stare at the invisible letters sprayed like graffiti from 
George's big can mouth. "Zap! Barn! Holy cow, Batman!" 
Beata looks at him with shuttered eyes ready to close. She is balancing 
a photo album across her lap. The cover is white padded vinyl with two gold 
bells ringing out a wedding hymn. Beata turns her glare on me and asks, 
"Want to see my mom?" 
"Sure," I say and sit next to her, carefully pulling down the cocoon-tight 
sides of my dress. Beata is giggling and running her fingers along the gold 
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metal edges of the pages. Each time she flips, I watch the thin layer of plastic 
crinkle over the photos and the tacky back that grounds them in place. 
Everyone looks drowned and faded beneath the clear sheets. Beata peels 
back the film and releases a cold suction and forces the images to rise from 
their murky waterbeds. 
"Look," she says, smiling, and stifling back a curdled laugh cusped in 
her throat. 
There are eight images, four to a page. The photos are dark with red 
velvet drapes drawn shut. These are not from a wedding, I realize as I turn 
my eyes to the curtains behind the sofa where I'm sitting. I want to crawl 
into the curved brown folds and hide, and show only my feet. These are pic-
tures from my father's funeral. My mother's hair is sprayed into a silver gray 
beehive that ages her eighteen-year-old face. She is veiled in black tulle and 
is holding my sister on her hip, which means I'm inside the bump of her 
stomach wrapped in a dark sheath dress. 
There are red and white flowers bunched together on a tripod with a 
sash. The casket is front and center. My father is a white vampire with over-
ripe lips and pink cheeks and perfectly greased funeral hair. His hands are 
laced together and a crystal rosary is wound tightly around them, keeping 
them locked in prayer. I see people kneeling in their smart suits and the 
backs of their mournful heads. 
"Do you think of him a lot, Mom?" 
"Every day, Asha. Every day." 
I look into Beata's mouth. I can't even look at her buttery eyes. I ask, 
uncomfortably curling my toes, "Why are you showing me this?" "I thought 
it'd be funny." She shrugs one shoulder matter-of-fact and then quickly flips 
to the back of the album and spreads it flat. She places the book in my lap 
and says, "This is what I really wanted to show you.""Oh," I say, still afraid 
to look down. 
"Look! Look at my mom. Isn't she funny?" My eyes drop to Irene's 
flowing hair. The strands are rippled like honey wrapped inside the curved 
groove of a dipper, and then slowly dripped and twirled to her waist. She is 
wearing a man's white long-sleeved shirt that is unbuttoned, exposing perfect 
breasts with nipples small as candy corn, ready to be fingered and tossed in 
the back of your mouth, sweet pieces you'd devour so you wouldn't have to 
share. A tangle of camel-colored twigs covers the spot between her legs and a 
small pink beak peeps through the hairy nest, ready to sing. 
In the next photo she is leaning back and completely naked. Her face is 
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tightened up and her eyes drip like glazed donuts, like someone has just 
punched the lights out of her sweet face. 
And in the next set, Irene has a yellow cord coiled around her thigh and 
the end of the telephone receiver is cushioned between her legs. Her soft 
mound is whispering words to someone on the other end and I want to press 
my ear in and listen to what she's saying. In these shots, Irene shows how big 
her eyes can smile for the camera and how deep she can push into her flesh. 
The last photo makes my eyes squint into a tight hurt. It is my father in 
denim cutoffs, shirtless, and kissing Irene's perfect neck. I lean in closer to 
see if there is anything else in the frame. Nothing. Just my father nibbling 
on her warm skin. Beata starts laughing. She is hunched, and gumdrop 
chuckles fall from her mouth. Her arms barrel me into a grizzly hug. 
"We might be sisters," she says and lets out the last rip of her sneaky 
laugh. "I guess," is all I can say. I didn't really know my father and Beata 
didn't know hers so the possibility was there. 
"What do I do now?" 
"You beat the eggs and squeeze them into the ground pork." 
"With my hands?" 
"Of course with your hands." 
"Mom?" 
"What?" 
"Is Beata my sister?" 
"Why would you think that?" 
"There's this picture of Irene and Dad." 
"What picture?" 
"I don't know. It's just a picture and it looks like they're kissing." 
My mother puts her knife down and folds her eyes into corners. She 
wipes her hands on the nubby dishtowel and speaks. 
"Your father and Irene dated once." 
"For how long?" 
"Once, I just told you." 
"One night?" 
"Yes, and that 's probably the picture you saw. One night far back. 
Believe me, you and Beata are not sisters." 
I was relieved. 
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Blues 
Nick Kawahara 
TODAY, GRASS FELT ALL PRICKLY ON MY SKIN, WARM FROM THE SUN, LEAVIN' 
itchy red spots on my leg. Hunter and I were shootin' at bottles with his 
little pellet gun, glass pieces all shinin' in the light as they fell down the rocks 
like diamonds fallin' into the river. Hunter pumped air into the gun with a 
back-and-forth motion, my eyes down, tracin' circles in the sand. Hunter 
was a little older than me, which made him some kinda authority in his own 
head, though I'm pretty sure I'm smarter'n he is. Either way, he's the only 
friend I got here. This town barely exists; have to travel so far just to get to 
the secondary school, always hot, always dust flyin' through the air. 
"Know them church folk wit' all their snakes?" he asked, lookin' into 
the sight, drawin' his victim between the beads. 
I looked up at him and the gun made a little pop and a bottle rang in 
the air. I nodded as he looked at me, but he decided to tell me about 'em 
anyway, even though I seen 'em plenty of times comin' in and out of that 
broken-down old gym, big cages swingin' at their sides. 
"They think they're God's gift an' all, y'know? Thinkin' they can dance 
all stupid with some snakes. Thinkin' it's God's will to protect 'em, cele-
bratin' it." Hunter sucked his teeth and spit in the dirt. "Uppity folk." 
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I saw 'em down, goin' in and out of that gym, like I said, but they never 
looked that uppity, not like other uppity folk, like them people with big, 
nice, black cars you see up on the other side of town-loud, sharp voices, 
usin' words we might not understand, but when they talkin' to you, y'kinda 
know you ain't meant to understand 'em. Folks I seen comin' in and out of 
that gym was normal people, workin' people, couple high school teachers. I 
even seen my neighbor Ms. Thompson goin' in there with 'em, 'cept, you 
gotta be a little strange to be hoppin' round on one foot with a poison snake 
wrapped around your neck like a rosary. To me, it seemed like havin' the 
devil a little too close to your throat. 
"I heard-," Hunter started again, scratchin' dirt 'round his neck, sittin' 
crosslegged in his patched jeans, starin' at the sky. "They got some old 
brother out near the edge a town sells 'em the snakes. I heard Billy went on 
down there, saw how he caught the snakes, told me he hid behind the man's 
house and watched him charm 'em, them all rubbin' on him and followin' 
him like the damn pied piper or some shit." Hunter shook his head. 
I picked up my stick and snapped it in half, runnin' it under the dirt and 
watchin' it splash like waves on the lake. I turned to Hunter and pointed the 
stick at 'im, makin' a circle around his head. 
"How'd he charm 'em? With a pipe?" I squeezed my eye real tight in the 
sun, still running circles around. 
"Nah, man had an ol' guitar he plucked real good, and then he put them 
snakes in some ol' baskets." Hunter started to pump the rifle again. 
"Sounds like some shit to me." I sucked my teeth and spit through the 
front two, makin' an arc in the air. 
"Billy can be a dumbass, but he usually don't make up stories like that." 
I stood up and brushed myself off a little, lookin' down at Hunter now. 
"Well, I wanna go see him." 
"An' see him?" Hunter got a real scared look on his face. 
"Well, yeah, he probably was just fooled or somethin', you know how 
Bill is." I cocked my head sideways. "Don't you kinda wanna see?" 
Hunter shook his head: "Advice I follow says, Don't go stickin' your nose 
into anybody's business-'specially when it involves strange snake charmers." 
I laughed and poked his side with the stick. "You little puss, just tell me 
where he live at." I handed him the stick to draw me a map in the dirt. 
I came up the last hill and looked down to the shack. It was real square 
an' old. It had a back porch facin' the road; wood was all burnt lookin', and 
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the walls had snakeskins all tacked up with nails 'cross the porch. I slowed 
my step when I realized man was already rockin' back and forth in his chair, 
gray eyes starin' into the sun. I figured he was blind, or mostly blind; he 
kinda looked in my direction, didn't focus much. I tripped over a few rocks 
and got up to the man's back step. 
"Hello, sir," I said, kinda scratchin' my head sideways: I couldn't look 
him right in the face. 
"Hello, young boy, what you <loin' out here today?" Man's voice rum-
bled in his chest all harsh, like huge bells. 
"I'm just passin' on through," I pulled at my collar like some nervous 
brat in a movie, "but my friend told me a story." 
Man's eyes closed a little. He tapped his finger along with the sway of 
his chair. He pursed his big, old features, then they untightened, drooped, 
and he spoke again. "Lot of stories in the world. I certainly haven't heard 
'em all." The side of his mouth went up in a little smile. 
"Well, this one, sir, you mighta heard." I fidgeted for a second, but he 
snapped his fingers and I started speakin' again. "Well, you know that 
church in town? They said you sell snakes to 'em." 
"That I do, son." He was starin' into the distance now. 
"Well, my friend said you play some song on your guitar and they all 
come up and you trap 'em." 
There was a real heavy silence in the air, and I really thought he might 
shoot me. I almost puked. He drew in a deep breath and let it out, patch-
work shirt seemin' to stretch and shrink to his skin. 
"So, you came to see for yourself then, I suppose." 
"Yessir," I looked at the ground. 
"Well, I ain't no circus sideshow. You can't go 'n tell all your friends 
what you seen here today. You gots to promise to keep your goddamn 
mouth shut." 
"Yessir." I held my hat between my hands. The sky was startin' to get a 
little darker, strange colors swimmin' 'round above. 
"But I ain't had a real audience in a long time." He picked up the guitar 
from his side and undid the little metal clips. The thing was bigger than any 
guitar I ever seen, all glossy dark wood, the top part a bit lighter. His fin-
gers seemed to snap and a few notes rang into the air. 
"You like blues?" he asked, his eyes swimming round in his head. 
"I s'pose I do, sir. Ma likes to play some old '78s sometimes. I wonder 
if she can hear past all that scratchy noise." 
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"Blues is a strange thing, son. It's close to heaven, but close to hell too. 
Painful songs 'bout death and incarceratin' circumstances." 
"Incarceratin'?" 
"S'right, boy, and all the notes in blues already been played by a million 
men by now, in all different types of ways. Song ain't so complicated, so you 
go'n just dip in the river; notes are already there." Didn't seem like I was 
there anymore; man was inside his own head. "So, it comes to be, ain't what 
you play that's so important, it's the silence in between." 
He began pluckin' notes louder, hummin' along. The sound was deep in 
him, or in the guitar, sometimes I couldn't tell which. Man's foot tapped on 
the ground and he leaned forward in the chair, fingers tapping against the 
neck. I steped back a little. 
I first noticed the slithering in the sand, flickin' around, carvin' little patterns 
in it. Snakes was all rising from the earth, from between floorboards. His voice 
was rumblin' real loud, foot keepin' the beat, and they all spiderin' 'round his 
feet crissin' and crossin'; some even seemed to be comin' out his pant leg. 
The song began to play harder, and the snakes wriggled 'round even 
more and I started to have to step back to avoid 'em. Man's voice was like 
church bells, not playin' the right notes; nah, they sang a different song, 
hummin' and driftin' but no words, just melodies. It was a real good song, 
and his hands flicked across the frets like butter, like he ain't even tryin', but 
there was somethin' awful in it too, made my stomach sick. Clouds were 
swirlin' a little too fast in the sky, and the light 'round the house just didn't 
feel right, like maybe anyone lookin' wouldn't see exactly what I was seein'. 
And the song came to its climax, and he was furious on the thing, playin' 
all fast, and I thought I just heard a thunderclap. And suddenly, just as fast 
as all these things were drawin' together, they started to spiral the opposite 
way: dust, snakes, clouds, the colors in the sky. They all drifted apart and 
the song faded. Man's eyes got gray again. Slowed down. He looked tired, 
no, didn't even say anything before he put away his guitar, clipped down the 
metal, and stepped back inside. 
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Gerald's Exit 
Tina Jenkins Bell 
ALL GERALD STEELE HAD SAID TO HIS WIFE SHARON WAS, "LISTEN, QUIET YOUR 
voice. We'll talk about this later." He'd said this and then walked away, 
allowing silence to envelop them. He could hear the scratchiness of Sharon's 
house shoes across the floor as she followed him into the kitchen. 
"You don't care about nothin' and nobody but yourself. Got to be the 
captain of a sinking ship, do you?" she hissed, standing in the middle of the 
kitchen with her hands on her hips and feet planted firmly on the gray, 
marble-pattern linoleum floor. 
They had argued countless times about whether to stay or move away 
from Gary. Each time Gerald had convinced Sharon that staying was the 
better choice. Either that or she didn't belabor the issue. Today wasn't like 
those other days; someone would have to surrender. 
He understood why she wanted them to take their daughter Jerlynn and 
run. They lived on a block consumed by aging homes and old folks whose 
children were grown and whose pinched existences were measured by the size 
of their pension checks. If that weren't reason enough, few of their friends had 
stayed in Gary after college. Most had either followed their jobs or the 
promise of better housing and schools in safer, predominately white neigh-
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borhoods like Miller, Glen Park, and Merrillville. Sharon had a long list of 
reasons to leave, but Gerald had his own motives for wanting to stay in Gary. 
"I don't know why you want to raise our baby in this city. The pushers 
and the addicts are taking over. Even the stores are leaving for the malls in the 
suburbs. Downtown will be a ghost town before Jerlynn turns eighteen," 
Sharon complained while standing at the sink, banging pots and putting away 
dishes that had been washed the night before and left on the rack to dry. 
"Why won't you listen? Of all our friends, we're the only ones here," she 
screamed. "The only ones. I want to move somewhere we can be proud of ... 
a nice home with good schools. Someplace where we don't have to drive 
Jerlynn to play with kids her own age. Say yes. Tell me we can move!" 
"Baby, we got stakes here .. . ," Gerald said. 
"Stakes?" Sharon shouted. "What good are stakes in a dying city?" 
"Baby, you're screaming," Gerald said. 
"And you're not hearing me," Sharon returned. 
Gerald didn't respond because he didn't want another confrontation. 
Besides, he understood his wife's frustration, and his father had once told him, 
"Son, a woman needs noise. She needs words, even if they're angry ones." 
Gerald shook his head, remembering how his father could always 
appease his mother, but he knew there was no pleasing Sharon unless he 
gave in, and he couldn't do that. Not now. Anyway, unlike his father who 
always seemed to have an apology in his pocket, Gerald had nothing, not a 
quip nor a comment to make things better. In lieu of words, he let his silence 
goad Sharon into hysteria while he navigated around her, curving his body 
to pick up his lunch pail and its matching Thermos bottle sitting on the shelf 
just above her head. 
Gerald thought about leaving Sharon to sulk. Then he remembered his 
dad again, ever the diplomat, telling him, "Never leave the house or go to 
bed when your wife is mad." He grabbed his quilted workman's jacket 
draped around the kitchen table chair, not far from the sink where his wife 
stood, then turned toward Sharon to try to kiss her good-bye. She hauled 
off and smacked him into yesterday. 
His ears rang and his face stung. He held his jaw, hoping the pressure 
would ease the pain. It didn't. If she had been a man, they'd be rolling on 
the floor, but she wasn't, and a man didn't hit a woman. A man didn't react 
to pain. A man didn't cry about injustices. 
Gerald pivoted on his heels to walk out the door when he looked back 
toward Sharon and saw Jerlynn, his baby girl, peeking around the corner of 
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the wall separating the stairs from the hallway that led to the kitchen. She 
wore a loose, pink, knee-length nightgown with a white, smiling Cinderella 
on the front and ruffles around the bottom hem. 
Why the hell she buy my baby somethinJ with a white girl smiling right 
over her heart? Damn! 
Jerlynn ran toward her father and hurled her lanky frame into his arms. 
Gerald's thoughts of the white Cinderella dissolved. He saw fear toying with 
the golden specks in her bright brown eyes. "Daddy, are you and Mama 
OK?" she asked. 
Holding her tightly, he kissed her forehead and said, "Oh yeah, every-
thing's just fine. Now go on and see about your mama. She needs a hug, too. 
I'll see you this evening." He patted Jerlynn lightly on the behind and turned 
her toward the kitchen where her mother leaned heavily on the sink with 
her shoulders hunched and her head hanging. 
Hmmm. She slapped meJ and now sheJs playing the victim. Shit ... 
women! 
Agitated, Gerald looked at the clock; it said a few minutes before six. 
He rushed out the front door and stumbled to his knees as he tripped over 
the threshold onto the front porch that he'd easily maneuvered his whole life. 
His Thermos rolled down the concrete steps leading to the street while the 
contents of his lunch pail flew out. An apple rested near the Thermos at the 
foot of the stairs; his roast beef sandwich tumbled out of its wax-paper 
wrapping and lay exposed. Gerald retrieved his lunch and dusted off the 
knees of his overalls. Feeling eyes evaluating him, he looked at the neighbors' 
houses on both sides, hoping the women usually peeking out their picture 
windows weren't at their posts. Gerald saw one set of curtains move slightly. 
Damn, these women are almost as covert as the CIA, he thought. He 
knew that they had heard him and Sharon arguing and that their percep-
tions of his problems would soon be fodder for neighborhood gossip. 
Gerald felt his face turn feverish red, but he still lingered a bit, waiting 
for her usuat Wait GeraldJ rm sorry, those four little aphrodisiacs that 
would have made him gladly miss his ride and just this once, be late for 
work at the steel mill. That didn't happen, and now in addition to his face, 
his knees stung as they rubbed against the rough denim of his jeans. His 
pride lay fractured back where he had fallen. 
A honking horn startled Gerald and forced him to move on. 
"Youngster," Arthur Strickland called out. "Lift that chin up, and get in the 
car. Got to get Stella to work first. Her car is down." 
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Art's jovial tone and the sight of his brand new 1974 Cadillac Calais lifted 
Gerald's mood. "Oooo-wee, ya think the ruby in that red is shiny enough? 
Almost putting the sun out of business. Sweet Caddy!" Gerald joked. 
Art grinned as he took out a small-tooth comb and glided it through his 
processed silver hair parted slightly on the right side. He put the comb in his 
right breast pocket and cocked his head. "Like that, huh? Fresh off the lot. 
Paid for it in cash, man. No notes for me. Don't want to wait some years 
before I can put my name on the title. Now get in," Art said. 
Gerald loved Art and Stella Strickland. Most people believe godparent is a 
noun, the person who sends envelopes with dollar bills in them every birthday 
or graduation, or toys and such every Christmas. Not the Stricklands. They 
had no children of their own, but they were at every Little League game Gerald 
ever played, every history competition that he participated in, every gradua-
tion, and every school ceremony. They were even there sometimes when 
Gerald's parents could not make it because they were working. 
They were all the family Gerald had after his mom and dad died only 
months a part from each other. Cancer took his mom, and a stroke claimed 
his dad just three months later. Folks said it was the grief. Gerald always 
thought it was the stress of carrying more obligations than his father's aged 
mind and body could handle. He owed for the house they had built from 
the ground, owed for the brand new Caddy his dad had to have but died 
before he could enjoy it. He owed for borrowing on the house to put Gerald 
through school at Purdue University. He owed himself to death, though 
Gerald never doubted the grave levels to which his dad missed his mother. 
They had owed so much that Gerald vowed he would never feel debt's hot, 
foul breath on his neck. 
At least my parents had !if e insurance to pay off the house that we live 
in debt free. And Sharon wants to sell and move to a better neighborhood? 
It's not that we can't do it, but as Art always says, "Can doesn't mean you 
should." Besides, my idea of moving up is not buying a house in Glen Park. 
It's investing and giving my family a world that we have stakes in. 
Stella leaned out the window and shouted, "I hate to break up this little 
love fest y'all got going on with this here car, but I got to get to work. If you 
riding, get in now or start gassing up those left and right El Dorados God 
gave you." 
"Baby," Art protested. 
"Don't baby me! Y'all can ogle the car later. I got to get to work by 
6:30," Stella said. 
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"And it won't take us but a few minutes, ten at most, to get there," Art said. 
"Yeah, that's that male measurement system y'all be using where every-
thing is long but the time," Stella said. 
"All right, now. That may have gone over my head when I was a kid, 
but I think-," Gerald said. 
"Don't try to know nothing, Gerald. No matter what you think you 
know, our conversations are still over yo' head," Stella interrupted. 
"She's too quick for me," Gerald said, finally opening the back door on 
the passenger side. 
"Why do you think I shut up, man? You'll learn," Art said. 
Gerald took one last look around his block before ducking into the 
backseat. He and his family lived in an older part of Gary that had been 
built in the early 1900s for steel-mill workers and executives. The houses on 
Seventh Street ranged from Frank Lloyd Wrights to midsized Georgians and 
Tudors. There were also some small brownstone apartment buildings, but 
mainly single-family houses. Gerald's own home was a two-story stucco 
with a screened-in front porch. All the houses on the block sat high on a hill 
and faced Borman Square Park, which was on the other side of the street. 
Borman was still a city jewel with wooded park benches, a pond sur-
rounded by a walking path, colorful flowers, and globe-shaped evergreens. 
Their neighborhood was old but still solid. And yes, moving away from 
their block toward Broadway, Gerald saw the same dilapidation, signs of 
the city's frailty that Sharon saw: the boarded-up corner store, occasional 
vacant lots with tall, dry, yellow grass, FOR SALE signs standing before sev-
eral empty houses, and loose shutters hanging precariously from windows, 
swaying back and forth in the wind. 
Art pulled up to Broadway and turned north toward Kresge's and the 
mill. Gerald's attention was drawn to the right where huge banners-Going 
Out of Business, Everything Must Go!-glared at him in big, red, jagged let-
ters on white paper hanging in Sears's windows. A line of bargain-hunters 
hoping to benefit from the carcass and get things they normally couldn't 
afford, started at Sears's door, ran the length of the block, and then wrapped 
around Seventh Avenue going east. They didn't care that it would be hours 
before the store opened, nor did they seem distressed that downtown Gary 
was about to lose a big store. 
Seeing this spectacle, Gerald whispered while shaking his head, "It's not 
too late." 
"Did you say something? What you back there thinking about, young-
ster?" Art asked. 
"I'm wondering why I'm sitting in the backseat when I should be riding 
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shotgun," Gerald said and winked at Art, who arched an eyebrow and gri-
maced at him in the rearview mirror. 
"Shotgun? ... Little one, you will never ride shotgun in this car when 
I'm in it," Stella teased. "And if Art keeps talking nonsense he may not be 
the one behind the wheel. Now, where's my hug and my kiss?" 
"Yes, ma'am," Gerald conceded, leaning forward to hug Stella around 
the neck from behind. "I don't need no more trouble from yet another 
woman this morning." 
"What's going on?" Art asked again. 
"Women," Gerald said. "Getting this promotion was a mixed blessing. 
More money that my wife wants to spend. She wants to move to Miller or 
Glen Park or some other suburb that's happy to have your money but not 
your presence." 
"What do you want?" Art asked. 
"I want to stay here. I grew up here. I want to maybe quit the mill one 
day and open a community grocery store that branches out into an open-air 
market, like the ones in Africa. I want to maybe start a community chamber 
of commerce, so other black folks can open shops. People are starting to 
leave Gary, you know. Sears is in the process of abandoning us. Some of the 
other downtown stores are sure to follow. Then what?" 
"You want to stay and invest where you are; she wants to leave like 
other young couples. Why don't you strike a compromise?" Art asked. 
"How?" 
"Buy her a dress and a nice pair of shoes every payday or give her the 
money so she can do it. Don't penny and dime her to death. I mean, I know you 
don't want to end up like your parents, owing for everything, but there's got to 
be some kind of a compromise, man. She's your wife, not your child," he said. 
"Now that last thing you said made more sense than any of that other 
hogwash," said Stella, "talking about buying the girl a dress and shoes when 
she wants a new house and a new neighborhood. I can see how she's 
thinking. Y'all got a child to think of. Gary's schools are fine for now, but 
when businesses start to move out, a good education may be a thing of the 
past. Now white folks still over in Glen Park and Miller, and they ain't gon' 
short-change their own even if a little pepper is sprinkled among them. 
What's that saying? 'A happy wife means a happy life ... for her husband,"' 
"Man, try the dress and shoes, first . You might not have to go through 
all that," Art said. 
"Oh, you got jokes, ol' man," Stella returned . "You better tell that 
youngster the truth before you and him end up sleeping in this car." 
"What? We don't at least get a shot at the couch in the house first?" 
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Gerald joked. 
"Little one, I raised you and if you keep up with the smart-ass com-
ments, I'll bury you, too," Stella said. 
"Yes, ma'am, the car will be fine," Gerald said, ducking his head sub-
missively. 
They pulled up in front of Kresge's on Broadway, where Stella worked 
as a sales clerk. Art kissed Stella lightly on the lips and got out of the car to 
open the door for her. With a tinge of pretended deference, he bowed as she 
emerged. She turned and said," See, he's playing now, but he know the truth: 
I'm his partner, not his child. To be with me, he's got to give me that respect. 
Now that's all I got to say." She blew them both kisses and disappeared 
inside the revolving doors. 
When Art got back into the car, Gerald moved to the front and gently 
closed the passenger door. They looked at each other, glanced out the 
window to make sure Stella was nowhere in sight, and began laughing and 
rocking back and forth in their seats with such gusto that the Caddy 
bounced on its wheels as if it were chuckling, too. 
Stella's testimony hung in the air like humidity in heat, so Gerald broke 
the silence. "You're both right, you know. I mean, I don't know what the 
answer is, but we do have to find a compromise, and it ain't no dress and 
shoes." Art and Gerald looked at each other and began laughing again 
before retreating to their private thoughts. 
Gerald remembered his mom saying, "Sometimes you have to laugh to 
keep from crying," when he and his dad informed her that her doctor had 
found an inoperable brain tumor during her last visit. 
Gerald's situation wasn't as dire as his mother's, but laughing wasn't 
any real help considering his choices. Sharon never said she'd leave him, but 
until today her frustration had never turned physical, either. It's either my 
principles or my family, he thought, checking his watch for the time. 
It was six-thirty, and the only people milling about were retail workers 
coming in to ready stores for early-bird customers who would be peeping 
through the doors at nine. A few others waited for the Broadway bus to the mill. 
A baby blue handkerchief cartwheeled in the slight wind down Third 
and Broadway; a woman dressed in a light blue trench coat and navy heels 
chased it, being careful not to trip over cracks in the sidewalk. Just as she 
came to it, a man in a dirty, yellow hard hat, workman's boots, and a cor-
duroy jacket like the one Gerald wore, scooped up the handkerchief and 
handed it to the lady, who accepted it with the coolness of royalty. The wide, 
yellowed grin on the man's face faded as she twirled away from him without 
so much as a handshake, tossing a "Thank you" over her shoulder. 
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Black women don't know good from bad: Now there's a hardworking 
brother, and she can't spare a real thank you because he's not wearing a suit. 
Just like Sharon slapping me in the face 'cause I want a future we can afford 
and enjoy. I don't want to get in that cycle of working more shifts to get 
more things that lose their shine before we finish paying for them. Why can't 
she understand that? 
A little ways down, commuters ran across the street to make the 7:00 AM 
South Shore train to Chicago. Most were dressed in business suits and 
passed by Art's shining beauty as if it were just an old jalopy to be ignored. 
Gerald looked at his godfather to see if there was any disappointment 
on his face that folks weren't tripping over the car's brilliance, but Art 
seemed oblivious. Instead, he leaned casually as he drove, with only his left 
hand on the steering wheel, so when he leaned back, grabbed the wheel with 
both hands and groaned, "Whoa!" Gerald looked in his direction to see 
what had spooked him. 
An eighteen-wheeler ran the light and barreled toward the car, and even 
as Art swerved into the outside lane, the truck seemed intent on targeting 
them. For Gerald, the whole scene played out like he was a spectator sitting 
too close to the screen at a movie theater. He couldn't believe what he was 
seeing. The sun bounced from the truck's polished silver grill, which was 
bearing down straight into Art's car. 
There was no hiding place. When the truck hit them, the impact made 
the Caddy skid on the pavement, still wet from the downpour a few hours 
earlier. Gerald saw Art's head bounce off the steering wheel before Gerald 
was ejected through the passenger door, which had popped open. As he 
sailed through the air, he thought about everything that had happened that 
morning, catching glimpses of an odd arc of the outstretched arms of 
onlooking commuters pointing at him. He heard a woman shriek. 
Snapshots of Gerald hugging his two best girls flashed through his mind. 
He knew that an actual photo of Sharon standing behind him with her arms 
wrapped tightly around his neck as Jerlynn sat on his knee lay flat in his 
wallet in his shirt pocket. Something bad is about to happen. All of sudden, the 
battles over where they were to live paled in comparison to not living at all. 
I should have told Sharon yes. 
Then his head hit one of the steel pillars under the overpass just beyond 
the South Shore Train station. 
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Neon Baby 
Molly Talsky 
MARISSA'S BABY WAS BORN NEON. IT WAS A HOME BIRTH, IN HER OWN BED, WITH 
her own cream-colored sheets beneath her and her own husband at her side. 
And there was her mother. And his mother. And the midwife. 
There was a lot of yelling. Marissa was yelling because even though she 
had read that no person can anticipate the pain of childbirth until she'd 
actually gone through it, she was almost certain that it was not supposed to 
feel like this. This was too hot. A dense heat between her legs . The room 
smelled like a campfire. 
Her mother was yelling because she was certain that the midwife was 
not properly qualified for the job, so every time she said, "Marissa, just 
breathe," her mother would walk up to the end of the bed, shove her face in 
front of the midwife's body, and say, "Don't just breathe. Push!" Her 
mother-in-law was yelling because she never thought her son should have 
married Marissa in the first place, and since the room was already so noisy, 
she stood in the far corner and yelled, "Why? Why?" figuring nobody could 
hear her. 
Jeffrey, the only man in the room, stayed quiet near the bedside and 
squeezed Marissa's hand until both of their hands were purple. 
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With a final push and a guttural yell, Marissa gave birth to her firstborn, 
a glowing neon baby. The light emanating off the child was so bright, the 
entire white room turned to color in that instant-the bed turning purple, 
the white walls turning blue, the wooden floor turning red. The midwife 
held the neon baby in her hands for just one second before dropping it onto 
the foot of the bed. She ran out of the room screaming. 
The baby, lying on its back, looked up to the ceiling and cried. Neon 
green lids outlined its eyes. The top of its head had a deep purple glow that 
faded into a neon blue left cheek and a neon pink right cheek. Its naked 
body was a tie-dye canvas of neon lights-an orange arm, a yellow leg, a red 
belly button. Its body squirmed against the white sheets beneath it, which 
blackened with ash from the baby's hot skin. It kicked and screamed like all 
newborns do. 
The baby's screams weren't alone. Marissa still screamed from the pain, 
her head dropped back against a stack of pillows and her eyes closed, 
unaware of the state of her baby. Her mother screamed at the bedside while 
pointing at the baby with one hand, shielding her eyes from the blinding light 
with the other. Her mother-in-law screamed as she stood still in the corner of 
the room, the light from the baby bathing her coral pantsuit in blue. 
The only person who didn't scream was Jeffrey, who still clung to 
Marissa's hand and stared speechless at his newborn child. At last, he 
thought, my baby has arrived. 
Marissa extended her hands in front of her like a zombie, waiting for 
the midwife to place the child into her arms, unaware that she had left the 
room with third-degree burns on her hands, never to return. 
"Is it a boy or a girl?" Marissa pleaded. 
"It's neon," her husband said. He spoke quickly and quietly, his lips 
barely moving. 
Hearing those words caused two out of the three mothers to cry. 
Marissa's mother cried because it was just her luck to be the grandmother 
of a neon child, because Marissa had already gone through two miscar-
riages, because Marissa was very near to giving up before Jeffrey convinced 
her to try once more, because it finally happened and she was supposed to 
spoil this miracle child. But what kind of gifts do you give to a neon baby? 
The mother-in-law cried because she still didn't understand why her son had 
to marry this woman who had no respect for tradition, because it still both-
ered her that they'd been married in a backyard and not a church and gave 
birth in a bedroom, not a hospital, and especially because it now seemed 
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apparent that Marissa had been sleeping around; no son of hers had any 
neon genes. 
The baby continued to cry as it slowly sank into the bed, its fiery skin 
now eating through the mattress. 
"Just bring me my baby," Marissa called out. 
"I can't," her husband said. He shook his head slowly back and forth. 
"I can't bring you the baby. The baby is neon." 
"Just bring me my baby," Marissa repeated, now angry. 
Jeffrey let go of her hand and walked toward the center of the bed. He 
reached toward the baby and quickly tapped its belly. He flicked his hand 
back as a small puff of smoke rose from the baby's skin. The baby giggled 
for a moment, but then cried once more as it watched its father back away. 
Jeffrey looked into the baby's neon face. Its eyes were brown. He didn't like 
to see them cry. 
"I'll bring it to you," he said and picked up the baby in one quick scoop. 
He shifted his hands back and forth against the baby's body, holding it at 
arm's length, tossing it between his hands like a hot potato. It burned, but 
it was only a matter of seconds before he brought it in front of Marissa's 
face and she grabbed the baby from his hands before he could warn her. 
She wrapped her arms around the child and brought it to her chest. She 
smiled and cradled the baby, rocked it back and forth and stroked the top 
of its head. Jeffrey ran to the master bathroom and let cold water rush over 
his burnt, blistered hands. Her hands didn't burn at all, though, and Marissa 
didn't think twice about the neon color of her baby's skin. Instead, she 
cooed into its ear and whispered, "My baby, I love you," and smiled wider 
than she did on the day she found out she was pregnant, because this time 
it really had happened. Her baby was finally here. She finally had her baby. 
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Cut Away 
Ryan Wichman 
AN ANGRY, DARK RED CLOT SMEARS MY RIGHT BICEP. "I'M SORRY," I WHISPER. "ls 
that why you did this?" I raise her hand in the air, palm toward her face, 
and examine the six-inch-long, quarter-inch-deep gash on her forearm. The 
blood begins to drop from the crook of her elbow. 
"You know me," she begins in a voice that implies silliness on my part, 
"this is how I've always dealt with things." Again, she somehow forces a 
sickening grin, and I make for the bathroom to retrieve her "cutter's main-
tenance kit." The thick, tight scars on her arms and thighs are a morbid atlas 
of her failed attempts at dealing with countless years of trauma, and it will 
be weeks before this new highway paves itself over. 
"Ahh-," she sucks her teeth and digs her nails into my hand as I pour 
a thin stream of hydrogen peroxide into the open wound. The bubbling, 
pink brook runs down her elbow and soaks into a quilt made of old pastel 
dresses. There's no need to ask why she does it. She feels as though she has 
no control: over me, over her life, over herself. We've been through this at 
least ten times before. The razor restores order, gives her the power to hurt, 
even if the one she's hurting is herself. I dab the wound with gauze and lay 
down a thick layer of Neosporin. This will not hurt me. I refuse to let it. 
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God, this is all wrong and I need to get the fuck out of here. I know I'm 
being callous, but I have my own problems, shit-heaps of them. 
My silence is making her uneasy. She may be fucked up, but she's not 
stupid, and the futility of her self-mutilation is apparent to both of us. I lay 
down three large butterfly bandages and wrap them in medical tape. 
"I'm sorry," she whispers, her eyes leaking again. 
"I know," I say as I embrace her. For five minutes, we sit Indian-style, 
hugging each other sideways and slowly rocking back and forth. Despite 
what she may think, there is nothing else I can do for her. There is nothing 
else we can do for each other. We're a one-night stand stretched like taffy 
into three months. I reach into my bag and snip the final, tenuous strand. 
"Here's the chocolate soymilk you left at my house," I say as I lay the 
half-empty carton at her feet. She doesn't budge, doesn't look up as I kiss 
her on the forehead before making my way to the door. I slip on my shoes, 
take the stairs one at a time, and feel the chill of night air envelop me. As 
my feet put distance between my back and her front door, tracking bloody 
footprints along the way, the hot tears on my cheeks send an icy shiver 
down my rubber spine. That new cut will scar over in a matter of weeks. I 
wonder how long it will take for those bloody footprints to wash away. 
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How Polo Hernandez Learned 
About Horrormones 
Mar issa Garc ia 
THE WRETCHED CRY TRAVELED THROUGH THE FAT JULY NIGHT LIKE A SPOON 
through very good lard, and so it pricked firs t, then plowed under the twelve 
layers of Polo's slumber. 
The top layer contained a shelf at the grocery holding the items Polo 
knew he needed to pick up the following day-eggs, plantains, soda 
crackers, and milk. He leaned to the shelf there, reaching for them and 
trying to fill in the black space next to the butter that he knew was the last 
item he needed to buy. The eggs, plantains, crackers, butter, and mystery 
item pulled away from him backwards and backwards as he reached and 
reached, and so in this layer he was very frustrated. 
The layer after that was his cousin Lourdes, whom he had last seen 
when they were both fourteen, spindly-skinny, and living on the island. In 
this layer his cousin Lourdes calmly went into detail about how she and his 
aunt had fully barbequed and then buried his uncle because his uncle and 
all in the land knew what a bad man he was and so it had to be done. In 
this layer Polo sat on a porcelain bathroom sink and ate a peanut-butter bar 
as he cried and cried, listening to his cousin Lourdes tell her tale. 
The layer after that was a reenactment of a nonsensical argument he had 
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gotten into two years before with Mr. Benny, the "environmentalist" down 
the block, over burning leaves in the fall. In this layer, Polo was victorious 
and burned Mr. Benny's leaves right on his porch and watched the flames 
spread to Benny's house and reduce it to green ashes. 
There were many layers under these, ones holding a long blackboard of 
arithmetic, his childhood pet rabbit Bernice, race rallies, rag dolls, poiso-
nous fruit punch, a naked Jacqueline Kennedy, a red scarf that wrapped a 
thousand times around him, twin graveyards, a desert island, and a beau-
tiful Christmas ham that bit him when he cut it. 
The next-to-last layer sat rooted stubbornly at the core of him and never 
varied. This layer was the one where Polo's insides remembered their stay in 
his mother's womb, and they slept a delicious sleep. 
And the very last layer was composed entirely of a caramel bath. 
Since he took a long time to get to the last layers of sleep and it became 
that much more difficult for a man whose life, with all of its absurdity, 
insisted on rapidly aging him, Polo barely had time to dabble in caramel or 
remember the womb. 
He was sitting up at the terrible sound, his chest heaving violently, 
before his head had completed half a journey back up through the layers. 
Beside him he felt the light weight of his wife Nelia already rolling over him 
and into her slippers. She was through their bedroom door and bounding 
frantically down the stairs before her husband could untangle himself from 
the bedsheets. 
The sound had morphed into full-on howling. Polo blinked as he stum-
bled his way out of the room, wondering very seriously if it was the dogs 
witnessing a horrible crime. He raced back into the bedroom, removed the 
back of the top bureau drawer, and took his pistol out. He ran after his wife. 
As he passed through the hall, his house woke around him. Small chil-
dren padded to their bedroom doorways and peered out fearfully, their 
hands over their ears. His older sons clutched baseball bats and his older 
girls rushed to grip the small ones. They froze as their father passed, but 
once he had, filed into a shivering line behind him. 
Polo burst out onto the first floor, looking around wildly for the source. 
It came from the living room. This close to it, Polo was sure it was one of 
the dogs defending its home, or maybe torn up from a bad fight. Instead, 
when he went in, wielding his gun in the air, Polo found the one situation 
he knew no method of smoothing. 
His eldest daughter, Nellie, sat spread-eagle on the floor, exposing blue 
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flowered panties. Her thin frame sagged so far down that he couldn't see 
what she was hunched over. She emitted earth-shattering noises. 
"HEEEeeep!" she sobbed. Nelia danced around her, panicking. Polo 
went over to them. 
"What is this?" he screamed frantically, putting his pistol on the sofa. 
"HEEEEeeeeepp ... ," was all his daughter gave him. Her cries' echo 
did not repeat her, but rather yelped, yelping that sounded much like 'their 
Chihuahua, Chucho. 
He pulled at his daughter's arms. She stiffened. Polo saw Chucho try to 
move his little head under all the weight of Nellie's body as she squeezed 
him in a desperate embrace. 
"You're hurting him!" Nelia cried softly. "Let him go and tell us what 
the matter is!" 
"You listen to your mama, now." 
Behind him, Nellie's siblings crowded just inside the room, watching. 
Polo and Nelia tried to uncurl their daughter from the animal. This 
attempt succeeded at nothing but increasing the noise. 
"HEEEEeeep ! HEEEEeeeeppp ! " 
Polo looked at his other children. 
"You kids get, now. Outta here!" 
"No way," they called. 
He looked at Nellie, who sent out an enormous sniffle. She opened her 
arms a little and allowed the terrified dog to wiggle free. She closed the gap 
and clutched at herself. 
Polo glanced at the clock and then at his daughter. She was not wearing 
pajamas but a very lovely dress colored pale violet. Her hair had been tamed 
into smooth curls and piled at the top of her head. 
"It is 3:00 AM. Where were you?" he shouted, thinking of all the possi-
bilities. 
"I snuck," she told them in a muffled whisper, finally. 
Polo was visibly ruffled. He opened his mouth to thunder a bit. Nelia 
moved in front of him and approached her daughter. 
"Where did you sneak, querida? What things happened tonight?" she 
asked gently, and then laid a hand lightly on her shoulder. 
"It is Bobby and his roaming eye," the girl managed. She stood then, the 
skirt of her dress floating down around her. She took her hands away from 
her face and her family was met with a dark pool of smeared makeup under 
each of her eyes. 
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She peered at them all, the ten of them in droopy old sleeping clothes 
and faces fat and creased from sleep, looking blearily back at their girl. 
She started crying again. 
"HEEEeeeeep ! HEEEEEeeeep ! HEEEEeeeeeeeepppp ! " 
Nellie cried for ten days and ten nights. She cried while she ate break-
fast, she cried doing yard work, she cried as she braided her sisters' hair, she 
cried as she cleaned her teeth, as she swept the house, copied out algebra, 
applied hair depilatory on her upper lip, watched television, and readied the 
makeup that would land on her cheeks just moments later. 
She cried as soon as she woke, all through school and her after-class 
meetings, during dance practice and at the dinner table. After a day or two 
she learned to cry in her sleep, making up for the skipped nights by com-
pletely waterlogging her pillow and soiling the cases with her eye makeup. 
Towels were left soaked, devoid of their purpose in drying. Bowls sat 
abandoned around the house, there to catch her tears if she was in the 
middle of an activity that required a dry setting. Nellie took to wearing a 
necklace her mother crafted out of an old hand towel to create a barrier for 
the moisture so she didn't walk around with a damp front (really not very 
ugly at all; it was in the way Nelia rolled it). 
By day four Polo was up to his ears, and the rest of the family wasn't 
far behind. 
They had each tried a different remedy. Nellie was filled with ginger tea 
by her mother, read Dr. Seuss by her sisters, given an assortment of shiny 
stones by her brothers, busied with chores, given sleeping pills and poul-
tices, lemonade, and a new set of knitting needles. 
Nothing consoled the girl, who blinked heavily at them all, then con-
tinued with her HEEeeping. 
Polo had never been more frightened in his whole life. 
"Never," he'll tell you now. "I went to war and I seen some of the ugliest 
sorts of men do ugly sorts of things and I had to go through nine whole 
babyhoods with all my kids, but never, never, ever will there be something 
more scary than this was." 
The man was not accustomed to speaking about emotional tuning and 
poetic outburst. Nonsense and incontinence were to be rattled a little and 
told to hush up. But it was difficult to shout this away. 
Polo had not submitted a remedy along with the rest of the family 
because he was scared so solid. 
He woke on one of the ten mornings and shook, bags flapping under his 
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eyes from sleeping to the song of HEEeeeping coming from down the hall. He 
found ways so he wouldn't have to walk past his daughter, for he felt her 
sorrow grip at his ankles and this scared him even worse. He avoided her eyes 
if they had to be in the same room, frightened by her tears most of all. 
"I don't see what there is to do," Polo complained to his wife. "I don't 
understand these young girls and their silly happenings." 
"What happened is not silly to her, and so it is not silly to us," his wife 
told him tartly, and served him less gravy with his stew, ironed the creases 
on his Chicago police uniform less crisply. 
On the tenth night, Polo tiptoed past the bathroom. In it, Nellie curled 
her hair robotically, sobbing only quietly, tears collecting at her neck. She 
wiped them away patiently so as not to wet her hair and frizz up the curls. 
The floorboards creaked under Polo's cautious steps. His daughter 
turned to look at her father. She saw it was him, winked water from her 
lashes, then went back to her hair. 
She looked so lovely and slender and young there at the sink. Polo real-
ized this fully. It crashed down on him, all the loops of her hair and her sunny 
smile and the way she always helped. To give up his girl. What was that? He 
suddenly felt a deep, rolling anger. This boy, this Bobby, was so great a fool 
that Polo had a mind to tweak the wheels at the station and land him for 
something or other. It wouldn't be difficult at all, and everyone knew the boy 
was a ruffian of the worst sort, and apparently not of sound mind. 
Polo cleared his throat. Nellie glanced over at him, surprised that he was 
still there in the hall. 
"You've been crying for a while now," he started nervously. 
She turned her head back to the mirror and firmly wrapped a section of 
hair around the barrel of her curling iron. Her mouth trembled forebodingly. 
He softened his voice. "I am worried that you weigh yourself to what 
that boy thinks." Polo touched the doorframe, suddenly not concerned with 
disguising his plea. 
"He is not the scale. He is not the right meter at all. I know this. It's your 
turn now. To know." 
His daughter released a curl. She placed a new section over the iron. 
When she had it wrapped, she leaned her head down so her hair fell over 
her face. Polo wondered if she would acknowledge him. 
She released the curl. Polo watched it bounce as his daughter nodded 
gently, and then, very big, over shoulders that stopped their shaking and 
then began to keep still. 
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The Feral Ma n 
Theresa Ho lde n 
THE FERAL MAN GROWS ANXIOUS. UNEARTHED FROM THE WILDERNESS LIKE 
some uprooted turnip, he has been transferred to a major metropolis. The 
feral man has been washed, shaved, shorn, and clothed. He constantly 
scratches the back of his neck. He always feels slightly cold as if all the 
doors and windows in his house have been left open, except that the feral 
man has never lived in a house. He lives in a condo now on the West Side 
where all the corporate coffee shops have proliferated in excess like a spate 
of wild mushrooms. The real-estate developer who discovered the feral man 
when he razed and cleared his former wooded zip code has generously 
donated an apartment in one of his buildings. For the real-estate developer, 
the feral man is a tax write-off ... or so the legend goes ... 
"So what's your story, bub?" asks the job interviewer, querying the feral 
man regarding his occupational possibilities. The feral man reaches into his 
back pocket and proffers a crumpled newspaper clipping explaining the 
story. The job interviewer bobs his head up and down. He examines the 
news article, looks at the feral man, and grows dreamy-eyed with possibili-
ties. "I think we could use a guy like you," says the job interviewer. The feral 
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man gives a thumbs-up sign. He just learned how to do this. 
On his first day of work, the feral man shows up in a suit and tie. The 
other workers change his business jacket to a blue vest with a boldly printed 
name tag. The feral man stands at the entrance to the mechanical sliding 
doors and gives thumbs-up signs to customers wheeling wire carts. After the 
first fifteen minutes, someone pulls him aside and tells him to smile. The feral 
man doesn't know how to smile. He bares his fangs, first ferociously and 
then mildly. His mouth looks awkward and distorted as if it's learning to 
grasp loose dentures. They tell him to go back to giving the thumbs-up sign. 
The feral man looks for love in all the wrong places. First, he goes into 
bars. Some bars are so loud that his back teeth ache with the booming noise. 
Some bars are deathly quiet. He enters, sits down, and finds that everyone is 
lying face first on the counter, collectively asleep like in a fairy tale. He kisses 
a woman on the forehead in order to wake her up, and her old man hits him 
over the head with a beer bottle. The feral man is stunned. Lonely and 
dejected, the feral man wanders the streets of the city in a thoughtless, drifting 
haze. Romantic travails are as random and spontaneous as mold spores. 
The feral man has joined the rat race. He hammers away at the daily 
grind. He's a greyhound chasing a rabbit. He's a gerbil running 'round and 
'round on a metal wheel. He's a donkey following the carrot dangling on a 
stick. He chases the paper trail. He does grunt work, busy work, and dirty 
work. He works himself into the ground but all in a day's work. He works 
around the clock but only when he gums up the works. He makes hard 
work into light work, but this is never short work. Often it's a nasty piece 
of work. He works his fingers to the bone. He works his ass off. He works 
up a sweat. It never works both ways although sometimes it works like a 
charm. Sometimes it works wonders. He has his work cut out for him. It's 
still nice work if you can get it. 
The feral man is waiting in line for coffee. He's nervous about running 
late. He shifts his balance from his right foot to his left, his patent-leather 
shoes squeaking with compressed air. He flicks the glass face of his watch 
with his pointer finger, hoping to shake a few minutes off, like an upended 
sugar packet. When it's his turn to order he asks for a medium decaf as 
someone snorts derisively behind him. He hears, "Decaf ... what's the 
fucking point? " The feral man thinks about that for the rest of the day. 
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The myth of the feral man has disappeared from the collective con-
sciousness like yesterday's crossword answers. He's not the feral man any-
more, and now he has to pick a new name. Someone suggests Harold 
Crumbley, and he issues this person a withering stare. He's always harbored 
a fondness for trees, and he tries out the name, Branch Redwood. He says, 
"Hi, I'm Branch Redwood," and his coworkers erupt into raucous laughter. 
The feral man learns to roll his eyes. Like the rest of us, he begins to wonder 
who he really is. 
Today the feral man applies for a Social Security number. When he gets 
to the front of the line, he pulls down his pants and points to the crook 
behind his right knee. This is where he'd like the number inked or microchip 
inserted. The feral man has been watching a lot of television, and he still 
identifies with his canine counterparts. He was surprised to learn that 
humans catalog themselves with numbers, but who is he to question how 
things are done? The government employee doesn't understand, and the feral 
man is escorted outside by security to await sex-offender registration. Once 
the misunderstanding is cleared up, the government employee apologizes and 
presents him with a tiny blue card. She is a nice young woman from Ohio, 
and she warns him not to lose it. She tells him that people die, dehydrated 
and soaking, on inner tubes while braving stormy seas for a chance to 
someday own one of these tiny blue cards. He must be very careful with his. 
The feral man considers this. He considers how he got there. After being shot 
in the leg with a tranq gun, he woke up hairless and cold in a hospital. They 
shined bright lights into his eyes, wheeled him in and out of the bellies of 
metal tubes, and hit both his knees with rubber hammers. The feral man has 
paid his dues, and he pockets his new blue card. 
The feral man grows nauseated while sitting on the bus. It rocks him 
from side to side. It stops and starts like nothing he's ever experienced 
before. Just when it feels like he isn't getting anywhere, he arrives at his des-
tination. One day he looks down and finds the tiniest spider crawling across 
the buttoned gap of his shirt. It is smaller than his smallest fingernail. It is 
smaller than the small buttons on the cuffs of his sleeves. On a bus going 
down a busy city boulevard, the spider has arrived at the same moving 
corner of the universe where the feral man finds himself now. When he is 
sure no one is looking, he pops it into his mouth and chews. 
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When he was a boy-a young pup raised in the wilderness by a pack of 
wild dogs-he would circle and sniff and pace. He would relax on his 
haunches and dig his fingernails into the soft black earth. He would feel a 
westerly wind, taste the salt in the air, and know it was about to rain. Now 
he waits in line at the bank in order to deposit his paycheck. The feral man 
doesn't trust ATMs. He thinks his paycheck will get lost somehow. It might 
get stuck between a gear and a sprocket. 
In order to qualify for medical disability, the doctors have to prove that 
the feral man has brain damage. Living in the wilderness deprived of human 
contact for the entirety of his life has robbed the feral man of important 
developmental stages. An MRI of his brain shows dark shadows of retarded 
neural activity, while other parts of his brain are as bright and buzzing as 
New York City. The feral man has excellent night vision but gets intense 
migraines from bad fluorescent lighting. One doctor wants to write an aca-
demic paper about him. Another has an idea for a screenplay. The feral man 
composes a haiku: 
Wearing paper dress 
A soft breeze gently beckons 
Where have my pants gone? 
The feral man is afraid of something, but he doesn't know what. Most 
nights his dreams are filled with wild, sleeping dogs. They sleep on top of 
each other, and when the wind blows through their fur, it looks like a rip-
pling meadow of uncut black grass. The individual odors making up each 
dog's identity overlap and ricochet and absorb. Similar to the way you or I 
might count sheep in order to fall asleep, the dogs try to differentiate each 
other through smell alone until they grow weary and confused and drift into 
leg-twitching dreams. The feral man sleeps alone in an apartment that for-
bids pets. He lies on expensive, cotton bedsheets and curls into fetal posi-
tion like an ingrown toenail. 
The feral man attempts to paint a self-portrait, but he doesn't get very 
far. He has set up an easel in front of a full-length mirror. Reds have been 
mixed with blues, which have been mixed with yellows, until an anemic 
shade of gray is splattered on his palette like diseased-bird feces. His per-
spective grows hazy, and angular lines never properly converge. He looks 
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out his window and considers the moon. Sometimes on his long walks 
around the city, it follows him, as if tied to a string stuck to the bottom of 
his shoe. The moon stares senselessly like a blind eye. The feral man turns a 
corner, and the moon hangs back, having lost interest. The feral man looks 
at his work in progress and wonders how to paint the white that naturally 
occurs in nature, and he wonders how one goes about getting that white. 
The feral man floats in and out of broken English. He weaves between 
American brand names and guttural Germanic grunts, like he's maneu-
vering a high-speed chase on the autobahn. He often mixes up pronouns, 
using the feminine to refer to a man or combining both forms into a her-
maphroditic "he-she." Some people think he's doing this on purpose. Some 
people think he's commenting on the patriarchal construct of society and 
that by dismantling English, he is dismantling man's fabricated identity. 
Nevertheless, gender roles remain as level as a bookcase. He opens doors for 
strange women, and on the rare occasions that he wears a hat, he removes 
it in polite greeting. Everything he knows about being a man he learned 
from watching old black-and-white movies. Somehow in this magical uni-
verse the feral man gets an assistant professorship at the local college. The 
feral man exchanges his business jacket for a tweed sports coat with leather 
patches on the elbows. The feral man teaches women's studies by way of a 
clerical error. Stranger things have happened. 
The feral man never walks at a restrained pace. Instead, he hurries for-
ward, rocking from side to side like a cross-country skier in order to gain 
more distance. He leans forward slightly, dissecting atmospheric pressure 
with the pate of his head. He parts the air with the part in his hair. He bar-
rels down the center of the quad as students lie on the grass tanning their 
hides, while others propel plastic discs. The Frisbees hover in the air like 
UFOs. Someone starts a rumor that the feral man caught one in his teeth 
like a trained dog. The feral man begins to get a reputation. 
The feral man watches people as they maneuver strange, two-wheeled 
mechanical contraptions. He does a little research and leafs through the 
moldy, waterlogged encyclopedia he found in a cardboard box in a hallway. 
The thing is called a velocipede. He wants to learn more and makes a trip 
to the local velocipede store. The feral man explains what he wants to the 
tattooed, scruffy worker who reminds him of a wild dog he used to know. 
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"So you want a bicycle?" asks the worker. The feral man purchases a used 
ten-speed, metallic gray with a red stripe painted on the crossbar. With the 
help of a teaching assistant named Ben, the feral man learns to ride. Ben 
holds the back of the bike seat as the feral man wobbles down the pavement 
of the faculty parking lot. The feral man's grimace turns into a genuine smile 
as his fear of maintaining balance dissipates against his surging enthusiasm 
for cycling. The feral man turns his head to tell Ben to let go of the seat, only 
to find that he is standing ten feet behind him. The feral man crashes to the 
ground and yells at Ben for letting go before he was told. 
The feral man has no sense of private property. At dinner parties he likes 
to quote Karl Marx. Sometimes he even smokes a pipe. The feral man says, 
"Capitalism makes human exploitation economically viable." He thinks 
America is the House of Plenty and that it's time to burn it down and col-
lect the insurance. "Whatever the hell that means," someone loudly whis-
pers. The feral man can smell human discomfort. The cheap wine makes him 
maudlin, and he grows nostalgic for a hunter-gatherer society. In the dimly 
lit hallway outside the bathroom, he sits on the dean's wife. 
The feral man's fingers are abnormally dexterous. He could work part 
time as a magician. He could set up shop in a subway tunnel dealing three-
card monte on a foldout table. He'd say, "Show me the queen," before shuf-
fling the three cards furiously, alternating the order into impossible possi-
bilities like some deranged macrame braid. You'd point and say, "The 
middle one! The middle one!" You'd be positive that you bested him, but 
you never would; he would be too fast for that. The dean's wife coos about 
the feral man's "magic hands." The feral man's reputation grows like that 
single black hair sprouting from the back of the dean's neck. 
The feral man has receding gum lines. Like a fading shoreline, eroding 
as the elements gnaw away at it, his gums retract and disappear millimeter 
by millimeter. Gums are a natural resource. While fingernails are an accu-
mulation of cells, prolonged toward infinity, the gums push backward 
against gravity and time. They devolve into nonexistence, as waning and 
impermanent as the rain forest or the ozone layer. Once they're gone, they're 
gone, and there's no operation or skin graft extracted from the inner thigh 
that will bring them back. After gagging on a single swallow of orange juice, 
the feral man makes his first dental appointment. The dentist forgot to take 
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his antidepressants that morning and explains that if the feral man is ever 
burnt alive inside his apartment, the only way the officials can identify him 
will be from his dental records. This remark, along with several painful 
visits to the dental office, leaves quite an impression on the feral man. He 
adopts a dental regime that would make the Third Reich sit down and take 
notes. First, he vigorously brushes his teeth for fifteen minutes until his 
mouth overflows with toothpaste foam. Then he flosses his teeth in as thor-
ough, careful, and painstaking a manner as the defusing of a nuclear bomb. 
He's religious about using unwaxed floss, and the "scritch, scritch, scritch" 
of nylon against bicuspid sounds like a heartbroken cicada sounding off its 
suicide. Old habits die hard, though, and on certain restless nights he gnaws 
on a twig in order to fall asleep. 
The feral man keeps losing track of his cell phones. One time he found 
his cell in the freezer under a pile of frozen steaks. Another time, it was 
shoved through his mail slot with a note attached saying, "Keep track of 
your objects!!!" Cell phones give him hives. Whenever he talks on one for 
more than an hour, his neck erupts into an itchy, red Braille of allergic 
bumps. He runs his finger over them, back and forth, up and down, but he 
cannot decipher the message. He claws and scratches, as if digging out a 
bloodthirsty tick. The bumps dry out, and the skin flakes off like scales. 
Sometimes the feral man thinks he's changing shape, growing gills and 
returning to the sea from which we all came, all of us. 
Sometimes the feral man thinks about shedding his necktie and 
returning to the woods ... if there are any woods left to be lived in. 
Someone explains recycling to the feral man. He looks up the terms ozone 
and greenhouse effect in his pregnant, collegiate dictionary. The feral man 
adds two and two together. The feral man silently mouths, "Fuck," before 
going off to find the dean's wife. 
The feral man is a man of few words. He hates small talk. Once, I asked 
him for the time, and he pointed at a clock hanging on the wall behind me. 
Another time, I asked him for a stick of gum, and he gave me one. Still another 
time, I asked him to go out for a cup of coffee, and I finally got him to smile. 
We spent the afternoon in a cafe, not talking, and solving a crossword puzzle. 
The feral man is not very good at puzzles, but he appreciates that I am. 
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The feral man breaks it off with the dean's wife as she drunkenly 
threatens to kill herself. He supplicates her with cliched idioms like: 
"Dammit, Irene, pull yourself together!" or "For the love of God, woman, 
I'm only a man." The feral man decides he doesn't know what he's talking 
about anymore, and more than Irene's vomit staining the front of his favorite 
cashmere sweater, this makes him sad. It's not that the feral man doesn't rec-
ognize himself anymore. Now more than ever, he knows exactly who he is. 
He's never felt as formed and congealed as he does at this moment. He's like 
a rubber ice cube with a fake bug trapped inside slipped into someone's cock-
tail. Existence reveals itself as a humorless, harmless joke. 
The feral man takes a long walk off a short pier but not in the way you 
think. He's wearing a rubber wet suit like a baby seal and is intent on swim-
ming across the English Channel. Hopefully, the feral man won't drown. I've 
always thought of him more as a marathon type, but to each his own. Either 
way, headlines will be made. I bid the feral man a safe and harmonious 
journey. I tell him I hope to see him on the other side, and he says, "Whatever 
the hell that means," exchanging a private joke. The feral man dives into the 
water in a graceful, balletic plunge, as swift and smooth as a warm knife 
sinking into softened butter. I stand for a while with my collar turned up 
tightly and my hands balled into fists. His strokes carry him into the heart of 
the setting sun. The feral man swims away, and I return home to write. 
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Gabbi 's Faith 
Kashai Bright 
SOME WOMEN SPEND THEIR WHOLE LIVES TRYING TO FIGURE OUT HOW MEN 
operate. I was sixteen when I figured it all out. I sat in a folding chair against 
a concrete wall in the church basement. I was eating a slice of Mama's 
pound cake and sipping sherbet frappe . Every third Sunday after the 
morning service, the church would have an ice-cream social before the bap-
tismal service. The ice cream and cake were supposed to calm the kids down 
before they were dunked into a big pool of water while some man held his 
hand over their tiny little faces . All it really did was coax the grown folks to 
come downstairs into the dank basement. 
No one in Maywood could resist Mama's cakes, pies, and cookies, 
which she catered for the church services. Being the smart man Pastor 
Jackson was, the afternoon service would then proceed to the baptismal. So 
on the third Sunday, you'd attend morning service at 9:00 AM, be conned 
into having a nice, sweet treat at noon, hear some hollerin' kids get saved 
for all eternity by 12:30 PM, then listen to your stomach growl during the 
afternoon service 'til 4:00 PM; evening service began at 6:00 PM. 
I watched Mama and Jeremy's daddy talk with the other deacons and 
deaconesses, who were trying to fill up on pound cake and slices of lemon 
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meringue pie. Franklin is officially my stepdaddy, but he ain't never been 
like no real daddy to me-he's barely a husband to my mama. The only sure 
thing is that he's Jeremy's daddy, so that's just what I calls him. 
Mama's eyes were sending daggers across the room. Her lips tightened 
over her teeth, and while she pretended to replace a fallen strand from her per-
fectly placed bun so that her mouth was partly covered by her elbow, she 
silently mouthed, "Go-get-his-little-ass." My little brother Jeremy was running 
through the crowd of people. The crowd was mostly made up of older women 
who were holding their purses and Bibles under their arms, trying to manage 
small saucers of cake and teacups filled with punch. Jeremy was swinging 
from the back of one woman's thigh to the front of another woman's thigh. 
He was looking like a little wild monkey in heat swinging from tree to tree. I 
snatched him up by the back of his jacket collar right after he'd grabbed hold 
of the back of Mother Foster's thigh. Her face lit up like a Christmas tree. I 
supposed she hadn't been touched 'round them parts for some time now. 
"Looks like you found a little boyfriend to take home with you, Mother," 
another woman dressed all in white from the Mother's Board commented. 
I never understood what made the Mother's Board so special. They 
always dressed in all white, as if they were so pure, so clean. I figured if any-
body were to have any dirt on them it would be those old heffahs, since 
they've lived longer. 
Her comment was punishment enough for Jeremy. His face scrunched 
together like it does when he's afraid. I took him into the bathroom to get him 
into his baptismal robe and swim-cap. The bathroom was filled with mothers 
around my Mama's age. They were all tending to their children while standing 
in groups chattering and cackling about whatever and nothing at all. They 
were mostly trying to disassociate themselves from Faith, the youngest mother 
of them all. Faith stood with two of her four children in a corner. I plopped my 
bag down beside hers on the dewy floor tiles. 
"You mind?" I asked her, trying to be courteous. She didn't look at me, 
and I didn't look at her. We both stared at the other women who stared at 
us. We could see our own tough expressions in the mirror that hung over 
the basins behind the other women. My cherry-glossed lips were pressed 
together tight as if to say, "I doubt y'all could take either one of us." They 
sucked their teeth and rolled their eyes at us on account of me coming in 
and breaking their code of silence against Faith. The women finally returned 
to their own business after a long second or two. 
Faith winked at Jeremy, although you could hardly tell because her thin, 
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slanted eyes were hidden so deeply under her thick, navy blue eyeliner. 
"This your little man? How old is he?" Faith asked me. 
I did a double take between her and Jeremy. No one had ever confused 
me for a mother. 
"He's five, and he's my brother. I'm only sixteen." 
She laughed, "Girl, what that mean? I had my first at sixteen." 
I could understand why the church women hated Faith. I'm sure they 
couldn't understand why she'd even come to church at all. She was wearing 
sheer red stockings that had velvet cheetahs with rhinestones for eyes 
printed on the ankles, white pumps, and way above was a denim skirt and 
a white leather jacket. 
"Well, anyway, I say we best get these little bastards in here now while 
they're young, 'cause you know they don't come back 'til they're lying in 
front looking up." She stiffened her body like a corpse standing up, while 
laughing at her own joke. With her head tilted and her mouth stretched 
open, she revealed signs of last night's drinking, absent teeth, and years of 
bad upkeep. The other women took their exits at this point. 
We made it out of the bathroom just in the nick of time. The Mother's 
Board had already begun humming "Take Me to the Water." Faith and I 
stood against the cool concrete wall. All of the cushioned chairs up front 
near the baptismal pool were taken, and the folding chairs had already been 
lined up near the kitchen with serving tables. We would have made too 
much noise if we'd tried grabbing one. Down in front the kids were all 
waiting patiently in their white robes, too cute and too nervous to act up. 
Pastor Jackson was standing inside the baptismal pool, which really was 
just a Jacuzzi with the bubbles going for effect. One by one, he dunked them 
into eternal grace. 
"In the name of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost," Pastor 
said. His voice was loud and raspy enough to bounce off the rough gray 
walls without even using a microphone. 
I remembered when I was about Jeremy's age and Mama told me I was 
going to be baptized. I stood there thinking, ghost? When she was talking 
me into this mess, Mama ain't say nothin' about no ghost. What kid 
wouldn't be scared standing there fourth in line, then third, then next, with 
all these grown, wide women standing close in the aisle, screaming and 
crying, while the few men the church has are standing guard just in case you 
try to run? 
"When I went to get baptized, the little boy in front of me told me he 
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was gon' pee in the water." Faith leaned her head toward me and spoke in 
a low tone, "I cut outta there, robe and all. Ain't been baptized to this day." 
I snickered and a few of the Church Folk, as I calls 'em, turned and 
stared at us, giving us dirty looks. Looking at them, and looking at it all, I 
could see how the whole thang ain't about nothing but a show. You come 
all dressed up to the nines, drop a dollar in the plate, and sit back and watch 
the show. Everybody in there is a phony and bound for hell. Except for 
Pastor and his wife, First Lady. I say that because everybody else comes to 
the church trying to be like them instead of being like Christ. All the women 
come with hats that look like some variation of a flowerpot, trying to out-
show one another, but primarily they want to show up First Lady, yet they 
never do. First Lady is classy and well-to-do. She don't spend all her time 
cooking pork and eatin' it, and it shows. Meanwhile, the church folk gon' 
bust hell wide open. I've seen 'em battin' they eyes at Pastor. But Pastor isn't 
like the few deacons we have that'll wink at you while you're taking your 
communion. If that's what you call a man, then Pastor is more than that. I 
guess that's why we call him Pastor. He is always smiling like a piano was 
spread across his face, his brows scrunched together and his eyes so sympa-
thetic, like he doesn't understand why the Church Folk don't know already 
how good God is. When the kids were all dunked and saved, the choir began 
wailing, "I Know It Was the Blood." 
Faith nudged me with her elbow. "You sit kids?" She asked me under the 
screams and hollers. 
"Nah, I just look after Jeremy for my mama, but not for money." I 
looked down at myself in my flat, white patent-leather shoes, matching 
purse, and pink lace dress I wore on Easter; I looked like a damn kid myself. 
"Well, I don't care who you sittin', you need to be gettin' paid for your 
work, girl. Here take my number," she said while scribbling her number on 
the back of a Big Red wrapper after sticking the piece of gum into her 
mouth. "I need somebody, hmmm," she paused, poppin' her gum and 
thinking to herself for a gum-popping moment. "Hell, I need somebody all 
day, every day, but 3:30 will work." 
I met her the next day at her house. Surprisingly, Faith's apartment was 
well kept. She had the black, red, and white theme going on. By the looks of 
things I wouldn't have guessed she lived here with four kids. I had a seat on 
her black-leather couch. The kids were all outside playing except for the 
baby, who was napping on the other end of the couch facedown, her little 
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tush poked up in the air. Faith was casually dressed in stirrup pants, flats, 
and an oversized shirt with a shirt clip pulling the bottom to one side. 
"So, are you going someplace special?" I asked, trying not to be too 
nosy or too much of a smartass. 
"Naw, but I'm expecting company. The kids'll be outside until dark, and 
the baby'll wake up in about an hour." 
Just then there was a knock on the door. A tall, attractive man in an ash 
gray suit with a Jheri curl walked in, all smiles. She pointed him in the direction 
of the master's bedroom-that's what she called it, the "Master's Bedroom." 
"All right, girl, I'll see you later." She smiled and waved like she was 
actually leaving the apartment for a date. 
I shuffled through the mounds of Ebony magazines and turned up the 
record player to cover the sound of Faith rocking his world. Their gettin'-
it-on sounded nothin' like Mama and Jeremy's daddy. Faith was screamin' 
and so was he. With Mama all you'd hear was the headboard slam up 
against the wall for about ten minutes, and then Jeremy's daddy would say, 
"Thank you." I used to think he was saying, "I love you," you know, some-
thing that would've made sense, but I guess he was just grateful for what he 
got. I was pretty relaxed about the whole thing until the sunlight had com-
pletely faded. Several dates of hers had come during that time. I wasn't a 
total lame; I knew what Faith did to get by. I just figured she did what she 
had to do. Some people ain't got the husband to bring home the good life. 
We was barely making it with our household husband. 
When the kids walked through the door screaming that they were 
hungry, I sat them in front of the television so they could watch Gimme a 
Break! in the living room. That was as far away as I could get them from 
their childhood as they knew it. I made fried bologna sandwiches and 
french fries. It was two hours before the baby woke up and Faith didn't even 
take a break when she heard the little tyke crying. A-Team had gone off, and 
although it was eight o'clock I thought it'd be OK to walk the kids across 
the street to the park until the last Mr. Fine Jheri Curl took his leave. 
Faith's kids were all well mannered. They sort of took care of one 
another. No leaders, no followers: Brian, seven, Kelly, six, Tyler, five, and 
nine-month-old Keisha. I sat at the end of the slide with Keisha on my lap, 
watching as the now-slick-with-sweat Mr. Jheri Curl walked to his maroon 
Buick Riviera. Faith was sitting at the kitchen table smoking a cigarette in 
a black satin robe waiting for me to place Keisha in her arms. 
"I thought you ran off with my kids, girl," she semi-joked, but I felt the 
sting for having the kids out at 9:30 at night. "So you think you can handle it?" 
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"Oh, your kids are great. They pretty much watch themselves." 
"Well, you think you can keep 'em from watching me while I handle 
business from time to time?" 
What she was really asking was for me to shelter her kids from her 
skankiness, and I agreed for the kids' sake. I gave the kids baths and put 
them to bed. Before I left I sat across from Faith at her kitchen table trying 
not to stare at her, and not wanting to straight-out ask for the money. The 
money situation hadn't quite been discussed. 
"There ain't nothing you wanna ask me?" Faith asked. 
I had the Who, me? expression going on, but finally I broke, "How old 
are you?" 
She smiled like I had actually embarrassed her, "Twenty-two, and word 
to the wise, don't marry the first fool that gives you a good nut in high 
school." She slid me three twenties across the table. "We cool?" 
I figured the sixty-spot was to cover confidentiality, and I was all the 
way signed on for that. 
I had been watching Faith's kids for about a month, and I could tell that 
Mama was not pleased the moment I walked through the back door at ten-
thirty for the third time that week. She was standing at the island in the 
middle of the kitchen with just an overhead lamp above her, holding one of 
her gently crafted miniature cakes for someone's Saturday-afternoon wedding 
shower. She would never say outright that she didn't like Faith; that would 
make her like everyone else at church who suspected she was a prostitute. 
"Backbiters" is what Mama calls those types who smile in your face 
while they talk bad about you behind your back. I gathered that Faith knew 
by now what they said about her at the church even on the day she joined 
Second Baptist in a red-leather miniskirt. 
A couple of old women sitting behind us whispered to one another: "I 
know the Lord says to come as you are-" 
"But heaven have mercy on us for having to look at her." 
"Good evening," I said to Mama. She didn't speak with words, her eyes 
said everything she intended for me to know. I slipped one of the petit fours 
from the silver tray. It was delicious. 
"Mama, do all men cheat?" 
She peeked up from her miniature design to pierce me again with her 
glare. "Why you askin'? Seen something over at Faith's that you weren't 
supposed to?" 
"No, I dunno. It's just that those men look like ordinary dudes. People's 
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husband's, boyfriends. A lot of 'em are so cute I couldn't imagine why they'd 
even wanna go that route." 
"Gabbi, I done told you: a man is a man is a man." She emphasized her 
words by putting her hand on top of mine. 
"But what does that mean?" 
"It means whatever you make it to mean in your own mind. You've 
gotta ask yourself what your expectations are, and honey, don't be surprised 
if they're different from everyone else's." 
I was too tired to dig any deeper into this to find a real answer. 
"I tol' you, baby, the only place you gonna find a good man is at church." 
"Jeremy's asleep?" I asked, as if I were checking in on my very own 
child. I hadn't seen him when I walked in. 
"Yep, he's right down here. Get him up for me. He's got my feet all 
swole and round. My feet gonna look like a loaf of bread in my shoes 
tomorrow." 
I pulled Jeremy's tiny arm from his teddy-bear clutch around Mama's 
ankles. I was hoping that he'd wake up from me readjusting his body; that 
way I wouldn't have to lug his forty-pound behind up the stairs. I lifted him 
from the floor, peeling his body away from the linoleum tile. First his cheek 
came up, then his chubby little arm, then his thigh. He looked so cute in his 
little Superman tidy whities. I cradled him over my shoulder and with a 
carefully measured pivot backward I motioned for Mama to hand me my 
pocketbook that was hanging from the back of the chair. It was at that 
moment that I could see how folks could confuse me for a mama. I had 
done a lot of growing up since Jeremy came along. 
"Shoot, sometimes I feel like I'm his mama, too," I said, really to myself, 
while heading for the stairs. 
"All right now, Gabbi. Don't get to acting before your time. You hear 
me?" Mama warned. 
"No worries, Ma. I'm in no rush for any of this." 
We stood in a long line at Zayre's with our basket full of back-to-school 
supplies. Crayolas and construction paper for Jeremy, a Trapper Keeper and 
Jordache jeans for me. I had definitely taken the summer to switch up my 
style. There weren't going to be any more oversized jeans or sweaters for me 
unless I was wearing some leggings and a huge New Edition or Bobby 
Brown button on my sleeve. The store was packed, and I had seen more 
than a few kids get beaten between the aisles after their mamas told them 
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no to this or that. By the time we'd made it to the register, I was twisting my 
feet around in the gray film that gathered at the bottom of my jellies. 
"Declined?" Mama yelled. "That card is practically brand new!" 
"Sorry, ma'am," the twenty-something, gum-smacking cashier said, with 
her bright pink lipstick outlined with black liner. "I'ma have to cut this 
card." She rolled her eyes under her thick glasses. 
That's when Mama commenced to snap on the cashier, who seemed to enjoy 
whipping the large metal scissors out from her gray, grease-stained smock. 
I stuck my hand down into my Sassoon purse and pulled out my wad of 
babysitting money. 
"Here, lady." I handed the woman five twenties and held my palm out 
in her face while I waited for my change. 
The bag boy put our bags into our cart and we walked toward the door 
slowly, trying not to bump into the back of some other aggravated shopping 
mama's ankles. Mama began to make perfectly clear that she fully intended 
to give me back every red cent of my ninety-eight dollars and thirty-one 
cents. I stared off to avoid her seeing me roll my eyes. The question was, 
When would I be getting that and the other sixty I'd loaned her for the light 
bill last month? I don't know what Jeremy's daddy calls himself doin', but 
what I do know is, around the first and the fifteenth that brotha tends to act 
funny-like. Not coming home 'til everybody's asleep, or startin' arguments 
about nothing so he won't be expected to come home at all. 
This is exactly how my father started acting before he left for the streets. 
With Jeremy's daddy it's gambling, with my daddy it was drugs. I can't tell 
you which is worse. Mama is always talking about how the only good men 
left in this world are at the church, and I believe her. My daddy wasn't into 
the church thing at all, and oddly enough Mama met Jeremy's daddy out-
side of the church, standing on Thirteenth and Washington waiting on the 
bus. So it ain't no tellin' if he was ever actually inside of the church that day. 
A yellow and pink Janet Jackson T-shirt held up by a girl at the register 
caught my eye. Our cart hit the carpeting in front of the automatic door and 
it slid open, but we both stopped abruptly instead of walking out. Mama's 
theory had just crumbled at our feet, and so did my faith in men. 
"Hi, Pastor," I said. It was just a reflex. I didn't know what else to say or do. 
Mama nudged me and frowned. Pastor dropped his arm from around 
the woman's shoulder; she was not First Lady. 
He kissed the back of her hand and let go of it while walking through 
the automatic doors, smiling strangely. 
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"Sista Grace and precious Gabbi, what a sight for sore eyes." He hugged 
my mama as if she was a church member once removed. "Y'all out shop-
ping for the new school year, too, I see?" His voice was high pitched like a 
scared little girl's. 
"Mmmmmhmmm," I smacked my lips and hummed in an effort to 
mask my disappointment. 
"Yeah, I brought my n-n-niece out to do the same. Rita, these are mem-
bers from the church," he said to the girl without looking at her. 
The olive-skinned college-aged girl in tight, ripped jeans and neon pink 
T-shirt looked up at Pastor doubtfully, smacking her lips like she deserved 
a better introduction than that. But she flipped her long, curly black hair 
over one bare shoulder, batted her feather-like eyelashes, and waved at us. 
She was no First Lady. 
"Nice to meet you," Mama said, regaining a firm grip on our cart. "We 
ought to be heading out." 
"Well, all right now. I'll be looking forward to seeing y'all on Sunday," 
he said, all smiles. 
The moment we made it outside and the glass doors closed behind us, I 
let go and called him every name in the book to Mama. I was angry for 
every girl in the world who had been disappointed by a daddy, a boyfriend, 
a husband, or a man of God. 
"Mama! Can you believe that? His niece? School supplies? He can't be 
right in the mind to think we was just gon' believe that!" I was exasperated. 
I swung my pocketbook around my back, ready to head back inside to con-
front the ass-wipe. People coming in and out of Winston's Plaza could see 
that I was getting pumped up about something. Mama ordered me to quit 
acting a fool and get in the car. I slammed the heavy station-wagon door 
shut, and watched Mama standing outside the car, smiling and waving at 
some people she knew. When she slumped her ample behind into the driver's 
seat, she cranked the ignition and immediately began searching for a suit-
able radio station, finally landing herself on the Tom Joyner show on V103. 
I was confused and wondered why she was acting like we hadn't seen what 
we had both seen. I figured we'd spend this time figuring out what position 
we were going to play in the takedown of Pimp Daddy Pastor Jackson. 
"So when we gon' tell First Lady that we saw Pastor all hugged up with 
his Mexican niece? Know he ain't got no Mexican runnin' in his family. As 
nappy-headed as he is, who's he kiddin'?" 
Mama had begun pulling the fifteen feet of vehicle out of the parking 
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spot when she stomped on her brakes. She turned toward me and pointed a 
demanding finger in my face. 
"Gabbi, I suggest you remove from your mind whatever it is you think 
you saw today. I'm not planning on picking up this conversation again with 
you or anyone else, and you, my dear, will follow suit on this one. That's not 
any of our business." With that, she reached over my head and gripped the 
back of the headrest. I thought she was aiming to hit me, but she was just 
looking out the back window to avoid hitting anyone while she finished 
ejecting the car from our space. On the drive home Mama gave me her spiel 
on expectations, and how did we know what First Lady expected from her 
husband? I was almost damn sure she wasn't expecting him to be all up 
Zayre's with his girlfriend. 
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The Mute 
Josh Alletto 
THE WITCH LIVED RIGHT BEHIND US IN AN OLD ONE-STORY THAT SAGGED BETWEEN 
its neighbors like a shy head. The clawed-up house leaned in on itself, the 
storm-cloud gray wood split in some places, buckled in others, leaving the 
house with a scarred and bruised exterior. The backyard stretched out to the 
fence at the edge of the alley and was grown over with a sporadic jungle of 
long grass and brown dandelions. The witch had a whole bunch of statues 
made of stone and metal and barbed wire and old glass bottles scattered in 
her backyard and her front yard and on top of her house. Small rabbits with 
heavy iron ears, red gnomes with curly beards of steel wool, and big, gray 
bird feeders stained with the green and yellow of dried-up bird shit. 
I was leaning over the low fence staring at the witch's camel. It stood at 
the edge of the yard and stared back at me with its one good eye. The body 
was made of car parts, bumpers and fenders and spoilers, all sliced length-
wise and bent to form the rolling girth of the torso and the sagging length of 
the neck. The hump, a browned chunk of an old oil barrel, looked squarish 
and awkward. The camel's fat tongue stuck out sideways, a peeled-open soup 
can, and its remaining eye was wide and flat, a smoothed and polished 
copper penny. I leaned harder over the fence, and stared at it, fascinated. I 
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was usually too scared to go back there and get so close to the damn thing on my 
own. Its head peeked over the fence, and I was nearly bumping noses with it. 
Rumors about the witch swirled through out town. Tales of quicksand 
and trap doors, stories of secret dungeons and poisonous plants, myths of 
falling boulders and evil curses, all of them lurking, waiting patiently in the 
thick brush that surrounded the witch's house. Some we knew to be true, 
some we were more skeptical of, but only one fact existed that no kid in our 
neighborhood would ever dispute: The witch did not live alone in that 
house. She had a mute. We had heard our mother-our mother!-talking 
about it on the phone one time to our aunt Clara. 
"Well, you know, Clara, she's got that mute son to deal with." 
"A mute," my sister explained, "is a mutant that can change into a 
normal person if it eats one every day for a year." 
Still leaning over the fence, I pressed my nose against the sharp, cold 
camel's. Christina called from behind me; she was struggling with this huge 
sledgehammer. She had to lean all the way forward to get the head to drag 
behind her. With every aching pull her face crushed in at the middle. 
"Get the hell over here and help me!" she said. I jumped down from my 
perch on the fence and ran eagerly toward her. 
"Why does the witch have all those things?" I asked. 
'"Cause she's a witch. They have all sorts of evil, ugly things." She rolled 
her bright eyes at me and shook her tiny head so that the ponytail bobbed back 
and forth, and then folded a face at me that made me regret the question. 
When I picture her face back then it's the same as it is now: smooth, 
with fine, womanly curves, big, blue eyes, and a head of frizzy black hair. It 
was one of those faces that looked odd and uneven on her tiny body. One 
of those mature-looking faces that you have to grow into. And always, it 
was one of those faces that could crease and fold itself every which way to 
give you all sorts of looks that made you feel like dirt. 
The two of us struggled with the hammer. "I don't think those things are 
ugly," I said, "I think they're kind of neat." 
"Well, they are ugly," she said, "and stupid. And when I'm in the fourth 
grade you better not talk to me about baby things like that anymore." 
Christina very much enjoyed reminding me that she would be starting the 
fourth grade at the end of the summer. 
We settled ourselves in the corner of the alley, and Christina pulled the 
bullet out of her pocket. She rolled it in her hand and then placed it, care-
fully, deliberately, onto the ground, with the head of it facing away from us. 
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"So that it won't go off in one of our faces," she said. 
She stood in front of it and started to lift the hammer. 
"You said I could," I whined. 
She cocked her hip and threw a tiny hand over it. "Well," she said, "I'm 
older. So I get to do it." Curling her bottom lip into her mouth, she dared 
me to argue. "Besides," she added, "you're not strong enough, you little 
midget dweeb." 
"But I saw it first," I said. I had seen it first, had been the one to feel it 
jammed into the corner of a box we found in our hall closet. It was a worn 
box, soggy and stale. On the side, written in frantic black letters was: ALAN 
SR.'S THINGS. We dug through it, cramped inside the small closet with the 
door shut, a tiny light above our heads. We ravaged it like animals, ripping 
things out and tossing them to the side: his old shirts, a box of boring-
looking papers, and a stack of old autumn-colored photographs, until we 
found it-a single bullet-a remnant from his days on the force. 
In the alley I protested. "You said I could hit it." I stomped a foot. 
"Fine," she said, "but quiet down, will ya? Someone's gonna hear." She 
struggled to keep her voice at a whisper. I looked down the alley. The 
morning mist was thick; everything was quiet. Christina kept the head of 
the hammer on the ground and pushed the handle toward me. "Make sure 
you don't miss," she said. But when I reached for the hammer, Christina 
pulled the handle back toward her and leaned in with her free hand flat, 
pushing it hard against my chest and I fell backwards, hitting the ground 
hard and scraping my hands on the pavement. When I looked up she was 
readying herself to lift the hammer. I tried not to cry. 
Her tiny arms flexed. She lifted it, her eyes fixed on the bullet. Her face got 
red. The hammer came up to her shoulder, parallel with the ground, before the 
weight of it pulled her backwards and she had to let go before it dragged her 
down. The hammer fell hard and left a fresh divot in the pavement. 
I laughed. She snarled and shook her head and her greasy ponytail 
bobbed back and forth. "Shut it, dweeb," she said, wiping her nose on her 
sleeve. She readied herself for another attempt, rubbing her hands together 
and never taking her fat blue eyes off the bullet. 
The pavement was cold and the wetness of it seeped into my T-shirt. I 
stood up. I didn't want to look at Christina. I felt betrayed and embarrassed. 
Used up. I should have known this would happen. It always did. Just when 
I thought Christina and I were working together on something, she would 
turn around and push me onto the ground or slug me in the eye, which is 
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why I was dusting myself off and trying not to look at her, because the sight 
of her right then made me feel like crying. 
I let my eyes wander around the alley, over garages and overgrown 
patches of weeds, back into the shrapnel zoo of the witch's yard. That is 
when I noticed that the witch's camel was gone. It had vanished, disap-
peared. A painful blankness replaced it, a startling hole in the carefully 
chaotic patchwork of the yard. I screamed. That damn camel had been 
staring at me my entire life and now, suddenly and for no reason, it was 
gone. That jarred me, it scared me, and I yelled, and Christina dropped the 
hammer again. 
"Holy damn, what the hell is your problem?" I pointed to where the 
camel had once stood, tongue out and one eye wide. She shook her head. 
Her tiny chin dropped. One of us grabbed the bullet, I don't know who, 
and, leaving the hammer in the middle of the alley, we both ran back into 
our yard, up the stairs of our back deck, crashed through the door, and 
slammed it closed behind us. 
We spent the rest of that day plotting and debating in the basement. 
Christina wanted to go back and "investigate." 
"It'll be like Nancy Drew," she said. I protested. I hated Nancy Drew, 
but Christina let her eyes open really big. She was suddenly so excited about 
it she couldn't sit still. That day, the look on her face-bright and big, cheeks 
round, her hair pulled back tight-she actually looked pretty when she 
smiled and demanded that I come with her or risk a bloody nose. 
At 11:30 I slid out of my bed and met Christina by the front door. The 
air of the summer night was cool, so we grabbed coats from the closet, both 
my mother's. For Christina, a light windbreaker that made her look like a 
flying squirrel, all the excess fabric sagging low under her arms. For me, an 
old fur shawl that I wore like a bright, white cape. 
Outside, it was dark. The moon was clouded over and the street lamp 
behind our house had burned out. A light rain earlier in the day had left the 
air moist, and it filled with rolling fog. We crept out into the backyard 
slowly and moved carefully along the fence toward the alley. Christina dug 
into the pocket of her flower-petal pajama bottoms and pulled out the 
bullet. We stood in the dim moonlight breaking through the clouds and 
examined it once again. 
"Remember," she said, "only use it if you see the witch." And she pushed 
the cold metal into my palm. 
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Without another word, she ran off and, in one jump, vaulted herself 
gracefully over the fence, landing crouched in the witch's backyard. I shuf-
fled over and knelt down next to her, and we spoke through the criss-
crossing of the fence. 
"I'm gonna look in the shed," she said. Set back further in the yard, up 
against the rear of the house, was an old dented-up shed stained down the 
sides with brown rust and green mold. 
I squeezed the bullet in my hand until my palm started to sweat around 
it. "Wish me luck." Without another word, Christina dove into the yard, 
landed hard on her stomach, and began to army-crawl toward the shed. She 
let her swinging elbows drag her across the thick, overgrown grass, around 
the gnomes and the rabbits, around the birdbaths and bird feeders. 
The witch's yard was so dark and the shed set so far back that I could 
only make out the whiteness beneath the flower-petal pattern on Christina's 
pants. The blur of it moved like a ghost, and my heart began to race. I 
opened my palm and looked at the bullet again. When I looked back up, 
Christina was gone. 
I thought about the mute. I gripped the bullet tighter. It squished in my 
sweaty palm as I peered back into the yard. 
That's when I saw it-the haze of a soft blue light. It was coming out 
low at the base of the house, dancing around slowly, uniformly, in the dark-
ness. I watched it as it bobbed playfully, silently, on the walkway that led to 
the side door. It looked warm, calm. I watched it for a long time before 
finally standing up. Never did my eyes stray from the light as I began 
climbing the fence. I was at the top with my one leg swung over, struggling 
to keep my balance, when Christina jumped out of the darkness. 
"Alan!" I fell the rest of the way over the fence, hitting the ground with 
a thud. On my back, I struggled to catch my breath. I held the bullet tightly 
to my chest. Christina leaned over me, her eyes big as ever and her smile 
curling into little spirals at the corners. 
"She cut its head off!" she said. She was elated, holding her hands 
together, her body shaking against the urge to jump up and down. "She cut 
its head off!" she repeated with a sharpness that made her voice break and 
squeak loudly, too loudly, and, startled and embarrassed, she slapped her 
hand over her own mouth and let herself fall down beside me. She grabbed 
my arm, squeezed her tiny fingers around it and smiled, but I could tell by her 
popping blue eyes, round and fierce, that she was terrified. Still, she smiled. 
With her warm against me in the wet of the grass, I was starting to feel 
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better. I shimmied myself closer. We waited in silence like two taut rubber 
bands, and it wasn't until Christina finally sighed that we were both able to 
let our muscles relax again. Christina started to giggle. 
"Come on," she said, "let's go get it." 
I shook my head. I told her I wanted to stay on the ground until 
morning. She pulled me up anyway. 
"Come on," she grunted. 
"Where?" 
"To go get it," she huffed. 
I shook my head again but she pulled me along, adding, "It's fine. We've 
got the bullet." 
We crept through the yard, walking with our asses hanging low to the 
ground, moving like hermit crabs through the wet grass. 
My mother's blue windbreaker swooshed and swayed as Christina tried 
desperately to move inside of it. The fur shawl I was wearing was muddy 
and heavy with grass dew. Still, we had the bullet. We kept moving. 
I searched again for the blue light, but it was gone. I tapped Christina 
on the shoulder as I followed behind her. I wanted to ask her if she had seen 
it, if she knew what it was, but she just brought a finger to her lips and 
flapped her other hand back toward me. Then she folded it into a fist that 
she shook at my chin, so I stopped. 
After what felt like forever, we reached the house and settled ourselves 
next to a basement window. We crouched. Christina pointed and smiled. 
Down through the window we could see a large, used-up, scratched-up, 
worn-out worktable-bigger than either of us was tall-and on the edge, 
tilted to its side and staring idly off into the darkness, was the one-eyed, sev-
ered head of the witch's camel. 
I shrieked, high pitched and wide-eyed, and Christina shot a hand up to 
cover my mouth. With bent eyes and a gruff voice she scolded me. "I'll kill 
ya," she said. 
I nodded that I understood, and she slowly let her hand pull away. I 
looked again. The head sat alone on the worktable, teetering on the edge. I 
recognized it, the soup-can tongue, the medicine-bottle eyelids, the round 
metal nostrils, but alone, without the rest of the body pouring off it, it no 
longer seemed familiar. A single light dangled from the ceiling and swayed 
lazily from side to side. There were little bits of metal, plastic, and other 
things, tiny and round, fat and square, some big like nectarines, others very 
small, so that only little pinpricks of light reflected their presence. 
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Everything else in the room was darkness. In all the corners, on the walls, 
you could sense the presence of clutter. As I looked in through the window 
the room seemed full, but all was black. 
Suddenly, the sound of footsteps creaking down a long staircase that was 
out of our view made us jump, and we both turned away on either side of the 
window, pushing our backs up against the wall, our hands spread out to hold 
us there. Someone was in the basement. I saw Christina close her eyes and roll 
her lips as if sending up a prayer before she turned back to the window to grab 
a quick look, then darted back to her position against the wall. 
She mouthed to me at the other side, "The mute!" She whispered it with 
joy and terror and fascination. I closed my eyes, curled my lips, and then, 
swish-swish, like a broom stroke I glanced in the window and then fell back 
again. What I had seen had only been a blur, a ghost of an image, but no 
less terrifying than I had expected. A man-a giant! -with a bald head and 
a face that slanted violently to the left so that the corner of the lip hugged 
the chin, and the weight of the slack pulled extra meat over the eye. I shook 
my head again, but Christina pulled me toward her and the two of us rolled 
flat on our stomachs and peered through the window to watch. 
The mute had on a heavy black apron and thick, worn, and stained 
welding gloves that stretched tightly over his enormous hands. He held the 
head of the witch's camel to the light, rotating it and cocking his head so 
that his right eye could get a better look. 
I wanted to tell Christina that we should leave, run and get out of there, 
but, as if anticipating my cowardice, she raised a finger to her lips and 
shook her head before I had a chance to say anything. 
Then the mute seemed to hear something coming from upstairs. His 
neck twisted and he let the hand with the camel's head fall, resting it on the 
table. After another moment he set the head down and, removing his gloves, 
left the room. We heard the heavy footsteps ascend the staircase. 
Before I had a chance to move, Christina leaned in and pushed at the 
window. It opened easily, with only the tiniest chirp of unoiled protest. 
I shook my head again, but Christina was already halfway in, headfirst. 
The rest of her body slid down into the basement, and she was gone. The 
next time I noticed her she was in the center of the room, near the heavy 
table, waving me in. 
I climbed through the window awkwardly, feet first, my ass bumping 
against the glass. I kicked around slowly until my feet found solid footing 
on a flat shelf that was low on the wall. Letting the rest of my body slide in, 
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my stomach scraped against the chipped window frame, and when I tried to 
let myself fall the rest of the way, the fur shawl flew up over the back of my 
head and I was stuck there, the latch of the window holding onto the heavy, 
wet cape. My face pushed against the cold concrete wall, and I hung there, 
kicking in the darkness. 
The hands that felt around behind my head were small and familiar. 
Christina removed the clump of cheap rabbit fur that had wedged itself under 
the sliding lock of the swinging window. The sudden release caused me to fall 
backwards into Christina's arms. She lowered me safely to the ground, then 
punched me in the shoulder and wrinkled her face in complete annoyance. 
The basement was packed, topped over with strips and clumps and coils 
and crates made out of all types of materials. Wires of every thickness, some 
new, some corroded and chipping heavy flakes of green and red, hung like 
drooping necklaces from the ceiling. The rust and dust, the frigid air and 
chemical vapors from the opened cans of varnish and paint and whatever else, 
gave the air a chilled, mealy texture, like rotten apples. Sticky, soft, and cold. 
"Don't touch anything," Christina whispered. I nodded and she turned 
toward the workbench in the center of the room. "Look at all this stuff! I 
bet we could find something great to blow that bullet to smithereens with." 
Her eyes rolled with wonder. "Cover me," she added. I held up the bullet 
and she nodded. 
She crept cautiously into the blackness, leaving me behind. My heart 
beat heavy, and with the air so thin and stinging I let my eyes wander over 
the junk and the trash, the piles and the heaps, the shelves of tin cans filled 
with nuts and bolts and other heavy metal shapes. As my eyes adjusted to 
the dark, more wonders and horrors and oddities smoked into view only to 
fade away, blinking themselves in and out of existence, back into the back-
ground of twisted carnage that lined every wall. All but one, that is: a shape, 
a hint of bright color, was slow to appear in the far corner. Long and tall, 
but tiny too, a seven-inch shape that sat still, high up and out of place. I 
moved toward it without thinking, closer and closer, all the time rolling the 
bullet in my hand. 
I had to climb onto a low shelf near the far window to finally be at eye 
level with it. Before me, posed rigidly on a plain wooden pedestal and 
encased in newly polished glass, was the most perfectly beautiful ballerina. 
The torso was pushed up straight at a low point in the back, in an 
uncomfortable pose. The arms shot straight out at acute angles from the 
shoulders, and the legs were pressed perfectly together and wrapped in fine, 
white stockings. Her hair was gold, fine, and very real. The facial features, 
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rosy and delicate, gave the impression that a complex network of muscles 
would at any second roll the kind, little, candy-red smirk into a full and 
bright smile. Much of it was still cast in shadow, though. I tapped at the side 
of the glass. A noise like a coin rolling, a gear shifting, and then a sharp 
click, hummed out of it. A bright, baby blue light, warm and safe, poured 
out from underneath and bobbed playfully over the ballerina as she began 
to turn. She spun slowly and elegantly, but seemed lopsided and unhappy-
that is, when I finally noticed her hands. They were giant hands, at least 
three sizes too large, with fat, knotted-up knuckles and thick, heavy palms. 
They were so huge and grotesque, in fact, that it was a wonder they weren't 
the first things I noticed. Their presence seemed to weigh down her shoul-
ders and justify what now seemed to be an embarrassed look on her milky 
face. Still, she spun beautifully, noiselessly on the pedestal, while the warmth 
of the blue light winked through the sparkles of the pink tutu. 
"Holy damn!" I heard Christina from across the room. She came out of 
the darkness and stood under the swaying light above the workbench 
wearing a dusty metal knight's helmet over her head. She had the facemask 
pulled down, her arms stretched out. Standing like that in the blue wind-
breaker, with the front of the mask tipped at the mouth the way it was, she 
looked like a peacock. 
"This place is awesome!" she exclaimed, and even though it was muted 
and muffled inside the mask, her voice was way too loud. I cringed from my 
perch in front of the spinning ballerina. She removed her helmet, holding it 
between her arm and waist, and cocked an eyebrow at me. 
"What's that thing?" she said, pointing above my shoulder. "Looks pretty 
dumb." I wanted to wave her over and show her how gorgeous it was and 
how weird the hands looked. I wanted to tell her that just because I was 
looking at something didn't mean that it was dumb; just because I found 
something cool didn't mean she couldn't at least give it a chance. I was angry 
now, madder than ever and suddenly I didn't care how many times she would 
probably hit me. I wanted to tell her all sorts of things, yell all sorts of things, 
but before I could-before I could say anything-a heavy hand fell out of the 
darkness behind Christina and landed roughly on her shoulder. 
She shrieked and I fell back, startled, against the shelf where my weight 
pulled loose the rotted nails and brought the whole mess crashing down to 
the floor on top of me. There was a heavy sound, like hot breath from a 
dragon, and then Christina struggling and shouting, "Let me go! Let me go!" 
I couldn't see anything. A heavy slab of wood had fallen on me, nearly 
crushing my head, stopped only by a paint can on the floor. I kicked at the 
debris. All the while I heard the rustling of Christina's jacket and the kicking 
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of her feet. I pushed and pulled my way through the pile. Nearly free, I 
found that my cape of tattered and stained fur was again latched onto some-
thing. It pulled at my neck when I tried to stand. I slid out of the shawl and 
left it, leaping to my feet. 
The mute was even taller than he had seemed when we saw him through 
the window. His eyes hung above the light and were squinted and veiled in 
blackness. He held his raw, blackened hand over Christina's mouth, his free 
arm hanging big and beefy to his side. Christina was kicking, holding her-
self off the ground, both hands gripped around the mute's fat wrist. His 
hand covered her whole face, but through the spread fingers I could see one 
of her eyes, round and blue, big and terrified. 
I felt the bullet. It was still in my hand, still rolling in the oily sweat of my 
palm. Without thinking, without knowing what else to do, I held my arm 
back behind my head, squinted, and took careful aim before launching it, 
straight and true, hard and fast, so that the follow-through nearly toppled me 
forward. It glided through the air, toppling end-over-end, spinning slowly. 
It struck the mute in the chest, just below the neck, and then fell dumbly 
to the floor. Christina continued to kick. I could see that her face was 
turning red, her eyes full of fear. 
The mute's head tilted down and his dark eyes fell on the bullet rolling 
in an awkward circle on the floor. A thick and horrifying hum drew out of 
his mouth and he dropped Christina. She slid out of his arm and fell to the 
floor, hand on the ground, legs splayed out next to her, panting and strug-
gling to catch her breath. 
I ran over to her, helped her up, and we ran to the window. I started to 
climb but felt a tug on my shirt. When I looked back, Christina was pointing 
behind us. 
The mute, ignoring us completely now, was holding the bullet between 
his giant thumb and forefinger, admiring it in the light with a squinted eye, 
as though it were a diamond. 
The air seemed to grow calmer, warmer. We moved slowly as we made 
our escape. Careful to move on tiptoe, helping each other up and out 
without a word, as though exiting the room of a fussy child finally lost to 
sleep. Once out, I looked back one last time for the blue light and was able 
to catch a quick glimpse of it before it blinked and disappeared forever. We 
walked casually through the yard, lifted ourselves carefully over the fence, 
and then ran like hell for home. 
That night I could hardly sleep at all. I kept seeing the mute's big, fat 
hands in the shadows on my bedroom wall. I kept hearing his heavy breaths 
blowing against my window. Twice I got up and crept into the hallway. I 
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stood in front of Christina's door and listened. My heart got cold and shaky. 
I wanted to knock on her door but didn't. I just crept back into my own 
room and hid under the covers. 
When I did finally fall asleep, I dreamt of the ballerina and the blue 
light. Thousands of ballerinas spun, life-size, in a great room made up of 
rusty metal. I started to walk toward one of the spinning dancers, the blue 
light dancing. It was Christina in the pink tutu. She was trapped in the rigid 
pose, arms out, legs together. Glass shattered. There were more of them. 
Some of them looked like me, most were Christina, all were struggling with 
a worried look to move from their perfectly stiff positions. Some fell for-
ward from the weight of their enormous hands. The air filled with smoke. I 
kept my eyes on the original, on Christina. She was crying, terrified, and she 
yelled for me to help her. She yelled and yelled, and I fell backwards as she 
glided toward me, ghost-like now, a blur, and when I tried to get up some-
thing caught me around the neck. I sat forward to stand but it gripped 
tighter and pulled me back down. She was in trouble, I could tell. Her face 
mouthed the words, "Help me." 
The next morning I awoke with the sheet wrapped around my neck and 
both pillows kicked onto the floor. When I went to find Christina she was 
not in her room. Searching the house for her, I noticed the back door was 
open. In the yard, I spotted her standing in the alley, still in her pajamas. I 
walked over and stood next to her. She was staring into the witch's yard, 
not smiling, not frowning. She held her chin high and had her head turned 
to one side. 
She stood like that with her arms crossed and stared at the witch's 
camel. It stood like it always stood, lazy and bored, in the same place it had 
always been, as though it had never left. I stared too. Everything was as it 
had been: the body made of strips of car doors, the tail a coiled spring, the 
right eye a smoothed and polished penny, and there, in the gaping hole 
where the emptiness of the missing left eye had once winked darkness back 
at you, was the bullet, shined up brighter than before and poking out 
sharply so that its copper head pointed right at us. 
"Wow," I said. 
Christina didn't push me or punch me. She didn't sneer or cringe. She just 
kept staring into the yard and nodded her head. "Yeah," she said, "wow." 
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Hilton Head 
Lex Sonne 
THE HARDEST PART ABOUT THE TRIP WAS THE PACKING. I COULDN'T FIGURE OUT 
how many pairs of Jordans I should take. I figured I would need at least five. 
I wanted to take ten, but that seemed a little excessive. I sat there on the 
hardwood floor of my apartment, with the poster of Michael McCready up 
on the wall. I sat there Indian style going back and forth over my collection. 
I had the shoes in the order of Chicago's homicide rate in the nineties. Before 
that, I tried to set them up in order of the best rap albums of all time: GZA, 
Liquid Swords ('95); Dr. Dre, The Chronic ('92); OutKast, Aquemini ('98); 
Notorious BIG, Ready to Die ('94); Wu-Tang Clan, 36 Chambers ('93); 
Bone Thugs-N-Harmony, E 1999 Eternal ('95); Snoop Dog, Doggystyle 
('93 ); OutKast, ATliens ('96); Too Short, Shorty the Pimp ('92), etc., etc. But 
the whole goddamn thing became a mess because I loved all the albums 
from '92 to '99. I finally had to give up and do the homicide thing: '92, 943; 
'93,931; '94,929; '91,927; '90,851; '95,827; '96, 789; '97, 759; '98, 704; 
'99, 641; etc., etc. People were pissed in the nineties. 
For the trip I decided to take the first five according to the best rap 
albums: '95 Jordan XI; '92, Jordan VII; '98, Jordan XIV; '94, Jordan X; '93, 
Jordan IX. 
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Things were worse after I packed the shoes; all the numbers and the 
decisions had worn me down. I had the AC blasting because it was the 
middle of July and hot as hell. I had two of those window jobs: one hanging 
out the front room of my place and the other hanging from the bedroom. I 
had those bastards cranked all the way to ten from June 10th on through 
the end of August. I remember June 10th because that was the first day over 
90° and Chicago had more days in the 90s that year than it ever had-it 
was a record-breaking year in heat-and I had those air-conditioners 
cranked to ten the whole damn time. There I was with the air cranked and 
shooting out like an elephant shooting water through its trunk trying to 
knock my ass down. Actually, I stood there in front of the damn thing, the 
one in the front room, and let the elephant try to knock me down. I laughed 
for a little while, then I started to cry and had to jump in the shower. Just 
the thought of having those damn window air-conditioners was really 
hurting me. I'd never lived with those things before; a lot of people had 
them up in Chicago, and it wasn't that I thought I was too good for the 
things, it was just the sad sight of them hanging out of the windows that 
was hurting the most, and I was thinking about going back on the pills, but 
I figured I'd give it at least another month before I gave up. And then, before 
I knew it, I was on Hilton Head Island, in the gated community of Port 
Royal Plantation with Carmen and her parents, hanging out with the mon-
strous oaks and the Spanish moss hanging from their twisted branches and 
all the seventy-foot pines and the palmettos dotted across the landscape and 
swaying easy in the sea breeze. 
Thomas Vale asked me to join him on the deck after dinner, and he 
didn't turn on the lights. He sat in a rocking chair looking out over the 
Atlantic taking sips of Scotch from a rocks glass. The tide was in and the 
twenty-foot palm trees that stood in the yard, silhouetted against the black 
and purple eastern sky, seemed too skinny to last. 
Carmen and her mother, Katherine, were at the dining-room table talking 
over coffee and chocolate pie, and the light pouring from the bay windows and 
out onto the backyard made the evening seem darker than it was. 
Thomas glanced at his family through the window, then back out at the 
water. I was sitting on the wooden bench that ran around the deck with my 
back against a 6 x 6 pine post touching my J ordans and trying to decide if 
I wanted to excuse myself to get a cup of coffee and a piece of pie. 
"One evening," Thomas started, making me jump and look at his face, 
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which was shadowed and dark, "Carmen's mother and I walked all the way 
around the bend of the sound and down to the public beach." He pointed to 
his right and looked down the beach toward the moon, which was orange and 
full over the black water. "It was back when I first bought this place, and we 
didn't know that the tide covers the entire beach up there. When we turned to 
come back we noticed that there was an ocean between us and the house." He 
placed his drink on the glass table beside him. "We had a bottle of wine, so 
we sat out on the end of one of those wooden walkways. You've seen those 
walkways up there, Shane?" I nodded my head. "We ended up fucking out 
there." He rubbed the side of his face and picked up his glass again. 
I'd forgotten about the coffee and pie. I sat there trying not to think 
about Carmen holding her hand over my mouth that afternoon as she made 
me come in the guest bedroom while her mom made us turkey sandwiches 
in the kitchen and her dad sat at the bar reading the Wall Street Journal and 
drinking fresh-squeezed orange juice. 
He shook his empty glass and leaned forward in his chair so that the 
light poured over his tanned face and full head of gray hair. 
"You care if I ask you a question, Shane?" 
"No. Sure." 
"I know you're not eighteen." 
I took a big breath. "Yeah, I didn't-" 
"Just hold on a second," he waved his hand and closed his eyes. "I don't 
give a damn. Hell, Carmen probably put you up to lying anyway. She's 
smart and likes to get her way. I just want you to be frank with me. Give it 
to me straight." He grinned and stared into my face. 
"Twenty-two, sir. I'm twenty-two, and I don't go to the Art Institute. I work 
downtown at a bookstore. I didn't want things to get ... I met her at a book 
fair at Sayre and we talked about literature. I'll book a flight home tomorrow." 
"Shane." 
I looked up from my Jordans. 
"You think I didn't know before Carmen invited you on this trip?" 
I rubbed my eyes and tried to focus on him. 
"You think I'd rather her be out in a car with a sixteen-year-old punk 
from her high school, or even Lake Forest, for that matter? I think you're 
an OK kid, Shane. Try not to disappoint me." 
That was my third night at the Vales' beach house on Hilton Head 
Island. Early in June, Carmen had asked me if I would come, and my first 
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thoughts were Are you fucking crazy? There's no way I'm going on vacation 
with your parents. They think I'm eighteen and you're sixteen and your dad 
would kill me. No way. No way. You take one of your little friends and I'll 
stay in the city and count pigeons. 
By the middle of the month she had talked me into it. I'm not sure why 
I decided to go. I knew it had to rank up there with the stupidest things I've 
ever done, and I'd done some stupid things in my life: 
1) The time I was home from college on summer break and I promised a 
friend that I'd keep an ounce of his coke at my house while he went to Georgia 
for a month working as a bridge welder. That was smart. Yeah, I'll keep your 
bag of Peruvian flake nice and safe while you hang off a bridge in the middle 
of hot-ass Georgia for a month. I didn't see the sun much that summer. 
2) The time I pushed ten copper BBs up my nose and two of them got 
stuck in my sinuses. 
3) The time I stuck my leg through the slats of one of the dining-room 
chairs and, after butter not working, my father getting pissed and cutting 
the chair to pieces with a chainsaw. (That's one for both of us.) 
4) The time I went on summer vacation in the fourth grade with my best 
friend, Sam. Fourth grade was the year I started daydreaming about 
everyone dying. I saw bloody car crashes with misplaced limbs thrown 
across the road and into ditches and trees. I saw my father falling out of his 
deer stand with an arrow shoved up through the bottom of his chin and out 
his face. I saw my mother slipping under a garbage truck and being 
smashed. (I had actually seen a young boy smashed by a tractor-trailer one 
day at tennis practice. That added a special twist to the madness.) I saw my 
brother, Stuart, flipping off the side of a hill on his four-wheeler and the 
cargo racks on the back crushing his skull. I saw all of this and more and 
worse over and over and over during my fourth-grade year and into that 
summer, and I thought that a vacation in St. Petersburg, Florida, might help 
me forget about it. I was wrong. That was one of the worst decisions ever. 
I walked around with my friend 's father the whole time, wouldn't let him 
out of my sight, and at nights I would cry on the phone to my parents. I 
remember the hotel's pancakes always tasting good in the mornings, but 
after pancakes I started imagining all that shit, and then I didn't feel much 
like throwing a football on the beach or going to the water park. 
Telling Carmen I would go with her to Hilton Head had to be up there. 
I wasn't sure how far, but it was up there. 
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We could hear her parents out in the hall beating around, packing col-
orful towels in oversized colorful bags. I was seated on the comforter of the 
made bed and Carmen was straddling me, her white bikini top in my face 
and her looking down on me with those brown eyes. Her room was con-
nected to the guest room where I was staying by a short hallway with a 
closet and a bathroom. Whenever she wanted to fuck, which was becoming 
very often, she would close and lock her door, walk through the hallway and 
the bathroom into my room, and close and lock my door. I shook my head 
the first time, trying to convince her that it was a bad idea. She dropped the 
bathrobe she was wearing and pushed me back on the bed, all the time 
biting her lip, knowing and enjoying the knowing of what she was doing. 
That morning she did the same thing, but she had on her white bikini 
with the lime green trim. She pulled off my red trunks, sat me down on the 
bed, pulled off the white bottoms and eased herself onto me. I put my mouth 
against her shoulder and pushed my teeth against her skin just to the right 
of the white strap that ran over her collarbone. Against the wall was a teak 
dresser with a conch shell sitting on top beside framed photographs of 
Carmen: one of her in a white and purple polka-dot swimsuit standing over 
a sandcastle, holding an orange shovel and pensively studying her next 
move; one of her in the same suit looking bored, bobbing in an aquamarine 
pool with yellow floaties on her chubby arms; one with her in a light blue 
sundress standing beside her mother in a knee-length skirt and white blouse 
and her father in a pink tie and linen pants, white chairs in rows set behind 
them in the sand, the braces on Carmen's teeth showing behind a slight 
smile. I stared at these photos and heard her parents walking around out-
side that locked door, her mother saying, "Are the Satrois down here this 
week?" and her father saying, "They sold their place last season," and 
Carmen breathed into my ear and asked, "Do you like that, Shane?" and I 
started breathing harder, and she put her hand over my mouth and let her-
self slide all the way down onto me. 
When I could focus again, I saw her smile a crooked grin and she said, "I 
like it the most when your eyes glaze over like that. That's my favorite part." 
Her father asked me to drive on the way over to Coligny Beach. They 
had a black Mercedes S600 that sat there in the garage all damn year. It was 
dusty and looked like it hadn't been driven since last Christmas. I was kind 
of pumped to drive it. I wanted to give that V-12 hell, but I didn't, just let it 
cruise under the massive oaks draped in Spanish moss. 
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Mr. Vale was pissed because he didn't want to leave the house. "We've 
got an empty beach out the back door. That's why we bought this place, isn't 
it?" he tried to explain to his wife and daughter, but Carmen wanted to go 
to the public beach where you have to rent lounge chairs and sit beside fam-
ilies from Tennessee that can't afford mansions on the beachfront property 
of Port Royal Plantation, and young college girls lying in rows of five who 
don't look at the guys who walk by looking at them reading celebrity mag-
azines and maybe one of them in a peach colored bikini reading the novel 
that they didn't finish in English 101 last year at Chapel Hill, and young 
high-school girls talking on their cell phones to their friends back home in 
the middle of Ohio, and high-school boys riding skim boards on the edges of 
the foamy surf, and a father teaching his daughter in a University of Georgia 
T-shirt how to fly one of those crazy kites with two handles. 
No, Coligny Beach was not the place Thomas Vale wanted to spend his 
afternoon on that blazingly hot day in July. But he had packed a cooler with 
plenty of ice and a bottle of Johnnie Walker to make it through. 
Once we got settled out on the sand, Thomas and Katherine coupled on 
their connected wooden lounge chairs, and Carmen and I on ours, kids and 
parents with kids all around, the single-engine prop plane flying by, pulling 
a sign that read in bright orange letters: $3 CORONAS at SQUEAKY TOM'S 
4-7 PM EVERYDAY, Mr. Vale looked over at me and said, "Shane, how about 
you pouring us a couple fingers of that Scotch?" 
I nodded and pulled the bottle from the bag that sat between our chairs 
along with two clear, plastic cups. I asked him if he wanted any water and 
he said no but told me to go ahead and put a splash in mine if I needed it. 
"I don't think I'll have one, Mr. Vale. I thought you meant for me to 
pour one for Mrs. Vale." 
"She doesn't drink in the heat. Come on, have a drink with me." 
"I think I'll stick to water." 
"Water? Really? You haven't had a drop since we got here. I guess you 
were raised that way-God-fearing? That's the way things are down here, 
right? You drink and you're going to hell, right? " He had a big grin smacked 
across his big tan face. 
I opened the top of the cooler and scooped the ice with the cup. 
"I don't know what they say down here. I'm from Kentucky." 
"Kentucky? South Carolina ? It's all the same, isn't it? The South is the 
South-same slow-thinking southern folks." 
I wanted to say that hell-fucking-no the South isn 't just the South. That 
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would be like saying Chicago is Milwaukee is Pittsburgh is Detroit. I'm far-
ther from home here in South Carolina than I am in Chicago, and you, you 
rich motherfucker who neglects his daughter and his wife, who, I must tell 
you, Mr. Vale, speaking of your wife, I wouldn't mind giving her a good 
fucking, and I think she might be down for it the way she watches me when 
I'm walking around your million-dollar beach house without my shirt, but 
no, the South isn't the South. But you wouldn't know a goddamn thing about 
any of it. You wouldn't understand the difference between the Knob country 
of Kentucky that I was dragged all over in a big brown Ford 4X4, sometimes 
with a gutted buck in the bed or a pile of twenty mallard ducks; or the flat 
sandy country of South Carolina dotted with palmettos blowing in the sea 
breeze or the red dirt roads of Alabama with a pencil-thin black man-
blacker than your black Mercedes back there in the parking lot-selling 
roasting peanuts on the side of the road; or broker-than-broke hillbillies in 
Eastern Kentucky and West Virginia blasting coal out of the ground and get-
ting black lung in their chests and coal tattoos across their faces trying to 
choke down the water that they can't choke down anymore because of the 
sulfur and soot in it, and driving on cracked roads that they can't drive on 
anymore because of the blasting, and the mountains wiped clear and flat and 
gray, looking more like the moon or some desolate rocky goddamn planet 
that nothing and no one can live on, because of rich motherfuckers like you 
hoarding all of your money up there on the North Shore of Chicago and 
down here on the beachfront property of Port Royal Plantation, you glutto-
nous pig of a man, Mr. Thomas Vale. And what is a goddamn hedge fund 
anyway? Seems like to me it's some crooked fucking game where you moth-
erfuckers win and all the rest of us lose again. And, no, I don't come from 
some God-fearing family. I grew up Catholic and drinking bourbon before I 
can remember, and I drank too much of it and did a whole lot of crazy, 
fucked-up shit because I don't feel much at home in the world that jackasses 
like you seem to run. So, no, I won't have a drink with you. And you better 
lay off before I stomp your goddamn face through the back of that lounge 
chair and then drink your entire bottle of $200 Scotch. 
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The photographs for American Character: A Photographic Journey were all made in a single location over 
several weeks. Using the slightly distressed side of a construction shed as my backdrop, I set up a kind of 
"studio of the streets" on busy Michigan Avenue, the main downtown thoroughfare in Chicago. The shed 
allowed me to create a quiet space in the midst of the busy urban environment, a space in which I could 
take a closer look at the individuals I chose to photograph . All of the subjects are students at Chicago's 
Columbia College, where I have taught now for ten years. Setting up my camera in this same location each 
day, I proceeded to look for those young people who I thought exuded either a strong or a subtle sense of 
character, something I thought I could describe interestingly through my lens. By capturing their individual 
gesture, dress, and comportment, I hoped to represent the rich diversity of young people who inhabit this 
modern American City. 
-Dawoud Bey 
Zach, Chicago 
Mesun, Chicago 
Nikolas, Chicago 
Aaron, Chicago 
Mike, Chicago 
Aoife, Chicago 
Jessica, Chicago 
Ed, Chicago 
Josie and the Dragon 
Meghan O'Meara Rock 
IT WAS INSIDE THE THIRD EGG SHE OPENED. 
Josie tapped it on the side of the bowl, just as she had the other two, and 
opened it using the one-handed technique she perfected by watching cooking 
shows on TV-splitting the shell apart with a deft, magician-like move. 
And into the bowl it landed: instead of a yellow-orange yolk ball in a 
gooey egg white, a small, serpentine dragon fell out. It was like the kind 
she'd seen at the Chinese New Year's Day parades in San Francisco-the 
hundreds of people holding up the body of the dragon and zigzagging down 
the street, the long, trailing body following a giant modeled head with wide, 
inquisitive eyes. 
The dragon in the bowl, though, was smaller and didn't have a multitude 
of human legs coming out from under its belly, only four legs breaking through 
its side like those of a small lizard. It was covered in a thick layer of amniotic 
fluid and curled into a ball. It was red-scarlet ruby red-glistening under the 
bright halogen lamps fixed under the mahogany cupboards. 
It can't be, Josie thought. "It's impossible," she said, to no one in particular. 
She prodded it gently with a finger and it made a soft, squeaky, mewling 
noise, almost like one would expect to hear from something that was real, 
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Josie thought, and not a vivid, apparently tangible figment of her imagination. 
Was it real? Her therapist had warned against delusions, in her carpeted, 
padded, cushioned office. 
In a trance, Josie drew her finger through the slime, down the middle of 
the creature's tiny snout. Its red scales were smooth and seamless. It was like 
touching warm gold. The dragon's head ended in what looked like two 
impossibly tiny nostrils, and Josie's urge was to clean off the fluid so it could 
breath, whether it was imaginary or not. 
Josie remembered when Lady, their brown mutt dog, got knocked up, 
they found out by Mr. Marco's white poodle from down the block. The pup-
pies were born under her bed in the middle of the night. Josie had leaned 
over one side of the bed and seen the puppies just after they were born-
even before her sister Marla had. They were small, hairless, pink, and 
wrinkly. Lady was licking them all clean. They sniffled their tiny noses, eyes 
closed and lids seeming puffy and raw over them. Josie had wakened her 
mother by shaking her shoulder; her mother followed her into her bedroom, 
looking at each of the puppies and checking their noses for leftover goo. 
The dragon struggled to life, tiny legs moving through the swampy omelet 
makings in the bowl, breaking an egg yolk and then stumbling forward. 
How were you supposed to name baby dragons? After someone in the 
family-you could always do that with human children-but Josie couldn't 
imagine naming the baby dragon "Amelia" after her favorite grandmother 
or "John" after her father. 
Josie watched it in the bowl, turning its head blindly to snap at strings 
of yolk catching on its legs. It let out an angry growl and gnashed its teeth. 
Josie couldn't help but laugh. 
"All right, all right, hold your horses," she said as she lifted the dragon 
up, holding it by its belly. Though its body was long, its belly was rounded, 
fat like a puppy. In her hand, it relaxed at both ends and went very still. Josie 
turned her head so she was looking at the dragon head on. 
"Well, hello," she whispered. 
It responded by flicking its long, purple, forked tongue out twice. After 
it assessed the risks Josie posed and deemed her friendly, it started to 
struggle, waving its legs valiantly and letting out cooing mewls interspersed 
with a series of short clicks. 
Josie drew her finger down its snout, hoping to calm it down, but as she 
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drew her finger down past its impossibly tiny nostrils, remembering her 
mother and the puppies, it bit her: without opening its eyes, it opened tiny 
jaws and snapped down on her finger. Josie was barely able to control her 
impulse to lift her hand to fling the thing away. She stopped, because as 
soon as it bit down, it started sucking, deep, long draws. Maybe it was real. 
In her normal kitchen, the kind of normal kitchen with normal brand-
new stainless-steel appliances that Hector thought meant "rich," Josie had 
thought she would never have a maternal instinct. Her first thoughts about 
the tiny embryo growing inside her-a possible Hector Junior-had been 
"parasite" and then "abortion." 
But she felt some instinct-possibly maternal, but Josie didn't want to 
try and define it-to feed the little dragon. She shook it loose from her 
finger and reached over the cutting board where chopped peppers lay in 
wait to become part of the omelet. She picked up the chef's knife and care-
fully pressed her finger against the very tip of the blade, which, after a 
moment, poked through her skin. She winced and held the finger back up 
to the baby dragon still in her hand. It latched onto her bleeding digit and 
wound its tail around the base of her thumb, releasing a contented, grum-
bling noise around her finger. It kept sucking until it fell asleep, letting out 
a whiny kind of snore. 
She held it close against her body, leaning over the sink to rip off a paper 
towel from the holder. Josie turned on the faucet, just a little dribble, and 
let it run until the water was lukewarm, checking the temperature on the 
inside of her wrist. She wet the paper towel, turned off the water, then 
turned around and slid down the cabinets to the floor. 
Careful not to wake the dragon up, she cleaned its body of the drying egg 
yolk. She started with its back and then each of its legs, meticulously cleaning 
between each clawed toe. She wiped under its belly and gently cleaned around 
its face-though it tried to avoid the towel by nuzzling into her shirt. 
According to a site on the Internet, dragons like gold and warm, dark 
places, so Josie set up an old copper pot underneath the sink, lined it with 
Banky-her childhood security blanket-and the gift Hector had given her 
for their first anniversary, a gold watch that was too flashy for her taste. She 
set the dragon in the nest of blanket with the watch lying against its body 
and tucked the blanket around it, setting the pot back under the sink. 
A few hours later Josie was back at the nest. The dragonette was settled 
in the bottom of the pot, sleeping. 
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She pulled the pot from its dark, cave-like hiding place. The dragon had 
a good bit of Banky in its mouth and was working its jaws around it in a 
tired way, like Josie'd seen sleeping babies do with pacifiers. It had also 
gathered the gold watch close, holding it with a front paw and both back 
paws, digging its claws into the soft metal. 
Josie began tugging Banky out of the baby's mouth, and it blinked 
awake. Apparently, dragons develop quickly, because its eyes were wide 
open now and staring at her. Josie had an odd moment thinking about how 
babies imprint upon the people that they first see. 
"Hello," Josie said, feeling a little intimidated by its bright orange gaze. 
She gave a little tug on the blanket again, and the little dragon rolled 
onto all four legs and tried to pull Banky back, shaking its head hard left 
and right and digging in. It let out a high-pitched growl, then abruptly let 
go, letting out a loud chortle. It left the watch and the wet area of Banky 
and wound its way around Josie's hand. 
"Are you hungry?" asked Josie. She held her fingers straight, splayed 
out. The baby tried to weave between them, but was not quite dexterous 
enough. It flipped over onto its back on her palm and exposed its belly. 
Instead of small round scales, the belly of the dragon was covered in wide 
rectangles that were a pale, blue-red color, depending on the light. Josie 
tickled the warm belly of the dragon and it let out a shriek of joy, then 
flipped over and pranced a ring around the pot's circumference, trotting 
jollily like a show pony. 
Josie threw back her head and laughed, hard, for the first time in a long time. 
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Body Heat 
Bri an Fu lle r 
HE GROANED. IT WAS GUTTURAL AND EVEN, THE SOUND A LABRADOR WOULD 
make if it were getting a back massage. When he exhaled, the Johnny 
Walker on his sticky breath burned the hairs off the nape of my neck. His 
calloused palm draped over my stomach again, inching from the base of my 
sternum down to the place on my abdomen where I hadn't yet grown hair-
where I wouldn't grow hair for another four years. Hard as I tried, I couldn't 
help but let my muscles ripple. It tickled for a thousand wrong reasons. I 
tried playing possum, feigned dead, willing my heartbeat and breathing to 
slow to an undetectable pace so that Uncle would stop sniffing around, stop 
prodding, and move on to different prey. 
But my heart thumped in tandem with the droning beats from the tavern 
band downstairs, its shaky PA and cacophony rising through the floor of the 
apartment. The TV in the small living room was on, the lights from the set 
of Married with Children reflecting off the nicotine-stained walls in front of 
me. The muted scream of the show's canned laughter and the wail of the 
vacuum tubes inside it pulled at my ears. I didn't mind. It was the only dis-
traction I could find. 
The fake gold ring on one of his manual-labor fingers sent aftershocks 
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through my belly button and hit my spine like a nail through a wall: I hated that 
it felt so good. He crept in and we melded together, a ball and socket clicking 
into place to form a single piece. The hair on his belly chafed against the small 
of my back and the top of my bare ass. The bulge in his briefs poked hard and 
solid and relentless. So I prayed, I prayed that he would pass out drunk, that he 
would decide I wasn't good enough to fuck, that maybe somehow the volume 
button on the remote control would turn up and Al Bundy would tell Peg why 
he hates his life at the top of his lungs, that-oh, please God-maybe the band 
downstairs would play a good song. I prayed that if none of my prayers were 
answered could I please, oh please, just die right there on the couch bed with its 
cold, itchy sheets and sharp springs and drunk uncle and Married with Children 
on the TV and an '80s hair band downstairs kicking around their version of 
"Cherry Pie"? I didn't even know what else was around me-but if this happens, 
just have the decency to end me. 
Uncle's breathing got heavy. His fingers traced the line where my waist-
band used to be, the tips touching my sweaty skin as my pants went down. His 
body swallowed mine. In the split second between when his hand left my pelvis 
and landed on my flaccid penis-which wasn't as flaccid as it should have 
been-I sucked in air like someone jumping into a pool, waiting for the shock 
of the icy water to reach my toes, my knees, my torso, and my chest until it 
was too late to react and I was completely helpless and at his will. 
I bit my lip. Uncle's hand was cold when he touched my penis, and 
forceful. It's odd, but as he violently massaged the tip of my cock, all I 
thought was, God, I hope I don't piss on his hand. He pushed me harder 
against him. His wrist and his massive construction-worker's forearm cov-
ered the curve from my pubic bone, all the way to my hip. He found soft 
spots in my skin I never knew existed, and his ability to stimulate and 
manipulate was precise and perverse. I bit harder and longer on my lip until 
I broke the skin. 
Uncle cooed and whined as his bulge fought for space in the intimate 
bubble he had forced us into. The sweat on his belly lubricated where there 
was friction. His breath brought heat where I had goose bumps. I turned my 
head and as I tried not to cry, tears welled in my eyes anyway and fell across 
my face, down to the hairline by my ear. 
His wife's (my aunt's) bedroom door opened down the hallway. A sliver 
of light shone through. He and I breathed in heavily. We both knew she 
hadn't been asleep. 
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An hour ago, while I forced my eyelids shut, Uncle had arrived home 
without the dinner he'd promised he'd bring three hours earlier. My aunt 
stood in the kitchen. I heard the flicker of a Bic lighter, the sound of a ciga-
rette being lit, and tired lungs inhaling; she sighed as she exhaled. 
"You forgot the food," she said. 
"I'm not drunk." 
"I never said you were, but you're lying." 
Then there was sharp, skin-on-skin contact, maybe a slap. Definitely a 
slap. Then she begged, "Please, Mike. He's asleep." Her voice was very 
weak, but her speech had been rehearsed. "Don't do this. Not tonight." 
His voiced boomed like an opera baritone on steroids. "FUCK. YOU." 
My aunt's shoulder blades hit the door of the refrigerator. Then her ass slid 
to the floor, squealing against the refrigerator door on the way down. "You 
do this to me on purpose, don't you?" 
"No, I-" she shrieked as Uncle grabbed her wrist with his hand, and 
when he took her ring finger and bent it back, back, back. 
She screamed as her finger snapped like a fucking chicken wing. 
I heard grunts, cries, and wails as he dragged her by her shirt into the 
bedroom and slammed the door. 
The hardwood floor creaked beneath her bare feet. Uncle and I lay still. 
Now he was playing possum. As the footsteps got closer, louder, he rubbed 
his stubble on my cheek and whispered with sopping-wet breath and a 
throat full of sand, "Don't move." The studio audience laughed at Al Bundy. 
I wanted to jump up and scream, but I didn't want a broken finger either. 
My aunt stopped in the hallway and looked into our room. Her pupils 
shone like an alley cat's as she scanned the living room. "Get me out of 
here," I thought over and over, willing the phrase at her, hoping against 
hope that she would get it, but even then I knew better. Women who are 
downtrodden enough to stay with a man like my uncle are smart enough to 
know that sometimes you've taken enough abuse for the night and not to 
question anything-to pretend nothing's there, to go back to your corner 
and lick your wounds, to save enough strength for the next day. 
I hated her for being so smart. I hated her, even though I would've done 
the exact same thing. 
She tiptoed past the room, opening the bathroom door without turning 
on the light. We heard water running into the sink and her splashing it onto 
her face. She finished too quickly, walked back to her room even faster, and 
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just like that, Uncle let out a lion's breath. 
"Don't," I whispered. 
"Shhh," he said, baritone and soft. 
My uncle's heart quickened, pumping blood thick and fast through his 
veins. Uncle's hand felt my navel and he tugged at himself. 
I winced and the blood fell from my lips like a blister had popped, 
gushing on the sheets below my chin, mixing with my drool. 
Uncle was a wild boar in rut, grunting and tugging at himself, and I felt 
him push into me. Immediately I became nauseated. Uncomfortably warm 
and full, but numb at the same time, utterly paralyzed. My hands were the 
only part of me that had feeling, so I gripped the sheets as hard as I could 
and felt the sticky mix of blood and tears and snot cover my hands. I cried 
without words and I thought about how I wouldn't be able to look my par-
ents in the eye again, how I was hollowed out like a pumpkin and dumped 
on like a landfill, and how fucking creepy it was that Al Bundy was getting 
laughs while I lay there like a mannequin, stiff and awkward, and how hor-
rible and ironic it was that the song I'd associate with this moment forever 
would be a knock-off version of Led Zeppelin's "Lemon Song," and how, if 
I ever told anyone, they wouldn't believe me. My uncle hummed the lyrics 
as he continued. 
I filled my mind with anything but the weight of the reality, my thoughts 
repeatedly interrupted by his moans, his carnal grunts. I thought of all the kids 
at school who made fun of me, who would look at me tomorrow and know, 
just fucking know, that I would be even easier prey than usual. I'd look at them 
with murder in my eyes, because from this moment on I would not give a 
damn about what they thought. I wouldn't worry about any detentions or 
warnings or parent/teacher conferences because I'd lost everything. I was not 
even a teenager and my dignity was being pulled out of me, gutted like a 
trophy kill. There are parts of my body that cannot be given back again. 
He seemed to seize when he climaxed, the 1V and the band downstairs 
completely drowned out by the acute pings of the couch bed's mattress coils, 
and I grew warmer as the dinner Uncle never brought home crept up my throat. 
It burned when he pulled out of me, so I clamped on my lip even harder, 
let the taste of my blood fill my mouth and wrap around my gums, let the 
salty mess rub against my teeth. The couch bed jiggled as he turned over 
onto his back. I lay on my side, facing the wall, afraid to look at him, even 
hours later when I was still awake and sure he was in a drunken sleep. 
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In the morning, my mother took off work to come pick me up. When I 
got up, I didn't meet my aunt's eyes, nor did I look at my uncle. I put my 
school clothes on like I did every weekday and made sure I had all my 
homework to turn in. 
When my mother hugged me, I didn't embrace her but lay my head 
against her chest and closed my eyes, smelling the mentholated smoke on 
her jacket, and felt her heart beat steadily, at the rate of a person who 
doesn't go to sleep terrified. 
She pushed me away for a moment, put space between us, and kissed 
me on the forehead. 
"What happened to your lip, sweetheart?" 
My aunt looked at me, masking her worry with a fake confusion. I 
didn't dare tell the truth. 
"I bit my lip when I was eating dinner." 
My aunt let her shoulders drop and she searched the kitchen for her 
Virginia Slims. 
"Well, you gotta be more careful. You chew too fast," my mother said. 
"It looks pretty bad." I couldn't think of a response. 
"All right. Thanks for watching him," she said to her sister, my uncle's 
wife. "Ready to go to school?" 
"No," I said, eyes on the hardwood floor. 
She chuckled. "Oh, toughen up. School isn't so bad. You'll survive." 
"That's not the point," I said, and we left the apartment. 
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Heroine 
Joe Quigley 
IT STARTED WHEN I WAS LITTLE, WATCHING REPEATS OF THE OLD B ATMAN AND 
Robin show before school. I'd sit at the kitchen table, spooning cornflakes 
into my mouth without looking at my bowl. Eyes on the TV, the old kind 
with dials, on the counter next to the toaster in the old apartment from 
before Mom moved away. My focus was always on Robin, because I iden-
tified with him. He had been played by a nineteen-year-old actor named 
Burt Ward, who was now a fat old man. But he seemed like a little girl to 
me. A little girl just like me. His little shorts seemed so similar to the undies 
I was wearing underneath my long, baggy T-shirt that read #1 DAD. His 
short black hair was so similar to my pixie cut that the old Italian man at 
the deli called me a good boy when he gave me free slices of ham. 
Under his green, short-sleeved shirt and red vest-with the yellow R in 
a tiny black circle-his torso seemed flat. No muscle, no fat, just flat like 
mine. His arms were skinny. His bare legs were hairless, his little shoes like 
my ballet slippers. It was funny to see someone so much like me fight in a 
yellow cape and flimsy domino mask alongside the crusader of justice. 
I remember that every time he and Batman were tied together over a vat 
of acid-I don't remember the show that well, to be honest-it was always 
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Batman who saved them, and it seemed to me that, if left to his own devices, 
Robin would be killed. And there was this one episode-maybe I just created 
it in my mind, but I remember this one episode-where Batman and Robin 
were fighting these thugs. There were, like, a dozen of 'em, big, burly, fat guys 
in black jumpsuits, and one of them wrapped his hands around Robin's neck 
and choked him. And Robin grabbed the man's wrists and tried to pull him 
off, but he was too weak. He clenched his eyes tight, arched his back, bared 
his teeth, tried his best to save himself. And then Batman came to save him 
with a POW! But as I sat there, milk dripping from my lips to my chin, I 
knew I wanted Robin to die. I wanted him to die like that, slowly choked, 
fighting but not strong enough, falling to his knees, tears in his eyes, and then 
nothing. No buildup, but in an instant his body went limp, his head tilted to 
the side, his eyes closed, his left arm swaying. Then the thug let go, and 
Robin fell face first onto the cement warehouse floor. His arms splayed out, 
his cape still. Batman came rushing up, but was too late. 
But in my head, it was not Burt Ward or Dick Grayson or any boy who 
was Robin. It was me, and I must have been seven when I decided that I 
wanted to be choked to death, wearing a Robin costume. 
Before puberty, it remained a silent thing that only came up in the back 
of my head at night, while I stared at the cracks in the ceiling in my bed-
room that was really a narrow, open hallway between the living room, the 
bathroom, and the kitchen. 
When I was thirteen, we moved to the big house with the tire swing in 
the backyard in the 'burbs. I had discovered writing. I kept a black-and-
white marble notebook under my socks in the bottom left drawer of my 
dresser, and I filled it with the same death, the same spandex, over and over. 
I knew Dad would never find it. I was more afraid of Deb, my stepmother, 
who was always snooping around. 
But it got boring after a while, so I began filling the notebooks with 
crude, boxy, Sharpie marker drawings. Problem was, I didn't look like 
Robin anymore. Deb was fat and she was always asking me if I wanted a 
grilled cheese sandwich, buying me crumb cake from the bakery, or giving 
me paper bags full of soda or Twinkies before I left for school. It was OK 
for her to be fat. She had a special store where she bought her clothes, and 
had my dad, and, most importantly, she had curves. I was thirteen and was 
shaped like a potato. 
Soon, there was masturbation. It seemed wrong at first, but it was the 
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only time I could be Robin-on my bed with my knees bent, panties pulled 
down and stretched over my ankles, reaching down between my legs and 
rubbing myself. Ignoring my long hair that Deb had encouraged me to grow 
out because I looked oh so cute. Or the dangling earrings from my birthday 
that were just so me. Or the little white bra with the little red hearts because 
I was a little darling becoming a big darling. I forgot it all, my toes tight-
ening and lifting off the bed, my thumb and index finger massaging my 
neck. Eyes tight. Baring my teeth. And then-
Eventually, I stopped looking like a potato. I had unfortunate curves but 
not many. I played basketball but wasn't very good. Got high with a circle of 
friends around a fire pit. Snuck into bars and frat parties. Was good in lit 
classes and fluent in French. I was known for being funny because my guy 
friends would tell me so but say that I had a nice ass. I had a boyfriend 
named Jake. Lost my virginity. First time he made me come, as I tightened 
around his dick and clutched the sheets, he had this goonish grin and 
wheezed, "Yeah." If only he had known that at that moment I was pretending 
to be a naked and deceased seven-year-old girl wearing a yellow cape. 
I had tried the Internet. Gone to chat rooms and even posted an ad, but 
all I got were man-babies, calling me babe, asking for pies of my ass, listing 
the chains and whips they had, how big their dicks were, whiney and 
pathetic losers who wanted to prove something by pretending to dominate 
women, or pansies sending long-winded and nervous e-mails about the ben-
efits of auto asphyxiation-not what I wanted. 
Then there was Seth, my college boyfriend. We were lying on our stom-
achs on his dorm-room twin bed, looking out the window at the quad 
during a snowstorm. Everything was white. 
"Hey ... can I ask you something?" he said. He was this compact guy with 
short brown hair, kind of like Robin, to tell you the truth. He was pretty good 
looking, but always shaky. He must have been really nervous then, because 
when I turned to answer him, he was facing the other way from me. 
"What is it?" He took a long breath. He rolled over and sat up, cross-
legged, and smiled. He held his hands out like he was offering me some-
thing, thin, long fingers, pale, with fine black hairs over each knuckle. 
"Can I choke you? I mean, not like choke-you-choke-you, not like 
ggaah," he said, with his hands on his throat, rocking his head, sticking out 
his tongue and crossing his eyes, "but like ... you know like I'm good at it, 
I mean, like, I've done it before. I mean, like, only with my old girlfriend and 
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I don't know, like, it's not just a fetish or something. It's supposed to help 
with-" He began to point at my crotch, but I scooted over to him, took his 
hands, and nodded. He smiled and leaned in to kiss me, but missed and got 
my chin. He tried again, but I ended up laughing into his mouth. We ended 
up making out a bit and then cuddling. As he spooned me, his arms around 
my body, his legs feeling like one of my own, I said, "Um ... I actually have 
my own favor to ask ... " 
The week leading up to the choking was thrilling. All my friends would 
ask me, "Why're you so giddy?" and I'd smile and throw up my hands, 
feigning ignorance, and Rinska, my main girl, would grab my arm and throw 
her hair back. "I know what's going on ... Seth?" with a chuckle, and I'd suck 
my teeth and look away, kind of embarrassed, and go, "Yeaaaah ... " 
And the girls would laugh, one adding, "Fucking nerdy guys, always 
eager to please." It made me feel guilty, like I was pretending to be someone 
else, someone normal, someone who actually liked Seth as much as 
everyone, including Seth, thought I did. But I guess I was always pretending, 
just like Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson. 
Still, I was excited. My pixie cut stayed at boy length. I inspected my 
pits, legs, and patch, daily. Smooth and clean. God, I hated that Brazilian 
wax. I jogged every day, my body was lean, and my breasts were pretty 
small. My hips were getting wider and my ass rounded, but that was OK. I 
made sure that I was in nice shape-that I was fit to be Robin. 
The first disappointment was the costume shop. They had Robin cos-
tumes for little boys that I figured would fit, but they weren't what I 
wanted. They were red and black, covered the whole legs, and didn't come 
with the tiny green shorts. They also came with these padded muscle torso 
pieces. What the hell was that? I searched around; I asked someone for a 
Robin costume from the old Adam West Batman show, but he didn't know 
what I was talking about. Finally, I settled on something I found next to the 
erotic costumes. It was kind of like a Robin costume, but more a low-cut 
polyester dress that had the same color scheme. The top stitching was 
yellow Xs and another X where the big yellow R should've been. I bought 
it with a cheap Zorro mask and settled. At least it had a cape. 
The night was even more disappointing. For one thing, I didn't know 
that Seth wanted to have sex while he choked me. It was good sex, mind 
you, but the way he erotically stroked his index finger around my neck 
beforehand? What the fuck was that? I didn't want foreplay to choking. 
For a few moments, it was good. He had allowed me to keep the costume 
on. He pressed his thumb down on my windpipe, his fingers digging around 
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it. He was good. My eyes tight, baring my teeth, I tried my best to ignore his 
dick, ignore that he was still allowing me some air. I could pretend. I began 
to writhe under his body. I could feel my chest moving up and down, my 
legs involuntarily wrapping around his ass. My eyes moistened. My lips 
quivering. Oh my. Yes. So close and then-
"Are you OK?" he asked, his hand slipping from my throat, the head of 
his dick slowly exiting my vagina. 
"Yeah, just keep going." 
"Are you sure?" He was on his knees in front of me, his dick half dead 
and lying on his lap. "You looked like-" 
I propped myself up a bit and grabbed his wrist, pulling him back to my 
throat. "Yes, yes, just choke me." My voice was high and I felt like I was 
going to cry. 
He pointed at his dick, "But I'm-" I let out a pissed-off grunt and got 
on my knees. I pulled him to my throat with one hand and jerked off his 
limp dick with the other, the baggy condom still hanging off it. He pulled 
his arm and his dick away, got off the bed, and asked me what the hell was 
wrong with me. I asked him why he had to ruin it, and he told me that he 
didn't know what the fuck I was talking about. I went to the bathroom to 
pee and cry. I came back and we lay next to each other till both of us apol-
ogized. We had normal sex, without the Robin costume. He spooned me 
again and said he was sorry and that he loved me. 
I broke up with him about three days later. 
I graduated college, moved back to the city, and got a job as a secretary. 
I started dating a graphic designer, West, and didn't think about the choking 
with him, just enjoyed the sex, the handholding, the Thai restaurants, the 
new friends, the paychecks, and the tired nights eating Cup of Noodles and 
watching shitty romantic comedies. Enjoying my secret identity. 
In the meantime, I had been on a mission to create it, the real thing. The 
Internet was my main tool for recruiting people to custom make stuff. I 
went on eBay to get a lot of it, and when I was twenty-seven, it was com-
plete. A real Robin costume-NO! A real Robin uniform-everything from 
the show, from the green gloves to the thin belt. Cotton and leather and 
rubber and silk and perfection. I had kept the pixie cut. I had kept jogging 
and waxing and slathering myself with lotions and potions after each 
shower. I had stayed thin. My breasts had stayed small and I was ready. I 
was fit. I was Robin. 
The night came. I told West that I was visiting my dad in the 'burbs. 
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Really, I had taken a bus to the bad side of town, to the tall projects and 
boarded-up corner stores. I brought a duffle bag with my supplies and 
checked in under a false name in the nicest seedy motel. 
I went to the streets searching for something late at night. I wore a 
brown overcoat that covered my true self, but you could still see my bare 
legs and green booties. 
I found them on the playground, shooting a basketball back and forth 
under a hoop. It was nearly two in the morning. Three tall black guys, one 
in a wife-beater, one in a Bulls jersey, and the third in a white T-shirt that 
said Hilfiger on it. Obviously up to no good! They were my thugs! I didn't 
really consider my intent, whether I really wanted them to kill me. I don't 
know-I just had to do this. 
I reached into my pocket, pulled out my mask, and wrapped it around my 
eyes. I dropped the coat and marched toward them. My cape blowing a bit in 
the air, goosebumps on my arms and legs. They already saw me heading across 
the blacktop and just stared ahead, murder clearly in their eyes. 
I stopped a few yards in front of them, placed my fists at my waist and 
brought my chin up, facing the full moon: "Hello, CRIMINALS! I am the 
GIRRRL-WONDER! And I am here to bring you in!" 
They looked at me, Hilfiger with the ball tucked under his arm. "Um, 
OK ... ," said the Wife-Beater, nodding his head. "Uh, are you all right?" 
"Oooooh! I'm just fine! It's you thugs that are going to suffer!" I said, 
turning my head to them and raising an eyebrow. 
"Hey, c'mon," said Hilfiger. 
"Come on, what?" 
"That's a little offensive," said the Bull. 
"Seriously, lady, we were just heading home." 
The Wife-Beater walked up to me and tried to grab my arm. He gave a 
half-smile. "Listen, this ain't a good place to be dressed up like that this late. 
You live near here?" 
I quickly pulled my arm away from him. "Think I'll give away where 
the ol' cave is, do you, villain?" 
"What cave?" asked the Bull as I threw a karate chop at the Wife-
Beater's neck. 
"AGH!" backing away, holding his wound. "What the fuck was what?" 
Hilfiger whipped out a cell phone from his baggy shorts and began 
dialing. I strutted over to him, "What? Calling for more fiends?" 
"NO! I'm calling the fucking police, ya crazy-ass crazy." 
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"HA! Like they'd help you!" I said charging at him with my fist out, but 
the Bull quickly jumped in front of him and the Wife-Beater pulled me back, 
wrapping his arms around my stomach. "HELP!" I screamed, "BATMAN! 
HELP ME!" 
"Yeah, she's like a fucking Wonder Woman or something. I don't know, 
she's calling us thugs and she karate-chopped my friend. Yeah, karate-
chopped," said Hilfiger into his cell phone. 
I struggled hard against the fiend holding my stomach tight, trying to 
pull his arms away, but he was so strong. Stronger than me. His hands dug 
into my gut, oh, so close, so close to it. "Please," I begged, a shudder in my 
voice, "Batman will stop you!" 
"WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?" 
He released, pushing me forward, "Let's just get out of here," he said, fed up. 
"Yeah, she's still here," said Hilfiger into the cell phone, pacing a few 
steps ahead of us. 
"We can't just leave her," said the Bull. 
"Son, she fuck'n karate-chopped me." 
"She's not well, look at her," he said pointing at me as I stood between 
the two men like a tiny, scared child, realizing they weren't going to choke 
me at all. "She's like my aunt, I'm used to this. Let's just wait till the police 
come." I was standing rigid now, my hands in front of my lap, feeling silly 
and naked, no longer Robin. "Hey," the Bull said, "what's your name?" 
I couldn't have this. Death was one thing, but humiliation? I ran off 
across the blacktop as fast as I could, leaving the overcoat behind me. I 
looked behind to see them just standing there staring at me, not chasing. 
I ended up ducking into an alleyway and sat beside a Dumpster. I curled 
myself into a ball and tried covering myself with my cape, but it was too 
short. So, I cried into my knees, rocking back and forth. "Stupid criminals," 
I said. "Stupid Deb," I snarled. "Fucking Batman." And I did that for a very 
long time. Then I walked back to the blacktop, the thugs gone, and searched 
for my overcoat, but it was nowhere. As I looked down to where it once lay, 
I thought briefly how nice it would be to see the thug who stole it, because 
maybe he'd be willing to strangle me. 
It was a long walk back to the hotel; I had taken the bus down to the 
park and left all my money and stuff in the overcoat. As I walked along, I 
looked in dark corners, hoping something would come out. Something 
would understand. Something would give me what I wanted. 
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But nothing came, and I went back to the motel and explained to the 
night manager that I had just come back from a costume party. But she still 
looked at me strangely, sucking in her lips and squinting as she gave me a 
new key. 
I was still in costume, on the bed in the motel. The room smelled like 
cheese. I stared ahead at the painting of a sailboat that hung over the TV, 
the old kind with dials. I wondered whether I had any money in the blue 
duffle bag next to the bathroom door; I knew I had a change of clothes. I 
wondered about writing to prisons, to ex-serial killers up for parole. One of 
them would probably want to strangle me. They'd probably love it. Just 
change your clothes, get home, regroup. I didn't even want to be strangled 
at the moment. I wanted to be with West. I wanted to feel the warm flab of 
his body and cry and feel his beard brush against me. But he'd ask what I 
was crying about, and what could I say? Blame it on fat old Deb? 
Then I heard the commotion. My room was on the first floor. Next to 
the door was a big window with white vertical blinds, and I could see the 
outlines of people standing behind it. I heard them talking rather loudly and 
someone yelling something. I crept over to the blinds and pulled them over 
to peep outside and saw four people-the manager, the maid, a woman, and 
a ten-year-old girl shaped like a potato-circled around an old man with 
thin gray hair and high slacks pulled over his flannel shirt. He lay so still, 
sprawled over an empty handicapped parking space. There was a heavy 
knock on my door and I could hear someone yell, "HELLO?" 
He was knocking on my door because an ambulance may have been 
coming but not fast enough, and nobody out there knew CPR. And the man 
knocking on my door wanted to know if I did. And I did. 
So I went to the door and swung it open. He took a few steps back, 
shocked by my uniform, forgetting his question. I nodded to him, walked to 
the old man, and threw my hands up high, signifying to everyone to give 
him some room. They all moved away. I knelt down to him and tilted his 
head back, put my ear to his chest, and felt nothing. I put my hand to his 
mouth and felt nothing. So I cupped my mouth over his and breathed. Then 
I planted my gloved hands in the center of his sternum, pushed up and 
down, and breathed, and counted, and pushed, and breathed, and counted. 
My breasts shifted under the vest-and pushed. My shorts-covered bottom 
went up and down, my cape hitting his neck, and everyone was staring at 
me. And I had to save this man; my body felt like it would shatter if I didn't. 
And I did it over and over again, and the sound of sirens was getting closer, 
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but his eyes opened before they got there. And he coughed and writhed on 
the ground, and I stood up, looking like a goddess. Like a heroine. 
The people parted around me. I went back to my room, got my duffle 
bag, and walked out as the ambulance pulled into the parking lot. Everyone 
was clapping for me and hooting and punching the air and I smiled, but my 
lip went stiff again and I knew what I was supposed to do then. I ran, my 
yellow cape flowing behind me as I charged out of the parking lot and down 
the street toward the bright new morning. 
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Dunya 
Faisal Mohyuddin 
DUNYA'S EYELIDS FLUTTERED WITH THE SLEEPINESS ONE FEELS ON HOT, MUGGY 
nights, and she decided she would wait another hour and then retire to her 
room, where she would take a quick bath to wash away the day's dust and 
sweat and then get into her bed to sleep. If, after her bath, she felt awake 
enough, she might perform the nightly Isha prayers and read some ghazals 
by candlelight. One more hour only, she thought. I can be managing that 
much at least. There were three avocado trees in the large, square courtyard 
where Dunya and the two other girls stood waiting patiently for the right 
person to come along. Each girl leaned against a tree, picking at her nails or 
humming or just staring through the curtain of glass beads that hung in the 
entrance facing the narrow alley outside. 
She slid down the tree a few inches and winced when she felt a jagged 
knob of tree bark bite her back through the thin cotton of her long yellow 
shirt, blood-colored floral patterns embroidered across its chest. Dunya 
turned away from the tree, grimacing; she closed her eyes, let her head drop, 
and let out a long sigh. 
"Why so tired-looking tonight?" 
Dunya twisted her face toward Cheeni and looked at her friend; she too 
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was leaning against her tree, with her arms folded across her large bosom. 
"You are looking like you are having three men already," Cheeni added, 
holding an upturned hand out toward Dunya, a gesture of mocking. Cheeni, a 
stranger to shyness, was the largest girl-plump and round and voluptuous, 
with skin as light and smooth as cream. The low-watt fluorescent tube lights, 
mounted one on each of the four walls, gave the space a washed-out quality. 
Like a dream, thought Dunya. The heat warped the thick layers of makeup 
across Cheeni's face, and in this light she looked cartoonish. 
"I will be OK, sister," Dunya replied, still studying Cheeni's face, trying to 
understand why this large, beautiful woman preferred to hide herself behind 
all those unnatural layers of blush and shadow. Any man who would want her 
tonight, thought Dunya, would have to be sick and desperate; or blind. 
"You should be going to sleep now; your eyes are looking so tired." 
Dunya heard a laugh to her right; it was Sonia. "I keep on telling you, 
Cheeni," Sonia said. "The girl is always reading the love poetry too much at 
the nighttime. What girl can be sleeping when her brain is so full of lover-
boy dreamings?" 
Cheeni nodded earnestly, and Dunya decided it was best not to argue. 
Sonia, who was a tiny girl, two years older than Dunya but seemingly much 
younger, stepped away from her tree and walked the ten or so paces to the 
small table in the front right corner of the courtyard on which sat a glass 
pitcher of water and a steel cup. The cup teetered back and forth as it was 
being filled. She tossed her head back and drank the water in one long gulp 
before wiping her mouth with her wrist. She looked defiantly at Dunya and 
then winked playfully. 
"Some for you, too?" she asked. "Not so much cold, but water is water." 
Dunya shook her head. Something about Sonia's self-confidence, her 
indifference, made Dunya feel unsettled. But the older girl never mistreated 
Dunya, had never spoken a mean word to her. 
Cheeni did not respond to Sonia and instead said to Dunya, "Go to 
sleep. You will be doing the good thing for your body." She placed her hands 
behind her neck and looked up into the night sky glowing brightly over 
Lahore. "Looks like it might be raining tonight, no?" she asked. 
"I am hoping it does," replied Sonia, now crouching down over a box 
of cassettes sitting beside the water table; next to the box sat a small, black, 
battery-powered single tape deck. From some of the rooms that faced into 
the courtyard came the sound of televisions broadcasting shows from 
around the world, men and women talking or arguing or moaning as if in 
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pain, and the occasional sound of a toilet flushing. She found a tape she 
liked and inserted it into the player. 
"I promise you, Dunya," Cheeni added, just as a song from an old 
Indian film started to play. "If anybody is coming for you, I will bring him 
up to you, no problem. OK?" 
"Soon," Dunya said softly, covering her yawning mouth with the back 
of her hand. The song sounded familiar, but she could not place it. She was 
tired, yes, but she would still give it another hour. Her madam, Dilshad 
Bibi-who liked to go out at night into the streets of Heera Mandi with her 
fellow madams and sit on charpoys and smoke hookah like old men and tell 
stories of how much better life used to be in Pakistan back when they were 
young and nubile and oblivious to the nasty ways of the world-would be 
pleased to know that Dunya, being sleepy, did not rush to bed. It was the 
mark of a good girl, Dunya knew, to be available for as long as possible. 
Who knew when a man might walk in and choose her? 
She gazed down at her toes and curled them into the powdery dirt that bil-
lowed through the courtyard and into the girls' eyes whenever swirls of wind 
spun down from the unfriendly sky, always too burdened by smog and light 
to hold wishing stars. Dunya crushed an ant with the heel of her foot and 
flicked it away with her big toe; she watched it wriggle wildly a few feet away, 
but she felt nothing for its pain. Her heart, ever since her parents were killed 
in the Kashmir earthquake in 2005 and her brother and two sisters disap-
peared into the mountains, had become a stone lodged in her chest. 
Cheeni started humming to a new song now playing, but Dunya was 
more interested in the noises of life in the distance, beyond the sounds 
drifting into this courtyard, beyond the confines of the tall, tightly packed 
buildings in this old, old part of Lahore. She wanted to be closer to the con-
stant honking of traffic, the sounds of people chatting and joking while 
stuffing their faces with late-night chicken tikka or lamb kat-a-kat, slurping 
too-hot cups of sweet tea; the voices of heroin addicts singing love songs on 
street corners while people walked past them, amused and disgusted, some 
of them dropping a rupee or two at their feet. Suddenly from upstairs there 
came the sound of loud, unabashed laughter, and Dunya remembered the 
American man who had walked in about an hour ago. 
"Listen!" Sonia said, pointing behind her head. "It's Bulbul and that 
gora laughing like fools. Such behavior, it's not right, you know. Madam 
would be so much angry to hear it." 
"Oh, it is nothing to become worried over. The gora is paying the big 
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money, the dollar bills, and Bulbul is the smart girl, she is knowing that. Am 
I right, Dunya?" 
Dunya shrugged her shoulders. She never understood why any of the 
girls cared what anyone else did in her room, with or without a man. A man 
was a man, easily amused, only one thing on his little mind. On top of that, 
why not have some fun yourself? That's what Madam Dilshad had always 
told her. Soon enough, she would always say, you will be too old and then 
what to do? Just the sitting around and the telling stories and the eating too 
many times a day and the getting fat and the wondering what to do next 
and the whole time wishing for a man to come by and say to come with him. 
The giggling upstairs grew louder now, and Sonia threw her hands in the 
air and gritted her teeth. Dunya looked at Sonia, who she had always thought 
was the most beautiful girl she had ever seen. Two years older than Dunya, 
who was eighteen, she looked younger, fresher, much less weathered by this 
work. Dunya wondered what kept her youthful, whether it was the absence 
of any real worries in her life. Staring at Sonia, she touched the soft place 
beneath her eyes and pulled the skin down to feel it tighten. She was only 
eighteen, yes, but it had been three years since she had come here, a place 
where every day seemed to stretch out like a cat and last so long, so long that 
those three years had become so many more for Dunya. She listened to the 
music and then through the music to the sounds of human lovemaking 
drifting down from the rooms above. Looking up, she saw that all the cur-
tains were drawn across the handful of windows that faced into the court-
yard; they did little to muffle the moans. 
From down there, it all sounded painful; in fact, ever since she first 
heard these sounds, they had always sounded painful. It was a wonder in 
Dunya's mind that any sane person would ever desire this thing so desper-
ately that he would come here-risking his name, his family, his heart-to 
get a little taste. 
Dunya slid her hands down her sides; she had a thin but strong frame, 
her arms and legs able to pull a body deep into hers, and the men who chose 
her often came back for her again and again. But each of the seven girls who 
belonged to this place had her own unique appeal, and the madam, Dilshad 
Bibi, who mothered them like a soldier, understood the idea of tastes, of 
how varied they were in this world. 
Sonia, the smallest, thinnest girl-the most beautiful, too-was standing 
beside her tree again, blowing tiny spit bubbles and lining them up along the 
curve of her lips. Twenty years old but still just a girl, Sonia's secret indul-
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gence was sleeping at night with a doll. In fact, her room was cluttered with 
countless dolls, all gifts from the men who came to her over and over 
because they were afraid of adult women and lusted instead after smaller 
creatures like Sonia. 
But those who preferred mass, weight, the comfort that came with being 
consumed by a smothering presence, looked right past Sonia, right past 
Dunya and Bulbul and Samana and Chandni and Mumtaz, and let their 
eyes rest on Cheeni. Cheeni was known for taking great pride in her appear-
ance, always wrapping her hefty body in the most elegant silk saris, 
adorning her ears with long, ornate earrings, and having her face done up 
each afternoon by a well-known local beautician. Knowing her appeal, 
Cheeni always stood flaunting her nonchalance, her thick arms behind her 
head, staring straight ahead with narrowed eyes full of female hunger. She 
knew that if the man who stepped through the glass-bead curtains met her 
gaze, he would become transfixed by it, and no matter what kind of girl he 
came to find would need to see no one else but this big woman. 
But Dunya never looked toward the curtains the way Cheeni and some 
of her other girls did. She preferred shy men who entered with shameful 
eyes locked onto the ground before them, their eager bodies propelling them 
forward, overpowering the thoughts that pulled them back, back into the 
outside world where fantasy was fantasy and one's own hand was enough 
to magic a delirious body into sanity. 
And on this night, when she suddenly heard voices in the alley 
approaching this place hidden deep within the labyrinth of Lahore's Old City, 
Dunya held her breath, as did Sonia and Cheeni, trying to catch a fragment of 
the conversation. What kind of man was on his way? Another foreigner? A 
rich local whose wife and kids were away visiting family? Or a teenage boy 
who had stolen enough money to afford the pleasures of a woman for the 
night? It was impossible to tell. All they could hear was one man's voice-it 
was Shama, the pimp. There was the sound of his laughter, his hand slapping 
the other man's back, no doubt nudging him toward the courtyard where the 
girls waited on the other side of the curtain. Just as the shape of the anony-
mous man appeared behind the hanging beads, the girls heard the jaunty 
sound of Shama's footsteps as he hurried away, back toward the main thor-
oughfares of Heera Mandi, happy and ready to find someone else to entice. 
The stranger hesitated outside for several seconds, and Cheeni whis-
pered, "I am hoping he is not the kind of man who is becoming too much 
nervous and is changing the mind." 
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Just then the stranger slowly pushed his way through; the sound of the 
curtain clicking softly reminded Dunya, hundreds of miles from Kashmir, of 
home: she remembered the sound gravel made when it tumbled down the 
side of a cliff as a person walked up and down the mountain paths of her 
village. Home was nowhere else but here now, and she suppressed the 
memory and listened, without looking away from the ground, to the man 
who had stepped one foot inside. She heard a hovering stillness, the hesita-
tion before the second foot passed over the imaginary threshold, and she 
knew without having to look up what kind of man had arrived. She smiled 
and waited and used the soles of her feet to wipe the dust from her toes and 
waited some more. Every man was told to make his choice by walking 
toward the girl he wanted, but this man-half in, half out, transfixed-
seemed to be having trouble making up his mind. 
He must not have even looked up at Cheeni because she loudly cleared her 
throat and declared, "At least look at us!" Dunya stole a glance at her and saw 
how she had placed her hands on her hips and pushed her belly out toward the 
man. "Hello, Bhai Jahan," Cheeni said. "I am assuring you this thing, you will 
be knowing the disappointment if you are not choosing us." Cheeni always 
spoke using the royal "we" in a perpetual attempt to seem more glamorous, 
more desirable than her fellow girls. "Hey, what kind of ... are you shy or 
something? You are not even looking at us!" 
Cheeni had taken a step toward the man in an attempt to be more 
enticing, more aggressively persuasive. When Dunya, her face still down, 
looked over at Sonia, she saw Sonia shaking her head in disgust and rolling 
her eyes. As small as she was, Sonia had a large ca pa city for disgust. She 
hated men who lost their nerve when they had made it this far. Those were 
the men who, in her eyes, put forth the least effort, made her do more work 
than she liked. They also paid the least, giving the smallest tip whenever they 
felt so inclined; most thought even a single extra rupee just compounded the 
guilt. Of course, there were those who brought dolls and then brought gifts 
for the dolls-clothing and toy bottles and tiny, stuffed camels and lions-
as if these dolls were real daughters and the nights Sonia and these men 
spent together transcended time and became real, lifelong unions. 
Dunya, still apprehensive about looking up at the man, knew Sonia was 
not interested; she had stepped behind her tree, an act that told the man that 
she was not interested in taking him upstairs. Shama and all the other pimps 
would explain this to all the men who came to this particular place, known 
by the locals as the Small Palace. The girls who worked and lived in this 
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place knew how good they had it: two nights off a week, the choice to refuse 
to be taken by any man if he seemed unpleasing to them, enough income to 
spend freely and still have some left over. They could also have lovers-men 
who came when they wanted and could spend the nights there for free. The 
only rule: No children until the age of twenty-five. Dunya had learned this 
lesson the hard way and had spent the last year trying to forget the fish-
shaped thing that had started to grow inside her belly. It was nothing more 
than a thing to her, but even after it had been killed off, it continued to grow 
in her mind, into an J. 
So when the stranger said the simplest of first words-I-and nothing 
more, Dunya felt a sudden kick inside her. She waited for him to complete 
the salutation, the thought, whatever it was he wanted to utter, and when 
all she heard from the man was silence, she could not help but look up at 
him to see what more his face might say. 
As if he had found someone he had been seeking for who knows how 
many years, the man was now staring directly into Dunya's face, a look of 
detached recognition in his gaze, and her eyes grew big when she saw the 
condition of his face and felt suddenly known by it. His face was dark and 
sad, young but old at the same time, just like hers; she wondered what kind 
of grief had weathered it so mercilessly. Then she felt something strange: a 
stray cat, gray and emaciated, its eyes clouded yellow, slid past her ankles 
like a silk scarf carried on a breeze. The feathery sensation against her skin 
in the presence of this man made her feel a softness in her chest, made her 
feel weak and hungry and lost. An electric impulse shot from her shoulder 
down to each of her hands; she made two fists to keep her fingertips from 
buzzing. Cheeni looked over at Dunya, at the way she and the man were 
studying one another, and she sighed and turned away, not caring that 
Dunya had stepped away from her tree and walked up to the stranger. If 
Dunya had not been so consumed by this man's sad eyes, she might have felt 
the heat of Cheeni's resentment on her back. Instead, she timidly reached 
out to hold his hand, and without saying a word or squeezing his fingers too 
hard, she pulled him into the courtyard and then led him to the stairs. 
In complete silence, once they had entered the darkness of her room, 
Dunya shut the door behind them, slid shut the lock, and guided him 
through the darkness toward the bed. He sat down, and she pulled his face 
into her belly and held it there; his face was warm and wet. She turned 
around to make sure the drapes were pulled shut, that no one would see her 
being so emotionally intimate with a stranger. According to the rules of this 
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place, it was not right to forge any kind of bond with a paying customer. 
Kneeling before her, he pressed his face hard into her body; Dunya felt a 
hum wake in her stomach and wondered if he could hear the hollow lone-
liness quivering inside her, in the place where there had once been life before 
it was taken from her and she had done nothing to stop it except to go 
numb, even more numb than she had been when the earthquake took her 
family. The skin on the man's forehead and cheeks was sticky and dirty, and 
she slid her hand slowly against every inch of his face, trying to lift from its 
contours the story of his sadness. 
What she found made her heart sink. Nothing-nothing at all for her to 
feel. She wanted to know his name, to ask him what the matter was, what 
she could do to alleviate some of his misery. Just as Dunya opened her 
mouth to speak, Mirza sniffled sharply, choked on his own tongue, and 
pressed his head deeper into her belly. He began to cry, his tears soaking into 
the shirt she was wearing. Dunya's fingers stroked his hair, and she bent 
down to embrace him. When his weeping grew louder, she pushed him away 
from her gently; she then reached down to grab his shirt, rose up again and 
pulled it over his head. She put her hands under his moist armpits, feeling 
his tense, sinewy muscles, and lifted upward so he would rise to his feet. 
Then, in the darkness, she untied the drawstring of his salwar, slid it down 
his legs, and pushed him back onto the bed, neither of them saying a word, 
the only sound his sobbing. 
She wanted to see his face so she stepped over toward the window, 
where the light from the courtyard spilled in from the edges of the drapes. 
There on the windowsill was a matchbox and a thick candle. She let its light 
guide her back toward Mirza, who lay flat on the bed, facing straight up, as 
if he was alone in this room, arms out at his sides, his legs slightly parted. 
Dunya set the candle on the small nightstand beside her bed, bent down 
and shut his eyes with her fingers, then kissed his eyelids. She licked the taste 
of salt from her lips and then undressed herself, looking at Mirza's face the 
whole time, hoping he would not open his eyes and see the scar beneath her 
left breast. Naked, her belly still throbbing with hunger, her skin buzzing 
and aching to be touched, she stepped on the bed and stood over Mirza, one 
foot on each side of him. Had he opened his eyes then, he would have seen 
a woman who looked, given the angle and the light, ten feet tall, a goddess 
from the ancient mythologies of the Indus Valley. But his eyes were shut and 
his body was riding up the insides of her legs and merging with hers in the 
hidden place beneath her belly. Her breasts felt suddenly heavy and, in a 
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moment of vertigo, Dunya fought to keep herself from falling forward. 
She squatted, positioned herself on top of him, and then pressed her body 
against his. He moaned, arching his back and tilting his head as far back as 
he could. Dunya slid her hands behind him and pulled him up into her tightly. 
The heat of his torso burned against her small, flattened breasts, burned so 
intensely she imagined his tongue traveling up and down her chest, leaving 
behind a trail of saliva cooling in the heat. He relaxed his body and became 
absolutely still, not even breathing. Dunya did not move but continued to 
hold him tight. Suddenly, he started to cry again. Dunya did not loosen her 
arms, and she let the shaking of his body reverberate into hers more and more 
deeply as the seconds passed, filling her body with a kind of madness she had 
not felt since she saw her parents crushed beneath the collapsed roof of their 
small home. Then came the madness of the abortion. At the time she had 
promised herself to never again allow herself to feel anything close to mad-
ness. But the more Mirza shook, the more his hips thrust upward into hers, 
the more she knew it was impossible to fight the waking rages, the despair 
and the lust, that had lain dormant in her body for so long now. 
Mirza 's hands were clasped behind her back, and he was pulling her 
small weight more tightly onto him, wanting to feel crushed by it, and 
Dunya struggled to breathe as her body shuddered, absorbing the gathering 
fury of his sobs. In some distant corner of her mind it felt to Dunya that he 
would either crush her to death or that her body would snap in half. The 
more he shook, the more she felt the electricity throb through her body, a 
feeling she had been trained to subdue whenever a stranger was inside her; 
it was the secret of this place, to feel nothing for a stranger. Madam Dilshad 
would not have it any other way for any of her girls. But she was being held 
so tightly and rocked by the motion of his hips, by the seismic activity of his 
body, by the gathering sound of Mirza's weeping, that all of it came together 
to fill her body with sweet helplessness and delicious fire and the kind of 
madness she was afraid might kill her. 
Mirza was a man without even a name to her, someone who had uttered 
J and nothing more, like an orphan, and he was here in her sphere, ruining 
all of her efforts to survive a life full of tragedy. Despite everything she had 
done to achieve numbness, he was making her feel a new kind of vulnera-
bility. No matter how much she tried to fight this feeling, squeezing tight her 
thighs, concentrating every last effort of her will to detach her mind from 
her body, seeing the faces of her dead parents and sisters and the 
amphibious form of a child that never was, she could not escape it. 
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And so what choice did she have but to surrender to the feeling? And in 
surrendering she began to feel an overwhelming sense of bliss, the kind of 
bliss one could only feel having known a life of sorrow and pain. Her 
weeping harmonized with Mirza's, but in a way it went even deeper than 
his. It was nothing short of bliss, an unabashed sense of bliss at being alive 
and breakable and small and nowhere else in the world but here, in this bed 
with this stranger, living this life as unfortunate as it was and would forever 
be. At least for tonight, it was enough. 
Dunya felt the ice around her heart melt, and a steady stream of tears 
poured from her eyes and merged with Mirza 's tears before disappearing 
into the growing spots of wetness beside his head. Dunya could never have 
expected to find joy in another's sadness, but Mirza 's sadness was so large 
and generous and familiar that she could not keep from smiling. Oh, how 
Madam Dilshad, a woman who demanded a psychic detachment from phys-
ical pleasure, would be upset with her, so much so that Dunya would be 
lashed at least ten times. But Dunya was in another world, and not even 
Dilshad's imagined face-her disappointed, reprimanding face, with her 
scornful eyes flashing above Dunya like a bird-could prevent her from 
feeling the well-built concrete walls inside her body start to crumble. 
She looked down into this man's face, half lit by candlelight, and wished 
to God that she knew his name because, Dunya decided, if she knew his 
name, if only she could know it for the night, she would have said it over and 
over through her sobs until it became a one-word prayer. Suddenly, Mirza 
opened his eyes as wide as he could. His body continued to move, though he 
stared off into the distance behind her, seemingly beyond the ceiling and the 
third and fourth story of this building, beyond the lowest layer of filthy air 
that hovered above Lahore, beyond the moon and the stars, and into the end-
lessness of the universe. To Dunya it seemed like he was searching for some-
thing of great consequence that had been lost. That is the thing that must be 
why he is so sad right now, she thought and wept, now not just for her own 
losses, but also for whatever it was that he had lost. 
How close she felt to him, like he was her child and she his only com-
fort. And what sadness his eyes held. And she thought, whoever it is he has 
lost, I will become that person to him, and without her even knowing it, she 
closed her eyes and became his mother Ajeeba, and the man under her 
became a small boy, and the two of them were no longer in a bed, one on top 
of the other, but sitting side by side on a bench in the Shalimar Gardens, not 
too far from Heera Mandi, facing a reflecting pond that held a huge rectangle 
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of blue sky for them to step into if they so desired. Her arms were around 
this boy and, in Dunya's vision, he was pointing his finger toward a cluster 
of rose bushes, browning in the summer heat, and asking her, "Mother, 
Mother, tell me this: What kind of bird is that over there? It is so amazing. 
What is it, and why is it so sad?" And without hesitation she was explaining 
to the boy that the bird was a peacock, the most royal of birds, and it was 
sad because, for all its beauty, it could not fly. And then, when he saw the 
bird open its tail and all the jeweled colors dazzling in the sun, the boy 
gasped and thought it wasn't supposed to happen, that kind of beauty, unless 
death was around the corner, and he shrank into his mother's arms, shud-
dering, and when Dunya felt something burst open inside her belly, opening 
up like the peacock's tail, she was back inside the dark room and Mirza was 
back under her, panting, sobbing still. 
She looked into his eyes and they had returned to the earth, no longer 
so sad. There was such sweetness there that she was sure that whatever it 
was he had come to find had been found and now he could go back to his 
life a new man and not weep for anything that was dead and gone. He 
looked at her with that sweetness, sweetness heavy with gratitude and def-
erence, and Dunya thought, he is being just a boy. And she closed her eyes 
and lifted herself off him and then listened to his shivering body that 
became still only when he had drifted into sleep. And in the unsettling still-
ness he left behind, she felt her heart break, and she understood, being 
absolutely alone in this world, that the rest of her life would forever be 
unbearable, all because of what this man had done to her tonight. But 
instead of yelling out in agony-which no doubt would have forced either 
Cheeni or Sonia to run to her room to investigate, an intrusion Dunya knew 
would shatter her newfound bliss-she turned toward him and placed her 
arm across his chest. Feeling a haunting sense of gratitude, she pulled him 
closer to her, and spent the next hour or so staring into his sleeping face, 
knowing the memory of it would comfort her when morning came and he 
disappeared from her life forever. 
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Lapse 
be sm ith 
HE'D BEEN LOSING SLEEP LIKE AN OLD MAN LOSES HIS MEMORY. IT WAS SLOW AND 
at times painful, until eventually he couldn't even be sure what was lost. He 
would lie awake in the dim glow of his bedside lamp listening to Emily's 
breathing, her snoring. He would watch the hills of her body rise and fall 
beneath the covers. 
His darkest fears would intensify, would warp and bend during those 
sleepless hours. He became convinced that he would die of an overdose; he 
became certain that his life had been written for him, that his ambitions 
were nothing but resistance, a frantic thrashing against an undertow that 
would never relent, that would one day win. 
There's lust in my heart. Jackie would think about it, like a scheme he 
had no intention of carrying out. But in the years since he'd last used, it had 
never really left his mind. The difficulty now was that Harlon had gotten 
into his dope. Suddenly, it was available again. It was a possibility again. 
The night that he finally made his decision, when his hypothetical 
musing turned resolute, he slept soundly, perfectly. It was a Friday. It had 
started while he and Emily were on their way home. They'd gone out to the 
bar with her friends-always with her friends, never his-and were waiting 
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for a bus. Jackie strolled out into the street, peering down at the vague lights 
of oncoming traffic. No bus. 
He stepped back onto the sidewalk, buttoning up his corduroy jacket. 
Emily hovered around the bus stop, shifting her weight from one leg to 
another as she scowled thoughtlessly. She was wearing her new checked 
blue-and-gray coat, a thin little thing that didn't keep the cold out. Rubbing 
her arms for warmth, she looked up at Jackie, her sharp, blue eyes without 
express10n. 
He smiled at her emptily. "I'm gonna grab a taco really quick. You want one?" 
"No. Don't." 
Jackie cocked his head. "What? I'm just gonna grab a taco real quick, 
and-" 
"No," she said again. Jackie stood motionless, his thumb frozen in 
midgesture, pointing to the small Mexican take-out place across the street. 
"Come on," she said. "We have food at home." 
"But-," Jackie stammered, "we don't have tacos." 
Emily crossed her arms. "Fine. Go." 
"I don't see what the big deal is." 
She shook her head and looked away, brushing a strand of brown hair 
from her face. The wind blew it right back into her eyes. "No, just go." 
He didn't, of course. Knowing Emily, she would have been in a foul 
mood for at least another hour if he'd gone. So instead, Jackie decided he 
would be in a foul mood for the next three hours. When the bus finally 
came, he sat next to her, sulking silently. At one point on the ride home, he 
found himself absentmindedly holding her hand. He quickly released it. He 
didn't want to love her. He wanted to be independent, to be able to buy a 
fucking taco when he fucking wanted one. He was tired of having to con-
sider two people for every decision he made. 
With the flickering, fluorescent light overhead, the smell of stale urine 
pervading the stuffy bus, Jackie daydreamed about breaking up with her but 
not telling her, making her figure it out on her own that it was over. Days 
would go by. The silent treatment would turn into the cold shoulder, the 
cold shoulder into a cold mattress. He would sneak out of bed after she'd 
fallen asleep and go pass out on the couch. When she woke up alone and 
asked him over breakfast where he'd been, he would give short, noncom-
mittal answers. "I wasn't comfortable," he would say, or "I couldn't sleep." 
He'd masturbate in secret so that it might seem his sex drive had mys-
teriously disappeared overnight. Months would go by. Eventually, she 
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would make the same lame claims and empty threats that Jackie made peri-
odically: You're not satisfying me sexually. If you don't want me, there's 
someone else who will. 
He would disappear for long stretches of time. Friday, their date night, 
would become his hang-out-with-the-guys night, or, more realistically, his 
night alone at the movies. "Em, you're absolutely right. I totally forgot that 
we were supposed to be together tonight, but I made plans." 
"But," she would say, tears welling in her eyes, "we do this every Friday." 
It would be hard to resist the impulse to embrace her. Hell, he couldn't 
even sit next to her without holding her hand. But he would do it. He would 
muster the self-discipline necessary to truly and unambiguously break things 
off with her. 
Come May, he would tell her over and over that he wasn't sure if they 
should renew the lease. "The gas bill is just so high in the winter," he would 
say. "I found this cozy studio off State and, honey, I just think it would be best." 
But even now, his fists clenched, his stomach rumbling angrily for tacos, he 
doubted he could do it. No sex until May? No hand holding or kissing? While 
Emily was no stranger to denial, she wouldn't be daft enough to let six months 
go by without directly confronting him about their degrading relationship. 
In Jackie's mind, their relationship had been degrading for some time. 
That's just what happens, he told himself. Relationships fade. Feelings dete-
riorate. The love that binds people turns into crumbling sentimentality that 
just barely holds two wildly different personalities together. 
Their first year living together, every day had been a holiday, filled with 
intimate lovemaking and conversation, every night a slumber party. Back 
then, he'd never found himself coming home at 10:00 PM to a girlfriend who 
was fast asleep. He'd never had to beg or grovel if he wanted sex more than 
twice a week. They would bicker now and then, maybe about what movie 
to watch or what music to dance to, but they'd never screamed at each 
other, they'd never hated each other. 
It seemed like centuries ago, back when he was able to buy whole milk 
and orange juice with pulp, before every day was a struggle. Those first 
years, before doing the dishes and taking out the trash became a source of 
enormous tension, before her self-deprecating comments and body-image 
issues became part of the daily battle, there had only been their mutual 
infatuation, what they had erroneously called love. There was love, but as 
time wore on, it seemed less and less integral to their relationship, to their 
daily interactions. 
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They got off the bus and walked home silently through the blustery 
autumn night. A new plan was taking shape in Jackie's mind, a new way to 
get back at Emily, to undo all of the boring, healthy progress that had come 
to dominate their boring, healthy lives. "Anytime you want," Harlon had 
said days earlier, over coffee, "just say the word. You don't even need to say 
it. Just give me the look. I'll know." 
Even the next day-once the taco urge had faded and his bubbling anger 
had retreated, once he'd remembered his love for Emily and lay in bed holding 
her, stroking her hair, smelling her-Jackie remained steadfast in his mind. 
"I don't want to fight anymore," she said, her head resting on his bare 
shoulder blades, her face pressing into his skin. "I love you so much. I just ... 
I don't know what I'd do without you." 
He could feel her hot tears dripping down onto his chest. "I love you too," 
he said. He didn't want to hurt her. He didn't want to lie to her. But he'd made 
up his mind. He'd made it up some time ago. Excuses may have an expira-
tion date, but irrational cravings don't. They're good any time of day, any 
time of night. They're always there when you need something to need. 
On Tuesday, he called Harlon. 
"Hello?" 
"Harlon?" 
"What's up, man? Jackie? You there?" 
"Yeah, I'm here. I'm giving you the look." 
Harlan's house-or more accurately, his aunt's apartment- seemed an 
unusual prologue to the night ahead. A cozy, three-bedroom flat, the half-
hearted compromise of a would-be homeowner who never was, the place 
felt more welcoming than any residence he'd ever been in, with Mrs. 
Weller-if a widow is still a missus-always walking around the house in 
her lime green sweatpants, catering to Harlan's friends, caring for the baby, 
never complaining. 
It was the sort of place conducive to unsolicited nurturing and lazy 
weekends with homemade baked goods and hot meals, the sort of place 
where no one would bat an eye if you helped yourself to anything in the 
pantry or absentmindedly perused the contents of the refrigerator, which 
was adorned with comic strips that had been cut from the Sunday paper 
and stuck to the refrigerator with a cooking timer and novelty magnets. The 
fridge was always fully stocked with milk and juice and leftovers and Coca-
Cola in glass bottles, bottles which would eventually find themselves emptied 
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and lined up decoratively atop the low-hanging cabinets-cabinets Mr. Weller 
himself had installed before dying from something last year, something like 
cancer. The caps of the bottles were collected in an oversized mason jar that 
sat on the faux-marble counter in the center of the kitchen, a kitchen that 
always smelled right, always smelled like dinner, always like home. 
"Jackie, honey, do you want any chicken? Jell-0? Juice, milk? Anything?" 
Jackie stood at the mouth of the kitchen, his back to the front hallway, 
watching Mrs. Weller move purposefully about the warmly lit room. Under 
her apron, under her dress, he could just make out the side of her breast as 
she leaned over the counter, consolidating bread crumbs and stray bits of 
chopped vegetables into a pile with the side of her open palm. The breast 
seemed so smooth, so pale, not at all like what he would have expected, which 
isn't to say that he'd ever given Mrs. Weller's breasts much thought. 
"Do you?" she asked as she walked over to the small garbage pail. She 
depressed the foot pedal and, as the lid of the can opened, dumped the 
handful of crumbs in with a sigh of satisfaction. "Tell me now because I 
have to finish getting ready." 
Jackie was still enamored by the pale, well-formed boob that looked like 
it had never seen the sun. "No, I'm good, Mrs. Weller." Her words rang in 
his ears, as she walked past him again and over to the fridge. Getting ready? 
Why was it, he wondered for the first time, that she was wearing a fancy 
outfit? Why was it, exactly, that he could see part of her breast? "You going 
out tonight?" he asked suddenly. 
Mrs. Weller turned in his general direction as her slender arm groped in 
the back of the fridge. "Yep. You and Harry'll be all alone tonight." 
Closing the fridge, she looked around, spotted the gallon of milk already 
sitting on the counter, and walked over to it. Jackie gazed through the little 
kitchen and into the dark living room, the pale glow of the television illu-
minating an empty couch. Where was Harlan? 
"Who's watching Liz?" he asked. This was, apparently, the wrong question. 
Mrs. Weller had started piling cookies onto a plate next to the glass of milk 
that Jackie had never asked for, when she stopped dead. She straightened up 
and looked at him in the eye for the first time since he'd come through the 
door. Her face was suddenly horrible to look at: her brow furrowed with 
worry, her normally beautiful, ageless gray eyes now murky with confusion, 
punctuated with crow's feet that Jackie had never before noticed. 
"I thought you boys were," she said. 
Jackie cocked his head a little bit, a gesture of mild disbelief. "Oh ... ," 
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he managed. 
"Harlan!" she yelled, her eyes locked into Jackie's. "Harlan, can you 
come here?" There was a responsive noise from the other end of the apart-
ment, but then nothing. Handing Jackie the plate of cookies, she spoke with 
artificial timidity, her face relaxing slightly. "Is that all right, or did you ... 
have plans?" 
Jackie opened his mouth but said nothing. 
"Harlan!" 
"When's your date?" 
"He'll be here any minute. Earl. You've met Earl, right? No? Harlan!" 
Down the hall from behind the cheap, hollow wood of the bathroom 
door, Harlan yelled something inaudible. With a sigh, Mrs. Weller walked 
over to the sink. Turning to Jackie as she washed out a frying pan, she 
asked, "Did you want that milk? Something to dip your cookies in?" 
Jackie looked down at the cookies in his hand. "Yeah, definitely." But rather 
than pick up the milk, he put the cookies down on the counter next to it. 
Harlan appeared in the doorway, pulling up his sagging blue jeans and 
tightening his belt. He was fairly tall, just over six feet, but his posture was 
atrocious; when he stood, his spine curved forward, his upper torso slouching 
over. In fact, he looked like shit. His skin was deathly pale, his body frail and 
sickly looking. He'd always been lanky, but he'd never looked malnourished 
before. The week before, over coffee, Jackie had noticed dark circles under his 
eyes, but now, as he stood hunched in the doorway, he looked less like an 
insomniac and more like a corpse. Didn't she notice? 
Harlan faced the kitchen but his eyes were glued to the TV in the living room. 
With his hand he dragged his greasy blond bangs across his forehead. "What?" 
Mrs. Weller shut off the water and flicked her hands dry over the sink. 
"You're watching Liz, right?" 
"Yeah," Harlan said, still looking at the TV. 
"Oh, good," she said, breathing out a sigh of relief. 
"When?" 
Mrs. Weller turned around, her face sinking. "Now." There was a 
moment of silence. "I told you at the beginning of the week. You said you 
could watch her." 
After a second or two Harlan looked up, his eyebrows arching inward 
furiously. His whole body seemed to leap immediately from a state of calm 
apathy to one of passionate indignation. "Now? No, no, no. I can't do that." 
"Harlan, you promised." 
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"I told you to remind me." 
"You really can't watch her tonight?" 
Harlan pulled up his jeans again and went about retightening his belt. 
"No, I really can't." He looked back at the TV. 
Mrs. Weller seemed collected, but there was a quiver in her voice as 
though she was on the verge of tears. "Well, what am I supposed to do, 
Harlan? I've been looking forward to this night all week." 
"So have I." 
Mrs. Weller rubbed her hands with an old dishrag, a determined look on 
her face. "Look, if you don't want to watch Liz, then you better call Kat or 
Amy. And if I were you, I'd call them now." 
Harlan stepped further into the kitchen, seeming engaged in the con-
frontation for the first time, his voice rising to an almost whiny pitch. "You 
think they're gonna want to come here and watch your baby on such short 
notice? It's a Friday night, Jan." 
"I know," Mrs. Weller said, grabbing the phone from the counter and 
thrusting it toward Harlan. "I wouldn't be surprised if they laughed at you 
and hung up." 
"Jan, come on. Please?" 
"What do you want me to do, Harlan? Throw my night away so you 
and Jackie can run off and drink beer?" She gestured toward Jackie as she 
said this, but neither she nor Harlan looked his way. 
Harlan leaned against the kitchen counter and narrowed his eyes at her. 
They were only a few feet apart, but he spoke loudly, almost shouting. 
"We're not drinking beer." He paused. "We're doing hard drugs." 
Jackie winced, but Mrs. Weller just turned away. "That's not even 
funny," she said softly, then pulled down a little sheet of paper from the 
fridge and handed it to Harl on. "Start calling. Melanie's number should be 
on there, too." 
Harlan sighed dramatically, looking down at the sheet, then at the phone. 
"This is bullshit." 
As discreetly as he could, Jackie snuck past the two of them and went 
into the living room. He headed down the narrow hallway to the bathroom. 
There was vibrating in his pocket. Jackie pulled out his phone. It was 
Emily. He pushed "Ignore" with a tinge of guilt. For a moment it occurred 
to him that maybe Emily could come watch Liz while he and Harlan went 
off to buy drugs. 
He passed the bathroom and instead opened the door to Liz's room. The 
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room was dark, with only the cloudy, muted daylight sneaking in through 
the window on the far wall. In that light, the walls-painted urine yellow-
appeared a sort of sickly gray, like infected or decaying flesh. 
Jackie entered cautiously and stared into the crib at Liz. The softest gur-
gling sound came from her tiny lips as she inhaled, the faintest wheezing 
noise as she exhaled. Her ripe melon of a head seemed just barely connected 
to the rest of her by her chubby neck. Jackie bent over the crib until he was 
directly above her. He reached down ever so carefully and touched her puffy 
hand with his index finger, the soft, splotchy, pink and white skin as soft as 
a pillow. It was hard to believe that there were actually bones in there some-
where. He turned her hand over lightly and touched her palm, tracing the 
lines and creases in it. 
Slowly, the sleeping Liz closed her miniature fist around his finger and 
exhaled happily, a bubble of spit popping out of her mouth. Jackie smiled. He 
stood there bent uncomfortably over the crib with that little hand wrapped 
around his finger for the better part of ten minutes. He considered getting dope 
and coming back and playing with her, all high and fuzzy. Maybe, he thought, 
they would make some sort of connection that babies only made with people 
who were fucked up. Maybe the best parts of being a baby were like being on 
heroin, and the worst parts like going through withdrawal. 
Then there was the voice of Harlan's aunt, the voice of another man, 
and then the front door closing. Jackie eased his finger from the baby's 
grasp. Liz made a nondescript gurgling sound and rolled her big head over 
to her other shoulder. Jackie tiptoed out of the room and ran into Harlan 
in the dark hallway. 
"Hey, what happened?" 
Harlan stepped past him and very slowly and deliberately closed the 
door to Liz's room. He headed through the living room and then the 
kitchen. Jackie followed. Harlan reached down and grabbed his coat from 
a stool at the island counter. "What are we doing?" 
"We're good." 
"We can go?" 
Harlan nodded as he threw his coat on and walked briskly over to the 
pile of shoes in the front hallway. Jackie looked on from the kitchen, staring 
at Harlan cautiously. 
"Did your aunt leave?" 
"Yeah, she's gone." 
"What about Liz?" 
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"It's cool. Kat's gonna watch her." 
Jackie nodded and walked over to the plate of cookies and took one. He 
bit into it and chewed slowly. It was still warm. "These are fucking good." 
"Come on, get your coat." 
"When's Kat getting here?" 
Harlan shrugged. He was bent over a pair of muddy Converse shoes, 
rethreading the worn laces through the top eyelets. "She'll be here in, like, 
an hour, maybe sooner." 
"An hour? Your plan is to leave a baby alone for an hour?" 
"Dude, this is her nap time. She'll sleep for at least two more hours 
before she even thinks about waking up." 
Still holding the last bite of his cookie, Jackie put his hands out in front 
of him, an arbitrary gesture. "I don't ... " 
"Come on. She said she'd get here as soon as she could." 
Jackie shook his head. "I'm not really OK with that." 
"What's going to happen to her? Huh? Is she gonna throw herself over 
the crib, walk into the kitchen, boil a pot of water, and jump into it?" 
"What if she wakes up and there's no one here and she's terrified?" 
Harlan laughed. "She'll get over it." He looked up at Jackie. "Don't look 
at me like that. I'd rather wait too, but we can't. I told this guy that we'd be 
there a half hour ago. That's not cool." 
"Call him and tell him you'll be late." Jackie grabbed another cookie 
and popped the whole thing into his mouth. He leaned back against the 
counter as he chewed, staring at Harlan expectantly. 
Harlan narrowed his eyes. "Are you stupid? That's not gonna fly. 'Oh, 
yeah. Sorry, guy, we were having technical difficulties with the wire I'm 
wearing, it'll just be another hour and a half."' 
"What?" A few crumbs flew from Jackie's mouth. He wiped his lips with 
the sleeve of his shirt and swallowed. "What are you talking about?" 
"That's what it will sound like to him." 
"No, it won't. Do you know how paranoid you sound? Just tell him you 
have to watch your baby sister." 
Harlan chucked a spare shoe across the room. It fell near Jackie's feet. 
"Don't be stupid. You think drug dealers want to hear about babies and 
shit? Look, dude, if we're going to go tonight, it has to be now." 
Jackie shook his head. "That doesn't make any sense." 
Harlan took a deep breath as he got to his feet. He spoke through 
clenched teeth. "I'm fucking sick, you idiot." 
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This took a minute for Jackie to absorb. He looked at Harlan, really 
looked at him. His face was contorted with anger, but beneath that, beneath 
the vein bulging in his acne-scarred forehead, beneath the unmasked con-
tempt of his snarling lip, there was desperation, a deep sadness that Jackie 
recognized, somehow, as his own. 
"Harlan, are you being careful with this shit? How often do you use?" 
"Let's just say I'm overdue, OK?" 
"You probably know this already, but if you keep it up it's going to get 
harder and harder and harder-I mean worse and worse-to kick it." 
"Don't give me this seasoned-veteran bullshit, Jackie. I don't have the 
time or patience. Either we go now or I take the fucking bus and leave you 
here with your milk and cookies and that fucking baby." 
Jackie stood there, mouth slightly agape. Speechless. He'd known 
Harlan for nearly eight years. Harlan was two years younger and had 
always treated him with a sort of reverence; he'd certainly never yelled at 
him like that-he'd never yelled at anyone like that as far as Jackie knew. 
Harlan's voice pierced the silence that had come over the two of them. 
"Well?" 
Jackie nodded his head a little. "OK. Whatever. I guess." 
"OK whatever you guess? OK whatever I guess, too. Put some shoes on." 
Harlan's feet were kicked up on the dashboard of Jackie's rusty sedan as 
it cruised down Capitol Drive. In front of them was a Jeep that looked like 
it had once been a light burgundy, but was now an odd, mud-shit brown 
color. Plumes of smoke billowed from the exhaust pipe in concentrated 
puffs, floating up and disappearing into the darkening sky. The cracked, dirt-
caked bumper rattled as the car went over even the smallest bumps. Clinging 
to it was a sticker reading, Remember what you wanted to be. 
Jackie nearly laughed out loud. What he'd wanted to be. He had wanted 
to be a poet, a musician. He'd wanted to be an international celebrity, a 
modern-day renaissance man. He'd wanted to be a good student, a good 
friend, a good boyfriend, and someday, a good husband. 
He'd never wanted to be a heroin addict, recovering or otherwise. He'd 
never wanted to be the sort of person who watched his friends and classmates 
die from a drug he'd turned them on to. He'd never wanted to be the sort 
of person who would steal his mother's purse and his father's van and run 
away on an ill-fated, short-lived, heroin-fueled holiday. He'd never wanted 
to be the sort of person who was strung out in a gutter somewhere while 
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his grandfather, his Poppy, asked with some of his last breaths, "Where's 
Jackers? Where's he?" And he'd certainly never wanted to be the sort of 
person who, after all of that, after overcoming what some call a disease, 
what others call an epidemic, after being clean for years, after reclaiming his 
life from a drug he never should have done, after regaining the trust of his 
family, his friends, would be willing to go back to it, willing to risk every-
thing he had for an hour or so of euphoria. 
Without thinking, Jackie cranked up the volume of his car's shitty stereo, 
maybe trying to drown out his thoughts. "Happiness is a warm gun, yes it is." 
Jackie turned it so loud that it crackled and distorted, but it didn't help. He 
turned it back down. Harlan looked over at him curiously, but said nothing. 
With his right hand, Jackie clung to the steering wheel like a vise, his 
cotton T-shirt riding up his pale, white arm, the last traces of his summer tan 
gone. Looking out at the darkening clouds, he almost longed for the uni-
formly gray sky of past, forlorn Sunday afternoons. Instead, the clouds over-
head were like a patchwork quilt, a thousand shades of gray each more 
depressing than the last, threatening rain but not delivering, reminding you 
of all the things you didn't get done yesterday, hinting that in all likelihood 
you wouldn't get them done tomorrow, either. 
The buildings didn't care. The white paint that had chipped away from 
the faceless brick buildings, even the broken glass that was scrambled into 
the below-commercial-grade gravel of the abandoned lots-they were made 
to sit below such a despondent sky. The trees, at least, showed some dismay, 
their most brittle branches clanking together angrily in the autumn wind 
like the bones of Halloween skeletons. 
The Jeep in front of them turned off Capitol on Eighteenth just as the 
tax dollars seemed to peter out entirely and the freshly paved road gave way 
to eroding pavement riddled with unaddressed potholes and cracks, some of 
which had been patched up hastily with short, uneven strips of tar, but most 
of which had not. The bleak landscape of adult video stores and gun shops 
unfolded with large, peeling billboards overhead, offering to buy your con-
demned house, asking you to donate your crappy run-down car, begging 
you to advertise here. 
The ghetto hadn't changed much since he'd last been there, years earlier. 
It was comforting, almost, in its familiarity, except that now the weather 
looked like rain. 
Remember what you wanted to be. 
"I have lust in my heart." This was intended for Harlan but was 
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addressed to a dark, skinny, long-legged girl walking down the sidewalk in 
tight, cotton-polyester leggings. "I mean it," he said as the girl passed from 
view. "I have lust in my heart." 
"We all do," Harlon said, looking out the other window. 
Jackie nodded, not agreeing. "It's awful. I feel like I'm fourteen again. 
Other girls' breasts are incomprehensible to me. Mythological, even. I've 
been playing with Emily's boobs for so long that if another girl even took 
off her bra in front of me, I wouldn't know what to do. I'd probably ... " 
He fumbled for a cigarette from his pack in the center console. "I'd prob-
ably get diarrhea." 
Harlon let out a small, distracted laugh. "That would be quite the reaction." 
"I need to eat better," Jackie said, seemingly following the same train of 
thought. 
"So eat better." 
Jackie shook his head. "Nothing's that simple." 
"It is, though." 
"No." Jackie rolled down the window a crack, letting the cold wind 
rush in. "It's not." 
Harlon took his feet off the dashboard, his ratty old sneakers leaving an 
imprint in the film of dust and ash that blanketed it. He sat up. "Tell me one 
thing that you want to do that you can't do. Just one thing. I bet you can't." 
Jackie searched his mind for an obvious example, but could only come 
up with mild ambitions which had been laid by the wayside, the feeblest of 
excuses marking their final resting spots. 
"I want to write a book of poems," he said finally. 
"Why can't you?" 
"I don't ... I don't remember how poetry is supposed to feel." He was 
feeling sorry for himself again, and it felt wonderful. "I sit down to write a 
poem, and nothing comes out." 
"Maybe that's your problem. You sit down first." 
Jackie lifted his cigarette to the open window and ashed. "Oh, that's logical." 
"You know, every time I'm in your car you're listening to the White 
Album or some shit. Maybe you should listen to some new music. That 
might help your poetic flow or whatever it is you're complaining about." 
Jackie closed his mouth into a tight-lipped smile. "Thanks, Harlan." He 
turned the radio up, then immediately back down. "Do you think the 
babysitter is there yet?" 
Harlan shrugged. "How should I know?" 
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"You should call. Call and check." 
"It'll be fine, dude. She'll be there. I told her that we might have to leave 
a little bit before she got there." 
"Does she have a key? To the apartment?" 
"There's one under the mat. Just relax." 
Jackie shifted uncomfortably in his seat. He leaned on the steering 
wheel. "Eh ... " 
"What?" 
"Couldn't you just call?" 
"What's that going to accomplish? If she isn't there yet the phone will 
just wake Liz up." 
"If she isn't already awake." 
"Hey, hey, get in your left lane. This is it, Burr Lane. Take a left." 
Jackie did as he was told. 
Harlon disappeared into the dilapidated house, an ancient wooden 
structure that seemed to lean, sway almost, to the left. The sky made good 
on its threat and rain poured down, beating on the roof of the car like punc-
tuated static. Jackie pulled forward to the mouth of the closest alley. 
Harlon would take an inordinately long amount of time, Jackie knew. 
Still, he couldn't settle down. He tried closing his eyes to just listen to the 
rain, but his eyes wouldn't stay shut. His stomach turned at the thought of 
what he was doing, what he was about to do. He couldn't rightfully turn 
back now. Well, he could. He could drive off and leave Harlon there alone, 
in the ghetto, in the rain. But he wouldn't. 
Outside the window, through the streaks of rain washing down, the 
neighborhood seemed deceptively peaceful-the houses, in various states of 
decay, sat innocuously, their occupants holed up inside; the streets and side-
walks, battlegrounds on any other day, were completely abandoned. Burr 
Lane looked like the Gold Coast of the inner city. The houses had the sort 
of grandiose architecture and embellishments that people no longer both-
ered with-intricate designs cut into the rotting woodwork, elaborate 
awnings hanging over the porches. Sure, the buildings had all gone to shit, 
the patches of lawn overrun with weeds, the flimsy waist-high chain-link 
fences wrapping around the properties kicked in, broken down, collapsed. But 
still, the block had a strange, not terribly unpleasant, ghetto charm to it. 
Jackie could just make out an old recliner sitting in the alley. Pea-soup 
green and full of holes, it had been abandoned there, left to die in the rain. 
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Jackie smiled at the thought of his grandpa, his Poppy, sitting in his own 
decrepit, comfy chair. If he were alive, what would he think, if he could see 
Jackie there? 
Maybe he'd try to talk him out of it in that low, distinct voice he had, 
one that, even when quivering with age, was wrought with authority. 
Perhaps he would just frown, the deep lines in his face becoming more pro-
nounced. That face. His face had looked like a normal person's might were 
the observer under the influence of a mind-bending hallucinogen. His 
drooping jowls seemed to have a life all their own. 
It had been a closed casket. The last time Jackie had seen him, his Poppy 
had just gone into the hospital. He'd still looked so full of life, an unlikely can-
didate for such a sudden death. How was Jackie supposed to have known that 
he would do a one-eighty, that his health would take a drastic downturn? 
He cringed thinking of it, of missing his Poppy's last breath, using it as 
an excuse to go get high again. Of course, it had only been an excuse, just 
as Emily was only an excuse. 
Jackie's phone beeped. He pulled it out and looked at it. One new mes-
sage. He ignored it, softly dragging his fingers over the buttons, mindlessly. 
He looked back into the alley at the green chair alone in the rain. His 
Poppy, resting in that big, old, blue recliner as it rocked back and forth. 
Jackie had wanted to save the chair after Poppy died. He'd begged and cam-
paigned for it to be moved from Ohio into his room in the basement of his 
parents' house, but his parents weren't having any of it. It was worn and 
grimy, they'd argued. "It's old!" his mother had said. "You don't want an 
old chair." But he did. He wanted to feel what his Poppy had felt when he'd 
sat in it. But his parents were unrelenting, and the chair suffered the same 
fate as the one sitting outside his window in the rain. People always seemed 
to throw away all the wrong things. 
Without thinking about it, Jackie started dialing numbers on the phone. 
It rang nearly ten times before the answering machine picked up. "Please 
leave a message for Jan or Harlan after the beep." He hung up. If the 
babysitter was there, there was a chance she wouldn't even pick up the 
phone. If she wasn't there, there was a chance that little Liz had woken up, 
alone in the apartment, as the ringing phone echoed throughout the rooms. 
Jackie's heart tightened. His eyes welled up at the thought of it-all alone, 
with no one there to love you or hold you. No one wants to be alone. He 
considered calling back and singing a lullaby into the answering machine, 
just in case she was listening. 
He checked his voicemail instead. It was Emily. 
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"Hey, honey. I know you're at work, but do you think you could pick 
up some toilet paper on the way home? And paper towels, if you can. But 
definitely toilet paper. OK, thanks, hon. I love you. Bye." 
Part of him wanted to throw his car into drive, to go to the nearest drug 
store and buy Emily more paper towels and toilet paper than she could ever use. 
He wanted to buy her flowers, to rush home and hold her, to apologize for lying 
to her, to apologize for what he had almost done, for ever hurting her. 
There was a hand pulling on the door handle. Harlon rapped on the 
window urgently with his knuckles. Jackie unlocked the door and Harlon 
jumped in. he was already soaked, his hair dripping with rain. "All right, 
let's get out of here. Go." 
Jackie put the car into drive. "Everything cool?" 
"Everything's fine. Just drive around." 
"Should we just head back to your place?" 
"What? No. Why?" 
"For Liz." 
"Kat'll be there. It's fine." Harlon opened one of the pieces of foil. "You 
got that bottle of water?" 
"It's in the cup holder. I called and no one answered." 
"You called who?" 
"I called your house." 
Harlon flicked off the orange cap of the syringe in his hand and stuck 
the needle into the powder lying in the creased foil. 
"To see if she was there or not." 
"Dude, I told you she'll be there. She's not going to answer the phone. 
She's a babysitter, not a receptionist." There was a small pop as Harlon 
pulled the plunger out of the syringe. With the black rubber tip of it, he 
stirred the powder into the water, the water growing brown as he did. 
Jackie gripped the wheel tighter, trying to peer through the pouring rain 
beating down onto the windshield. He could tell that he was on the right 
side of the road, that they were on a side street, but any details were indis-
tinguishable. In his periphery he could see Harlon going about the ritual. 
The thought of it made his stomach turn. It wasn't too late to say no. 
He tried making a mental list of all the reasons not to do it, but the only 
thing clear in his mind was the longing, the yearning that had never fully 
gone away, that had haunted him for the last three years of sobriety. His 
chest tightened and he felt like he might explode if something didn't happen, 
if something didn't happen quick. He couldn't sit still, he could hardly 
breathe; he wanted to scream, to cry out with longing, a yearning to be back 
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in God's loving embrace, to feel warmth wash over him from the inside out. 
There was the flick of a lighter. Harlan stared with complete concentration 
as he held the flame under the foil. Over the humming of the engine Jackie could 
just barely hear the quiet hiss of the lighter. The smell of gas wafted toward him. 
There was a soft sizzling as the water and heroin began bubbling. 
Again, Jackie searched his heart. He was looking for the kind of courage 
and self-discipline that he'd always wanted to exhibit-the strength to say 
no when all you wanted to say was yes. He even tried to convince himself 
that Liz's safety and well-being were inextricably linked to his decision, that 
she would surely die if he used. He even believed it for a moment. But the 
willpower simply wasn't there. This is what he wanted, or what part of him 
wanted. The stronger part. 
Harlan had already tied a thin rubber tube tightly around his arm. He 
pushed the tip of the needle through the skin in the crook of his elbow and 
pulled the plunger back slightly. A dark stream of blood seeped into the 
barrel of the syringe, the deep red swirls suspended there in the light brown 
fluid for only a moment before Harlan pushed the plunger back in. 
"Fuck." Harlan undid the tourniquet and, after sliding the needle out of 
his arm, folded his arm tightly to stop the bleeding. 
"You OK?" 
Harlan nodded. 
Jackie's mouth had become dry and sticky. He smacked his tongue 
against its roof. His palms were sweating, and his wet hands seemed to slide 
and squeak along the cheap vinyl cover on the steering wheel. His heart rate 
had picked up; he could feel the thump-thumping of it, a series of dull thuds 
inside his sternum. People were always telling him to be strong, to hang in 
there, but they didn't know what strong meant. They didn't know what 
hanging in there felt like, what it entailed. If they did, they would probably 
never ask him to be apart from his beloved again. 
When Jackie spoke, his voice was soft and shaky. "Can I have mine now?" 
Harlan collapsed back into his seat. "I don't have any more rigs, dude." 
"I don't need one. Just grab a CD case from under your seat." 
"I don't have any diseases or anything, I mean, if you want to share," 
Harlan said as he pulled a small stack of jewel cases from beneath his seat. 
Jackie shook his head, still staring through the windshield at the bleary, 
rain-soaked landscape. "Nah, man, that's cool. I told myself I'd never stick 
another needle into my body." Even as he said this, though, he couldn't tell 
if he believed it anymore. 
Harlan dumped a bag of the light brown powder onto one of the CD 
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cases. "That's a terrible thing to promise to yourself." He pushed the powder 
around with a credit card, forming two long, thin lines. 
Jackie didn't say anything. He watched from the corner of his eye, doing 
his best to conceal his impatience, as Harlan rolled up a five-dollar bill. 
"Here." Harlan was holding the CD case and bill out. 
"Hold the wheel," Jackie said. 
Jackie did a line, coughed, then did the other. He took the wheel back 
and smiled. 
"You good?" Harlan asked. 
"I'm good." 
Jackie cranked the window open and lit a cigarette. Rain came in, 
landing on his left forearm. It felt nice. 
After a minute, the feeling came-a wave of relief, physical joy 
spreading inside, reaching every tip of his body. Unadulterated warmth. 
Jackie lightened his grip on the wheel, all his muscles loosening. Maybe this 
was what Poppy had felt when he died, what Liz felt when she was being 
cradled against her mother's bosom. Maybe this was the same feeling he'd 
felt when he realized he was in love with Emily. Maybe this was all anybody 
was really looking for. 
Soon enough the feeling would fade, and it wouldn't be long until he 
wanted another line, until he did another one. It wouldn't be much longer 
than that until he was in his room at home, lying awake again, looking at 
the phone, wanting to call Harlan, wanting more, thinking up lies to tell, 
withdrawing from his savings account, swearing it would be his last time. 
But for now, there was none of that. There was only this. 
He smiled a small, knowing smile, and dragged on his cigarette. Liz 
would be all right. Emily would be all right. He always spent so much time 
worrying about everything and far too little time feeling ... like this. 
"There's love in my heart," he whispered, and as ridiculous as it sounded, 
he believed it. He almost wanted to cry, he was so happy. 
The two boys sat there, alone in their respective silences, driving aim-
lessly through the ghetto side streets, trying to see through the rain, not 
caring that they couldn't. 
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Feli & Henrieta 
Luisa Cabrera 
I OPEN THE DOOR AND THERE STANDS HENRIETO. SHIT, I THINK, HERE AGAIN TO 
ask me about my day and whether I will marry him and if I want to have 
his babies and to tell me how happy we will be along the seashore. 
I feel like slamming the door in his face again, but he holds up a ticket 
in his hand. I've never seen a ticket like it. I've been many times on the trains 
and on the buses, but this ticket is different. 
Henrieta cocks his goat face and runs his fingers along the whiskers 
under his chin. "Want to know that I'm serious about America?" He hands 
me the ticket. It is blue with red lines running along the back. It says, in 
lovely print, American Airlines, and it is for a flight leaving on Saturday at 
9:00 AM to Miami. 
I hold it in my hands, pressing my fingers along the paper indented with 
small ridges from the printing. I hear the children screaming down the 
street, no doubt trying to skate down the hill with new shoes that have 
wheels on them. Margarita, our neighbor across the street, stands on her 
porch and peers at Henrieta and me. I can see her wondering if we are 
dating now. I can hear them all talking about me over the dominoes if I were 
to leave Havana. She'll say, "Felicia left her family and ran off to Miami 
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with that American boy. She was a floozy after all. Boy, were we wrong." 
But then, one by one, I will bring my family over to Miami. They will dis-
appear from Havana like a trail of ants. No one will see them going. Only 
I will know that they are sitting in prosperity in large houses along the 
beaches of America, in the land where cab drivers make more than a measly 
seventeen cents and my father can drink his coffee when he retires rather 
than break his back cutting sugar cane till he is seventy-five. 
"If you come with me, I promise you, I will want nothing more than 
friendship." Henrieta extends his hand for me to shake. Instead, I kiss him 
on the cheek the way we do here, the way we do to extend true friendship, 
not business. 
"Fela!" my mom calls behind me. 
The house looms in my thoughts. I carry it on my back like a snail. I know 
that it's a small house, lining up with the square where the women put their 
clothing out to dry on the line, lining up with the other houses where the chil-
dren I've known since I was six all run around now with boyfriends and girl-
friends who smoke cigarettes and drink. The house lines up with my life, 
which has been until now, beautiful in the way my family has loved me and I 
have been held, although drastic and poor and barefoot. And I want America 
so bad, I would marry Henrieta right now and have ten kids if he'd take me. 
"Let's go," I say. But I feel a lump growing in my throat, and I wonder 
if I will miss this place more than I think. 
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Bow and Arrow 
Mark Byrne 
FOR MY BIRTHDAY, MOM GETS ME A BOW AND ARROW SET. IT IS BLACK AND 
plastic and awesome. The arrow tips are not quite sharp, but sharp enough 
to puncture Styrofoam. Mom also gives me a block of Styrofoam. Dad says, 
"This is just for target practice." I say, "Yeah, I know," and I think of squir-
rels, little furry targets running wild in my backyard, millions of them, 
waiting to die. 
My backyard is like a forest. It slopes down behind my house into a 
bunch of tall trees, and a big, long ravine that runs behind our entire neigh-
borhood. I set up my block of Styrofoam near a stump. I've drawn the out-
line of a man's upper body and head on a piece of paper, and tacked it to 
the Styrofoam so I know what to shoot at. I step back as far as I can and 
pull the arrow to my chest. I line up the tip with the head on my target and 
ask him if he has any last words. He doesn't, of course, so I shoot. 
The arrow hits the block but doesn't stick, which is OK because at least 
I've got good aim. John has been watching from the deck above and he yells 
down to me, "Nice shot," because he's trying to be mean. I take a new arrow 
from my quiver-that's what it's called and mine has feathers on the side-
and I draw it back and point it up at him, up on the porch. He laughs, so I 
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shoot. The arrow makes a wide arc and lands on the ground in front of me, 
sticking deep into the soil. I count this as a success because I've gotten the 
arrow to stick somewhere, but John just laughs at me. He says, "You suck," 
and goes back into our house. 
I take the bow and arrow down the street to Teddy's house. His mom 
answers the door. "You can't bring that weapon in here," she says. 
"It's not a weapon 'cause I know how to use it," I say. 
"It's dangerous," she says. 
"My mom says it's what primitive cultures used to hunt," I tell her. "It's 
an artifact." 
"It's made of plastic," she says. 
"But it's like an artifact!" I contest. 
She turns me away. "No weapons in my house." 
I go back home. I say, "Mom, Mrs. Emmers won't let me show Teddy 
my bow and arrow." 
She says, "Mrs. Emmers is a homemaker. She's overprotective and 
boring." My mom is really smart. She teaches anthropology, which is basically 
the study of Africa. She hates homemakers because they don't have jobs. 
Mom always says, "Dad and I both worked and you kids turned out fine." 
This is because Mom pays her students to babysit us all the time, which is OK 
because they're fun, but I see Mrs. Emmers's side of the argument, too. 
My favorite babysitter is Kim because she rides a motorcycle. We're not 
allowed to touch it because if we do, it'll fall on us and we'll be crushed. She 
parks it on the side of the house and I want nothing more than to run my finger 
along its shiny metal body, but I never do it because I'm afraid of death. 
When Kim comes over the next day, I ask her if she wants to see me 
shoot my bow and arrow and she says OK. Kim is tall and has her nose 
pierced. She is really fun because she lets us do whatever we want. 
In the backyard, I make Kim sit on a log while I set up my target. She 
says, "Is it easier to shoot at if there's a person on your target?" And I say, 
"Yeah, kind of, and it's more fun ." Kim takes her wallet from her purse and 
pulls out a small picture. "This is my dad," she says. "You can shoot at him." 
I say, "But he's your dad." My dad is great but he's never home. When 
he is home, we play chess together sometimes. Some people don't get to play 
chess with their dads at all, I guess . 
She says, "Yeah, but he isn't a very good one." I shrug, and tack the picture 
to my Styrofoam block. 
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I shoot and miss a couple times, but then I hit the picture and the tip of 
the arrow tears through it and into the Styrofoam. It wobbles for a second 
and then stops moving. It doesn't fall out this time. 
Kim cheers. She claps her hands and says, "Great shot." This makes me 
feel awesome. 
Kim is working on her dissertation and I get to help her. She has me play 
with blocks while she takes notes. She did it with John, too, but he's older 
and not as interested anymore. She shows me a picture and then I arrange 
the blocks to look like the picture. It's hard because there are only a few 
colors, and one of the blocks is a sphere. I never know where to put the 
sphere. The picture is a seal with a ball. I use the sphere for the seal's nose. 
When I'm done, Kim takes a picture. Then I play chess against my com-
puter while she writes in her notebook. We do all this until my parents get 
home and she leaves. 
The next day at school, my class goes on a field trip. We go to the 
Houdini Museum. I sit in the front of the bus near Mr. Davidson, my his-
tory teacher. He's kind of mean to me, but that's because he doesn't know 
how smart I am. Today, I've got something to show him. 
"Mr. Davidson, listen to this," I say. "Washington, Adams, Jefferson, 
Madison-" 
"What are you doing, Jeremy?" 
"I'm reciting the presidents in chronological order. Listen: Washington, 
Adams, Jefferson, Madison-" 
"But why. Why are you doing that?" 
"Because, I memorized them. Washington, Adams, Jefferson-" 
He turns and looks out the window but I keep going. 
"Madison, Monroe, Adams, Jackson-" 
"Please stop," he says. 
"But I memorized the list in chronological order." 
Mr. Davidson turns in his seat to face me across the aisle. He says, "Are 
you trying to impress me?" 
"No, it's just something I memorized." 
"I'd be impressed if you took your schoolwork more seriously. That 
would impress me." 
I have nothing to say to that, so I keep reciting presidents. "Washington, 
Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Adams, Jackson." 
Mr. Davidson stares out his window until we arrive. When we get there, 
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the class lines up and walks through the museum. Houdini was born in our 
town, but so was Joseph McCarthy, and I think McCarthy was more inter-
esting. He is buried in a big tomb in the cemetery down the street from my 
house. John says that communism is a great idea in theory, but people 
always abuse it. I think that makes sense. 
Dad works in Detroit, or Jacksonville, or Baltimore. He is a consultant. 
He leaves on a plane every Monday and works really hard for five days 
straight and then when he comes home he just wants to relax and watch 
hockey. I play hockey, but not on a team. I play in my driveway, against the 
garage door. It is covered in dents, because my slap shot is deadly. 
John used to play hockey on a team, but he quit. Now he just hangs out 
in his office in the basement. It is full of computers and pieces of computers. 
He's only fourteen but he has a really popular blog, a blog about computers, 
because he's really smart. He used to be a lot of fun but now that he's started 
blogging he never wants to play anymore. 
Kim always wants to play, which is why I like her. Today she takes me 
for a ride in my dad's car. She says to tell her about school and I do. 
"I don't really like it," I say. 
"Is that because it's too hard?" she says. 
"No, I just don't like it." 
"Your teachers are a bit worried about you," she says. 
"How do you know?" 
"Your history teacher left a message on the answering machine. He says 
you're not doing so hot in his class." 
"Not doing so hotly," I correct her. 
"Right. You're failing, buddy." 
"I know," I say. "I'll try to do better." 
"Promise?" 
"Yeah, but don't tell Mom." 
"The message is on the answering machine. She's going to find out." 
"Dammit," I say. 
Later, Mom screams for me to come downstairs. "Who's Mr. 
Davidson?" she says. 
"My history teacher." 
"Why are you failing his class?" she says. I can tell she's really mad by 
the way she's scowling, and how her arms are crossed in front of her. 
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"I don't know," I say. 
Mom says, "No more bow and arrow until you bring up your grade." I 
think that is a little harsh because I just got it yesterday. 
"Did you hear me?" she says. 
"Yeah," I say. 
"Say, 'yes,' not 'yeah.' You sound like a slob." 
I say, "Fine." 
The other cool thing about Kim is that she plays the drums, and she gives 
me lessons once a week. I don't have a drum set so she teaches me in the prac-
tice room at Mom's university. I want to learn how to play the drum set, but 
she says I need to learn rhythm first, so she teaches me the bass drum and the 
snare drum separately. Today we're working on the bass drum. 
Kim leans on the piano and I sit on the bench behind the bass drum. It 
is really bright in here because the ceiling is one big panel of light. 
"Give me a scary drum beat," she says, "like someone is coming at you 
with a gun." 
To demonstrate, Kim pounds the top of the piano with her fist and it makes 
a rattling noise, like it is filled with quarters, like a giant piano slot machine. 
"Why wouldn't they just shoot me if they have a gun?" I ask. 
"OK, fine, they've got a knife." 
"OK," I say, and I pound on the drum with two mallets, one and then 
the other, over and over. It is incredibly loud because the room is so small, 
but Kim doesn't cover her ears, because she told me she likes loud music. She 
listens to me play and, for inspiration, I think of a man in a long alley with 
a knife, running straight at me, and I don't have my bow and arrow so I'm 
fucked, and I get excited so I play louder and faster and consider if I know 
enough Tae Kwon Do to fend him off, and then Kim yells at me to stop. 
"Try to make it more ominous. Do you know what that means?" she asks. 
"Yeah, like kind of threatening," I say. 
"Like there's no way you'll escape. Like you're backed into a corner," 
she says. 
I imagine a corner at the end of my alley, but that doesn't make sense 
because most alleys aren't dead ends, so instead I picture the guy with the 
knife in my bedroom, and I'm standing on my bed, I pound the drum even 
faster than before, and I get excited again because this time my bow and 
arrow are right there, so in my imagination, I grab the arrow and spear the 
guy with it-I stick it straight through his neck, and by now I'm pounding 
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so fast on the drum that it just sounds like one continuous beat, a rumble, 
and I start to mess up and lose tempo so I just pound each mallet at the same 
time, triumphantly because I've killed the knife man, because I am playing 
the drum, because I am the winner. 
Kim says, "What happened there?" 
I say, "I'm the winner." 
She says, "OK, try again. This time, stay in tempo. The most important 
thing is that it's in tempo." 
"But the drums are supposed to get faster as the guy's coming at it. 
That's how you know it's scary, and that someone's gonna die." 
"Not necessarily," she says. "Slow can be scary too. Think about zombies." 
"What about zombies?" I ask. 
"They're always slow, and they're super scary." 
"Oh," I say. 
"It's a completely different kind of fear," she says. 
A week later, Mom has me pulled out of school. The principal comes to 
homeroom the next day to tell me. He brings me into the hallway and says, 
"Your mom thinks this is the best option for you." 
I say, "OK." 
He says, "What do you think about that?" 
"Mom's really smart. She's a professor." 
"I know that," he says. "Do you want to leave school? If you leave now, 
it will be hard to come back. You're only in seventh grade." 
"I don't know," I say. 
"Well, traditional schooling doesn't work for everyone, and you seem to 
be struggling a bit. Your grades are, well, dismal." Dismal was one of our 
vocab words in English class, and I think he's using it to be ironic. Ironic 
was a vocab word, too. 
"I know," I say. 
"If you think that you can apply yourself in a different setting, I think 
we should give that a shot." 
"OK," I say. 
I gather my stuff into my backpack and leave. Everyone thinks I'm getting 
expelled, so I say, "I'm leaving because I want to." No one says anything back. 
John is my math teacher now because he's really good at math. For my 
first lesson he gives me a copy of a test he took last week. He whited out all 
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the answers, and he whited out his name, but he left the "A" at the top of 
the page, probably on purpose to rub it in that he's a good student. Mom 
told me that some people are good test takers and some people aren't. John 
is and I'm not. 
The test is for freshmen, and it's all algebra, so I don't have a chance. 
John says, "I just want to see what you know already, and what we should 
work on." 
"I need to work on all of this," I say. "It's like two years ahead of me." 
John tells me to just take the test, so I sit at the table in the dining room and 
fill in answers while he makes a bowl of oatmeal. I don't know any of the 
answers, but I've memorized the first twenty-six digits of pi, so I write them 
along the bottom of the page. 
John walks by with his oatmeal and looks over my shoulder. "What are 
you writing?" he asks. 
"Pi," I say. "I memorized it." 
"Pi is infinite," he says. "You can't memorize it." 
"Well, I memorized part of it," I say. 
"Not enough," he says. 
When I hand in the test he takes out a big red marker and makes a big 
deal of correcting it. When he's done, he takes a Post-It note and places it 
over his grade. It says "F. See me." I look up at him and he says, "We've got 
a lot of work to do here." 
Mom gives me a reading list and a deadline for each book. She says, 
"Make sure you consider the time period in which each of these was pub-
lished and the effect it had on the text." The first book is Heart of Darkness. 
She gives me her copy, which is really beat up and filled with notes. 
She says, "Consider this: Is the book a critique of colonization, or an 
attempt to justify it by dehumanizing Africans?" 
The next book on the list is Curious George Takes a Job. Mom says, 
"Don't forget to analyze the subversive themes in that one, too." 
I take Heart of Darkness to my room and place it near my laptop. John 
has already made a blog post about my math test. It is only 1 :00 PM and 
everyone is still in school, so I play chess against the computer for the rest 
of the afternoon. 
Later, I go to Teddy's house. I figure that since I don't have my bow and 
arrow, his mom will let me in this time. 
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She says, "What are you doing here?" 
"I'm here to see if Teddy wants to play," I tell her. 
"Teddy has homework." 
"Oh," I say. 
"Don't you have homework?" 
"No, I'm homeschooled now." 
"So I heard," she says. 
We both stare at each other for a bit, and then I realize she doesn't want 
me around, so I leave. She watches me walk down the path. I turn around 
when I get to the sidewalk and she's still looking at me. We stare at each 
other again, until finally she closes the door. 
Kim isn't allowed to come over anymore. 
"She's not helping the problem," Mom says. 
"What was the problem?" I ask. 
"Your studies." 
"Oh," I say. 
"Kim was interfering with my parenting." She takes a Diet Coke and 
goes up to her room. 
I go up to my room, too. That is how our house is, most of the time. Mom 
is in her room, John is in his office, Dad is in Jacksonville, and I am in my 
room. I send John an e-mail, and it shoots through the wires in our house, 
from my upstairs bedroom to his office in the basement. I ask him what hap-
pened to Kim. A moment later, he responds: "Drama with Mom, I presume." 
I send him another e-mail. "Be more specific, please." 
He responds: "I've written about it on my blog." As always, the word 
blog is linked. 
All John ever writes about is news in the computer industry. I have no 
idea why he started it, but now he gets thousands of hits every day. It amazes 
me how much people care what he says, because I think everything he says 
is stupid. Nobody knows he is fourteen, but I think it'd just get more traffic 
if that got out, so I can't really use it as leverage.Of course, there is nothing 
on the blog about Kim. It is just another cheap way to up his hit count. 
I run downstairs to yell at him. Our house has a big spiral staircase in 
the middle. It goes all the way from the second floor to the basement. If it 
were a slide, this would be the coolest house on the block. 
John's door is closed and locked, so I knock and then pound. Finally, he 
opens it. 
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"What?" he says. 
"You didn't write about it on your blog." 
"Of course not," he says. 
"Tell me what happened!" I try to push the door open further, but he is 
leaning into it so it hardly moves. 
"Isn't it obvious?" he says. 
"No! It's not obvious." It's not. 
"Jeremy, there can't be two moms. There can just be Mom. She got rid 
of the competition." 
I go back up the stairs. Mom's door is closed, too, so I knock on it 
lightly. "Busy," she says. 
"I want to talk," I say. 
"I'm grading papers," she says through the door. 
"I don't have anything to do." 
"Go play with your bow and arrow." 
"Where is it?" 
"In the front closet." 
"It's raining," I say. 
"Jeremy, I need to get work done. Go read then. Read Heart of 
Darkness." 
After I retrieve my bow and arrow I walk around the house with it and 
look at the downpour from different windows. From the kitchen I can 
hardly tell it's raining, but through the big sliding door in the living room I 
can see every single drop as it falls. The rain must be coming down hard 
because it's making a rumbling noise as it hits the porch. I wonder if anyone 
hears it but me. Probably not John in the basement, and probably not Mom 
up in her room. Probably not Dad, either, because he's in Jacksonville. I am 
the only one who knows. 
I set up my Styrofoam block on top of the piano at the far end of the 
living room and then walk to the other side and hook an arrow into my 
bow. From here, it looks like it would be a really easy shot, and I line up my 
sight and then stare at the target for a while. 
I pull back the arrow all the way to my ear and let go. When it hits the 
block, they both go flying across the piano. All of the pictures get knocked 
over, and a vase at the end falls to the floor. 
I am not prepared for how loud the shattering noise is. It fills the house, 
even louder than the sound of the rain, and I keep hearing it over and over 
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again, as the pieces float across the floor on the spilt water. I don't even hear 
John run up the spiral staircase. I just turn around and he's looking at me 
and my bow with his mouth open. I do hear Mom, though. We both do. 
John and I look at each other as we listen to her walking across the floor of 
her bedroom. Her footsteps make our old house shake even more than the 
rain, and finally, I know what Kim was talking about, I hear it, that terri-
fying sound I couldn't play on the drums. 
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About 
'To the staff, advisor, and editors of Hair if rigger: You~ magazine sets the Gold Standard fo~ content in a 
literary magazine. The quality of the writing is superb ... :You take original approaches to your topics; your 
reader is always info~ a surprise; with your words you create laughter, tears, images, pain, and joy fo~ 
the reader; the descripto~ and detail help the reade~ to form sensory images from the words. ifhat's what 
makes outstanding fiction and narrative ... The power of the messages conveyed here holds the reade~ 
spellbound; excellent transitions in evef'YJpiece I• I• 1elp to deveop each characte~ and subject 
the writers affect all five senses." 
FROM JUDGE 'S COMMENTS, COLUMBIA SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION (CSPA) 2009 NATIONAL COMPETITION 
•!• I • I I 
I I• I I I 
• I I • 
FROM JUDGE'S COMMENTS, COLUMB IA SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION (CSPA) 2004 NATIONAL COMPETITION, 
IN WHICH HAIR TR IGGER 2 6 WON A SILVER CROWN AWARD 
•!• the highest quality ! I ! 
realistic, sensual, exciting, and within the vein of the best traditions of American 
and seriousness .. .full of solid, memorable surpri . . -. 
.. • I I ... 
FROM JUDGE'S COMMENTS ON 1993 FIRST PLACE AWARD TO HAIR TRIGGER 14, IN THE ASSOCIATED WR ITING 
PROGRAMS (AWP) NATIONAL COMPETITION FOR LITERARY MAGAZINES 
"A most professional I I Ill I • • 
The variety ot issues, tones, and styles is eloquent 
FROM JUDGE'S COMMENTS ON SILVER CROWN AWARD TO HAIR TRIGGER 19 IN THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION (CSPA) 1998 NATIONAL COMPETITION 
I • I • I• ! 
ifhere is no reliance on formulae o~ quick tricks. 
human understanding .. . imagery is quick, cl 
FROM JUDGE'S COMMENTS ON MEDALIST AWARD TO HAIR TRIGGER 13, IN THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION (CSPA) 1991 NATIONAL COMPETITION 
• . ! . • 
I • ...  . ... .. 
love it that your writers do not blanch 
FROM JUDGE'S COMMENTS, CSPA 1990 NATIONAL COMPETITION , IN WHICH HAIR TRIGGER 12 WON A SILVER 
CROWN AWARD 
"An im11osingly im11ressive creation that deserves hours of reading time." 
FROM JUDGE 'S COMMENTS, CSPA 2008 NATIONAL COMPETITION, IN WHICH HAIR TRIGGER 30 WON A GOLD 
CROWN AWARD 
! 
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